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introduction

Imagining the nation
in the classroom?

The idea(l) that national belonging should be reproduced in the classroom
has ever wider resonance amongst politicians and a variety of policymakers
throughout the Dutch Kingdom. However, reproducing a shared imagination
of belonging amongst a variety of pupils is not necessarily easy. As I conducted
my research amongst primary school pupils and stakeholders in education
on Sint Maarten,1 I was struck by a search, at times frantic, for the ideal Sint
Maartener (while also conducting one myself). I never found a shared ideal
that would last, however. During my fieldwork, one song – produced by local
artist King Kembe – continuously reappeared to remind me of the impossibility of finding what I was looking for. This song, ‘Where Randy?’ could be
heard not only in bars, minibuses and on the street, but also inside classrooms.
Someone would stand still with their legs a little apart, flatten a hand above
their eyes and look around, as if searching. With or without singing the words,
everyone would know: s/he was looking for Randy. The song and the video
demonstrate that finding Randy, agreeing on who Randy is, and who exactly is
looking for him, are complex matters. My appreciation of the song, as both a
musicking metaphor of what I – among others – was searching for, as well as a
tentative answer to my research question, grew stronger throughout my fourteen months of fieldwork. In the pages that follow, I will describe my search
and hopefully allow you, the reader, to appreciate ‘Where Randy’ the way I do.
1 I use the name Sint Maarten to refer to the southern part of the binational island. I also employ
St. Martin, which refers to the entire island and is employed by politicians who imagine a specific
national belonging. When I speak about their imaginations I will use the latter name. However,
when I speak about educational polices, I address the south only and will use Sint Maarten. More on
this will follow below.

1

To begin, I will introduce my main research site: Martin Luther King
Junior Primary School, on the southern part of the binational island St.
Martin. It is here that I encountered various imaginations of national belonging during the Sint Maarten’s day celebration.
Around 160 pupils, along with their teachers, were finding a place to sit in the
assembly hall.2 It took more than thirty minutes for everyone to settle down
and become quiet. I was observing the havoc from the back of the hall, taking
the time to study my surroundings, which were permeated with symbolism
that I understood as national. I was standing beneath red, white and blue flags
that had been cut and colored by the Kindergarten pupils. The same national
colors were in front of me and behind me, left and right, because the pupils
wore red, white and blue shirts. This was exceptional, because normally pupils
wore a uniform consisting of a purple shirt and grey pants or skirts. Some
were wearing their white t-shirts with the words ‘I love SXM’.3 They had to buy
them for last week’s public school parade in town, and as I had bought one too
and was wearing it for this occasion, I felt a little like I belonged at the school
during this celebration.
To add to the feeling of national grandeur, a life-size cutout of a brown
pelican – the national bird – and equally large cutouts of the national flower,
tree, and building, were positioned on the wall behind the stage. I had helped
the Dutch teacher, teacher Ponterson,4 to put them up earlier, but as we had
been chatting in Dutch, our shared first language, I had not actually noticed
what we were putting up on the walls. Only now, as I was standing at the
back of the hall, did I realize that the national Sint Maarten was unavoidable. When all 150 pupils were finally seated and had calmed down, today’s
masters of ceremony – two popular girls from the 5th grade along with the
two Dutch teachers – urged us to stand up once more. Dutch teacher Ponterson then spoke. “Clasp your hands, close your eyes. Our father...” The pupils
in the assembly hall knew what to do, and continued, “Whom art in heaven,
Hallowed be thy name. Thy Kingdom come...” I felt somewhat uncomfortable and out of place, torn between the impulse to comply and pray, and my
desire to look around and observe what was happening. I decided to bow
my head and stood in silence. As we ended our prayers, a new instruction
echoed through the hall, “Remain standing please!” It was time to sing the

2

2 This assembly took place on the 9th of November 2015.
3 SXM is the abbreviation for the international airport on Sint Maarten and is used to refer to the
island in many instances.
4 I use pseudonyms for all teachers, staff, pupils, parents and friends. I only use the real names of
those who were politically active at the time of my research and those who published their opinions
and ideas themselves.

Sint Maarten song. “Where over the hills, say where, you find an island there,
so lovely small, with nations free. With people French and Dutch, no talking
English much.5 O sweet Sint Maarten in the sand.”
The national anthem, which had never been officially adopted as such,
still resounded on many occasions and in many schools. During my first
weeks on Sint Maarten, I had found a school in Sint Maarten’s capital Philipsburg simply by following my ears. I had then reached a tall gate, behind which
several lines of pupils – all wearing a uniform of blue pants or skirts and white
tops – were singing, “O sweet Saint Martin’s Land. So bright by beach and
strand. With sailors on the sea and harbors free. Where the chains of mountains green, Variously in sunlight sheen. Oh I love thy Paradise, Nature beauty
fairly nice.” I had previously heard this at the Methodist school and on the
radio; the unofficial anthem was everywhere. I realized that even though I had
never sung the Dutch national anthem, Het Wilhelmus, when I was in school
(accept perhaps as a joke), this practice was very common in other countries.
A couple of years ago, politicians in The Netherlands had started arguing for
Het Wilhelmus to be sung in schools, so that young people would learn that
they were first and foremost Dutch. These people considered primary schools
to be important places for young people to learn to belong to and feel proud
of their nation. Not merely through singing an anthem, but also by celebrating national (holi)days, coloring flags and, more implicitly, by having to speak
a certain language and behave in certain approved ways.

What is at stake?
The idea that some sort of reproduction of a pre-defined national imagination and related civil culture(s) takes place within state schools has long been
mainstream in academia, and is still widely shared in popular discourse; in
schools, teachers turn pupils into citizens of a certain type (see for example Schiffauer et al (2004)) in which several authors discuss what they call
the ‘civil culture’ that is taught and learned in schools throughout Europe).
American educational philosopher John Dewey (2009 [1916], 1997 [1938])
has described how this imagined relationship between education and society has taken on different forms at different times. Schools were at one time
supposed to create critical, cosmopolitan individuals (world citizens), while
5 I sang the song wrong at the beginning of my stay. It should have been ‘though talking English
much’. I already found it odd that the song would say no English was spoken, as it is the number
one language of communication on the island. Since 2010, English has also been the second official
language on the Dutch side of the island, where Dutch is rarely spoken. Because ‘no’ and ‘though’
sound so similar, I never realized my error until the music teacher became very adamant about this
(apparently often repeated) mistake and I learned the right words from her.

3

at others they were to sort young people into the specific workers that society
needed (2009 [1916]: 70-73). These ideas remain today, yet a third, important
one emerged during the 19th century. When Europe changed from an arena
of empires and kingdoms into one ordered into nations and sovereign states,
the relation between schools and society became ‘institutional idealist’ (ibid.:
74-75). Dewey states that from this point onwards, ‘The state furnished not
only the instrumentalities of education but also its goal’ (ibid.: 75). The sense
of belonging to a nation-state was thus to be (re)produced in state-financed
schools (Dewey 2009[1916], Levinson and Holland 1996, Schiffauer et al
2004).
One of the important contributors to theorizing the nation was Benedict
Anderson, who wrote his seminal work Imagined Communities: Reflections on
the Origin and Spread of Nationalism in 1983. In it, he describes how the imagined national community replaced previous forms of belonging and became the
most common way of organizing people (Anderson: 2003 [1983]). Anderson’s
approach to the nation as an Imagined Community allowed him to highlight
the specific processes through which this imagination emerged and became
shared. Newspaper printing, pilgrimages within colonial empires, museum
visits and education all played key roles. Through these processes, a sense of
brotherhood beyond one’s immediate community both developed and gained
prominence. These materialized into political unities – nation-states – that
have become so self-evident that they easily obstruct thinking and doing
outside the national order. Anderson locates the first national process in the
New World, and then shows how nationalism was adopted and modelled by
European elites. Later, post-colonial states also embraced this model. This
refined theory of the national imagination has inspired many and has been
referenced by a wide variety of scholars. Today, Anderson’s book is among the
most quoted in the social sciences.6 And just as his ideas became more mainstream in academia, a popular, simpler version of his work seems to have been
adopted by policymakers and politicians.
This popular version is not particularly troubled by the subtle ways
in which Anderson worked with different waves of nationalism, or how he
showed the variances between different cases around the world. Nor does it
consider the ways in which Imagined Communities has been critiqued. Some
have been troubled by the theory because it focuses too much on cultural
developments, leaving out the material changes that shaped the political
creation of nation-states (Desai 2009). Chatterjee (1999) also claims that it is
too utopian in its perceived overcoming of racialized or class-based differences

4

6 http://blogs.lse.ac.uk/impactofsocialsciences/2016/05/12/what-are-the-most-citedpublications-in-the-social-sciences-according-to-google-scholar (last visited on 11-10-2018).

between those who, according to Anderson, will become ‘brothers’ within one
nation. He is also disappointed that, while Anderson claimed to have overcome eurocentrism by showing how the national imagination emerged first
amongst Creoles7 in the Americas (which is technically speaking not Europe,
but could be considered as part of the west), he continued to employ western
and imperialist ideas of time and ownership (ibid.). Both Chatterjee (1998)
and Appadurai (1993) state that there is a dire need to think beyond the nation
in our globalizing world, and these authors argue for a rethinking of the relation between the state, its citizens and transnational institutions (Chatterjee
1998).8 Özkirimli has also voiced his concerns with presenting nationalism as
harmless, as this may have severe and long-term implications for minorities,
immigrants and guest workers (2003: 353).
In many ways, ethnographic work has shown that people today also
claim belonging in ways that are uncompromised by the idea of national
belonging as primary: they belong to a Christian Kingdom, claim a place
or belonging that is regional, belong through histories and artifacts, family
networks or music (e.g.: Besson and Olwig 2005, Bonilla 2013, Feld 2012,
Gilroy 2002, Youkhana 2015). Even territorial claims of belonging are not
necessarily related to the nation-state. Allahar (2004) explains how nations
do not necessarily have their own state, nor do all nations that have their own
territory necessarily have the right to govern it. This is often due to lingering
colonial relations, especially in the Caribbean region (ibid.). Belonging thus
refers to a range of often contradictory practices in which people create an
affective relation in and to a place (or, as the works quoted above argue, a
practice/artifact), while simultaneously shaping the boundaries between an
imagined ‘us’ and ‘them’ (Antonsich 2010, Hedetoft and Hjort 2002, YuvalDavis 2006). This last practice, constructing strong boundaries between those
who do and do not belong, those who have a ‘natural’ right to reside in a
place and those who must leave (or at least assimilate), has gained interest
(Chamoiseau 2018, Geschiere 2009, Nancy 2000). In his enlightening book
The Perils of Belonging: Autochthony, Citizenship, and Exclusion in Africa &
Europe, anthropologist Peter Geschiere analyzes the re-emergence of national
belonging, particularly through notions of ‘autochthony’, in our globalizing
world (2009). Geschiere describes how such a claim to autochthony is
made through an appeal to soil that carries heavy emotional weight. In this
discourse, those who can claim the longest relationship with a place are those
who truly belong, excluding all those who are on the move. Geschiere thus
7 The term Creole here refers to the offspring of European settlers who were born in the new
world.
8 Özkirimli (2003) reminds us that these critiques are equally valid in relation to other grand
theories on nationalism, such as those proposed by Smith, Hutchington, Gelner and Hobsbawm.
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warns us to be alert when seemingly common-sense discourses of autochthony and belonging are employed.
One must be vigilant when talking about ‘belonging’ and continuously
assess how people experience being at home and to what groups they wish to
belong to, or believe they belong to. Caution must be exercised when taking for
granted common-sense categories (and related hierarchies) as well as, importantly, the underlying assumption that people everywhere have the desire to
create a home and boundaries. Belonging may not be a universal given, or
something that people are occupied with all the time. At times, someone may
simply be busy with their own inner realities.
However, despite the extensive critiques showered upon theories of the
imagined community, the academic work that shows the broader interpretations and practices of belonging, and the question of whether people are
occupied with questions of belonging at all (times), the political order of
sovereign states and citizenship, grounded in a national imagination of ‘we’,
does shape the potential for movement for many people. Policymakers, acti
vists, media outlets and laypeople use nationalist discourses to lay claim to
what they consider ‘theirs’. Related essentialist idea(l)s, namely that ‘we’ speak,
dress, eat and in general act in certain ‘national’ ways, are then easily adopted.
For policymakers, education has become the domain where a national imagination can and should be transmitted to pupils and thus be (re)produced.
The notion of education as transmission has also been challenged by
ethnographic research. At the beginning of the 20th century anthropologists, mostly in the US, began studying education. Most were concerned with
social reproduction and cultural transmission in non-industrialized societies (Levinson and Holland 1996). Since the 1960s, these ethnographies on
education have increasingly highlighted the complications and contradictions
between the official goals of schooling as a means to improve potential for all
pupils and the actual practices inside the classroom. Levinson and Holland
(1996) argue, inspired by the work of Bourdieu, that schools became scrutinized for the reproduction, normalization and legitimization of unequal
power relations (see also Sullivan 2002, Yon 2003). Critical theoretical paradigms, such as neo-Marxism, feminism, critical pedagogy and antiracism,
thus pushed for an intersectional approach to discuss the contested formations of identity, belonging and related inequality in schools. They thus paved
the way for an understanding of education as emancipation (see Freire 1996
[1970], Levinson and Holland 1996, Suarez-Orozco et al 2011). For scientists
active in these critical traditions, schools also became sites where pupils could
contest norms and hierarchies. Reproduction was never fully effective, nor the
only active process; alternative discourses of belonging could be produced in
schools, too.

However, amongst policymakers and educators, an agreement about the
basic function (and thus also possibility) of education as a form of nationalist
socialization seems to remain. Since the increase of migration within Europe,
that belief (and the need to believe in it) has been strengthened. Through their
curriculum, materials and teachers, schools must teach newcomers (youngsters and migrants) the skills, knowledge and civil/national culture (Schiffauer
et al 2004) necessary to be able to function ‘normally’ amongst those who are
already part of the nation. This process is often contested, diversified and
incomplete (e.g. Levinson 1996, Skinner and Holland 1996), but the ideal
that shapes schools as sites of social transmission, where imaginations of the
nation are taught to and adopted by pupils, still persists (Collins 2009, Levinson and Holland 1996). We will see that this idea(l) grew stronger amongst
politicians in the Netherlands, but also in overseas parts of the Dutch Kingdom such as Sint Maarten.
My research addresses these two related issues: 1) that belonging is
imagined as primarily national; and 2) the idea(l) of schools as sites of (re)
production. I will show that these two presumptions, accepted by stakeholders, do not hold true when the practices and idea(l)s of the pupils are
considered. The first part of the book talks about my research with the various
stakeholders on Sint Maarten. It addresses what imagination of Sint Maarten
those in charge of education wanted pupils to adopt and discusses how these
stakeholders believed education could reproduce these ideals. While this may
seem a simple endeavor, it turned out that various conflicting ways of imagining ‘Sint Maartenness’ and related education policies existed, forcing me
to consider different approaches to education and belonging. I found these
in the work of John Dewey and Edouard Glissant, which I will elaborate on
below.9

Making a nation
I will give a first insight into the contending idea(l)s of the nation promoted by
leading politicians, policymakers and anticolonial activists on Sint Maarten.
We must learn to not only live as St. Martiners on November 11th,
but rather, throughout the entire year. We must be able to teach and
show others, who call St. Martin their home, what it means to be a St.
Martiner. Our people must understand our history and customs, learn
it, live it, and share it with all who visit our shores, whether they decide
9 The Imagining the Nation Research Consortium as a whole is interested in researching the
relationship between these two thinkers. Van der Pijl and Guadeloupe wrote about it in 2015.
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to stay or come for a short time. We must educate our children, and
so while abroad; they will be the ambassadors of this beautiful island
and speak of its extensive history, beauty, unification, the arts, and the
culture of the people who live and love St. Martin. 10
These words, spoken on Sint Maarten’s day in 2016 by Silveria Jacobs, the then
minister of Education, Culture, Youth and Sports of Sint Maarten (ECYS),
emphasized that creating and teaching national belonging was a particularly
noble and important obligation. Not only on this special day, but throughout the year. In school, the young should learn to become ambassadors of
the beautiful island of St. Martin. By the time she published these words, I
had been on the island for a while, and recognized the complications that hid
behind this seemingly straightforward message. What was St. Martin? Who
was a Sint Maartener? And who decided the answers to these issues? The
naming of the island shows some of the complications involved in imagining
a nation on a (post)colonial, binational island of 87 square kilometers.
The name St. Martin refers to the island in its entirety, while the name
Sint Maarten refers to the Southern or Dutch side only. Until 1937, the southern side was also referred to as St. Martin, but in 1937 it was changed to Sint
Maarten.11 The newspaper does not mention who made the change, but it
seems the Dutch government wanted to make the name of the island ‘more
Dutch-sounding’ with the rise of nationalist politics in Europe. The Northern
or French side of the island, St-Martin, is part of the overseas territories of
France. So, even though the island is materially and socially united, it is very
much divided politically, as well as educationally. In the speech mentioned
above, Minister Jacobs speaks of a proud belonging to St. Martin. By doing so,
she practices a particular form of politics. Referring to St. Martin constitutes
a move beyond colonial ties, a unification of the island as one political whole,
independent from any European colonizer. Some, who extend this notion
even further, call the island Soualiga, ‘Salt island’, thus giving life to the name
that the Amerindian populations supposedly employed (Everett-Heath 2017).
When the minister of ECYS spoke of St. Martin, she invoked a united national
future, which ignores the thoroughly fragmented reality.
This fragmentation is the result of ongoing migration, stimulated by
interest from different European settlers and shifting ties with the Netherlands. Migration started with groups of Amerindians travelling through the
region from Southern America (George 2013). St. Martin’s resident arche-
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10 This took place of the 11th of November 2016.
11 https://www.delpher.nl/nl/kranten/view?coll=ddd&identifier=ddd:010017125:mpeg21:a0090
(last visited 16-01-2019).

ologist, Jay Haviser, claims that 2000 years BC these groups already lived on
the island.12 However, little to nothing of their presence remains, due to what
happened after 1493. That year, the Spanish, who showed little interest in the
small island, reportedly spotted it first. Only much later, around 1630, did
French and Dutch settlers occupy the island. After being chased away by the
Spanish for a decade, they returned and settled to stay, officially dividing it
in 1648. From around 1750, the Dutch trading companies in charge of the
island turned it into a commercial port. They also started winning salt, the
product that, due to a flourishing fishing industry, had drawn Dutch attention in the first place. African wo/men, made slaves and purchased on the
surrounding islands, were forced to delve the salt until the French government
abolished slavery in 1848.13 As the plantation culture on Sint Maarten and in
the entire region declined, the economy suffered. Many people left, and the
Dutch government lost its interest in the island. Only after the Second World
War did their interest redevelop. Indonesia fought for and gained its independence from the Kingdom, and caused the government of the Netherlands to
pay attention to its dependencies in the west once more. A more critical stance
towards overseas territories was enforced throughout Europe and the Dutch
government had to reorganize the structure of its islands in the Caribbean.
Between 1954 and 2010, Sint Maarten formed part of the Dutch Antilles, together with Curacao, Bonaire, Saba, Sint Eustatius and Aruba (until
1986, when Aruba became a separate country within the Kingdom). During
this period the islands were governed by a federal government in close colla
boration with (or dictated by) the Netherlands. Roitman and Veenendaal have
described how several important families had great financial and therefore
political influence (2016). The DP, or Democratic Party, established by Claude
Wathey and Clem Labega, gained a great deal of financial and political power
through the years. Wathey had been on the island council before joining
the parliament of the Netherlands Antilles in 1962 (ibid.: 80), while Labega
remained in the background. Both came from influential families, and their
wealth was able to grow due to their political clout. As a result of the growth of
family businesses, greater political influence was gained, as votes could easily
be secured through gift-giving (ibid.). This situation, whereby money and
party politics are closely intertwined, remains today (ibid.). This led Guadeloupe (2009) to coin the idea of the ‘money tie system’, the capitalist machine
in which all those on Sint Maarten are implicated, no matter their ideological
standpoint or political affiliation.
12 http://www.todaysxm.com/st-maartens-vanished-amerindian-past/ (last visited on 13-112018).
13 Even though the Dutch didn’t officially put an end to this cruelty until 1863, the small size of
the island made it impossible to continue enforcing slavery when the French abolished it.
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Under Wathey’s leadership a federal elite developed, who had know
ledge of both the other islands and of the Netherlands, and held a positive
stance towards the Kingdom. While younger, they had travelled to the Nether
lands for their higher education, and in doing so had become fluent in the
Dutch language. Within the federation, differences between islands relating to
language, financial priorities and racial hierarchies were overcome by alluding
to a shared belonging as Antilleans. Fragmentation was thus not a problem, and
the development of a variety of different school communities in Sint Maarten
between the 1970s and 2000 fitted well within this political structure and related
imagination of belonging. These school communities were, as nations within a
federation, able to develop their own policies, and could decide themselves on
their teaching materials, curriculum and language of instruction. Boards were
free to hire teachers from across the globe, who promoted idea(l)s of belonging that were not necessarily the Sint Maarten national ideal, or that combined
national idea(l)s with Christian ones. As I will demonstrate, religion was widely
accepted by many who formed part of this federal elite.
But a great deal changed in 2010 when, on the tenth of October,
commonly referred to as 10-10-10, Sint Maarten gained country status within
the Kingdom of the Netherlands and left the federation. With this constitutional change, an opportunity arose for another elite, a group with different
idea(l)s, to obtain a certain degree of political power. In his book, which is
based on research done before 2010, Guadeloupe describes these political
figures as being fringe; indeed, for a long time they had little influence. They
took a much less positive stance towards the Netherlands and chose to study
in the US (rather than the Netherlands), where anti-colonial thinking and
the black power movement inspired them. They generally refused to speak
Dutch, and thus had not been acceptable as political candidates prior to 2010.
However, they had been part of the political game – and the money tie system
– and could now move higher up. One of the most prominent members of
this vanguard, educator, linguist and independista Dr. Rhoda Arrindell, joined
the newly formed United Peoples party of Theo Heyliger (grandson of the
father of the nation, Claude Wathey) and became the first minister of Education, Culture, Youth, and Sports (ECYS) for the country Sint Maarten.
The vanguard to which she belonged entertained different ideas about
the nation, and they considered the existing educational policies, in terms of
both form and content, to be problematic. The fragmented form of the school
system, with the considerable freedom of the religious schoolboards, was the
first thorn in their side. The ‘illegal schools’ that catered to recent migrant
pupils also made it impossible for the political elite to control the production
process in schools. This reproduction required standardization of form and
extensive government control. Content-wise, the vanguard wanted stricter

language policies, the teaching of specific, symbolically rich histories that
highlighted Pan-African relations instead of colonial ties, and a racialization
much like that in the United States. Those who were locally born and black
were to be the core Sint Maarteners.
In the first chapter of this book I will discuss the contending imaginations
of the nation of these two elite formations, and show how these discourses were
mobilized through educational policies addressing form and content. It will
become clear that specific imaginations of the ideal Sint Maartener / St. Martiner
were constructed through the telling of specific histories, strict language policies, and ideology. These sites provided the elites with ways for them to mobilize
their own particular imaginations of belonging. From the ideal history, an ideal
body also emerged, which I will use as a third venue of analysis. All three of these
will return throughout the different chapters.
In the second chapter, I will discuss how those who imagined Christian frames of belonging employed the same three sites of construction. As
I showed above, prayer preceded the singing of the national anthem in the
assembly hall. Many schools on Sint Maarten, both public and semi-public
Christian schools, actively mobilized various Christian discourses to create
belonging. In certain schools this was done in an ecumenical style, which easily
tied into the federal national imagination. But other schools were adamant
about the transnational character of their Kingdom of Christ. The discourses
employed there were denominational and rather exclusive. These discourses,
like those that focused on the national, drew on the telling of specific histories,
language ideology and body ideals. Behaving ‘Christian’ was also drawn upon
to distinguish between people. This aspect of different Christian discourses
– how one relates to those who are not ‘us’ – was taught through the idea(l)
of tolerance. This term and its meanings were taught in all the schools that I
visited, and I will draw on its specific uses to contrast the more or less stable,
and the differently permeable notions of ‘we’ that I encountered.
The first two chapters of the book thus address the ways in which those
in charge mobilized a variety of imaginations of (national) belonging in
schools. Some created more permeable borders and allowed for differences to
persist, but all these discourses were normative and contained a belief in the
possibility of reproducing a predefined idea(l). Language policies, the teaching of history and the management of the body offered important means to
shape these imaginations. Yet, as my description of Sint Maarten’s day (one
of the few national holidays celebrated in schools on the island) shows, many
other ways of belonging, related to or entirely indifferent to the national, also
existed. And as I will show, the pupils employed these three sites of national
creation for contestation and creativity. For now, let us return to the assembly
hall at MLK to explore some of the other imaginations.
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Transmigration, creolization and Relation
After praying and the singing of the Sint Maarten song, as well as the new
school song about the legacy of Martin Luther King, the Sint Maarten’s day
assembly continued with presentations from each class. The little ones from
the first grade presented a poem about Sint Maarten. “Sint Maarten, Sint
Maarten, my island, my home,” they chanted together, after which the first
girl continued, “The S stands for sweet Sint Maartenland.” The next boy added
“The T for talented people” and the following, “The M for many beautiful
beaches.” I was able to understand that the first A stood for “Always Progressing,” but after that it became hard to hear what was being said as the older
pupils around me started commenting. “I can’t see!” “Shut up!” “Look, she so
cute! Her hair is so nice.” “She my cousin ya no,” “Boring...” “Tss, I’m S panish,
boy!” I listened to them with a mixture of confusion and wonder. Were they
accepting the idea of Sint Maarten as a nation and themselves as national
subjects? And what did this particular performance as Sint Maarteners mean
to them? Only at the end of the performance, when the pupils collectively
chanted “Sint Maarten is my home,” was I able to hear them again.
The kindergarten pupils were next, even smaller and shyer, and did their
walk of fame with a self-made national flower, the yellow sage. When they
shied away from the audience, the two girls from the fifth grade who were the
MC’s held their hands and walked with them. The girls rolled their eyes at the
audience as they walked. They knew they were being observed and acted cool,
but they also showed kindness to the little ones. The next group of five girls
and three boys, also from kindergarten, danced to a cheerful song with the
words “Many cultures, one island, one people, Sint Maarten!” (or St. Martin,
this difference disappears in pronunciation). They sang in English, but it
was not the standard variant and I wondered if this was what people called
S’Maatin English.14 The tune was upbeat and lively, and I felt my hips and
feet wanting to move to the beat. Several smaller children in front moved off
their chairs and started dancing. The song was followed by another poem that
followed the letters from the island, now read from paper, as the descriptions
for these third graders were more complicated. The length and difficulty of the
sentences did not help my understanding, and I only caught Damian saying
that Sint Maarten had its own English and that this was easier than Spanish... This made me smile again, and I wondered how many pupils around
me found speaking Spanish easier than English, whether S’Maatin English,
standard, or any other regional variation.
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14 S’Maatin English is a language for some, a dialect for others, and a thorn in the side of many
a teacher. Arrindell (2014) claims it plays a role in the construction of the local culture and the
St. Martin identity.

After a dance by the fifth graders, it was time for the second third-grade
class to perform their act: a game! Their teacher started by explaining the game,
“We are going to show you some flags and we would like you to raise your
hand if you know what the flag means.” Involving the audience seemed like
a good idea, as it could focus the attention of the pupils on the performance.
The teacher herself held up the first flag that had a green background with two
triangles, one red, one yellow. The raising-of-the-hand part was already forgotten, and a variety of ideas was shouted out, “Trinidad!” “Saint Kitts!” “Jamaica!”
“Guyana!” “YES!!” the teacher echoed, “Guyana!”. She then pointed to the girl
who held up a red, white and blue flag. “Who knows what this one is?” “Saint
Kitts!” “Nevis?” “Suriname!” “The Netherlands!” “Sint Maarten.” The teacher
helped, and added, “French St-Martin!” I was thoroughly puzzled now. Wasn’t
that the Dutch flag? We continued like this with seven more flags of countries from the Caribbean region, countries with which the pupils and teachers
around me seemed to have strong ties, judging by their cheers and laughter.
Or at least they enjoyed the game. The meaning that I attached to certain flags
differed from that of the teacher, but none of this seemed to matter much to
the pupils. They enjoyed shouting out the names of places.
The Sint Maarten’s day celebration showed me that the nation was
everywhere, yet it emerged in a variety of ways. Both teachers and pupils drew
on their extensive (transnationally oriented) imaginations to give meaning to
the national Sint Maarten, differently. One important lesson I learned was that
I had to consider the reality of (forced) migration, not least because everyone
in the classroom had travelled across the Caribbean region and beyond while
developing their ideas(l)s of belonging. The long history of migration towards
and within the Caribbean allowed people in the region to develop and entertain relationships with a plethora of imagined places. The Martinican author
Patrick Chamoiseau has explained this as follows:15
I would call myself an ‘independist’. But I don’t mean an independence
that involves a breaking off – “my flag, my language, my borders”- but
in the relational way. It means the opposite: “leave me to live all my
possible interdependencies, my interdependence with the Caribbean,
with the Americas, with Africa, with France and Europe etc. That’s what
‘independence’ (in inverted commas) means nowadays.
Patrick Chamoiseau and Edouard Glissant, both scholars and poets from
Martinique, (re)imagined Martinique and the wider Caribbean archipelago
15 From an interview conducted within the Oxford Diaspora Programme in April 2012: http://
www.migration.ox.ac.uk/odp/pdfs/PatrickChamoiseauInterview_F.pdf (last visited 13-09-2018).
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(and increasingly also the rest of the world), as being shaped by and giving
shape to creolization and later Relation16 (Chamoiseau 2018, Chamoiseau
and Glissant 2018, Glissant 2010 [1990], 2008). The term Creole has been
used to refer to a variety of people and cultural products, but also to linguistic
practices (Chaudenson 2001, Stewart 2007). Even though the etymology of
the term is contested, it seems to have first been used to refer to people of
European descent, born in the New World. Later, and in different places, the
term was also used to refer to other groups, i.e. mulattos, indigenous or those
who were considered black (Chaudenson 2001: 7). At a later stage, the term
was employed in linguistics to refer to languages that developed out of pidgin;
the contact idioms in which different European languages mixed with those
spoken by people in the new world (Glissant 2008, Stewart 2007).
In the 1980s, the Caribbean authors and activists Chamoiseau, Confiant
and Bernabé initiated the Créolité movement. This was a response to the negritude movement that was initiated by Césaire, Damas and Senghor five decades
earlier. Whereas the latter revalued blackness and inspired thinking within the
African diaspora, the creolists wanted to emphasize the positive attributes of
the ongoing mixing of different groups in the Caribbean. Both movements thus
responded to injustices towards the downtrodden (either towards people of color
or people who were of mixed decent), and must be understood as a product of
their time and place. After much critique on the continued tracing of Creole realities to non-Creole origins, and the seemingly overtly positive connotations of
mixing, Chamoiseau – one of the three ‘original’ creolists, together with another
Martinican born philosopher Edouard Glissant – moved beyond creolization
and proposed the use of Relation, a term that Glissant explained as follows:
Relation, as we have emphasized, does not act upon prime elements that
are separable or reducible. If this were true, it would itself be reduced to
some mechanics capable of being taken apart or reproduced. It does not
precede itself in its action and presupposes no a priori. It is the boundless effort of the world: to become realized in its totality, that is, to evade
rest. One does not first enter Relation, as one might enter a religion. One
does not first conceive of it the way we have expected to conceive of
Being. (Glissant 2010[1990]: 172)
The framework that Anderson proposed to understand belonging, which
morphed into a simpler version that went on to guide the imaginations of
those in charge of education on Sint Maarten, does not fit easily with the real-
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16 Relation is the poetic approach towards totality in Glissant’s work and is thus written with a
capital letter, to distinguish it from actual practical relations.

ity I became part of inside the assembly halls and classrooms on Sint Maarten.
For this reason I turned to the work of Chamoiseau and, most importantly,
Glissant, a well-known Caribbean thinker, poet and literary critic. Born on
Martinique in 1928, Glissant travelled and studied in Paris, where he influenced European (mostly French) philosophy through his cooperation with
thinkers such as Deleuze (see Burns 2009). Based on his experiences in the
Caribbean region, which was heavily influenced by colonialism, slavery and
racism, and still exists on the margins of the French state, Glissant sought ways
to poetically imagine different futures. The process of creolization played an
important role in this. Creolizing was the inevitable process of world contact
through which something new emerged. In relation, different ways of thinking about, knowing and writing these processes were needed to continuously
allow for this ‘new’ to have an impact. Influenced by a plethora of other Caribbean thinkers, writers, filmmakers and artists, (e.g.: Harris 2008, James 1989
[1938]), Knepper 2006, Lamming 2009, Glissant 2010 [1990], 2008, Trouillot
2002,1992, Walcott 1998, 1974), Glissant opted for a poetics of Relation.
Creolization and Relation disrupt the ideal order that is needed for education to function as reproduction. The reproductive understanding of education,
which is part and parcel of the policymaking of those in charge on Sint Maarten,
thus needed to be replaced. As I mentioned above, I thus looked for a different
approach to education and notions of belonging in a changing world. To my
surprise the work of the previously mentioned educational philosopher John
Dewey shared much in common with the ideas developed by the two Martinican thinkers. Dewey lived and worked in the United States, where he became
championed as the leading educational philosopher of the first half of the 20th
century. He developed an experimental school at the university of Chicago,
where he directly tested his ideas and learned from his co-workers. As a pragmatist, he was interested in the value of academic work for society, more than the
production of truth. He emphasized the need for an embedded democracy that
extended beyond voting. All of his work, especially that on education, was thus
aimed at contributing to a better future, which should be ‘democratic’.
This democracy was not a purely political experience, but one of freedom and equal opportunity for all. Like Glissant, Dewey thus used his academic
work to give form to a better future for all. In his later work with Arthur Bentley,
Dewey developed an approach to the world that very closely resembled Relational thinking (Dewey and Bentley 1960), which they called transactional.17 As
opposed to self- or interactional approaches to learning (which, as I will show,
are most commonly used by teachers and other stakeholders in education),
17 This theoretical approach should not be mistaken for the transactionalism associated with
Frederick Bailey, Frederick Barth and Jeremy Boissevain that emerged in the 1970s.
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transactional inquiry takes into account the unpredictability and multiplicity
of experience. In interlude 2, I will explain how the work of both Dewey and
Glissant allowed me to develop an intuitive sensitivity to the multiple ways in
which the pupils imagined and performed belonging. My transactional learning
from the pupils forms the core of the second part of this book.

Learning from pupils
To move beyond the often static and exclusive categories of belonging
proposed by those in charge, I was eager to find out in what ways the pupils
constructed and made sense of this elusive ‘belonging’. To be able to engage
with the pupils’ imagination, I participated extensively in two classrooms
in a public school in Dutch Quarter, a working class neighborhood that
catered predominantly to recent migrants. However, I started my research in
schools from the five different communities. During the first three months I
acquainted myself with the field of education on Sint Maarten, working out
the relations between the different schools and boards. This was no simple
task, as the school system is extensive and fractured (see figure 1).
SCHOOL BOARD

SCHOOLS

LANGUAGE OF INSTRUCTION

SDA
Seventh Day Adventist
MAC
Methodist Agogic Centre
SPCOBE
Hillside Christian Schools

Seventh Day Adventist

English

Rev. John A. Gumbs
Browlia F. Maillard
Helmich Snijders
Asha Stevens
St. Joseph
Sr. Regina
Sr. Magda
Sr. Borgia
Sr. Marie Laurence
St. Dominic
Oranje School
Dr. Martin L. King Jr.
Leonald Connor
Marie G. de Weever
Ruby Labega
Charles L. Bell
Prince Willem Alexander

English
English
Dutch
English
English
Dutch
Dutch
Dutch
was Dutch changing to English
English
English
English
English
English
English
English
English (Special education)

SKOS
Catholic Education

DPES
Public Schools

Figure 1. The Schoolboards and their school communities (by ascending size as it
was during my fieldwork).18
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18 Data obtained through the University of St. Martin.

To get access to the various school communities, I wrote a letter to each
schoolboard, to which none responded. I thus decided to visit the boards
and the school managers, hoping that I would gain access through one or the
other. This worked well, and I received permission from the Catholic schoolboard, as well as the Christian Hillside and Methodist school managers.
They contacted their boards and welcomed me. The Seventh Day Adventists’
manager invited me after consulting with the board, but after just one inspiring day, I was told that there was too much going on at the school and there
was no room for me. At MLK the manager of the school, who was eager to
participate in my research, welcomed me. He explained to me that he did
not need approval from the public schoolboard and that I could begin my
research straight away.
During this initial phase, I spent five days at one school from every
school community, each day working alongside a different person within the
school: a classroom- language or arts teacher, technical staff member, afternoon school teacher, social worker or kitchen employee. I followed their work
routine, went with them to meetings, spoke with them and allowed them
to teach me what they thought was important about their school and their
job. This gave me a chance to get a feel for the differences and similarities
between schools and to learn about the ways in which different schoolboards
approached questions related to belonging. When the time came to celebrate
Sint Maarten’s Day, a day I was looking forward to, as it would hopefully give
me an insight into the ways in which the Sint Maarten nation was imagined
in school, I decided to celebrate at MLK. When I needed to decide where I
wanted to continue my in-depth fieldwork, I also chose this school.
I did so for several reasons. First of all, MLK is an English language
school and I had learned that communication with pupils in such a school
was easier than in a school with Dutch as the language of instruction. Pupils
were generally more comfortable in English. Moreover, the teachers in the
English-speaking schools came from a wide variety of places, whereas teachers in the Dutch speaking schools hailed mainly from the former Dutch Antilles, Suriname and the Netherlands. As there were Dutch classes to attend in all
schools, this choice would still allow me to address the relationship between
belonging and language. Among the various schools I visited in the first phase,
MLK was the only one located in a neighborhood with a large migrant population, often occupying a lower socio-economic status. The level of ongoing
migration and transnational relations was high in the school, both amongst
teachers and pupils. I presupposed that in such an environment, the work of
creating a shared sense of belonging would be clearly on the surface. Moreover, being a public school, MLK would also have to deal directly with the
imaginations of the local government.
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The principal, teachers and pupils were also very welcoming and made
me feel very much at home. I believe this warm welcome was partly related to
the help I was perceived to give while I was at the school. With its large number
of pupils from a lower social economic background, parents working several
jobs to make ends meet, and communication and behavioral issues emerging
on a regular basis (as the principal expressed), I was expected to make an effort
to help. I was eager to do so in order to become part of the school community
and to be educated in both the role of teacher and the role of pupil. However,
before I could get into the classrooms, I needed to find interested teachers.
Cliff Milton, the principal of MLK, invited me to present my research plans
at a teacher’s meeting on a Wednesday afternoon. He was enthusiastic about
my plans but wanted the teachers to decide for themselves if they wanted to
join my endeavor. To my relief, two teachers were interested, and I met with
them to discuss how their needs and wishes could be combined with mine. We
agreed that I would spend two days each week in the third grade with teacher
Philips, and two days each week in the sixth grade with Teacher Jones.
My learning in teacher Jones’ class constitutes the material that I discuss
in chapter 3. I will show how the sixteen eleven to thirteen year old pupils
responded to the teaching of belonging from their teacher, teacher Jones.
His discourse was grounded in a Guyanese nationalism related to a rather
normative ideology of the Seventh day Adventist church. Pupils continuously challenged this normative discourse within their ongoing call and
response. Through their responses, the pupils remade and unmade the teachings offered. Remaking refers to those instances in which pupils accepted the
logic of the teacher but filled in the frames differently. Unmaking refers to
instances in which pupils challenged the logic of the teacher by defying its
underlying assumption. The pupils also performed their own ‘belonging’ in
response to one another and the realities in which they lived. In this, they
clearly demonstrated the aforementioned movement between being a part
of, and standing apart from the world (Jackson 2012: 7), challenging the idea
that belonging is a universal human need or practice. Their being with one
another is a conviviality of everyday living together. This conviviality was a
non-normative, unpredictable, non-lasting performance that I traced to the
streets of Dutch Quarter, the neighborhood in Sint Maarten in which many of
the pupils at MLK grew up. The antiphonic performance of conviviality that
the sixth-grade pupils themselves referred to as ‘DQ’, closely resembled the
understanding of living together as ‘Relation’ (Glissant 2010[1990]).
The sense of ‘belonging’ that developed amongst the third graders
differed from those that I learned to appreciate amongst the sixth graders. The
thirteen nine and ten year olds (one eleven year old) in teacher Philips’ class
did not engage with discourses of national or religious belonging at all. Their

teacher, born and bred on the island, and educated at the University of St.
Martin, had no particular interest in the nation or religion. When she used the
Social Studies material that was made on the island, the pupils were mostly
alarmed: could they be part of this national Sint Maarten? On their own, these
pupils imagined extensive universes in which cartoon characters played an
equally important role as the dogs in the street. Their rich imagination was
fueled by play that took place across the highly fractured island, with a variety of people who had come from across the globe. I will show the important influence of tourists who transformed the island into a playground: the
people who worked the manual jobs in the tourist industry, often the family
members of my pupils, needed to become skillful players in this playground.
They had to be able to draw attention to themselves and transform into the
person they believed the visitor wanted to meet. They were thus continuously ready to change and become someone new, a characteristic that Malaby
(2009) called a playful attitude. This playfulness also showed in the belonging
performed by the sixth graders.
The themes that emerged as important for constructing and reproducing official imaginations of belonging – language, history, and the body – will
also provide sites of analysis in chapter 3 and 4. The emphasis there will be on
the moving body and how this was the pupils’ primary venue to contest the
norm, as well as to perform conviviality in often-unacknowledged ways.
This book addresses the tension between, on the one hand, the ordered
national imagination and the preferred uses of education to create it, and on
the other, the disorder and creative imagination of the pupils that I encountered inside the classroom. In the first part, I unravel the different imaginations of national belonging mobilized by leading politicians, policymakers,
anticolonial activists and various schoolboards. Inspired by a simple reading of Anderson, they approach education and also belonging as mostly selfactional. In the second part of the book, I then show how another mode of
inquiry, inspired by the work of Dewey and Glissant, allowed me to learn from
the pupils’ alternative ways of co-existence. These contested the lessons taught
(in the sixth grade), or simply did not engage with them (in the third grade).19
But before I move on to the main body of this book, I will first turn to methodological considerations. In interlude 1, I explain what methods I used to
answer my research question: How do primary school pupils on Sint Maarten
un- and remake the contending notions of belonging – national, religious and
others – imagined by those in charge of education on the island?
19 Parts of chapters 1 and 3 have also been turned into articles and will be published in different
journals.
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interlude 1

Methodological considerations

For ethnography, when it turns,20 is no longer ethnography but the
educational correspondences of real life. And theory, when it turns, is
no longer theory, but an imagination nourished by its observational
engagements with the world. The rupture between reality and imagination – the one annexed to fact, the other to theory – has been the source
of much havoc in the history of consciousness. It needs to be repaired.
It is surely the task of anthropology, before all else, to repair it. (Ingold
2014: 393)
Agree not merely to the right to difference but, carrying this further,
agree also to the right to opacity that is not enclosure within an impenetrable autarchy but subsistence within an irreducible singularity. Opacities can coexist and converge, weaving fabrics. To understand these truly
one must focus on the texture of the weave and not on the nature of its
components. (Glissant 2010[1990]: 190)21
If the world is indeed Relation, as I proposed in the introduction and will
further explore in interlude 2, and one wishes to take seriously the continuous weaving of converging opacities, what does it mean to do fieldwork
and write ethnography? To begin answering these questions I turned to the
work of anthropologist Tim Ingold, who I quote above. He argues that doing
20 Ethnography is an overused term according to Ingold. Participant observation is what makes
anthropology valuable. This is not a practice employed solely ‘out there in the field’ but the process
of learning in which we are always engaged, also in academic circles.
21 Glissant wrote in French and the translations may not always make sense to the academic
reader. This may be due to the fact that the translator has stayed as close to Glissant’s (at times
alienating) poetics as possible.
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participant observation, which he calls ‘educational correspondence’, is nothing other than learning with the people we work with. Thinking and writing about the education that we enjoy in the field is what Ingold considers
ethnography (2014). But how to go about this ‘educational correspondence’?
How to engage with our participants ethically while also finding ways to
remain faithful to that exchange in writing? In this interlude, I hope to answer
some of the questions that my work might raise and explain how my ways of
engaging in the field allowed me to respond to the following question: How do
primary school pupils on Sint Maarten un- and remake the contending notions
of belonging?
My aim was to learn how those in charge – people who at different
times performed the role of policymaker, educational specialist, anti-colonial
activist, teacher, board member, and school manager – imagined (national)
belonging. I wanted to understand how these imaginations emerged in classrooms, and how different pupils responded to them. Taking seriously the
second quote, that of Glissant, I resist the easy assumption that the different,
temporary elite or pupil formations can be fully known. Each individual had
unique lessons to teach me. I thus try and describe the work that different
people did, how each imagined and performed worlds and ways of co-existing
that were more or less alike the imaginations of others. I thus show how everyone, including pupils, became a teacher to me. This dissertation is thus not a
reflection of a place called Sint Maarten. This ethnography is the description
of lessons learned, another relation that co-constitutes the entirety of Relation
through which we live our lives and hope for better futures.

Pupils and teachers
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Throughout the book, I refer to the young people I worked with as pupils. I
do so because young people were expected to perform ‘the pupil role’ when
we were in school. The term also provides a clear starting point, while also
circumventing the use of the word ‘child’, a term that directly invokes ideas
of development, innocence and vulnerability (Kim 2017, Mathews 2007,
Punch 2002). The modern notion of ‘children’ as biologically different from
adults and in need of being socialized emerged during the enlightenment.
‘Children’ were seen then as either unruly and naughty or as empty, innocent
slates. Either way, they needed training and socialization (Holloway & Valentine 2000). Psychologists and educational and pedagogical scientists have
conducted extensive research into the ways in which this socialization could
be done most effectively. On occasion, and increasingly since the 1950s, social
scientists, including anthropologists, also conducted research into ‘children’
and ‘childhood’ (Bluebond-Langner et al 2007).

Anthropologists who focused on the experiences of ‘children’ outside of
the project that we call the west, increasingly addressed the problematic ways
in which the ‘child’ category became conceptualized in human rights speech
(Boyden 2003, Cheney 2010, Hoffman 2011). They challenged the notion of
a universal category of ‘childhood’ and the attached notion of vulnerability and innocence (Kim 2017, Matthews 2007). According to Punch (2002),
our perception and treatment of young people as ‘children’ has been largely
responsible for the differences we find when we do research with them.
Differences between ‘children’ across the globe may be as large as the differences between themselves and their parents, teachers and other adults. Still,
young people are consistently constructed as more vulnerable and dependent
on others than those who are older. International development discourse
in particular, constructs ‘children’ as defenseless and in need of protection (Boyden 2003, Cheney 2010, Hoffman 2012). When young people are
constructed in this way prior to doing researching with them, we may not be
able to see the diverse ways in which each individual may also take charge
of his or her own life. Narratives and representations of vulnerability can
obscure people’s potential to act, regardless of whether they are old or young.
Moreover, they can become a means of self-glorification. Hoffman (2012),
for example, shows how people in post-earthquake Haiti were constructed as
helpless ‘children’ as a means of differentiating between foreign, poor, vulnerable childlike others, and a developed and helping adult self.
The idea that young people were helpless did sometimes appear in
classrooms. Yet young people were also expected, and able, to fend for themselves. Power dynamics between teacher and pupil shaped possible behaviors,
but were also negated and contested. A variety of strategies to work towards
people’s own goals and ideals were employed, which often undermined
perceived power relations. In terms of vulnerability, I will show how learners
are dependent on teachers, just as much as the other way around. Interdependence, of pupils and teachers within their material and ideological worlds,
enforces our mutual vulnerability. Moreover, from my perspective, pupils can
become teachers and teachers can become pupils throughout the day. They
then shift between the meta-category of ‘teacher’ and that of ‘pupil’ in ways
similar to my own continuous change between these roles (as I show below).
What differentiates the one meta-category from the other is the ability of
pupils to temporarily negate the structures of the world that a ‘teacher’ seems
to have adopted as common sense, and wishes to teach. To do so, the teacher
desires order. Those who are willing to shift and adopt the meta-category of
pupil may become more able to challenge their inherited truths (for more on
this, see interlude 2).
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Learning in the classroom
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As I explained in the introduction, I selected Martin Luther King Junior
Primary School as my main fieldwork site after three months of orientation in different schools. The school is located in Dutch Quarter, and has
one group of each grade. The building consists of three rows of classrooms,
between which there is room to play. The top row has two levels, while the
other two consists of one layer. The walls are painted bright pink on the
outside and white inside. As with the classrooms in other schools I visited,
those at MLK are square rooms with a blackboard in the front, a teacher’s
desk to one side and several individual tables with wooden chairs. The setup
of the rooms differed (I will discuss this in depth in interlude 2), but this base
was the same throughout. Before I started my participation in the two classrooms, I explained to all the pupils that I was in their classroom to learn from
them. This immediately caused questions: learn from them? What could they
teach me? And what was it that I wanted to learn? I then explained that I was
a student, like them, and hoped to learn how pupils in other schools, in other
countries, lived and learned. Then I explained something about my interest in
Sint Maarten. My wish to learn from them and write about them always came
as a surprise to the pupils, but it was then granted. With that approval, my
most intense education inside the two classrooms at MLK began.
As Ingold proposed, the proper way to be educated in the field (2014:
388-391) is to let yourself be led by what is happening, which is what I did as
I joined in the daily programs. This basic schedule didn’t change much from
one classroom to the next or from one school to the other. The days started
around 7.30, with lining up and entering in closed file, a prayer, and the teaching of religion. Serious subjects (mostly mathematics) followed, after which
language and the sciences were taught. Usually there were two breaks, one
around nine and one around eleven. In these breaks, pupils could eat and they
usually went outside afterwards. There were three common ways to obtain
food, which I will discuss in detail throughout the chapters: bringing it from
home, buying it from a canteen or receiving a breakfast box and/or sandwiches from the food program, which was financed by the airport.
I began my fieldwork by joining the pupils in whatever activity was
being organized, and left it up to the classroom teachers and the pupils to
decide what my role would be. This ranged from sitting in the back of the
room, chatting, making puzzles and exploring books with individual pupils,
to helping small groups with difficult math exercises or Dutch, to teaching
lessons, organizing events and taking over (other) classrooms when teachers
were ill. Most of the time, I sat among the pupils, talking to them, asking and
answering questions, helping them with their work and sometimes taking
notes. As I became familiar with the rhythms, I was better able to realize what

was ordinary and what was peculiar in this specific context. As I learned to
speak the pupils’ language and to move as they did, I became better able to
catch glimpses of their imaginations and practices of conviviality. I did not,
however, ask the pupils to become academic researchers or train them to
become active researchers in an academic tradition as Kellett (2010) did. She
taught pupils how to develop academic research questions and do the related
research. By doing so she acknowledged that all pupils, of whatever age,
could produce academic knowledge. I would like to move in the other direction, however, to begin to learn from the ways of knowing and doing that are
employed by the pupils (and thus make them my ‘teachers’).
As I became an engaged participant within the school, I was also increasingly asked to take on the role of teacher. Doing so, and becoming the one
who is supposedly in charge, changed my relationship with the pupils: I now
became responsible for keeping a certain amount of order, and my relationship
with the pupils changed. However, teaching lessons and substituting classes
also allowed me to learn from the teachers and to learn in their role, which was
a thoroughly challenging one. Teaching was not an entirely new experience for
me. I had worked as a teaching assistant in a special needs school in the South
of the Netherlands and taught English in Northern India. I had also worked in
daycare centers in Amsterdam and Guatemala in my (early) twenties. Moreover, I have been and still am a volunteer for a foundation called Heppie, where
I organize weekends and weeklong holidays for 6 to 18 year olds who, for various reasons (financial, behavioral, social, psychological), cannot go on holiday elsewhere. Still, with all that experience, teaching in the conditions at this
school was challenging. There was little teamwork or support. The classrooms
were hot and filled with mosquitos. There was always a lack of notebooks and
pens and pencils, and teachers had to make financial investments of their own
to decorate the rooms in which they taught. Most teachers cared immensely
about their pupils, but found it difficult (or sometimes irrelevant) to relate to
pupils’ individual needs and realities. Teachers also often had to teach lessons
that pupils found irrelevant. What also complicated my performance as a
teacher were the often last minute invitations to teach, as well as the unavaila
bility of lesson plans. My teaching was thus often based on improvisation.
After the seemingly endless and eventful school days, I would sit down and try
to remember what had taken place. But being absorbed while teaching, having
to always be ready to interfere to keep order, made it hard to remember. When
lessons had been planned, I would record them, and in a few instances I got
additional approval from teachers and the principal to videotape a lesson. This
served merely as a registration for myself, however.
At a later stage of my fieldwork, I also asked the pupils to take pictures
and make videos as part of the creative methods I employed. When I arrived
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on Sint Maarten I traveled with a backpack full of devices (two cameras, two
iPads and pencils) so that I could draw, write, dance, make a film or do photo
elicitation with my interlocutors. This was not because I believed this was
suited to the creative life-stage of primary school pupils, but because using
a variety of methods would allow different people to express themselves in
ways that suited their realities and abilities. Like Barker and Weller (2013), I
asked my research participants to draw, take photographs and write diaries.
Those researchers concluded that with each method, there were always certain
participants who did not produce what was expected, and they propose that
this related to a lack of knowhow, a lack of interest or a misunderstanding
of the method. Unlike Barker and Weller, I did not believe that any given
outcome was right or wrong; I was interested in the variety of (creative) ways
in which pupils employed the different methods.
The creative methods I learned most from, and which I write about
in chapter 3 and 4, are drawing, photo elicitation and filmmaking. Drawing
and photo elicitation can allow one to discuss topics that are not commonly
discussed and to address the different ways of perceiving and reflecting on the
world (e.g. Ali-Khan and Siry 2013). By asking the pupils what they draw or
see, the researcher can get a better insight into the meaning pupils attach to
what they themselves may at first consider to be ‘wrong’. Through filmmaking (but also drawing), participants can be activated and allowed to learn new
skills. Moreover, as Blum-Ross (2013) argued, filmmaking may allow participants to see, hear and experience the world around them anew. Blum-Ross
thus argued for using creative research as a pedagogical tool. For me, engaging the sixth graders and some of the fifth graders in a filmmaking project,
allowed me to spend time with them away from school and to get to know
the island from their perspectives. What did they find important? Beautiful?
Ugly? How did they engage with each other and the specific materiality of the
island? How did they engage with me?
As I may have anticipated based on the literature I introduced above,
the pupils produced images and explanations that I did not fully understand,
which showed a different understanding of the exercise, or a wish to copy
my work instead of ‘being creative’ as I understand the word. In the case of
making the movie, pupils mostly lost interest as soon as we reached the beach.
I thus had to remind myself time and again that my primary reason for using
these methods was not to grasp their imaginations, to make a great film or
to collect beautiful pictures that I could then present as their truths. Instead,
I used these methods to learn from and about the pupils’ imaginations and
processes of imagining. As we also increasingly shared time outside of the
school, the pupils’ various ways of playing, chatting, buying food and eating
it, going to the beach together, playing soccer, fighting and interacting online,

also taught me how their ways of being creative related to their various (styles
of) non/belonging.

Research with stakeholders
Alongside my desire to “join in correspondence” (Ingold 2014: 390) with
the pupils, teachers and other participants at Martin Luther King Junior
Primary School, I also wanted to learn about the types of belonging imagined,
produced and favored by those in the role of politician, policymaker, anti
colonial activist or schoolboard member. My first acquaintance with the first
three groups was through (social) media, where different politics of belonging were practiced, mostly in Facebook groups (cf. WiVoice, SXM-talks and
SXM-opinions) and by active online news bloggers (cf. 721News, SMN-news,
SXMislandtime). Following Postill and Pink (2012), I did not make a distinction between social media and the offline world but analyzed them as extensions of one another. Such an internet-related ethnography shows linkages
between, and the continuous exchange within, these worlds. The networks
that may emerge through these practices are what they call socialities (ibid.:
124-127). Through reading, following and analyzing the online content
(about migration, culture, the nation language etc.), and relating this to my
interaction with people elsewhere, I started to get an idea of the extensive and
volatile political affiliations and changing networks involved in education
and associated ideas of the nation. I also used the online world as a calendar for events organized by nationalist and independence activists, as well as
churches.
Many of these events took place at the University of St. Martin (USM).
The most important one that I refer to in this book is the black history
event, but other informative gatherings, such as the book fair, and meetings
with social workers or politicians, also took place there. To become better
acquainted with the situation at USM, I started to teach a course on analytical philosophy for second year Bachelor students there, and also regularly
dropped by. This allowed me to informally socialize with students and educational stakeholders and to join in their gossip. Also, as teachers are educated at
USM, my presence there allowed contact with those who oversaw the teaching of that degree. I also was able to invite one of the activists connected to
the important Nehesi Publishing House to give a lecture and discuss his work
with the students I was teaching while I was there.
I also worked on a project about Slavery and Human Rights with several
individuals at USM. The lesson plan ‘Slavery and Human Rights’ was developed by four students from the Iselinge University of Applied Sciences, in
Doetinchem, the Netherlands, in collaboration with Oldine Bryson (educator,
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policymakers and teacher at USM) and Francio Guadeloupe (then president
of USM). Research was done in different primary schools and with elderly
people on Sint Maarten to find out what pupils had already learned and what
people believed they should learn about the histories of slavery and human
rights. The lessons discuss the role of the fight against slavery in the development and implementation of human rights across the globe. It does so
from the perspective of children living in different parts of the world who all
became connected and changed beyond measure because of this history. In
the introduction of the method it says:
The method ‘Slavery and Human rights’ is made for use in cycle 2 of
any primary school within the Dutch Kingdom. The method combines
history, geography, arts, natural science and technology. Another
important aim is social-emotional development. During four weeks, the
pupils will be introduced to Transatlantic Slavery and the global implications it has had for the world we share today.”
The method was further developed by the IMANAT (the NWO sponsored
research group Imagining the Nation in the Classroom that my research was
part of) at the Universities of Utrecht and Amsterdam. When I joined the
project, the method still needed editing, but was mostly complete. Together
with one of the four developers, and later with another student from Iselinge
Hogeschool, I ran two pilot studies, one at Hillside Christian primary school
(in three different grades, four lessons per class), one at Sister Magda Catholic
school (five lessons in both sixth grades) and partly at MLK (one lesson in the
third grade, one in the sixth grade). During these lessons I interacted with the
interns from Iselinge, pupils and teachers (who at times during these lessons
also became ‘pupils’) and was able to learn about the existing ideas of slavery,
racism, and shared rights. I also became aware of the gaps in my own knowledge and the knowledge of those whose role it was to teach; their classroom
teachers did not know many things the pupils shared, things they learned
from their grandparents for example. The interns then presented the results
of their work to the different boards, after which we spoke with the press and
the Minister of Education at that time Silveria Jacobs. I was then invited to
come and speak with employees at the department of Education to present
the method and its uses. In all these situations, I was bringing something out
of the ordinary: a lesson plan with specific pedagogical ideals and readings of
history. People’s responses to me, to the lesson plan and to one another, taught
me what people believed, what they desired to learn, what they believed pupils
should learn, and what those ideas were based on. I draw on these experi28

ences and moments of learning throughout the book.22 I also gave a workshop about the lesson plan in the Netherlands, and an article will be published
about the implications of using a method such as this when doing research
(Halfman, forthcoming).
Through the interactions I had with various (former) ministers of
Education Culture Youth and Sports (ECYS) and with the department of
education, I learned that differences of opinion existed between the different educational elites, activists and politicians. In order to better understand
these contending imaginations of Sint Maartenness, I conducted an analysis
of the Social Studies method that I encountered in all the primary schools
that I visited. I studied both the content and the use of the material in schools
(see also Nicholls 2003) in which Pingel’s UNESCO Guidebook on Textbook
Research and Textbook Revision (2010) guided me. I focused on the ways
in which the method developed, what topics were discussed first and more
extensively, what images and drawings were used, what histories seemed to
matter and what, based on my experiences on the island, seemed to be missing.
To further develop my understanding of the particular imaginations
of the various stakeholders, I also conducted twelve in-depth interviews with
stakeholders in education, varying from ministers of education to those in
charge of developing the curriculum and the Social Economic Council, all
of whom gave informed consent to participate in this research. These interviews took place during my second fieldwork period, which took place
from November 2016 until February 2017, and were guided by my learning
experiences on Sint Maarten throughout the first eleven months that I had
been there, from August 2015 until June 2016, as well as further learning as
I engaged with my field notes in between these two periods. The interviews
were friendly encounters in which I tried to understand if and how my interlocutors related education to an imagined nation. Issues of language, migration and transnational relations always emerged. The interviews took place in
both Dutch and English, and mostly a mix of the two. I transcribed all interviews and did a content analysis (Bryman 2008). I used the original language
in the text and put translations in footnotes. My translations, from oral to
written, from English to Dutch and so on, are necessarily interpretations. I
have tweaked sentences so that they are easier to read and present the idea I
believe the speaker put forward during our conversation. Any interpretations
that those involved cannot agree with are my responsibility entirely.
22 Even though these interactions allowed me to learn from the stakeholders in a more informal
way, I am aware that my work with the pupils was more intense and that the chapters based on that
work may show more depth.
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Before I left the Netherlands to travel to Sint Maarten, I had decided not to
conduct interviews. I believed interviews created a strange and unnatural situation, in which people were asked to tell stories about themselves in relation
to questions posed by a relative stranger, within an awkward power relation.
Instead I would interact with people in other situations, which would allow
me to learn. During my first research period, this went well. I played, spoke,
danced, ate and was silent with pupils in different schools, interacted with
teachers and schoolboards, and explored different areas of the island during
the afternoons and weekends. But when I returned to the island for a second
period, things were different. I was no longer in school every day and I experienced a sense of uselessness. I started to feel that if I could conduct interviews,
I would gain evidence of my productivity and, perhaps more importantly, I
would be able to prove what people thought: if I had people’s expressions on
tape, I could claim them as ‘real’. I thus set up the appointments and conducted
a variety of interviews. And these did indeed teach me about different idea(l)s
of belonging in relation to education. But I also learned how I created a sense
of belonging through work. Working and being productive gave me a sense of
purpose and made me feel like I had the right to exist. As I will show in chapter 4, permitting myself to also play, taught me how my own ways of dwelling often contrasted with the more playful attitudes toward living of many of
those who live on Sint Maarten.
My own non/belonging informed much of my learning on the island,
both inside and outside of the classroom. I started out on the island and in the
schools as a relative outsider. During the SXM-day celebration that I described
in the introduction, I stood out for several reasons. Not only did I not know
anyone, I was different in many ways. I am a relatively young woman with a
specific physical appearance (pink-skinned with certain hair, eyes, legs, belly
and styles of dress) and, also importantly, specific linguistic abilities (speaking
Dutch, English, Spanish and French, trying to learn S’Maatin English). I was
also someone who had moved in academic circles (but also extensively outside
them), who had played with different spiritual persuasions but had not been
brought up religiously. When my interlocutors gave meaning to these attributes of my person, it taught me about the differences that can make a difference. However, these attributes always seemed to merge with behavior. I got
insights into constructions of ‘us’ and ‘them’ related to (work) practices when
I was hailed for being ‘non-Dutch’ because I worked so hard. Or when I was
told I was Caribbean when I sang and danced in the supermarket. Sometimes,
appearances mattered little.
My particular history of migration also mattered. After growing up in a
small town in the south of the Netherlands, I travelled the globe for nine years

before studying anthropology and living in Amsterdam. I then moved to Philipsburg (the Sint Maarten capital) temporarily, until I found an apartment
in St. Peters (a middle-upper-class neighborhood where most schools were
located). Later in my fieldwork I moved to Dutch Quarter where ‘my’ school
was located, in order to experience life there. The pupils’ surprise at me living
in their neighborhood showed me how my presence and actions challenged
their assumptions about people with a certain style, appearance and mode of
transportation. Moving around the island, I often chose to walk, as this was an
important means of transport for most of the pupils in Dutch Quarter. Walking with them gave me a sense of the island from a similar perspective. And,
like many adults, especially outside of Dutch Quarter, I also moved around
in my car. This car also allowed me to gain value with the pupils (I could now
drive them to places), but it also caused me a lot of trouble. It broke down
on several occasions and I spent a lot of money and time to repair it. This
brought me into contact with a variety of mechanics (some more able and
friendly than others) and brought me to new areas, shops and garages on the
island. I also learned that owning a (broken) car and dealing with deceitful
mechanics was a common practice, and joining in this allowed me yet another
type of learning.
My learning was often a pleasant and warm experience, but sometimes
my relations with others were disruptive. Activists would sometimes challenge
my right to be present and speak. Mechanics lied and demanded more money,
came to my house and made indecent proposals. Pupils started to see me as
a source of wealth (in time, attention and material, especially when I started
to spend time with them outside of school), and I had to learn to navigate
the subtle manipulation of those who knew how to better themselves. My
changing roles could also become a source of conflict. After a while I became
a surrogate mother or big sister to some of the pupils, but when taking on the
role of teacher I could no longer be close to the pupils in the same way. For
some pupils, one in particular, this became very difficult. How was it possible
that I allowed him to behave however he wanted outside the classroom, even
when he was angry or upset, but would not let him disturb the lesson when
I suddenly became teacher? Why would I exclude him from the classroom at
that moment? The change seemed unfair to him and he made that very clear
to everyone who wanted to hear it. Moreover, I would often join the pupils
(as pupil) in disobedient behavior, drawing on other pupils’ arms, making
weird jokes and dancing and singing inappropriate songs. So why would I, as
teacher, all of a sudden punish such behavior? The one boy I got closest to also
got most angry with me when I excluded him from the classroom for disrupting my lessons. He then started disturbing all the lessons that I taught and
during soccer practice he ignored me and made remarks about me behind
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my back. In games he either ignored me or cursed at me and started encouraging others to do the same. He started posting things on my own and my
friends’ and family’s Facebook pages until I had to block him. These were
painful moments for some of the pupils and for me, but they were also informative as they showed me the changing loyalties amongst pupils and teachers,
my own (lasting) ideas about the pupils’ vulnerability and my responsibility
towards them. It also showed me the vulnerability of living on the island in
general. In this sense, these encounters were learning experiences, much like
Ingold proposed. They demanded a lot of work on the self and a willingness
to change, much like both Glissant and Dewey emphasize (see interlude 2).

Engaging ethically
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Before I went to the various schools to do research, I obtained permission
from the board or principal, teachers and pupils. When filming during our
pilot study at Christian Hillside, I sent a letter to parents to obtain approval.
Before starting the film project with the pupils at MLK, I sent out letters with
information and my phone number to all parents. I was informed that this
was common practice, and spoke with several of the parents in relation to the
project. I always told people about my research intentions to the best of my
abilities and asked for consent. But some people, especially pupils, often lost
interest in my explanation before I was finished and even if they did ‘hang in
there’ they had usually forgotten about the purpose of my work the next day.
I was mostly fun to play with, a supplier of transport, food or money, and
sometimes a teacher to reckon with. Parents and caretakers often thought I
was a stagaire; an intern just like other short-term Dutch visitors in schools.
They were generally pleased that someone was willing to look after their child,
tutor her or him or take them along to the beach. I often also sensed a power
difference between parents / caretakers, and teachers, which at times seemed
to be transferred to my person. This may have made parents more willing to
allow pupils to participate in my activities. I tried to circumvent this by taking
the time to meet with parents and explain my goals, but they often had little
time, and I do not know if I always succeeded in this.
What this implies is that doing ethically sound research cannot depend
on a letter alone and cannot be reduced to a signature or a momentary agreement. It is a process in which we need to be highly aware of everyone’s expectations, during which we continuously check our behaviors and attitudes. To
me, engaging ethically meant that I always took people seriously and tried to
have their best interests at heart. Not only when we met and played, but also
when I thought about our encounters, and when I write or teach about them.
I will say more about ethical thought in interlude 2. We are, as I mentioned

above, interdependent, and I am responsible for each of you, just like I believe
each of you to be responsible to the next you, and to me. I cannot and will
not write everything, and I will not use all the images and video material the
pupils and I produced. These materials have been the foundation of my learning, but do not necessarily appear in this work. This is also why I have chosen
to alter the names of the people who appear in this thesis and do not act on
the political stage. I cannot control how others will understand or use our
encounters and as I write them, I take on an extra responsibility. Moreover,
who these people ‘really’ are is impossible to know. Arguing with Glissant,
everyone has the right to opacité.
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chapter 1

Imagining the nation,
(re)producing a Sint Maartener

In this chapter I present two imaginations of the Sint Maarten nation, the
people who lobby for these idea(l)s, and the implications that these idea(l)s
have had for educational policies and processes. First, I introduce the imagination of the nation that gained momentum with the constitution of the
country Sint Maarten in 2010. This nationalist imagination has been mobilized through a romantic discourse, employed by a vanguard of anti-colonial
activists, artists and policymakers. As I did my research, I came to identify
several individuals who shared these idea(l)s, had strong links to one another
and the St. Martin independence movement, and employed Pan-Africanist
thought. Even though this vanguard was not large in number or particularly
influential (see Guadeloupe 2009: 71), their thought gained momentum when
one of them became the first minister of Education, Culture, Youth and Sports
(ECYS) in 2010. As this vanguard also owned the only publishing house in the
region, they co-created the national literature and influenced the educational
material on the island.
This vanguard held the belief that a romantic nationalist imagination
of St. Martin23 should replace the previous idea(l) of federal belonging that
was related to the political organization of the island as part of the federal
Dutch Antilles. The latter took shape during the 1980s and was based on equal
participation (at least in theory) in the federation of the Dutch Antillean
islands. This federal imagination demanded embracing the multiple differences between nations and cultures. This multiculturalism employed another
23 They imagine St. Martin, instead of Sint Maarten belonging, which, as I will explain, is a
political act.
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racialization of bodies, used pragmatic language polices, and told a history of
migration to construct a fundamentally different ‘we’. I describe those who
shared this second idea(l) as part of another elite formation of policymakers
and politicians with ties to the Netherlands and other Dutch Antillean islands.
They were mainly influential before 2010, but interestingly also provided the
minister of ECYS in 2018.
Below I will discuss my own participation in two events organized by the
anti-colonial vanguard to introduce its most influential members and their
idea(l)s. I will then turn to the implications their imaginations have (had) for
educational policies, mostly through the work of Dr. Arrindell, the first Sint
Maarten minister of ECYS in 2010. Her nationalist imaginations have not
erased the inheritance of the Kingdom, nor the federal construction of Dutch
Antilles belonging; as an analysis of the locally produced Social Studies material shows, the vanguard’s idea(l)s did influence education.

New imaginations of the nation
It was early evening and I had entered the grounds of the University of St.
Martin (USM), just as I had done several times during the past six months
that I had been on the island.24 I had been teaching philosophy to business
students from all over the Caribbean, during which time I had become friends
with various staff members. This evening I had come to the official lecture
for black history month, which was being celebrated on the island for the
25th time. The Conscious Lyrics Foundation and its longtime director Shujah
Reiph organized this event, and the entire black history month. This special
25th anniversary was illuminated by a lecture from the somewhat controversial Pan-Africanist and black psychologist Dr. Umar Johnson. Over the past
few days I had seen advertisements for the lecture in the Daily Herald, one
of Sint Maarten’s two newspapers, and had heard Dr. Umar speak on a radio
show produced and hosted by Mr. Reiph.
The crowd in the university grounds was not the usual crowd I ran
into at USM. Generally, the people I encountered were from a wide variety
of backgrounds and the differences between them reflected the mixture of
trajectories of migration, skin tones and hairstyles common on the island.
Not so much today, though. As I walked towards a seat in the middle of the
crowd, I realized that for the first time at an event on the island, I was the only
pink-skinned person attending.25 Differences in phenotype had thus far made
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24 This event took place on the 20th of February 2016.
25 I learned later that my colleague from the KITLV, Sanne Rotmeijer, who is pink-skinned like
me, was also attending the event to write an article for the Daily Herald.

little difference in the surroundings in which I conducted my research, and I
started to wonder if they would today. I smiled as I realized that they just did,
at least to me. I took a deep breath and told myself that this was to be expected
when visiting a black history month lecture, even on Sint Maarten. I should
relax and try to learn, also (or especially) from those moments I felt uncomfortable and out of place.
Soon Dr. Umar Johnson started talking, and he captivated his audience,
myself included, immediately. He was enormous and radiated great strength.
He began by addressing the extensive prescription of behavioral change
drugs for black children and the medicalization of hyperactive black boys in
particular. The increasingly common diagnosis of ADHD was problematic, he
claimed. Instead of using medicine, black boys should spend more time with
their black fathers, which would solve most issues. Dr. Johnson then continued by criticizing black communities, psychologists and schools for not looking after ‘their own’. White pharmacists, white teachers and white psychologists were interfering with and destroying the next black generation. And it
was not solely this white group that Dr. Johnson had issues with: after teachers
and psychologists, he attacked Christianity, the church and its white Jesus and
God. Church leaders, especially black ones, were leading young black folks
astray by not acting in their best interests. And in a similar way, black academics – who were really white inside – taught the destructive rules and norms of
the white enemy to young black students.
In short, Dr. Johnson declared that all the evils of his black community
could be solved by excluding white wo/men and all their in(ter)ventions from
black communal life. Friendship with anyone with any amount of pigment
would harm those who were black. Even when white people initially seemed
kind, they would always turn around and stab you in the back, he explained.
He condemned intermarriage, and warned the Sint Maarten population that
their fairly common practice of mixing would soon yield serious problems.
The responses to the lecture were highly diverse. From my position within the
crowd I had a direct view of the people in the first row, who cheered loudly
for everything Dr. Johnson said. They expressed only praise during the threehour lecture and I expect they were the people who bought the 150 books
he had brought with him, which sold out quickly at the end of the event.
Amongst them were organizer Mr. Shujah Reiph and Dr. Arrindell, a friend
of Reiph and well-known for her role as first minister of Education, Culture,
Youth and Sports (ECYS) of country Sint Maarten.
People further back in the crowd were also paying close attention to Dr.
Johnson’s words and when they started asking questions, I realized I was not
the only one wondering about the feasibility of Dr. Johnson’s words, nor the
only one feeling uneasy about them. Those who asked questions expressed
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their interest in Dr. Johnson’s words, but also wondered about the possibility of segregation on Sint Maarten and the results that such a policy would
have. For some this would mean that their families would be ripped apart.
One older man, who sat one row in front of me, asked how other differences,
for example those relating to histories of migration, divided those that Dr.
Johnson called black. Many people seemed to realize that the racialized and
segregated belonging that was a reality in Dr. Johnson’s United States, differed
considerably from the lived reality of most people on Sint Maarten. Families
here extended beyond any color lines, which were often not of consequence.
People joked about it, and they did address recurring issues of racism, but
most people I knew employed an understanding of Sint Maarten belonging
that was unrelated to the racialized categorization Dr. Johnson employed.
When pupils at Martin Luther King had talked about white people, they
meant tourists. There were no white people in school, because for them, that
category did not include Mr. Milton, the pink-skinned principal, or me.
After the lecture I joined some of the other visitors around the stage.
I noticed that those with strong ties to the church were unhappy with the
blasphemy they had heard in Dr. Johnson’s speech, and those who I knew as
members of schoolboards seemed equally offended. Others laughed and rolled
their eyes, seemingly to let me know that I did not need to worry. This was
not their Sint Maarten. But I also realized that for many of the 500 attendees,
Dr. Johnson’s dream of an exclusive black community was, at least tonight, an
attractive imagination. Amongst the most enthusiastic fans were the people
who had invited Dr. Johnson to speak tonight, and those who invited him
to come back the year after to give a workshop during the St. Martin book
fair.26 Aside from Mr. Shujah Reiph and Dr. Arrindell, a handful of other welleducated artists and activists who had long been in favor of the establishment
of a united St. Martin, independent from the European colonizers, shared this
enthusiasm for an emphasis on the African ties, instead of those with Europe.
The first to actively take a critical stance towards the Sint Maarten
(federal) establishment had been Jose Husurell Lake senior, one of the few
opposition politicians in the 1950s and 60s (Roitman and Veenendaal 2016).
Lake senior had started the Windward Island Opinion newspaper in 1959 to
be able to voice his critical opinion on the rule of the island and the extortion
of its workers. Both his sons, Jose Lake junior, head of the St. Martin Independence Foundation and poet and publisher Lasana Sekou, followed in their
father’s footsteps. They wrote and published critical books and were actively
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26 https://www.soualiganewsday.com/local/soualiga-newsday-latest-news/item/8331-pre-bookfair-%E2%80%9Cparents-and-teachers-workshop%E2%80%9D-at-usm-on-tuesday.html (last
visited 19-07-2018).

involved in the organization of cultural and political events. These included
lectures such as that described above, and the St. Martin book fair and poetry
events, also for educational purposes.
His sons had inherited both the creative and the critical inflection of Lake
senior. But it was not only their father who had inspired the two men. Another
important influence on their work can be traced back to the civil rights and
black power movements that shape(d) social life in the United States. This
was most recognizable in the life and work of Lasana Sekou, well known for
his much translated and widely read work The Salt Reaper: Poems from the
Flats (2004). Sekou studied at Stony Brook University, obtaining a Bachelor
of Arts in political science/public relations, and later did a Master of Arts in
mass communication at Howard University. At Stony Brook, Sekou was taught
and influenced by Amiri Baraka, a poet, scholar and activist of Black Nationalism (and later communism and third world liberation theory). Inspired by the
civil rights movement, which Baraka criticized as being too pacifist, and the
murder of Malcolm X, Baraka used poetry riddled with ethnic symbolism to
address political wrongs. Through his writings he inspired his student Sekou,
who started a publishing house called House of Nehesi in his college bedroom
in the United States in 1982. When Sekou returned to Sint Maarten in 1984, he
continued this work in order to share his politically motivated, critical poetry
and prose with the people of the island on which he was born.
The return of Lasana Sekou to the island coincided with a period of
political turmoil and change, both in the world and on the island (Lake 2004:
188). The Dutch Caribbean islands demanded reforms as they rightly believed
that the Statuut, the charter of the Kingdom of the Netherlands, did not live
up to the expectation of constructing the Dutch Kingdom on equal grounds
(Allen 2010). Fueled by demands for independence in the region, starting
with the independence of Jamaica that initiated the dismantling of the British West Indies, Suriname (then a colony of the Netherlands) declared its
independence in 1975 (Allen 2010, Oostindie 2006a. 2006b, 1998). In 1986,
Aruba gained country status within the Kingdom, separating itself from the
Dutch Antilles and thus leaving a federation of five. This inspired talk of Sint
Maarten also leaving the federation (Benoît 2008). I will return to the results
of this political construction and the imagined belonging that coincided
with it below. For now, it is important to note the changes that took place in
the region when Sekou returned to the island, as these fueled the imagination of and struggle for an independent and united St. Martin, where local St.
Martiners, those that Geschiere described as fitting into the category of the
“autochthones” (2009), could lay claim to primordial rights.
One of the first official organizations that discussed this goal and strove
to further develop a unique St. Martin culture for the real St. Martin people,
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also through education, was SMECO, the St. Martin Education Cultural
Organization. This was a grassroots organization that began working towards
an integrated cultural education on St. Martin in the 1980’s. Dr. Arrindell told
me the organization was27
involved in producing a newsletter, a newspaper, that was against certain
things that we saw in government and that we thought were wrong. You
know, we would accuse, and have evidence. We would talk about the
corruption, we would talk about the colonialism, we would talk about the
things that we thought were not good for our people. And we did it on both
sides. We were on the radio, we were very active.
Dr. Arrindell and Mr. Reiph, together with several elected officials on the
Northern, French side of the island, first worked together as members of
SMECO. Those who worked and lived on the Southern, Dutch side of the
island were less successful in politics. Instead of working for the government, this generation of critical activists and scholars took up the production
of literature, poetry and music, in order to, as Lake junior put it, expose and
denounce the bankruptcy of Sint Maarten politics (2004: 188). The House of
Nehesi Publishers offered the perfect opportunity to reach a large audience.
Its website stated28
For over 20 years, House of Nehesi Publishers (HNP) has been a leading organizer and promoter of reading, writing, publishing, and literary
criticism and research in St. Martin. The company’s essential objective is
the critical development of the “national literature” of St. Martin (North
and South) as a natural part of the dynamic, world-class literatures of
the Caribbean.
HNP claimed to have developed a St. Martin consciousness, providing local
viewpoints and perceptions for local readers. By publishing books such as
Sekou’s ‘National Symbols of St. Martin - A Primer’ (1997), ‘From Yvette’s
kitchen to Your Table. A Treasury of St. Martin’s Traditional & Contemporary
Cuisine’ (2011) and Arrindell’s ‘Language, Culture, and Identity in St. Martin’
(2014) they constructed the contours of their nation (see also Badejo 1998,
Rutgers and Rollins 1998). Moreover, they constructed the heroes of the past
and put themselves next in line to become the heroes of the nation they were
in the process of producing.
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27 The interview with Dr. Arrindell took place on the 23rd of December 2016.
28 http://houseofnehesipublish.com/sxm/about-us/ (last visited on 24-07-2018).

It was only in 2010, when Sint Maarten became a constituent country
within the Kingdom of the Netherlands, that one of those inspired by and
part of this nationalist vanguard, obtained a post as minister and gained a
stronger position in the nation building enterprise. How was this possible, all
of a sudden? Caribbean scholar Anton Allahar has proposed that emphasizing stronger cultural boundaries around who ‘we’ truly are, may have become
a common trend in Caribbean politics. He writes: “As peoples’ political
consciousness in multi-ethnic states such as the Caribbean becomes increasingly ethicized it seems as though the sense of civic nationalism has begun to
give way to the earlier ethno-cultural and soft primordial claims to identity
and distinctiveness” (2004a: 127). Was this also taking place on Sint Maarten?
Did all those who had come to the island throughout history start to believe
in the idea of a cultural St. Martin unit and – significantly for people like Dr.
Williams – political independence?29 I believe that more practical, material
reasons also played an important role, not least because this political idea was
not part of the party ideology.30
There were certain practical changes (which went along with the constitutional change) that made it possible for those in the vanguard to participate.
The previously requirements to have a positive view of the Netherlands and
fluency in Dutch were no longer needed for political positions. This opened
up possibilities for members of the vanguard who had studied in the United
States. But in order to truly understand what was going on, it is important to
understand the aforementioned interweaving of politics and business on the
island.
As I described in the introduction, politics on Sint Maarten has been
fundamentally influenced by matters of finance, which are in turn intimately
tied to the tourism business (Guadeloupe 2009, Roitman and Veenendaal
2016). Important positions at the airport and tourist bureau were divided
between members of the Wathey and Labega families. However, there had also
always been an initiative to fund the opposition. Jose Husurell Lake would not
have been able to develop his publishing business if he hadn’t been funded by
29 In the 2000 referendum only fourteen percent of the people who voted wanted Sint Maarten
to become independent (Oostindie 2006a: 619) and this number had been six percent in the 1994
referendum.
30 It is hard to find a line concerning the ideals of the different parties when it comes to the
position taken in relation to independence and the Netherlands. Heyliger has at times been very
hostile to The Hague, especially when people from the Netherlands wanted to research his links
to issues of bribery and fraud. More practically, however, he and his colleagues applauded the
Netherlands after the passing of hurricane Irma and critiqued then Prime Minister Marlin for
not cooperating better with the Netherlands. See for example: https://caribbeannetwork.ntr.
nl/2018/08/30/anti-dutch-sentiments-at-protest-for-a-stronger-sint-maarten/ and https://www.
thedailyherald.sx/islands/70017-heyliger-thanks-dutch-for-irma-relief-support-2 (last visited 25-012019).
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prominent families. Today, there are still links between the House of Nehesi
and these wealthy and influential families on the island. Everyone on Sint
Maarten, including the members of the vanguard, were involved in the game
of making money, the capitalist reality that Guadeloupe termed the money tie
system (2009: 211-217).
It was through her ties to Theo Heyliger that Dr. Arrindell entered
into politics in 2010. She explained to me that before the elections in 2010,
Heyliger himself had asked her to join his newly established party, the United
Peoples party. She explained that she had spoken with Theo and that he had
promised her that she could express her own political idea(l)s when she joined
the party. Like most political parties on the island, political viewpoints were
not of primary importance, whereas access to money and power was. When
Heyliger’s party was voted into power, the choice of Dr. Arrindell as first
minister of Education, Culture, Youth and Sports was not unreasonable. She
had a passion for education, a bachelor, master and PhD in linguistics and
had always been clear about her desire to initiate a change for her people. As a
longtime friend and admirer of the critical Lake-Sekou family, she also made
an appeal to those in favor of further constitutional change.
When I was sixteen, I met Lasana Sekou, as he was the brother of my friend.
And their family had gone abroad and had come back. She introduced us
because she thought we had a lot in common, she thought I was a little rebel
and the things I was interested in, she really wasn’t interested in, but her
brother was. We connected and then, when he would go abroad, he would
send little news pamphlets.
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Dr. Arrindell was thus inspired by these independence activists from the
beginning, while she worked together with the oldest political family on the
island, whose members were, interestingly, mostly pink-skinned. Her PanAfrican imagination of belonging had to acknowledge this powerful, pinkskinned elite (see also Guadeloupe 2009: 71-74). The nationalist ideal she
propagated thus entailed a complicated mix of discourses on autochthony,
anti-colonialism and Pan-Africanism. The core St. Martiners were the darkskinned descendants of those who had suffered at the hands of pink-skinned
Europeans. These were locals, but al had ties to islands in the region. As
Guadeloupe put it, ‘Localness is a position that no local can occupy all the
time, not even the staunchest nationalist. The reality of the money tie system
cannot be denied’ (2009:74). Close following in the imagined hierarchy (or,
in practical terms, before?) came the members of the wealthy and powerful
pink-skinned families such as the Watheys (who had lost their ‘Europeanness’). Only after these St. Martiners, followed the people of African descent

from the surrounding islands who did not belong to the imagined category of
‘locals’.
And so it came to be that the first Sint Maarten minister of Education
Culture Youth and Sports (ECYS) was not part of the federal establishment,
but belonged to a vanguard with very specific ideas about the future of the
island and those who could claim a right to it. As I will show, Dr. Arrindell
and those around her shared a strong belief in the potential for education to
produce that ideal. This did, however, demand the implementation of new
rules that would standardize the educational system, and changes in the
language of instruction and the existing curriculum.

Implications for education: Form
You put a play in structure that is going to produce what you want, at the
end. That’s the end product; this [education] is the factory. You have to
put in place the correct historical curriculum, the correct curriculum that’s
relevant to here.
These are some of the words Dr. Arrindell shared with me during an interview that she granted me just two days before Christmas 2016, on the terrace
of one of Philipsburg’s most well-known bakeries, Carl’s and Sons, on the
Pondfill. As we sat talking, I was reminded time and again of Dr. Arrindell’s
prominent position; every few minutes, someone would pass by our table to
greet her. They told her about their work or their children, and Dr. Arrindell complimented them on their looks, their perseverance and their achievements. Her public performance was one of friendliness towards and interest
in all the people she encountered. Some people who passed by knew both of
us and I realized that my acquaintance with ‘her people’ and my knowledge of
‘her island’ positively influenced our exchange. I knew that Dr. Arrindell was
not overly fond of those who, like me, had come to the island from the Netherlands, but my knowledge and care for the pupils in the different schools
seemed to situate me as a potential ally. A foreign (Dutch) ally, but an ally
nonetheless.
This morning we were meeting to talk about her work on the island,
as an educator, an activist and as first Minister of Education, Culture, Youth
and Sports (ECYS) for the country Sint Maarten, a post she occupied from
October 2010 until the Carnival coup in May 2013.31 In the quote above,
31 The Carnival coup is the term used to refer to the ship-jumping that caused the first
government of Sint Maarten to be overthrown. The political situation on the island has remained
fragile since 10-10-10 with the government falling on eight different occasions between 2010 and
2018. Thus far, this has given the people of Sint Maarten six different ministers for ECYS.
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Dr. Arrindell explained that education had the potential to change a society.
When the educational production machine was put in place properly, a better
St. Martiner would emerge, who would in turn create a better nation.32 The
national belonging that Dr. Arrindell envisioned was not the preceding federal
belonging related to the Kingdom of the Netherlands (which I will discuss
below), but the romantic nationalism tied to one people (the preferable black
autochthones), one St. Martin culture (grounded in African culture) and one
language (the local vernacular). This echoed (with a twist) the national imaginary of the German philosopher and folklorist Johan Gottfried Herder – who
revalued the traditions and folklore of the volk (Baumann and Briggs 2003,
Wilson 1973) – and presents a simplified version of Anderson’s imagined
community.
According to Dr. Arrindell, 2010 had been the perfect moment to start
producing that new St. Martin belonging inside the schools she came to be in
charge of. To do so, she initiated two clearly related but distinguishable types
of change, one related to form and the other to content. I will first discuss
form. When Dr. Arrindell became minister of ECYS in 2010, she inherited a
system that she found to be thoroughly complicated and fractured.
I think, I personally believe we have too many school systems and too many
school boards. Again, if you try to change it, oh it’s the rights that the teachers have, and the law, and. No, somebody needs to say ‘OK’ it’s time to
make some changes.
Dr. Arrindell specifically mentioned the trouble with the existence of so many
boards and the freedom that each of them had to shape education as they
desired. These boards and the schools they governed received their funding
from the government, but enjoyed considerable freedom when it came to the
hiring and firing of teachers, decisions about the language of instruction and
the selection of teaching materials (as I explained in the introduction). These
boards were often affiliated with political parties and exercised considerable
power that could easily undermine the work of the minister of education.
This was why Dr. Arrindell wanted to standardize education for all pupils in
the educational system on the southern part of the island, and severely diminish the freedom of the boards. This unification would be even stronger after a
swift implementation of compulsory education.
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32 The importance attached to education is mirrored in the amount of government money
spent on education, which constitutes twenty six percent of the annual budget, of which most is
invested in secondary schools https://www.unicef.nl/media/1359112/sint_maarten_sitan_public_
version__28english_29.pdf (last visited on 30-11-2018).

We wanted compulsory education, we wanted to get that fixed. When
I came in, we started with immediate implementation because they had
started and stopped. That was too long. 2008? And again stop start, stop
start. But in the meantime the kids are growing, they are getting old and
they are not in school.
In 2010 Dr. Arrindell wanted all children on the island to be able to receive the
same quality of education, which would in turn allow all of them to share in
the imagining of her ideal St. Martin. The government of the Dutch Antilles
had implemented compulsory education in 1991, but due to its high levels of
migration, Sint Maarten had been exempted from this rule (Arrindell 2014:
37). Several so-called illegal schools had been created to provide education to
children who had found no place in the regular system due to recent migration and an often insufficient knowledge of the English language (George
2013:124-125). Arrindell writes that at least eleven such schools existed (2014:
36), but I know of only one that still functioned when I conducted my fieldwork: the All Children Education foundation (ACE).
ACE functioned as a private school, outside of government regulations.
The school catered mostly to non-English speaking migrant children and
was often referred to as an ‘illegal’ school. Maria Mignolo, who opened the
school in 2003 and still ran it when I visited, explained that even though the
school was often called ‘illegal’, most of her pupils did have papers. What set
them apart from (most) pupils in other schools was the fact that they did not
speak English. Most were fluent in Spanish, French, Creole, Hindi, Mandarin,
Cantonese or another Chinese language. At ACE, the offspring of workingclass migrants from the Dominican Republic or Haiti, those who worked as
garbage collectors, chamber maids and taxi drivers, shared their school desk
with (and thus got to know) pupils from higher-class migrant families from
China and India, who had come to operate the supermarkets and jewelry
shops. They were also joined by pupils who(se parents) came into conflict
with teachers or boards of (semi)public schools, mostly over their (special)
needs or specific behaviors that teachers and boards did not tolerate. Together,
the ACE pupils occupied a special niche within the educational system and
the school clearly filled a gap for pupils who were falling through the cracks
of the system. As the school was a private institution and functioned independently of the government, they did not necessarily learn to belong to the
imagined St. Martin nation.
This was why Dr. Arrindell described the goal of getting all school-aged
pupils into government-funded schools as being high on her list of priorities in 2010. In standardized public schools, compulsory for all school-aged
children, pupils would become part of the government directed production
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machine. There, those in charge could exert more extensive control over the
bodies of the pupils. In the current system, they could easily move between
schools, as well as being outside the government’s all-seeing eye. When that
movement was stilled, those in charge could control all content: most importantly the language of instruction and the particular form of national history
taught. It was no coincidence that these were the other two terrains on which
the elites strove to produce their nation.

Federal Sint Maartenness
For me education has to be more. Because we say it is preparing you to be a
member of society. But which society?
Dr. Arrindell told me that education had to be more. But more than what?
As I described, the political construction that Sint Maarten had been part of
before 2010 was the Dutch Antilles and during this period a cooperation had
developed between the islands that also informed a sense of belonging. Differences between the islands, relating to language, their position towards the
Netherlands, racialization, and financial interests, all needed to be accepted
and accommodated. Through cooperation on the federal level, an elite formation with relations on all the islands emerged. They travelled between these
on a regular basis, and did not actively dislike the Netherlands. The federal
belonging imagined by this elite differed from the vanguard’s nationalist
idea(l)s in many ways.
The first difference related to what level of connection with the Netherlands the two groups wanted. As the federal policy makers and educators
worked closely with the Netherlands, they were required to have a more
positive stance towards the (former) colonial power. Those who had studied
there and spoke the language were most suitable. Two of the most important
members of the federal elite, Smith and Bryson, had both been educated in the
Netherlands. And even though it had been cold and windy there, they had felt
welcome and at home. Mr. Wycliffe Smith – a former primary school teacher,
school manager, governor of Saba, inspector of education for the Antilles,
Saba and Sint Maarten, pastor and politician – explained that he felt he had fit
right in in the Netherlands,
So I related to the civil rights movement in the United States and then
you also had Apartheid going on in South Africa and the Dutch were very
much against, you know, apartheid and the Mandela situation and Steve
Biko and all of that, so I fit right in.
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The second member was Bryson – Aruban born and active as a teacher, principal and later head of public education in Sint Maarten. Like Smith, she positioned herself differently from the people in the vanguard I described above;
Smith and Bryson had no desire for independence, but felt they belonged to
the Kingdom of the Netherlands. Their (educational and professional) journeys played an important role in allowing them access to and familiarization
with the Netherlands, as opposed to the pilgrimages of the ethno-national
elite, which had opened up pathways to the United States. Another important inheritance from the Dutch Kingdom, one that the federal elite liked (as
opposed to the nationalist one, who did not) was the reality of religious pillarization in the Netherlands that allowed for publicly funded Christian schooling.
Belonging in the Netherlands has for a long period of time been
constructed within so-called pillars. This pillarization of Dutch society
has been largely due to the Dutch School War in which the more orthodox
Calvinists fought for their right for separate schooling (Sturm et al 1998).
They believed public schools were becoming too liberal and enlightened and
demanded the right to start their own religious schools, which would be paid
for by the government. The treaty, signed in 1917 and most easily described as
the bijzondere scholen law, gave all denominations the right to start their own,
publicly funded, schools (ibid.). Afterwards, the powerful pressure groups that
had fought for this result, continued to deploy their political power, which led
to the development of the first political parties in the Netherlands (ibid.: 288).
Gradually, all social life in the Netherlands began to be constructed around
pillars of a Catholic, Protestant, Socialist or Liberal persuasion. Each pillar
organized their own faith-related practices, had a television station, a political
party and schools, and people often selected a marriage partner from within
their own pillar. As the law on bijzondere scholen also applied to the overseas
part of the Kingdom, a variety of school communities that enjoyed a large
amount of freedom could be established.
As I mentioned above, the various school communities, each with their
own boards, were a thorn in the side of the nationalists who desired standardization and government control of schools (not merely government funding)
in order to create unity. From a federal perspective, the existence of different
entities that govern themselves and cooperate when needed was much more
acceptable. Moreover, the creation of religious schools was very welcome to
people such as Wycliffe Smith, who was also a Baptist priest. As such, he was
involved in the creation of the Foundation for Protestant Christian Education in the Windward Islands (FPCEWI) on April 23, 1968. The other people
involved in this were the Dutch born Benjamin Hayden and Emily Brooks,
who had ties to Suriname. They too can be considered part of the federal elite,
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and I will return to them below. In chapter 2 I will further discuss the issue of
religious schooling on the island. Whereas the two groups of policymakers,
activists and educators disagreed on many issues, they did share certain goals.
Both believed that education was highly important and that it could (re)
produce imaginations of belonging. They also shared the belief that English
should be the language of instruction, yet their reasoning behind this showed
important differences.

Federal interventions and languages of instruction
According to Lamp (in George 2013: 75), deciding on the language of instruction had always been a source of heated debate, both within the Kingdom and
around the world. In 1917, the honorable minister of colonies Thomas Sebastiaan de Pleyte created space for instruction in languages other than Dutch,
an opportunity that was not immediately taken up by local authorities in the
Caribbean (George 2013: 100). Some schools may have started to use English,
but in 1933 Dutch became the official language in the lowest grades and Dutch
became a subject in schools (Arrindell 2014: 40, George 2013). The sources
do not say who decided this or why, but it may have been linked to a rise in
nationalism in Europe. Both Dutch and English were used until fundamental
change began to occur during the tumultuous 70s and 80s. Smith explained
to me how the federal construction of the Antilles influenced the envisioned
change from Dutch to English as the language of instruction on Sint Maarten
(and the other two windward islands),
I was asked to become involved in the implementation of English as
language of instruction [1975]. And on Curacao, Aruba and Bonaire, it
would be the implementation of Papiamentu and the projects should run
simultaneously... And so the projects started at the same time. But here we
moved on much faster... First and second grade and after second grade the
switch had to be made back to Dutch. So that by fourth grade all teaching and instruction would be done in Dutch... After four years, we felt in
Sint Maarten, and Saba and Statia [Sint Eustatius], but especially in Sint
Maarten that we shouldn’t go back to Dutch at third grade, so we should
continue with English...33
After working as a schoolteacher, Smith joined the project to change the
language of instruction for the first two years of primary school throughout
the Dutch Antilles. This was a sensitive and political task that required a leader
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33 The interview took place at the University of St. Martin on the 30th of January 2017.

who was familiar with the differences throughout the Kingdom. Smith was
thus an excellent candidate to work alongside the Dutch Antilles government.
However, as Smith explained, the constitutional construction of the islands as
a federation held up the changes that Smith believed should have taken place
on Sint Maarten. The island had to follow the same path as Curacao, Bonaire
and Aruba, where Papiamentu was introduced as the language of instruction. And while the transition went smoothly on Sint Maarten, and educators
and policymakers believed that all primary school pupils should be taught in
English, the transition had to be stopped, as the Papiamentu speaking islands
could not follow the same developments. Smith explained,
That was the law, we were one country, six islands and so the larger islands,
they kind of led and dictated how things had to go. And so we had to switch
back to the original plan.
The project to introduce English as the language of instruction throughout
primary schools in the Windward islands thus experienced setbacks due to
its being part of the federation. However, the project was not abandoned.
Here I turn to the interview I conducted with three other important change
makers within the federal elite: Benjamin Hayden, Emily Brooks and Pete
Vaugn. They were involved in the establishment of the Hillside Christian
schools and worked towards the implementation of English as the language
of instruction,34
Pete: I was asked by education here to come and finish a project at the
Oranje School. They wanted to introduce English as language of instruction in some of the classes. There was a teacher from Scotland who started it
and then he left. And I was asked to finish it, the project.
Benjamin: my children were in his [Pete Vaugn’s] class.
Emily: that was the time, I think it was ‘74, when we started actually with
the introduction of mother tongue...
Emily: David Mackay was here from England and he was a PhD, Dr.
David Mackay, brilliant man... He was such an interesting person, and he
came here with the purpose of really restructuring the education system.
Not only the mother tongue, but also what we now call foundation based
education, so many years after. That was David’s idea.
Benjamin: well, you know he had a method called breakthrough to literacy.
34 The interview took place with the four of us present on the 8th of February 2017 at the house
of Benjamin Hayden. We employed English and Dutch, even though Vaugn was not able to join our
conversation when it was primarily conducted in Dutch. Hayden often switched to that language,
however.
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And it is, he was sponsored by the Bernard van Leer foundation.35 Have you
heard about the Bernard van Leer foundation?
Emily: it is a foundation with lots of money.
Benjamin: is it not a company that made oil drums and all those things?
For oil companies? [It was a packaging company] Anyway, maybe you can
Google it. But he was, he came here and he brought a lot of excitement in
the chicken coop. Sorry Pete I should use more structured language.
Me: was everyone on board that time? That the language of instruction
should be?
Benjamin: no no
Emily: no not at all.
Benjamin: no, not at all, we were for Dutch education.
The introduction of English in primary schools was guided by several individuals, who came from the British Empire. David Mackay came from Scotland and initiated the ‘breakthrough to literacy’ method; Vaugn, who came
from Barbados and arrived on Sint Maarten in 1987, was asked to finish this.
Both men had thus grown up in the British Empire, which was also a federal
construction. As both men had also experienced the rule of the British crown
and thus been influenced by colonial education and language, they may have
had strong feelings about helping islands such as Sint Maarten to break their
colonial ties.
Vaugn had a breakthrough when Linda Richardson, who was in favor of
mother tongue education and thus favored the use of English on the Windward Islands, became the minister of education for the Dutch Antilles. In
1987, a protocol was signed that would lead to the establishment of English as
the language of instruction (George 2013: 137).36 Popular opinion still favored
Dutch as the language of instruction, however. Parents wanted their children
to be able to receive higher education in the Netherlands, and in order for that
to remain possible, they needed to learn proper Dutch. As schools were somewhat free to implement their own policies, many boards continued to offer
education in Dutch. It was the aforementioned Oldine Bryson who, when she
became director of public education on Sint Maarten, decided that all public
schools would use only English as the language of instruction. She told me her
decision was not popular, but necessary nonetheless,
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35 This passage shows the importance of people and money from abroad (not necessarily the
Netherlands) both from other states, but also from corporations and foundations. These funds
and people influenced the linguistic debates and the pedagogical ideals. This is still the case today,
especially since little money is available on the island. Curricular updates and educational changes
thus often still depend on money and people from elsewhere.
36 http://listserv.linguistlist.org/pipermail/lgpolicy-list/2011-February/012189.html (last visited
on 23-08-2017).

Iedereen was zo’n beetje boos op mij, dat ik het Engels heb ingevoerd. Ik heb
het Engels ingevoerd. Dat is mijn ding. Waarom? Ze gaven al Engels les, b.s.
[bullshit] dat het Nederlands was. Ik heb zulke Nederlandse blunders in
die klassen gezien. Dat ik mijn assistent zei, heb je gezien wat daar stond,
zie je dat niet? Hoe is jouw Nederlands dan? En ik ben ervan overtuigd dat
iemand in de taal die het dichtst bij de zijne ligt moet leren. Ik onderschat
niet het belang van Nederlands, dat onderschat ik echt niet. Maar als ik
dat aanbied als taal, sec, dan weet ik zeker dat met goed onderwijs, dat die
kinderen aan het einde van de zesde klas Nederlands spreken. Want je legt
je toe op het vak zelf. Maar om kennis te vergaren hoef ik Nederlands niet
te hebben. En dat is het doel van onderwijs, kennis vergaren. Kennis op
doen. En dan moet je blijven, zo dicht mogelijk bij dat kind. Daarom, die
kinderen, sommige die dom lijken, zet ze in een Engelse school. Ze fleuren
op!37
Bryson argued that teachers were already teaching in English because they
were poor Dutch speakers. She therefore believed all education should be
conducted in that language. Her decision was informed by an understanding of the language of instruction as a tool of communication, not a national
symbol or a source of emotional connection to the ‘authentic’ nation.38 This
differed from the understanding of language that Dr. Arrindell had discussed
with me, which she argued also in her book Language, Culture and Identity in
St. Martin, published by the House of Nehesi Publishers in 2014.
Sometimes I don’t think they are training them to be part of this society.
I give you an example: language of instruction. If you are training these
people to be part of this society, how is Dutch language of instruction?
Where in St. Martin are they using it? Apart from, in a very limited space
in a classroom. Nobody does it, not even the newspapers are printed in
37 Everyone was angry with me because I introduced English as the language of instruction. I
introduced English, that was my thing. Why? They already taught in English, bullshit that that
was Dutch. I have seen such terrible mistakes in the different classrooms. I would ask my assistant,
did you see what it said on the board? Did you not notice? But then how is your Dutch? And I am
convinced that someone should learn in the language that is closest to his or her own. I do not
underestimate the importance of Dutch, I really don’t. But when I offer that as language, clean, then
I will be sure that with good teaching, these children will be able to speak Dutch at the end of the
sixth grade. Because you focus on the subject itself. But in order to acquire knowledge, I do not need
Dutch. And that is what education is about, about acquiring knowledge. And to do so you need to
remain close to the child. That is why some of those children who seem thick, need to be put in an
English school. They blossom!
38 It is important to note that the people who live on Sint Maarten speak many languages. In 2001,
only 64,3 percent of the population on Sint Maarten claimed English as their mother tongue (and
it is unclear if they were referring to standard English). Large parts of the population claimed their
mother tongue to be Spanish (14,8 percent) or French Creole (10 percent) (CBS table, in George
2013: 133).
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Dutch. So even if they are going to read the newspaper to practice a discussion, how are you preparing them for the society? You are teaching them
attachment to something that has nothing to do with this society, that’s a
contradiction.
According to Dr. Arrindell, all schools that received government funding
should use English as the language of instruction, perhaps even S’Maatin
English. This local vernacular was the peoples’ mother tongue and its use
would allow pupils to experience a sense of belonging, which was lost when
people spoke languages introduced by colonial rulers. Arrindell explained
how language was an important vehicle for strengthening national identity,
like she did in her book. Within it, she recognizes the multilingual reality of
the island while at the same time emphasizing the need for English language
education and increasing the value of vernacular S’Maatin English. She writes:
“The St. Martin language reflects the social processes and experiences of the
St. Martin people, and I envisaged it could be instrumental in the continued
shaping of the St. Martin nation” (Arrindell 2014: 177).
The idea(l) that language and belonging are connected was shared by
the UNESCO and celebrated at another event, the S’Maatin poetry evening,
which I attended on the 21st of February 2017, international mother language
day. The evening was organized by the department of ECYS and UNESCO,
was sponsored by the Nehesi House of Publishing39 and celebrated the
S’Maatin language, promoting its use by secondary school students. During
the event, several of these students delivered their own poems. They spoke
of the island and were written in what must have been S’Maatin English. I
often wasn’t sure what the exact differences were between the various ways of
speaking English and was regularly struck by new words and different twists.
A small group of students also performed a skit about the cultural history
of S’Maatin. The small crowd that attended obviously attached great value to
this local vernacular and wanted it to be acknowledged as an official national
language.
For Smith, Bryson and the three others who I consider to be part of
the federal elite formation, different groups of people, speaking their own
languages and praying to their own Gods, could peacefully co-exist. Different
islands, churches or school boards could work together pragmatically. As long
as one knew when to switch, there wasn’t a problem. This differed from the
vanguard’s idea that language provided direct of experience of the nation and
alienation from it would alienate people from their own culture. In this case
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39 http://www.sintmaartengov.org/PressReleases/Pages/SMAATIN-ENGLISH-COMPETITIONON-INTL-MOTHER-LANGUAGE-DAY.aspx, (last visited on 27-07-2018).

the result was the same, however, as all these educators favored English as the
language of instruction.

Tales of origin, stories of relation
Another important means through which to imagine the nation is, as I
have already mentioned, through the telling of a specific tale of origin. As I
explained in the previous interlude, the implementation of the lesson plan on
slavery and human rights allowed me to engage with various teachers, schoolboard members and policymakers, and these exchanges showed me histories
related to the specific idea(l)s of the nation.
I have already introduced one part of the history that mattered to the
nationalist vanguard, that which celebrated black history. One month is set
aside to celebrate the important inventors, musicians and politicians who
might otherwise be forgotten in ‘western, white’ history lessons and during
the past years, this month has become increasingly popular in schools. When
I was on the island, there was no standardized material for the teaching of
black history, so the creation of the imagined ‘black’ core of the St. Martin
nation depended largely on the interest and input of individual teachers and
schools. The celebrations I took part in at MLK were very different from the
event with Dr. Johnson that I attended at USM. In school, the management
designed a list of important black people, from which teachers chose one to
discuss in their classrooms. Yet, in the school’s communication with parents,
the celebration was not framed as black but as African. A letter was sent to all
the parents, which stated:
During the program we would be displaying various aspects of the African culture, such as dance, music, clothing etc. If your child has an African outfit please contact any of the committee members on the contact
numbers below, so as to make arrangements to have him or her be part
of the display.
The assembly should thus be about Africa, but the pupils’ work had little to do
with the continent. Nor did the assembly celebrate ‘black’ pride, even though
certain teachers did show affiliation with this topic and choose to wear what
they considered to be their traditional clothes. Teacher Philips, when asked
about the black history month, giggled and told me, “They showed me a list
of black people who did great things. I really had no idea all these people
existed!” Teacher Philips had grown up on the island, went to USM for her
teacher training and had lived on the island all her life. Based on her looks,
she could be categorized as a person of African descent and the ‘ideal’ citizen.
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Yet she had little interest in this so-called black history or nation, and even less
interest in teaching it.
A closely related element of history that should give shape to the ideal
nationalist St. Martin is the history of salt. In an interview for the Small Axe
literary platform, Sekou explained it as follows:40
Salt was the main crop on the island during the unholy slave period.
After the 1848 Emancipation there were minor and infrequent salt
harvests well until the early 1960s. As metaphor and as material salt has
the experience of curing, preserving, healing. There is a connection to
life’s sweetness in some cultures. The Yoruba, I am told, have a saying:
“May your life be as sweet as salt.” It is also intrinsically connected with
the exploitation and human suffering of the enslaved ancestors that
toiled away in the salt ponds of St. Martin. St. Martiners created and
chanted work songs and topical quimbé songs as we laboured in the salt
pans [...]
To the extent that the enslaved men, women and children were herded
off the plantations from both parts of the island to ‘pick salt’ in the salt
pans during the salt reaping season for some 200 years, the Great Salt
Pond became the cradle of the St. Martin nation. The Salt Reaper poems
‘salt reaping I’ and ‘salt reaping II’ are about this double and layered
relationship of salt in the history and culture of the St. Martin people
and as a recurring expression of the psyche, even if latently so, at the
core of the nation.
For Sekou, the history of those who worked in the Great Salt Pond is the
true history of the nation. In the imagination that the vanguard developed,
the descendants of those who owned the saltpans, the wealthy families who
arrived on the island around the same time, are thus easily excluded. Nor are
these families seen as part of the Dutch colonizers, who must be excluded
from the island (Guadeloupe 2009: 71-72). The imagination thus moves and
shifts somewhat, but still wishes to set clear boundaries. This differs widely
from the history taught in the slavery and human rights method, which was
created in cooperation with the University of St. Martin and Oldine Bryson, a
member of the federal elite.
This material introduced the history of slavery to primary school pupils
in a relational way. As such, the material shed light on the different journeys,
relations and conflicts that are tied to the history of Transatlantic slavery. It
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40 http://smallaxe.net/sxsalon/interviews/polyglot-pride-st-martin-interview-lasana-m-sekou,
(last visited 08-01-2019).

emphasizes the worldwide connections and ongoing creolization that created
the reality in which pupils on the island live today. It thus introduced pupils to
the horrors of the past, the great sacrifices made by those who fought against
these injustices, and the ways in which they led to the development of universal human rights. By showing the intricate relations between different individuals, the method also sought to challenge the common understanding of
responsibility and blame related to a racialized designation of guilt.
Relations of slavery have existed since time immemorial (Gilroy 2002,
Mbembe 2017). However, the institutionalization of slavery on a worldwide
scale, and the related logic of racism, did not emerge before the widespread
normalization of Transatlantic slavery in which African bodies became signified as black and less than human. It was then that slavery and the trade in
human beings became inseparable from capitalism, science and modernity in
general (Mbembe 2017). This writing of history tends to divide the world into
those who traded, Europeans who came to consider themselves as white, and
those who suffered, the indigenous peoples and the people of African descent,
those who became black. In their enlightening work The Many-Headed Hydra,
Linebaugh and Rediker show how the division between those who suffered
and those who caused that suffering could not be so easily fitted into a frame
of ‘black’ versus ‘white’ (2002). They show how shared living on the ships
connected people in ways that no longer allowed for easy classification and
order. And as these sailing ships connected different parts of the (new) world,
the disorder on these ships also shaped what took place in harbors and the
adjoining cities. Awareness of these disorders troubles the easy notion of blame
based on people’s looks or supposed belonging to so-called racial groups.
Building on the history that Linebaugh and Rediker wrote, the lesson
plan on slavery and human rights challenged the idea that those who were
‘taken’ and those who ‘took’ were easily distinguishable and lived separate
lives. Without a doubt, the relations between the different individuals were
often forced and unequal, but the connections were also real (see also James
1989 [1938], Trouillot 1992, 2002). As all those who wrote about creolization emphasize, nothing pure remained afterwards (Glissant 1989, 2008,
2010[1990]; Chamoiseau 2018), not even the neat categories of perpetrator
and innocent. In personal correspondence based on his soon to be published
manuscript, Guadeloupe described it in an interesting manner. He argued
that today we are all related to both ‘nativos’ – those who are considered original, innocent and harmless – and ‘conquistadores’, those who came to conquer
the world and her inhabitants. Following this approach to history, the slavery and human rights method meant all pupils in Sint Maarten classrooms
as belonged equally to the island. It did not place blame on pupils who could,
according to racialized logic, be made white and guilty.
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By using active work forms, the slavery and human rights method also
allowed pupils and teachers to each express and discuss different perspectives,
thus allowing for and showing different responses to and feelings about these
events. This creolizing way of co-creating history as it was being taught, does
not give shape to a well-defined nation as a cultural unity. Glissant (1996)
explained that even though European peoples ‘have frequently produced a
totalitarian philosophy of history’ (and one may wonder how this has created
different politics of belonging in different places), this should not (and cannot
convincingly) be done in the Caribbean. Any explanatory function of history
is impossible (1996: 62).
The incompatibility of the approach taken by the lesson plan and that
employed by the nationalist vanguard was clearly evident when I piloted the
material of the lesson plan and began to discussing it with various parties. I
had been asked to present my experiences to the school managers of the public
schools and the management of Christian Hillside, and later did the same for
the minister of education and the press at USM, where various schoolboards
and employees from the department of education were present.41 Francio
Guadeloupe and I both spoke and I presented some video material of the pilot
being conducted, after which we offered the then minister of ECYS, Silveria
Jacobs, a first copy of the method. In her response the minister recognized
our good motives, but also appeared on the defensive when she stated that her
department was already designing new educational material by itself. Without much ado, she left. Two employees from the department who had been
present shared with me that they were not entirely clear on what the minister
had meant, and that they would like me to present my findings and ideas at
a meeting with members from the departments of Culture and Education. A
little over a week later I went to the meeting, this time alone.42
It took me a while to install my laptop, but this was not a problem as
some of the employees had thought we would meet at USM and were thus
still on their way back to the government building, which was luckily only a
few minutes’ walk away. When we began, two employees from the department
of culture, four from the department of education, and myself, were present.
One of the senior members, who had invited me after being present at the
presentation on the 18th, introduced me and expressed her wish to have an
open and informal meeting. I then spent about half an hour presenting the
lesson plan, teasing out the different work forms that the method used, and
showed some videos of pupils at work and responses from school managers,
teachers and pupils. All those present listened and watched silently.
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42 This meeting took place on the 27th of May 2016 at the government building.

When I finished, the lady from the cultural department took charge. She
informed us that she had already received an assignment from the minister to
develop lessons that would teach pupils about and prepare them for independence. This was news to me, and from the reactions of the other people present, I gathered that they were not aware of this assignment either. Moreover,
they seemed to have some questions about it. When I asked about the specifics
of this new method, I was given abstract and vague answers. The educational
forms or pedagogical methods had not yet been addressed, but what was clear
was that the material would be developed together with the House of Nehesi,
Lasana Sekou and Jose Lake.
As I was asking a few questions about these individuals’ knowledge
of pedagogy, and explained how the method I had just presented had been
warmly welcomed by teachers and pupils as creative and conducive to peer
learning, I was confronted by Everett Green, another member of the nationalist vanguard who worked at the department of education as a financial advisor. He had three questions for me: how much did my method address St.
Martin? Why did it include religion? And why did my method speak of others,
rather than just St. Martiners? In a rather aggressive manner, he explained
to me that there was absolutely no need to include the Dutch in St. Martin
educational material, just like the Jews did not put the Germans in their
history. Or did they!?
The work involved in creating an imagination of romantic national
belonging needed one specific history. It should be a tale that spoke about the
events that the good part of the St. Martin people (those of African descent)
took part in. As European historians have understood so well, national history
is most useful when it presents a linear tale, separate from the now and not
subject to historical investigation. By producing such an ordered chronology, nationalist history seeks to (re)produce a mythical and ordered past that
could only lead towards the establishment of a nation-state.
Mr. Green made it very clear that he wanted to use the new lessons as
a way to clearly define who was and who wasn’t a St. Martiner. Religion had
no place in his nation, nor did teaching about the Dutch Kingdom. Also, no
schools should be allowed to teach any history in Dutch. All schools should
adopt English as the language of instruction and be subjected to the direct rule
of the department of education. I couldn’t help but be reminded of my interview with Dr. Arrindell and my experiences during the black history event. I
sensed that not everyone who attended the meeting agreed with these idea(l)s,
but it seemed that many were weary of confronting the young man. When one
colleague from the cultural department made a joke about St. Martin culture
being about Johnnycake and Chicken, the staple food of the island, Green
aggressively asked him who he thought he was, to have the right to talk about
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his culture. He had emigrated from Suriname, and for Green this disqualified
him as an equal partner, just as I could not truly be taken seriously.
Each imagination of the nation seems to require specific curricula to
reproduce its ideal in the minds of pupils. But only very recently did people
start making educational material on and for the island. And as there were
various contending ideals, the making of educational material provided an
arena for negotiation.

Social Studies method: Locally produced teaching material
The teaching material available for teachers on Sint Maarten had long been
designed by producers in the Netherlands, and very few of these materials had
been sensitive to local realities. The books ‘Nos Patria’ and ‘Nos Tera’ had been
developed for overseas education in the 1960s and the book ‘Onze eilanden,
van vroeger tot vandaag’43 in the 1980’s (George 2013: 168-170). However,
even though these books had been produced especially for the islands, they
had focused mainly on Curacao and had presented the world from a mostly
European perspective. From 1956 until 2005, island territories had left the
responsibility for education and material with schoolboards and teachers
and as such, most material continued to be in Dutch and came from Europe
through those who had studied there.
This changed somewhat with the creation of CXC (the Caribbean examination council) initiated by the governments of fifteen English-speaking Caribbean territories in 1972.44 The initiative was well appreciated and over a million
pupils have since taken this accredited Caribbean exam. In order to prepare
pupils for the examination, teaching material was produced in the region, to
which some secondary schools on Sint Maarten gained access. However, CXC
mostly addressed the realities of the former West Indies and did not necessarily include the Dutch Antilles. Teachers thus developed their own teaching
material, (sometimes) taking seriously pupils’ experiences. During my interview with Dr. Arrindell, she told me that some teachers, even those who had
come from the Netherlands, had had the courage to divert from the study
books used in the schools they worked. As a student at Milton Peters College
(MPC), a secondary school that followed a Dutch model and used Dutch as
the language of instruction (at most levels), Dr. Arrindell had been a student
of Gladys Wouters who hailed from the southern regions of the Netherlands.45
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43 ‘Our island from past till present.’ The ‘our’ indicates the European Dutch origin of this
material.
44 https://www.cxc.org/about/about-cxc/, (last visited 16-01-2019).
45 The distinction between those from the affluent urban Randstad area, and those from the south
of the Netherlands who had also suffered from the Dutch elites, was often made.

Dr. Arrindell herself told me that she had been a very demanding teenager,
unhappy with the books she had to read and the lessons she had to learn. To
make matters worse, everything had been in Dutch. When she had complained
about this, her teacher had taken it seriously. Dr. Arrindell explained to me,
Ok, what happened, she brought this book and for the first time as a
student in high school, I really became interested in something at school...
First of all it was all taught in Dutch, and those people all sound like they
were somewhere else. Because language also situates things. Language puts
things in context. So it sounded like it was from some other place. There
was some discussion of Tula I remember in the book. I remember Tula
and Carpata being mentioned in the book but they made no sense to me,
they were very distant and remote, they didn’t connect. But when I got this
book... I started looking at it and I went home with it, and at the end of the
school year, I kept it.
Wouters had made an effort to address the history of the immediate region,
and had done so in English, a language that, according to Dr. Arrindell, situated the world differently. The history that Dr. Arrindell referred to during
our interview involved Tula and Carpata, both freedom fighters (against the
colonial Dutch), but not on Sint Maarten. However, these men were inspirational for their opposition to colonial rule.
It was only in 2005 that the first national curriculum for primary schools
on Sint Maarten was created and implemented. Violet Brown, now principal employee of the local UNESCO branch, was one of the members of the
team that created that first curriculum, together with local educators. Brown
explained that this curriculum was developed in collaboration with the Dutch
Antilles and had been financed by the Dutch government and international
foundations and corporations.
For the cycle 1 curriculum, there were standards that were developed by
the Netherlands Antilles... They were national standards that were created,
by the federal government back in those days. And there were trainings for
teachers and curriculum persons in Curacao at that time... This was to,
to, how shall we put it, to provide the teacher with structure as to what to
teach because a lot of teachers used manuals. They use whatever manuals they had as their curriculum. Now this became, the island, national
curriculum that they needed to follow. So then that provided some content
for them. As to what needed to be taught.46
46 This interview took place at her office on the 25th of January 2017.
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This curriculum, created according to Kingdom guidelines, was the only
curriculum on Sint Maarten. As such it served as the foundation from which
the Social Studies method, the only locally produced classroom material,
was later developed. This took place between 2012 and 2014 and the books
were introduced in the school year 2014-2015, at which point Sint Maarten
had already become a constituent country. One of the main contributors to
the material was Gladys Wouters. After being Dr. Arrindell’s teacher, the two
women became friends and worked together on many projects that involved
education and the strengthening of the St. Martin nation. Gladys could thus
be seen as adhering to the romantic imagination of the St. Martin nation.
Wouters was not alone in developing the method, however. She worked
together with four colleagues from the Katholieke Universiteit in Leuven (KU
in Belgium), who seemed to adhere to a cosmopolitan Catholicism that better
aligned with the federal politics of belonging. Interestingly, the entire team
hailed from the Flemish (Dutch speaking) part of Belgium, which made them
capable of understanding, speaking and writing standard Dutch, without
belonging to the colonial power.
Together the team had to decide what would become part of the method
and thus how the nation would be imagined. Were pupils to be taught about
independence, as the vanguard wanted? Or should they learn that they were
part of the Kingdom? Should the material be available only in English? Or
should a pragmatic stance be taken and allow for the production of the books
in Dutch also? What history was to be presented? Much of the material was
grounded in the existing curriculum, which referred to books that had been
produced by the House of Nehesi. However, their idea(l)s could not be made
too explicit, as not everyone agreed and some of the money for the development also came from the Netherlands. As I explained earlier, everyone was
part of the money tie system and knew that to make money, one sometimes
had to move and close one’s eyes. None of the people I spoke with were able
to explain to me how this method came into being and who decided what the
material would look like. The best possible way to tease out the underlying
idea(l)s thus demands an analysis of the actual material, which I will introduce through a lesson I took part in in the third grade (pupils that were nine
and ten years old) at Martin Luther King Jr. primary school.
This morning teacher Philips was using the social science method to teach
pupils about citizenship.47 Teacher Philips asked, “What is citizenship?” The
classroom remained silent. So she continued, “The fact of being.... The fact of
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47 This is an excerpt from one of the Social Studies lessons I attended in grade 3, during March of
2016. There were thirteen pupils present, all between nine and eleven years old.

what? A citizen is what?” Several pupils responded, “a person.” But that was
not enough. Teacher thus prompted, “a person that? A person whose legal
home is within a certain place or nation. So we are citizens of Sint Maarten.”
I had to check if the book indeed said Sint Maarten, the southern or Dutch
side of the island, or if the book was referring to St. Martin, the entire island.
As I had noticed, the method mixed the two up, creating belonging to only
the South in certain lessons, while at others shaping belonging as island wide.
But today it was Sint Maarten the book was talking about. Pupils did not,
however, immediately understand what this legal home was supposed to be.
I heard murmurs everywhere around me: “What’s that?” “Wa?” “Huh?”
Michael, one of the very bright minds in the group clarified “It’s a legal
person.” Teacher Philips added, “So someone from Sint Maarten or Anguilla
or Holland or Statia or Saba.” This caused Quenten to ask, “So a citizen would
have to have a passport. To go to Miami?” “Yes, you have to be legal to have
a passport, the teacher added.” This created an eruption of voices, “I don’t
have that!” “Sshht!” “Sit down Francis!” “Rachel, teacher says sit down!” “Get
the book Rachel!” “Francis!” “Loyd sit down good!” “Get your book. Rachel!”
The teacher’s voice gained strength and in a somewhat higher pitch she asked,
“Everyone ready now?” Hope was one of the most daring girls and replied for
everyone: “Yes teacher.”
All together, we started reading from the Social Studies book, “... and
Shanilla live with their parents in South Reward, they are residents of South
Reward.” Teacher Philips interfered, “Wait, wait, wait, what does that mean,
residents?” Some pupils attempted, “Resident is like...” “They are legal?!”
“People that live here?” Teacher Philips decided upon “People that live in a
certain neighborhood. Which neighborhood you live in?” Hope answered,
“Dutch Quarter!” and the teacher added “You are resident of...?” Louisa now
chipped in, “Belvedere.” “What about you Jenny? You are resident of?” the
teacher inquired. “Dutch Quarter.” She replied. Teacher Philips presumed
this matter was now clear and she continued, “Ok, let’s go” and all together
we continued reading, “Their friends Salisha and Werner live in Philipsburg!
They are residents of Philipsburg. Lenworth and Donald come from Jamaica.
They are Jamaican citizens. Alana and Alisha are from Sint Maarten, their
parents and their grandparents too. They are all citizens of Sint Maarten.”
I was starting to get curious now, as to how the pupils felt about this,
so I asked, “Are we all citizens of Sint Maarten?” Hope and some of the boys
responded immediately: “No!” So I asked them, “Why not?” The teacher also
chipped in, “You all live in Sint Maarten, right?” “What about Lenworth and
Donald?” I added. “They from Jamaica!” the pupils responded. “But do they
live here, or do they live in Jamaica?” I asked. “Jamaica!!” Hope concluded
resolutely. I wondered if that was what the textbook said, and thus asked a
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follow up question, “So what happens when they live on Sint Maarten? Am I a
citizen of Sint Maarten?” Now Hope changed her mind, “Yes!” she replied, to
which Mary added, “You live here!” “Ok.” I answered, realizing that citizenship
related to living somewhere made more sense to the pupils then the paperbased idea of citizenship. As soon as someone lived on Sint Maarten (me), s/
he could become a citizen. The teacher also seemed to find these answers sufficient, as she added an “All right good.” But I still had questions. “What about
our friend Emanuela?” I enquired about this particular pupil who had arrived
from the Dominican Republic only a few months earlier. Was she already
a citizen? Hope was confident again, “No!” she said. But the other pupils
said “Yes”. “So everybody who lives here is a Sint Maarten citizen?” I prodded further. When I asked the pupils how long, in their opinion, one would
have to live on the island to become a citizen, I got the following responses:
“Ehmmm” “I don’t know” “Four years?” “One month!” “One month?” teacher
Philips inquired. “One hundred years,” Loyd thought, and others added their
magic numbers. “One by one, otherwise I cannot hear.” I requested, but the
pupils continued speaking at the same time. The teacher warned them to be
silent to let Michael say what he wanted to say. He stated, “You are a resident
when you have a passport.” “Ok,” I replied, “So the passport decides if you are
a citizen. But can you be a Sint Maartener if you do not have a Sint Maarten
passport? ... No? ... So you can only be a Sint Maartener when you have a Sint
Maarten passport?! But I have a Dutch passport, from the Netherlands.”
That was a dumb remark, and the classroom erupted with noise. Teacher
Philips reminded me “All of us have a Dutch passport, but some of us might
have a French passport or maybe a Jamaican passport.” And indeed, the passport that Sint Maarteners have is Dutch. But many, both those who are born
on the island and have migrated to it, have passports from elsewhere. And
indeed, Damian shouted “I have Jamaican!” To which Hope added “I have a
French passport.” “Can you only be a Sint Maartener with a passport or can
you also be a Sint Maartener because you feel at home here or because you
have lived here very long?” After a short moment of thought Hope stated,
“Live here very long!” “So you say if you live here very long you can be a Sint
Maartener even when you do not have a passport?” I inquired further. “Yes”
the pupils replied “As long as you legal!” “As long as you are legal, so if you are
illegal you cannot be a Sint Maartener? So what are you then? If you are illegal?” I realized I was asking the impossible, to have them answer these questions, but the more we spoke about the issue, the more clearly I understood
how confusing these issues were and how poorly they were being explained
in the Social Studies book. And I also started to appreciate how poorly these
explanations related to the pupils’ lived realities. Even Michael, who was
usually able to make sense of the different lessons, seemed at a loss. In answer

Figure 2: Grade 3 lesson on official citizenship.

to my question “what you were when you were illegal”, he replied “A citizen!”
Once more I tried to clarify: “If you are illegal and you live on Sint Maarten,
can you be a Sint Maartener?” to which some of the pupils said yes and other
were equally sure that the answer was no. Quenten murmured, “I don’t
have no passport!” There was silence now. Other pupils added to Quenten’s
comment, “Me neither.” “I have French.” “I have Jamaican.” “I have Haitian.”
“I don’t have.” The teacher ignored these comments and returned to the book.
“So let’s go back to the book. We use the word citizen to say that somebody
belongs to a place, so someone who lives here.”
This lesson taught by teacher Philips is based on the cycle 2, year 1 textbook of the social studies method that is depicted in figure 2. In this lesson we
find the explanation as to what a citizen of Sint Maarten is. It states: ‘we use
the word citizen to say that somebody belongs to a place or, better still, to a
country.’ For all the others whose families have migrated, citizenship lies elsewhere: Lenworth and Donald from Jamaica cannot be Sint Maarten citizens as
they are already Jamaican citizens. It thus seems that old blood and soil define
citizenship. Elsewhere, the method also referred to naturalization as a path to
citizenship.
However, in the sixth grade textbook, this official citizenship suddenly
becomes superfluous.
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Figure 3: Grade 6 lesson on good citizenship.

Even though the sixth grade Social Studies book also has a section on
citizenship (every year has one), there is no definition of citizenship, nor any
mention of belonging in that section. In that book (see figure 3) pupils are
taught that everyone who lives on and loves the island, citizen or not, shares
loyalty to St. Martin. So even those who may not be official citizens, can still
act like, and thus become, a good citizen. The text reads, “We are all different and often like different things. Maybe we even speak different languages...
Each one of us is a piece of the puzzle. On its own, the pieces are not so beautiful as when they are all-together and form a pattern... Together we all make St.
Martin.” Here, the Social Studies book detaches citizenship from its political
interpretation. It is no longer a legal status but an activity.
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Professor Tatiana Zimenkova has written on the teaching (of) citizenship in
areas shaped through migration. In these places, citizenship is often taught
as both a legal status and an activity (2008: 83). It can thus be detached from
official nationalism and instead refer to good behavior and a cosmopolitan
identity (ibid.: 87). This latter teaching of citizenship aligned better with the
federal ideal, while the first one, that which referred to belonging in relation to
soil and blood, thus using inheritance and family relations to create the image
of the nation, aligned better with the nationalist imagination of belonging.
However, the reference to St. Martin in the latter case fits the imagination of

an independent united island belonging, and thus pleases those in favor of
independence and unification. The reference to Ubuntu, which is linked to
Sint Martin’s African heritage, would also have pleased this vanguard.
The particular imagination of the nation or unity to which the pupils
were taught to belong remained unclear. Those who belong to Sint Maarten
are the people who have a passport; however, the passport these people hold is
Dutch, making them part of the Kingdom of the Netherlands. The picture in
figure 2 shows this, but the words do not mention the Netherlands. From the
4th grade onwards, citizenship becomes related to the Kingdom and pupils
are taught that they are Dutch citizens, not Sint Maarteners. The textbooks
that make up the Social Studies method thus do not provide a single, clear
explanation of citizenship or belonging. The designers balance the federal
imagination of Sint Maarten with the more romantic ideal. And as the lesson
in the third grade shows, the teacher, the pupils and myself had a hard time
understanding and agreeing on what that meant.
But even though the questions about (il)legality and changing units
of belonging remained, the Social Studies method did produce an image of
the ideal Sint Maartener/St. Martiner and the nation that was built up from
his (and her!) family. The ideal Sint Maarten child that was presented to the
pupils was a small boy named Shawn, who was the ‘I’ in the book. Shawn is
a drawn figure with dark chocolate skin, curly black hair, white eyes and a
red shirt. He lives in a well-built family-home in St. Peters, one of the (lower)
middle-class neighborhoods in Sint Maarten. He lives there with his brother
and sister, father and mother; a nuclear family (see figure 4).
Shawn emerges as a brown, middle-class boy, living in a nuclear family, in a
middle-class neighborhood. At each level, the method begins with him and
his nuclear family, and then continues on to the school, the community, and
the island. The order of the Sint Maarten nation thus derives from the local
boy who grows up within a traditional heterosexual family, most commonly
found in the west. This imagination does not diverge much from the way in
which Anderson (2003 [1983]) shaped his Imagined Community as a brotherhood of equals, built upon the family. In this construction, the importance
of blood and soil in relation to official citizenship arises once again. This
particular boy and how he is held up as the foundation of the nation aligns
well with the ideals of the nationalist vanguard. However, Shawn is not just
presented as the official Sint Maartener because of his papers; pupils also
learn through what type of behavior he becomes a good citizen. He respects
his elders, and all other leaders of the community, he doesn’t throw trash on
the street, he helps the elderly, and in school he waits his turn, raises his hand,
stands in line and, obviously, respects those in charge.
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Figure 4: Cycle 1, book 1.

However, the method must address the social reality on the island in
which many people who look different to Shawn are also part of the nation.
The Sint Maarten nation is thus constructed as a nation with many different cultural groups, somewhat like a federation. There are Chinese, Haitians,
Dominicans, and people from the Netherlands, to name just a few. These
people speak different languages and have their own distinct cultural celebrations, such as Diwali and Chinese New Year. The Chinese boy emerges as
belonging to another culture than the Indian boy, and both are equally different from Shawn. This multicultural (re)presentation of the nation aligns with
the federal approach. Both the federal and the nationalist ideals differ from
the creolization and ‘melting pot’ imaginations that I presented in the introduction and that also informed the slavery and human rights lesson material.
Creolization is mentioned in the book, but is not fundamental. Instead the
book presents an Andersonian order that also grounds the ideals of the policymakers, politicians, anti-colonial activists and educators who were part of the
two different elite formations on the island. The content they wished for does
not align, however, showing that the reproduction of a shared imagination of
belonging is by no means an easy task for a school in a place like Sint Maarten.
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In this chapter I have shown how two formations of elites have attempted
to produce a specific St. Martin / Sint Maarten nation through a plethora of

educational policies. The vanguard that gained momentum after 10-10-10
favored a construction of the nation based on an affiliation with the little boy
Shawn; locally born and of African ancestry. The history related to this boy is
tied to Pan-Africanism, slavery and salt and should ideally be told in S’Maatin
English. The federal elite, which had the most political influence between 1954
and 2010, recognized the equal co-existence of multiple groups within Sint
Maarten society and did not necessarily classify one of those groups as being a
‘core Sint Maartener’. The existence of multiple differences could be overcome
by alluding to a shared belonging as Antillean Dutch. This elite took a pragmatic stance towards language, promoting the use of English as the language
of instruction. Movement between islands, as well as to Europe, was essential
to the current reality and history. Even though the members of the vanguard
had also migrated during their lives – Dr. Arrindell explained that she had not
been born on the island herself – they did employ a discourse that closed the
borders and claimed primordial rights for locals. Another important difference between the two imaginations relates to the foundation of morality. To
secure a high moral standard, the federal elite employed a thoroughly Christian discourse, which was greatly disliked by the vanguard. In the next chapter
I will discuss the specific con- and divergences of Christian belonging and the
imagination of the nation in which the schoolboards and managers played an
important role.
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chapter 2

Teaching another belonging,
Christian (trans)nationalisms

Where the different imaginations of the nation and their implications for
educational policies figured prominently in chapter 1, in this second chapter I
will focus on the role of religion. I will show how the employment of Christian
discourses further troubled the straightforward construction and teaching
of national belonging. Anderson argued that nations emerge when religious
empires “fragmented, pluralized and territorialized” and he thus situates religious belonging as pre-national (ibid.:19). In a similar way, the nationalist
vanguard that I introduced in chapter 1 wanted to replace religious teachings
in primary schools with their own, nationalist teachings. Yet the other elite
formation, the one that emerged during the federal period, connected their
national imagination to an ecumenical Christian discourse. Not all schoolboards followed this line, however. Some instead opted for specific transnational religious networks that made the national imagination redundant.
Theirs was a denominational teaching through which pupils became part of a
‘we’ that was not territorialized in and as a nation. A third discourse presented
Christian belonging as part of a creolized Caribbean belonging.
Each discourse produced specific (transnational) boundaries around
‘we’, using Christian morals as a guide towards engaging with ‘them’. I will use
my experience of school assemblies and classrooms, and relate it to the ones
I had of teacher meetings, board decisions and (online) conflicts, to show
how Christian idea(l)s imposed from above appeared as teachings inside the
different schools. I will end the chapter by introducing a fourth discourse
of belonging that is formulated through Christianity, one that Guadeloupe
(2009) has called a metalanguage. This way of speaking tolerates differences
by being indifferent to them. One can be a Buddhist, Muslim or non-believer
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– what matters is someone’s ability to speak the language of Christianity. To
introduce the different frames of Christian belonging, I will return to Martin
Luther King Jr. primary school, where I was part of an assembly on tolerance.
How this concept was employed by pupils, teachers and the school manager,
sheds light on the way a Creole Christianity influenced the imagination of
national belonging there.

Christian frames of belonging
It was already hot, and the pupils sitting on the sunny side of the assembly
hall were moving to the right as the sun’s rays reached their chairs.48 The right
side of the hall was thus shady, overcrowded and disorganized. The two confident girls who were presenting this morning’s assembly on tolerance hushed
everyone to sit down and be quiet. As always seemed to be the case, as soon as
this happened, everyone was asked to stand up again. It made me laugh inside.
Together we prayed ‘Our Father’, after which teacher Sylvestre prayed for the
wellbeing of all who were present. She also asked for health and good working
mentalities before we sang the Sint Maarten song and the school song. The
opening was completed with the declaration of a (to me) new school pledge,
in both English and Dutch. Within it, pupils promised to work hard, behave
well and respect their teachers and peers.
The two fourth grade groups who organized today’s assembly then
started presenting their insights on tolerance. First, teacher DuPont’s class
read quotes and a poem. I had to strain my ears to hear them as the performers spoke softly while the pupils around me were chatting loudly. Paul, one of
the pupils in fifth grade, sat next to me and started up a conversation. “You
staying by us today?” he asked me. His teacher, Miss Hazelwood had not been
in school for a while and he and his classmates had been sitting in the teacher’s lounge, a meeting-room next to the kitchen, for the last few days. A week
earlier they had been spread out over different classes, and Paul explained to
me that he really did not like either solution to his teacher’s absence. I understood, and I promised him that I would come by later. I was not sure if I had
time, yet I hoped my promise would satisfy him and make him quiet. I always
felt uncomfortable during assembly, torn between the internal urge to keep
order like some of the teachers, and chatting with the pupils. However, Paul
was by no means finished and he started telling me how he found today’s
performances boring. His class’ performance at another assembly had been
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48 This took place on the 12th of December 2016. This was in the second schoolyear that I was on
the island, so the third graders had become fourth graders. They were still in the same classroom,
with the same teacher.

much better: lots of drama and lots of applause. No one had applauded yet
today, he explained to me. I nodded. I understood that for Paul, and many
other pupils, the form of the performance was highly important.
As the twelve pupils from teacher Philips’ class and the teacher herself
gathered together in front of the hall, I was able to focus on the performances
again. A cheerful tune started playing from a speaker attached to a mobile
phone and soon the pupils started singing along, some more enthusiastically
than others. Michael had his hands in his pockets and swung from left to right
as he sang loudly. Hope sang as well, but her bowed head and bored expression
told me she was not overly devoted. Mira sang enthusiastically while holding
a microphone. She held it far away from her mouth however, so the device
could not fulfil its purpose. Dylan, who was sitting on the side, was drumming
on the chair in front of him and some pupils in the audience followed his
example. I too started humming along and tapping my feet. The melody was
simple and the song was easy. The chorus went as follows:
Everyone is different; it’s really no big thing. It’s the differences between us
that make life interesting. The little quirks that make us work are hea-ven
sent. So give a little thanks, that we are all different.
As I managed to sing along with the chorus the third time it was sung, a smile
formed on my face. Not just because I enjoyed singing and watching the pupils
sing, but also because I liked the message of the song: ‘we’ was not a group of
people who were all the same. ‘We’ are all different.
When the song was finished, Teacher DuPont, the experienced teacher
from the other fourth grade class, wrapped up the assembly. She asked, “Have
you learned anything about tolerance?” “Noooo!” the pupils responded. I
smiled with surprise and quietly shook my head. Teacher DuPont then asked
again, this time in a more pressing tone. “Have you learned something this
morning?” The pupils now understood what their answer was supposed to be
and they shouted “Yeesss...” Teacher DuPont thus continued, “We now know
that tolerance is about being sympathetic, sympathize with others. And you
must have indulgence for beliefs and practices different than ours. If you don’t
understand, your teachers in the classroom will explain more.” I couldn’t help
but wonder – was teacher DuPont’s understanding of tolerance the same as
the message in the song? I looked around to see if others were also puzzled.
Teacher DuPont’s version of tolerance mobilized a ‘we’ based on similarities that must respect ‘others’. The pupils had just expressed that ‘we’ were all
different.
A few moments later I was in for yet another surprise. Teacher DuPont
ended her talk by expressing her happiness with the performances of all
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pupils. “You all behaved really well this morning,” she stated. Then the principal was asked to give his closing remarks. Principal Milton thanked the teachers and pupils from the two organizing groups. “You have done a marvelous
job,” he claimed. He then continued to explain that he did not however agree
with teacher DuPont’s appreciation for the behavior of the other pupils. “Only
certain things can be tolerated by me,” he explained. “And I looked a little bit
closer at your behavior this morning, and I expected our school to be a little
more respectful, especially those who are older, in the back. I expect that you
understand that even though today’s topic is tolerance, I do not have to tolerate misbehavior. Tolerance is about accepting differences, no matter who you
are or where you come from, but misbehavior is a totally different topic. I
must not tolerate that.”
As I listened to the principal, I was somewhat surprised by his words.
Not only because he failed to support one of his teachers, but also because
he again troubled my understanding of the idea of tolerance. As I walked to
the classroom of the fourth graders I realized that tolerance was a wonderfully complicated concept and also a seemingly important one. This was not
the first time that I had been at an assembly on tolerance and I had heard
teachings about tolerance in many classrooms. Even in the social studies book
presented in chapter 1, I had read about tolerance. And in different instances,
this concept, used as a guiding principal of behavior towards others, was
defined in other ways. This not only showed me how people thought about
proper behavior towards the ‘not-we’, it also made me realize that the different teachings of tolerance also presented how the different Christian imaginations of ‘we’ were mobilized in different school communities.
At MLK, different mobilizations emerged, in line with what I will show
to be a Creole Christian frame of belonging. Denominational schools teach
more specifically denominational frames (we are Methodists, Catholics, Protestants or Seventh Day Adventists). In some denominational schools, these
specific teachings could give way to an ecumenical Christianity that overcomes denominational differences. The social studies method also presented
an ecumenical or federal Christian ‘we’ (we may be Methodist but first and
foremost we are Christians) which, as I will show, relates to the federal nationalist ‘we’ introduced in chapter 1. These frames overlap and build upon one
another, but opinions on who ‘we’ are and how we treat others, also vary. In
many ways the transnational Christian discourses differ from the nationalist
imaginations of belonging that I discussed. However, they also share certain
aspects: like the nationalist discourse, the three Christian discourses are
normative and focused on reproduction. Moreover, they also draw on specific
histories, language use and the body when constructing their idea(l) belonging, even though they do so in more implicit ways.

It is important to note that the three frames of belonging that were
promoted by schoolboards and managers were not necessarily the same as
those that I observed in lessons inside classrooms. As I will show in chapter
3, the teacher in the sixth grade mobilized forms of belonging that neither
the department of education nor his manager would have agreed with. And
like his teachings, the lessons of many others would have been influenced
by the teachers’ own (Christian) affiliations. The focus of this chapter is on
the more official frames of belonging that were constructed in the discourses
of the boards and the principals, and the ways in which these entered the
classrooms. This chapter, like the former, thus highlights the ways in which
idea(l)s were articulated and taught. Schoolboards and managers mobilized the frames I discuss during my communications with them and during
assemblies. I did not research into the religious or spiritual practices of board
members and managers outside of the school premises even though, after
Foucault, I agree that discourses do include more than language. I cannot
discuss the religious and or spiritual practices of these individuals within
this chapter, nor the meanings these may have had for them in everyday
life. I cannot show in detail the ways in which the discourses they proposed,
aligned or contradicted with the lives they lived. Instead, I discuss the imagined Christian frames of belonging that were mobilized and taught to the
pupils and myself.

Ecumenical Christianity
During the assembly at MLK, teacher DuPont introduced a specific understanding of tolerance. “We now know that tolerance is about being sympathetic, sympathize with others. And we must have indulgence for beliefs and
practices different than ours,” she explained. I had encountered a very similar
teaching on tolerance in a fourth grade classroom at the Methodist Agogic
Centre (MAC) that I had visited on the 3rd of November.
The classroom I visited at the MAC differed in many ways from the classrooms I had visited at MLK. On the door was the name ‘Camp-learn-a-lot’,
which referred to the scout movement, and the classroom was indeed organized around the theme of boy and girl scout names: one table-group was
called the beavers, another the bears, and so on. There were four groups of
four or five tables, each representing an animal, and one table stood by itself.
This separate table was placed close to the teacher’s desk, and surrounded
by two fans, several low cupboards with books and notebooks inside and on
top, and colorful handmade signs on the walls. The activating signs on the
walls, together with the organization into table groups alluded to a form of
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classroom management that emphasized peer learning (I will talk about this
extensively in interlude 2). Altogether, the room felt crowded but cozy.
Some pupils were already inside when I entered, while others entered at
their own pace. They chatted in an English that was different from that which
teachers used, but I could easily understand. It was my first full day at the
school and even though I had been given a tour a few days earlier, the pupils
did not yet know who I was. Some of them noticed me and smiled, but no one
engaged in conversation with me. As in all the schools, pupils were wearing a
uniform. Here it consisted of a blue short-sleeved shirt accompanied with dark
blue trousers for the boys and lighter blue-checkered skirts for the girls. The
uniforms were well kept and clean and the girls’ hair was nicely done, which
differed from the uniforms at MLK, which were often torn and too big or small.
The pupils here were chattering away as they unpacked their bags, put their
homework away and collected the food they had brought from home on a table
in the corner. I saw fruits, packed drinks and cellophane packages that probably
contained sandwiches. It seemed that everyone had brought lunch, books and
notebooks in good-looking backpacks; overall, these pupils seemed well off.49
While others were still unpacking and settling down for the day, two
girls in front of the class started reading from a booklet. I could not understand all that they were saying, but I gathered that they were giving morning
devotions. Some pupils opened their notebooks to read along, while others
continued chatting, unpacking or laughing. No serious attention seemed
to be required for this Christian morning ritual to take place. When teacher
Williams came in, she waited until the girls were finished and then started the
day officially. In contrast to the two girls, she did require silence and attention
before she began her teaching.
The day began with a lesson about tolerance. “Tolerance is about
what?” the teacher asked the pupils. No one answered. As teacher Williams
looked around the classroom, she asked, “Would it be fun if everyone was
exactly like you?” One boy immediately answered, “I would like a twin!” The
teacher pushed him on however, “Would he talk and think and do exactly
like you? Have the same tastes and ideas?” The boy did indeed like that idea
and confidently answered “sure!” His peers laughed. The teacher ignored his
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49 This affirms the general idea amongst people on the island that pupils from middle and upper
class families attended Catholic, Protestant and Methodist Schools. In order to be accepted into
them, parents needed to be part of the related church community, apply in advance, and to generally
make an effort. Moreover, these schools could refuse pupils. Public schools, on the other hand, had
to accept everyone who applied and these were thus attended mostly by pupils who could find no
place in any of the semi-public schools. These were often from poorer, working-class families. One
of my friends explained to me that the idea that Catholic schools were for upper class and public
school were for lower-class families, had already existed when he went to primary school in the
1990s. Differences in wealth and possession also struck me during soccer games, which I will discuss
more in-depth in chapter 4.

Figure 1: Cycle 2, year 1.

Figure 2: Cycle 1, year 3-4.

answer however, and continued. She had a point to make and did not take
the boy’s responses too seriously. “Tolerance means accepting differences,” she
explained. “You know that we have a boy in the classroom who doesn’t eat
pork? And you know he worships on Saturday? He is different than us. But we
can all still be friends.” She started reading from the leaflet and continued with
other differences, “Can girls play basketball?” she asked. “Yes they can!”
Teacher Williams presented her pupils with an understanding of tolerance very similar to the one presented by teacher DuPont at MLK. And even
though neither of them used the social studies method that I discussed in chapter 1 to teach tolerance, both nonetheless echoed its teachings on the subject.
The booklet addresses tolerance very specifically. The lesson in figure 1 states
‘Tolerance means that we accept and respect the beliefs, opinions, rights, and
ways of others when these are different from ours.’ This teaching echoes the
Golden Rule of ‘do unto others as you would have them do unto you’ (see figure
2). This ethical guideline can be traced back to many different religious and
spiritual teachings and is also attributed to Christ who, according to Matthew
7:12, said: ‘So whatever you wish that others would do to you, do also to them,
for this is the Law and the Prophets’ (Wattles 1987). The social studies method
thus introduces a teaching of tolerance that is actively related to the Bible.
The social studies book regularly makes references to Christian teachings.
I explained in chapter 1 that idea(l)s from both the federal elite and the
nationalist vanguard made their way into the method. And even though the
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Sint Maartener in the method was not explicitly portrayed as Christian, s/he
matter-of-factly develops into a churchgoer. For example: On page 8 of the
social studies book for the higher grades of cycle 1, Sunday emerges as the day
that Shawn, the ideal Sint Maartener, goes to church, swims at a local beach,
has lunch at his Grandma’s and celebrates the birthday of a family member
(see figure 2). We do not know what kind of Christian church Shawn attends,
so we do not know to what denomination he belongs, and this may not matter
much. In terms of the (federal) belonging being promoted, he is Christian.
The ‘we’ taught by teacher DuPont and the ‘we’ presented in the social
studies book were Christian, but it is unclear if they belonged to a specific
denomination (even though we know Shawn goes to church on Sunday, not
Saturday). My experience in teacher Williams’ classroom showed me that
her Christian might have been a Methodist. However, differences between
this Methodist ‘we’ and other Christians were easily overcome. ‘We’ Methodists accept the Seventh Day Adventists: they may celebrate on Saturday, but
they do celebrate Gods creation. And they may not eat pork, but they do pray
before they eat. Teacher Williams’s Christian teaching embraced the differences between the Christian denominations; Methodism could easily give
way to a shared Christianity, just like the beavers and bears in her group also
belonged, primarily, to Camp-learn-a-lot.
These three instances of teaching tolerance could thus be seen as part
of a Christian belonging that is ecumenical: denominational differences may
exist, but these are not necessarily of consequence because ‘we’ share a Christian belonging that is overarching. This ecumenical Christian belonging is
constructed in ways that are similar to the federal national belonging that I
discussed in chapter 1. And some of the people I introduced in chapter 1 in
relation to the construction and promotion of federal nationalism also played
a role in the construction of ecumenical Christian belonging. One important member of the federal elite was Wycliffe Smith, the Saban born educator, government official and also Baptist pastor. When he began to work for
the government of the Dutch Antilles and later Saba and Sint Maarten, he
also involved himself in the organization of ecumenical services, in which Sint
Maarten politics and Christianity intertwined. Smith explained,
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Also as a pastor, I remained involved in government. So let’s say the service
on Sint Maarten’s day on the island. I think that we have five ecumenical
services that are held by different religions together. We have five services
during the year... The churches come together then. So having been in
government they would ask me to organize these services. And I love the
idea of bringing the various religions together, so that caused me to work
with the other churches...

As part of government, Smith was asked to organize the services during five
important national celebrations throughout the year. For these he invited
different churches to come together. Other Christians, who, like Smith, were
involved in the national federalist project of the Dutch Antilles, also took part
in developing Christian education and Christian church services.50 However,
not all congregations were equally interested in working together and overcoming denominational differences.
When we started it was a disaster because the Roman Catholic priest, he
was a Dutchman, he hated working with other churches. He even wrote
in the newspapers about me... I didn’t want to start a new organization
because I knew there was an existing organization called the Sint Maarten
Christian Council. So I approached the Christian Council and said, can we
become part of you? And this same priest that I told you about, wouldn’t
have anything of it. So that meant that there were a group of churches that
were unorganized together. So that is why I started the foundation called
the Sint Maarten ministerial foundation... So the traditional churches:
Roman Catholic, Anglican and Methodist, they were part of the Sint
Maarten council of churches. And I started my own, that comprised Baptist
churches and Pentecostal churches on the island. Seventh day Adventists
don’t mix with other churches in an organization, but I was able to pull
them together when we are doing activities.
In the five yearly ecumenical services, political unity was related to Christian
cooperation. All denominations could become part of the larger Christian
family by emphasizing their shared Christian values. Denominational differences had to give way to a united Christian ‘we’. Yet not everyone appreciated
this flexibility, nor the permeability of Christian boundaries. As Smith’s words
show, some denominations were highly reticent to overcome their particular differences. Some churches would work with some others, but not with
all of them. And in a similar way, not all schoolboards were willing to teach
ecumenical openness and to cooperate with all others, even when teachers in
their school might choose to do so.

50 I already introduced three of these in chapter 1 when I spoke about the federal imagination
of the nation. They were Emily Brooks, Benjamin Hayden and Pete Vaugn, all three involved in
the struggle for English as the language of instruction. Together they established Christian Hillside
primary school, modelled on the protestant schools common in the Netherlands. Al four – Smith,
Hayden, Brooks and Vaugn – have either occupied important positions within the department of
education, have been in the position to give advice to it, or were politically active.
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Teaching denominational differences in the school
Nearly a week after my visit to Camp-learn-a-lot at the MAC school, I visited
an assembly at that same school. We all gathered in an open space between
the Methodist church building to the right, and the arts / music room below
the offices of the school on the left. First we prayed and sang the Sint Maarten
song, much like during assembly at MLK. The woman in front then spoke
about that month’s theme, ‘tolerance’. I did not know her, but she moved
and spoke like a stern preacher. Her authoritative voice silenced me just as it
seemed to silence the pupils, at least those in the front. She told us, “We shall
have no tolerance for evil! We may tolerate the person but not the evil they
do.” She explained that if people do no good, one could either drive them out
or talk to them and change their behavior. And as God always knew what you
were thinking, you had to be very careful. She ended by telling us, “Blessed are
the peacemakers, they shall be called the children of God.”
As I listened to her, I was surprised by the differences between what
teacher Williams had taught in her own classroom in this school and the lesson
expressed at the assembly today. Teacher Williams emphasized tolerance and
respect towards those who behaved differently, overcoming small differences
by alluding to our shared Christianity. Many ‘others’ could become part of a
Christian ‘us’. The woman who preached today judged those who were different, who behaved differently. Principal Milton at MLK had also told the pupils
to behave better, but that had not been embedded in Biblical truth. Here at the
MAC assembly, we were told to be the children of God and work hard to be
better people because of Him. After we had worked on ourselves, we should
go out and turn others into better people and children of God as well. Tolerance thus became founded in the word of the Lord. Through using language
in a very particular way, it related directly to an otherworldly Force and Truth.
Was this the official school discourse of belonging, or was it the public nature
of an assembly that made teachers and school managers behave differently?
When the principal of the MAC school that I had been visiting was
arrested, it became very difficult to maintain my contact there.51 I started
communicating with the student care coordinator, but I was not able to reconnect with the board. I must thus make an educated guess as to what the official
discourse of belonging promoted by them was. However, the denominational
frame taught in this last assembly echoed the words and practices that I had
encountered as I had visited the Catholic schoolboard. I visited the Catholic
schoolboard office in Philipsburg, where I was greeted by a staff member and
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51 A few weeks after my first visit to the school, the principal with whom I was in contact was
arrested on suspicion of sexually harassing pupils. Several months later, he was found guilty and
sentenced to five years in jail: https://721news.com/top-story/former-mac-principal-cedrick-hodgesentenced-to-five-years-in-jail-for-rape-of-a-minor-1213-yrs-old (last visited on 30-10-2018).

larger-than-life paintings of Christ and the Virgin Mary. I had been eager to
speak to this board in order to get permission for my research and had felt
somewhat nervous. What if they didn’t like me? What if they said no? The
friendly lady who had welcomed me made me feel at ease, however, and she
showed me into a large room to speak with three members of the board.
Inside, yet another image of Christ loomed large above our heads.
Under the piercing eye of Christ, I tried to clearly and concisely explain to
the women what it was that I wanted to research on the island: A presupposed
link between education and the imagination of a community, more specifically
the nation in the case of the newly emerged country Sint Maarten. The women
in front of me listened attentively and nodded as I explained my ideas. But
they didn’t seem convinced. With a friendly but also somewhat condescending smile on her lips, the head of the board made it clear to me that to her, and
by extension the Catholic schoolboard, their pupils had little to learn about
being a Sint Maartener. Their Catholic schools taught pupils to become part
of the Kingdom of the Lord, the Catholic Kingdom, which to them was far
more important than any national belonging. Still, they seemed to appreciate
my commitment. Moreover, they knew my supervisor, Francio Guadeloupe,
who worked in education on the island, and they were thus willing to let me do
my research. As I walked out, I was relieved and grateful, but I also had my first
inkling of the challenges involved in teaching the imagined nation. My meeting
with the manager of the Seventh Day Adventist (SDA) School went in a similar
way. She explained to me that the teachings at her school were first and foremost geared towards creating God’s Kingdom on earth. This started with the
way the management inspired their teachers, based on the words of the Bible. I
learned what this meant when I spent a day at the school.
I had to arrive very early at the SDA school, as teachers came together
before school to learn and share Bible lessons.52 Every morning, almost an
hour was set apart for Bible teachings and prayer. I arrived in good time and
while we waited for others to arrive, I chatted with a hospitable teacher. She
must have noticed that I was somewhat uncomfortable and uncertain about
how to behave, and she took her time to explain to me why the Bible was so
important. “Are you familiar with the Bible?” she asked me. When I explained
that my knowledge was limited, she explained that to her the Bible was the
source of all knowing. “For us the Ten Commandments are like the laws of
Newton.” Language emerged as the direct will of God, and only by following
His command could one belong to his Kingdom. When everyone had settled
around the enormous oval table, we sang and then read the Bible together. We
52 My visit to the SDA school took place in October 2015, at the beginning of my first fieldwork
period.
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focused on Damian 5:13 which spoke of Joshua’s faith that helped him destroy
the city of Jericho. Afterwards, this Bible reading was related to the practices
of schooling. The woman who was in charge explained, “Teachers are leaders.
But do you give your classroom over to the Lord? Or do you only do so when
you are frustrated and need to straighten a child out?” The teachers around
me seemed to recognize the situation that she had sketched; they asked for
the Lord’s help often, but did they really hand over their classrooms to Him?
They wondered out loud, and after a short exchange of thoughts we all stood
up, held hands and prayed together. Even though this was not the first time
that I had been invited to pray in a meeting, the intensity of the morning had
shaken me somewhat. Should I be here? Who was I fooling, praying with these
teachers? And how did pupils perceive all this, were they all Adventists themselves? Full of questions, I followed one of the teachers to her classroom.
In this classroom at the SDA school, just like in the classrooms of all the
other schools I visited, prayer was paramount. Every day began and ended with
prayers and before every meal we had to stand up, close our eyes and pray.
The importance attached to the intention with which pupils prayed, and the
extension to which the related bodily movement was policed, differed for each
teacher and each school, however. At the SDA school, prayer was taken very
seriously. In the classrooms at MLK and at the MAC, teachers did not always
care too much if pupils played with their hands a little or didn’t speak out loud.
This was different during assemblies, however. These were the moments when
teachers could be judged by managers and board members who were present, and, importantly, by one another. As I showed, the lady who preached at
the assembly at the MAC promoted a much more devout understanding of
tolerance than teacher Williams did inside her classroom. But nowhere did an
assembly gain such a religious meaning as it did at the SDA school. This school
held assembly every week on Friday and this consisted almost entirely of prayer
and the singing of religious songs. At other schools, pupils did pray together,
and teachers or special outsiders could be invited to pray for everyone. But
pupils and their teacher would also perform poems, skits or songs to expound
on a special theme such as tolerance, perseverance, kindness and love, thus also
including fewer religious elements. Another difference between the assemblies
in different school communities, related to the specific festivities that were
celebrated in them. Schoolboards decided what celebrations would be highlighted in their schools and which ones should be ignored, causing the rhythm
of the year to develop differently for pupils in different schools.
As Smith’s words pointed out, the Seventh Day Adventist church, and
by extension that school, were not involved with any of the ecumenical celebrations related to the national festivities such as Emancipation Day and Sint
Maarten’s day. Christmas was also not an important event at the school, and

Carnival was abolished. Smith also explained that the Catholic Church did
not always cooperate with ecumenical services. The yearly cycle for Catholic
schools also shows another focus. In the hall of one of the Catholic schools
a large calendar showed the important times of the year, including Advent
and Lent. The Advent period before Christmas and the Lent period building
up to Easter were times that were discussed in the classroom, and adhered
to. Moreover, the common yearly cycle was further extended with ‘Catholic
week’ in February. During this week, teachers and pupils celebrated the fact
that they were all children of the Lord and thus brothers and sisters in Christ.53
All pupils from the seven schools under the Catholic schoolboard attended
Mass together and celebrated their reverence for their Lord.
I am not aware of events such as these at the other two denominational
school communities, the Christian Hillside and MAC schools. Even though
these schools are denominational, the belonging taught there tends towards
an ecumenical Christian form of belonging. Yet as I conducted my in-depth
fieldwork at MLK, the nuances of the discourses at these other schools need
further research. I propose that the belonging taught at the Catholic and
Seventh Day Adventist schools has the most pertinent denominational inflection. The boards that govern these two school communities did not promote
belonging to the Kingdom of Christ but imagined a belonging to their specific
Catholic or Seventh Day Adventist Kingdom. The boundaries between themselves and other Christians needed to be guarded and work was needed to
ensure pupils were good Catholics or Seventh Day Adventists. These boards
were hesitant about working with other denominational schools or including pupils who were obviously different. I will draw on two incidents to show
how these schoolboards used specific histories and disciplining of the body to
perform an exclusive politics, a denominational boundary work.

Denominational boundary work
The first incident I will draw on to show how the specific borders around a
denominational ‘we’ were constructed by denominational schoolboards, took
place in September 2017, when hurricane Irma hit Sint Maarten and many
buildings, including schools, collapsed.54 Following this, it was proposed that
pupils from a Catholic school and pupils from the Seventh Day Adventist school
should share a space. Yet, even though this would solve an important issue,
53 http://smn-news.com/st-maarten-st-martin-news/28270-skos-celebrates-Catholic-schoolsweek-2018.html (last visited on 13-04-2018).
54 The research on which this book is based took place mainly before this disaster hit the island
and I cannot therefore address the situation after Irma. However, the disaster did lie bare some of
the inequalities and social issues that had been present before, which is why I use this example.
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the boards were unconvinced as it would be unclear how pupils would cope
with different views on the cross. One important religious difference between
Catholics and Seventh Day Adventists concerns their specific relation to the
cross: Whereas Catholics make free use of it and worship it as a symbol of their
God, true Adventists should learn to defy any symbol of the Sacred in order to
develop a personal and mystical relation with their Lord. These denominational
differences prevailed over shared needs and the schools did not share a building.
A similar intolerance to non-Catholic practices could be seen in the
second incident I wish to discuss. This revolved around the expulsion of a
Rastafarian boy from a Catholic school by its schoolboard in 2015. According to the Daily Herald, Sint Maarten’s only printed newspaper,55 the school
had sent a letter to the parents of the Rastafarian boy in November 2015,
to warn them that the boy’s hair was getting too long. They claimed he was
thus not ‘properly groomed’ and could be expelled. In general, schoolboys’
hair needs to be cut short. This is true for all schools and judging by the fact
that free haircuts for boys were given by the government before the start of
the new school year, the rule is upheld by the government as well. However,
girls at Catholic schools can wear their hair long and in dreadlocks. And at
other schools such as Martin Luther King, boys who adhere to the Rastafari
faith are also allowed to wear their hair long: here the body is policed less
intensely. The letter from the Catholic school thus came as a surprise to the
boy’s parents. Like many parents on the island, they had not picked a school
based on religious preferences. For most, the first consideration when choosing a school was the language of instruction. Only two school communities
taught in Dutch, and as many parents wanted their children to learn it fluently
so they could easily attend higher education in the Netherlands, they chose a
Catholic or Protestant school. Another consideration that was often voiced by
parents involved the location of the school. It was convenient if it was close to
their home or their work, or at least easily accessible. With the extremely large
volume of traffic on the island, this was an important concern. There was also
the commonly accepted idea that Catholic schools were the best on the island,
so well-to-do families would send their children there. Increasingly, the Christian Hillside schools and those from the MAC were also well accredited, but
public schools remained at the bottom of the hierarchy.
The Rastafarian parents seem to have chosen this particular Catholic
school because of its location and its use of Dutch as the language of instruction. They were also convinced that the school had agreed to accept their son,
who according to the Rastafari faith, would not cut his hair. On Sint Maarten
I met several self-identifying Rastafarians, with diverging ideas about their
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55 There used to be two newspapers, but only the Daily Herald survived Hurricane Irma in 2017.

faith, which first emerged in Jamaica during the 1930s. It then spread to many
places, changing as it spread (Chevannes 1990). Rastafari customs differ from
place to place and from person to person, and on Sint Maarten different practices and idea(l)s had also become common. However, when it came to their
hair, Rastafari seemed to agree: dreadlocks were not supposed to be cut. Yet
it was this religious custom that caused the Catholic school that the boy was
attending to expel him. Interestingly, they framed their claim in terms of neatness, not religion. The boys’ parents disagreed and took the decision to court
while they homeschooled their child.
The court ruled that the boy should be allowed back into school. Yet the
Catholic board appealed this verdict and expelled him again at the beginning
of 2017. In a letter sent to all the parents of pupils attending Catholic education on the 29th of June (shared on Facebook by the boy’s father on the 1st of
July), the Catholic board stated that ‘we accept students from all religions and
walks of life; we do so however, on the condition that our Catholic faith and
identity are respected and that our students adhere to our rules on appearance
and conduct.’ The board thus referred to Article 9.1 of the constitution of the
new country Sint Maarten, which states that everyone is entitled to profess
their religion freely.56 They claimed this right to religious freedom for themselves, but did not extend it to the Rastafari boy within their school. And by
referring to Article 9.1, the board showed that the matter was not about the
boy’s hair, nor about being ‘properly groomed’, but about religion. The boy’s
hair signaled a rejection of Catholicism and its values. The hair indicated
that the boy and his parents did not work hard enough to become part of the
Catholic ‘we’, which caused the board to exclude him. They were setting a very
clear boundary based upon Catholic ideology.
According to Daniele Winter, long-time school manager for the Catholic schoolboard, these strict practices of belonging promoted by the board and
practiced in Catholic schools had not always been exclusive in this way. She
told me:
Een van mijn redenen om weg te gaan, toch wel, waren ook Katholieke
normen en waarden. Er kwam verandering in cultuur met een nieuwe
directeur van het bestuur en veranderingen in de kerk. Bijvoorbeeld, vond
ik mooi, communie. Kinderen gaan de hostie halen en dat mogen normaal
alleen de Katholieken. Maar in het verleden hadden we dat alle kids
naar voren mochten voor ‘blessing’. Kids vonden dat fantastisch, waren
waarschijnlijk blij dat ze de benen mochten strekken, even bewegen. Het
56 http://www.sintmaartengov.org/government/AZ/laws/Organic%20Laws/AB%201_
Staatsregeling.pdf (last visited on 13-04-2018).
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had iets inclusiefs. Op een gegeven moment krijg je vanuit de kerk, eerste
instantie Rome natuurlijk, alle leuke liedjes moesten eruit. Terug naar meer
conservatieve opzet van de heilige mis, en daar hoorde dit soort dingen ook
bij, die dan niet meer mochten. En dat vond ik wel heel erg jammer. Dan
krijg je dat je de kinderen uit elkaar gaat halen. Ik had wel 25 nationaliteiten. En ik had veel Hindoes bijvoorbeeld, veel Protestanten en Methodisten, dat soort dingen. Ik voelde dat die strengheid kwam, tot en met in een
directie statuut, flauwekul, geen zin in.57
Daniela explained that, like all schools on the island, Catholic schools drew
pupils from all types of religious backgrounds. This diversity amongst pupils
(and also amongst staff) had been acknowledged and cherished in the past.
When schools visited the Catholic Church on their obligatory Sunday morning outings, the priest made sure that all pupils could feel included. Even
though not everyone received the communion wafer, all pupils came to the
front of the church together, stretched their legs and returned to the benches
with their peers. Recently however, this practice had been banned. Only the
good Catholics could really belong and there was no place for those who practiced differently, including this Rastafarian boy.
The court again disagreed with the Catholic school’s exclusionary practice involving the Rastafarian boy, however. Even though the board tried to
claim victory and save face, it had lost the case and had to allow the boy back
into the school. If they did not, they would have to pay a fine. The schoolboard
eventually allowed the boy to return but his parents chose not to let him go
back. They were not sure that he would be treated equally. Besides, the matter
had used a lot of time and money. What is interesting is that the Judge’s verdict
was not based on the religious freedom explained in Article 9.1. The school
had to allow the boy back in because this particular school was the only Dutch
language school in the neighborhood and the law stated that every child in Sint
Maarten had the right to a Dutch language education. The judge thus emphasized the specific transnational ties of the Catholic school community.
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57 One of the reasons for me to leave was Catholic norms and values. Cultural changes were
brought in with the new director of the board and changes in the church. More regulations. For
example, what I liked was the Holy Communion. Children go up to receive the communion wafer
and usually only Catholics are allowed to get one. But in the past, we had allowed all children to go
to the front to receive blessing. Children loved that. They were probably happy to stretch their legs,
to move. It had an inclusive feel. But at a certain moment, you get, from the church, from Rome
at first that all nice songs had to be thrown out. We had to go back to the conservative set up of
the holy mass. And one of the things that was no longer allowed, was this [all children receiving
blessing]. And I thought that was a real pity. This means that you pull children apart. I had over 25
nationalities, and I had Hindus and Protestants and Methodists. That type of thing. I felt that things
were becoming very strict all the way up to the management Statute. Baloney, I have no appetite for
it.

The Catholic school community was one of two that offered Dutch
as the language of instruction. It thus also attracted many teachers from
the Netherlands and the other former Dutch Antillean islands. And as
I mentioned, Catholic schools were acknowledged as ‘high quality’ and
presented as a child’s best chance to obtain a good secondary education. This
would then improve their chance of easily transferring into higher education
in the affordable universities in the Netherlands. Catholic schools were therefore seen as the educational trajectory that led to Europe. They were most
closely associated with the Netherlands, even though the heart of their religious teachings and the engine of change within the services were, as Daniele
Winter reminded me, located in Rome. Catholic schools could thus be framed
as Dutch and colonial. However, they were also claimed as being particularly
associated with ‘Sint Maarten’.
These two ways of framing Catholic education and Catholicism in
general became very tangible when the conflict described above caused a stir
on Facebook. In one of the groups I took part in, people fumed over the story
of the father of the Rastafarian boy that was shared. Who did these Dutch
Catholics think they were? What was this foreign religion teaching our youngsters, while we (Sint Maarteners) were paying for it? What terrible form of
enslavement were these Catholics promoting? Activist and artist Quincy
Gario argued similarly. Gario, who was born on Curacao and then lived on
Sint Maarten until he left for the Netherlands as a teenager, has become a vocal
critic of colonial traces in the Kingdom and the racism that remains endemic
in the Netherlands. For Quincy Gario, the fight over the boy’s hair was actually about the disciplining of black masculinity. In a blog published on the 5th
of September 2016,58 he proposed that the Catholic fight against locks was
part of a broader fight against anything that might threaten the continuing
colonial grasp that held Caribbean societies.
For Gario and those on the island who followed a similar train of
thought, those who had enslaved their ancestors had introduced Catholicism to the island and they then used that religion to legitimize this brutality. Catholic missionaries were considered as having come to Sint Maarten
from Europe (even though it could be argued that they most often came
from surrounding French islands and the French side of St. Martin, and from
Curacao and Southern America (Glasscock 1985, Kruijer 1953)). And while
Catholicism was not embraced at all by the West Indische Companie (WIC)
– the Dutch trade organization that was in charge of the island during this
period – they failed to fight the Catholic ideology that legitimized racialized
58 http://www.roetinheteten.info/2016/09/is-een-4-jarig-rastafari-jongetje-alleen-om-zijn-locsgeweerd-op-st-maarten/ (last visited on 13-04-2018).
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oppression (Kruijer 1953: 242). Through telling this history, Catholicism
could easily be equated with a lingering colonial rule.
Gario seemed to be of the opinion that all Christianity was partly culpable for the ongoing colonization of Caribbean wo/men. This was in line with
the thinking of Everett Green at the department of education, as well as that of
Dr. Arrindell, both of whom I introduced in chapter 1 as part of the nationalist vanguard. They too wished to get rid of European religion in their schools.
But as I followed the comments on Facebook and spoke to parents, I realized
that some parents had a slightly different interpretation of Christian influences. They agreed with the above idea that Catholicism was European and
colonial and that it facilitated slavery. However, they still believed in Christianity and instead turned to Methodist schools. Even though Methodism also
has a historical link to Europe (and even the Netherlands), the history told
by these parents emphasized certain important differences with the Catholic
history, which made Methodism ‘local’.
John Wesley developed a form of religion that was more expressive
and appealing to the lower classes and the less erudite, as well as those who
had been enslaved.59 Importantly, Wesley was in favor of abolishing slavery.
Even though not all those who followed him agreed with this position,
conversion to Methodism could be attractive for many who lived under
the yoke of a slave master (De Jong 1971, Kruijer 1953). Like Catholicism,
Methodism did not travel to Sint Maarten directly from Europe, but when
Methodism was spoken about on the island this aspect tended to be highlighted. The most important figure in local Methodist history was the man
who brought M
 ethodism to Sint Maarten: John Hodge. Hodge, a formerly
enslaved but later free man of color, converted to Methodism in Sint Barth
(or Sint E
 ustatius – this is unclear). He obtained official permission to preach
to those who had been made slaves on Anguilla, an island very close to Sint
Maarten, in 1813. In 1817, Hodge traveled to Sint Maarten itself, where he
was also allowed to convert the local population.60 He first preached on the
Northern, French side of the island, but was soon found to be too freedom
loving by the government there. He thus moved to the Southern, Dutch
side where he gathered a large following, both amongst African and European descendants (Arrindell 2014: 39, Hartog 1964: 493, Kruijer 1953: 241).
Unlike Catholicism, Methodism could easily be claimed as a movement of
emancipation. In doing so, however, its relation to the Netherlands and the
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59 Wesley’s Methodism builds on the work of the Dutch Arminius who lived 150 years earlier and
is much lesser known.
60 http://theanguillian.com/2013/01/200-years-of-methodist-witness-in-anguilla-1813-2013-200years-of-methodist-witness-transforming-the-nation-through-mission-and-service/ (last visited on
13-04-2018).

UK would then need to be downplayed, and the focus placed instead on its
liberating role within the Caribbean region. For some parents, Methodism’s
Caribbean inflection and abolitionist stance made this denomination and
its school more ‘local’, even though Methodism, like Catholicism, can never
entirely separate itself from its imperialist past.
However, this argumentation is not relevant to everyone who discussed
the conflict between the Rastafarian boy’s parents and the Catholic school
(board). There were also those who defended the Catholic school’s choices,
claiming that the boy’s family, who migrated to Sint Maarten from Suriname,
should adapt to Sint Maarten and its most important religion. For these
people, the Catholic Church (and thus its schools) is more local than any other
denomination. They explained that a Catholic congregation has been on the
Dutch side of the island since 1841 and that the large number of converts has
made Catholicism the largest religion on the island, with 33 percent of the
population claiming Catholicism as their religion in 2011.61
Yet even though the different denominations could and were framed
and claimed as being more or less ‘Sint Maarten’, all of them were also
thoroughly transnational. Schoolboards that favored Christian belonging,
like the Catholic school, will always favor this transnational belonging over
the national. The shared attributes of ‘we’ are related to an adherence to
specific ways of being and believing. The boundaries constructed upon those
attributes are guarded forcefully, more so than seemed to be the case with
ecumenical Christian belonging. Moreover, denominational belonging has a
missionary inflection: it urges those who already belong to go out and convert
others. However, both ecumenical and denominational frames promote an
idea of ‘us’ with specific and lasting attributes and practices. Educating pupils
into these types of belonging also means teaching these frames to them. In the
following section I will show how such a push towards unification was not the
foundation of all Christian forms of belonging taught in primary schools on
Sint Maarten. To do so, I will return to the assembly hall at MLK.

Creolized Christianity
While the pupils of teacher DuPont were reciting their poems on tolerance,
Paul, the 5th grade pupil who sat next to me, had been telling me how the
form of the performance mattered to him. When he got bored, he no longer
had the will to listen to the message of the performers. He wanted skits, dancing, drumming and singing. The song on differences that the pupils of teacher
Philips performed matched those wishes. While they sang, Paul’s attention,
61 https://www.indexmundi.com/sint_maarten/religions.html (last visited on 13-04-2018).
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and that of many others around us, refocused on the stage. I could thus also
pay full attention when the pupils sang/shouted:
Everyone is different, it’s really no big thing. It’s the differences between us
that make life interesting. The little quirks that make us work, are hea-ven
sent. So give a little thanks, that we are all different.
The words the pupils sang told me that ‘we’ were all different. As I listened
attentively, it also became clear that the differences between each one of ‘us’
were not of the same kind as the differences that were part of ecumenical
belonging. As I described above, the ecumenical Christian belonging could
overcome small differences between several homogenous groups (e.g. Methodists or Baptists) by emphasizing how ‘we’ were first and foremost Christians. The pupils at MLK sang that each one of ‘us’ is different from each
other: a ‘we’ based on differences (I will return to these in chapter 4). There
is no urge to overcome these differences by adhering to a shared Christianity;
‘we’ do not have to become the same.62
At the end of the assembly the principal had expressed his displeasure
with student behavior. Yet he also immediately emphasized the importance
of tolerating differences between individuals. He stated “Tolerance is about
accepting differences, no matter who you are or where you come from, but
misbehavior is a totally different topic. I must not tolerate that.” For Milton it
was important to accept the differences that related to people’s backgrounds,
but not those related to the norms of behavior. However, the example he set
for pupils through his own life demonstrated that the norms he lived by were
much less restrictive than those expressed by denominational teachings.
Milton was a remarkable young man, who in his daily life combined
many strands of Sint Maarten social life. He introduced himself as a God-fearing man who devoted himself to education so that each pupil could develop
his or her God given potential. He had been the manager of this public school
for about five years, after taking over from Jacobs when she left the position to
become minister of ECYS. Milton had trained at the University of St. Martin
and, as one of the few local male teachers, he was somewhat special. He became
head of the USM alumni-group, and actively maintained a connection with
that university. Milton was also the manager of a local band and member of
the board of the post office. He had also been in the Carnival committee, just
like his diseased mother who, I had been told, had been a real Carnival queen.
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62 I do not imply that all Catholics are the same, or that Catholicism on Sint Maarten isn’t
different from the religion as practiced elsewhere. Yet its teachings and hierarchical organization
seem to aim for standardization.

With all this going on, he also still had time to participate in politics as a
member of the newly formed United Democrat party,63 led by Theo Heyliger,
the (in)famous politician and grandson of the political father of the nation,
Claude Wathey. Milton was thus a very busy man who easily incorporated
Christianity, Calypso, politics, and Carnival into his life, and showed tolerance
for others who shifted between more or less normative worlds.
When I had spoken to Milton and asked him about the type of belonging taught at MLK, he had highlighted the enormous variety of people in the
school and the importance of recognizing and cherishing differences. He then
explained that the belonging taught at MLK, which cherished differences, was
based on the teachings of the person that the school was named after, namely
Martin Luther King Jr.64 He explained,
The goal is first of all, for students to really understand the name and
who the school is named after. Dr. Martin Luther King Junior is someone who wanted equality, fought for justice and peace and he is someone
who inspired not only his generation, but even generations today. Students
shouldn’t leave the school without understanding what it is to live in
harmony with each other, live with different ethnicities, coming together.
Those are things that have been taken for granted at times. All the different
things that happened in history.65
Principal Milton did not explicitly mention any form of Christianity as a
foundation for belonging. However, by turning to Dr. Martin Luther King,
a famous African American Baptist (who never set foot on the island), he
constructed belonging as being thoroughly transnational. Through King,
belonging became tied to Christianity in such a way as to incorporate the
differences (which distinguish the Caribbean), the history of struggle against
slavery and a dream for a better tomorrow. This is expressed in the school
song (figure 3).
The unity, freedom and equality that King dreamed of have become the motto
of the school. And by extension, this dream featured as the foundation of
63 This party was established in 2018 through a merger between the United Peoples Party and the
Democratic Party. As I mentioned before, Heyliger had been the leader of the first and continued
to have considerable political clout, even when he had to step down due to complaints from the
government in The Hague. It should be noted that party politics on Sint Maarten is generally more
concerned with personal relations and a search for power and wealth than with strong ideological
differences.
64 The way in which the teachings of Dr. King are remembered has been critically reviewed over
the last decades in both academia and popular media. I will not add to this debate, but follow the
teachings that the school uses.
65 Excerpt from interview with Bob Milton, then principal of MLK.
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New School Song
Rap: We have a name
Ah great man came (repeat)
Outstanding School
It’s so cool
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Primary School
Chorus: One day he had a dream,
All men would live in peace,
He fought for equal rights,
Justice and Liberty,
Like his motto rings,
Forward in unity,
We will build our nation,
Oh sweet Sint Maarten.
Verse 1: We will strive to reach the stars,
Be the best at whatever you are,
If you can’t be a pine,
On top of the hill,
It’s not by size or wisdom,
That you can’t win or fail.
Chorus:

Verse 2: Joining hands in solidarity,
Forging the torch of Dr. King’s legacy,
As one big family
Dwelling in harmony
Demonstrate integrity,
Bless our community.
Chorus:
Verse 3

Let’s all sing with one resounding voice,
That one day,
We shall all overcome,
Where injustice, liberty,
Upward equality,
Where teachers, staff & students,
Join hands in unity.

Bridge:

WE SHALL OVERCOME (3X),
SOMEDAY,
OH, DEEP IN OUR HEARTS,
WE DO BELIEVE
WE SHALL OVERCOME,
SOMEDAY

Rap: (retard)

Figure 3: school song of Martin Luther King Jr. Primary School.
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(future) Sint Maarten belonging. Pupils would sing, “As one big family, d
 welling
in harmony, demonstrate integrity, bless our [Sint Maarten] community.”
From that experience of harmony, ‘we’ would then become able to sing
together, in one voice. Together, ‘we’ would also overcome all inequality and
dehumanization. The song then ends with the easily recognizable fragment of
‘we shall overcome’, which draws on an entire history of resistance based on
African American spirituality.
‘We shall overcome’ was the unofficial anthem of the Civil Rights movement in the United States. It was first sung as ‘I shall overcome’ by those who
were made slaves and were forced to work on plantations. They supposedly
sang the song in a ‘shout style’ with hand clapping (Whitehead 2008: 83-84).
The song was turned into a hymn and later a popular folksong to oppose
racism and segregation in the US, before subsequently travelling across the
globe. The original ‘shout style’ is no longer apparent in the way ‘we shall overcome’ is sung today. Actually, the entire body of the school song is sung with
a catchy melody that would linger in my head for days. The ‘shout style’ did
appear at the beginning and the end of the song in the form of a rap, however.
The rhythmic, spoken-word quality of rap, with its strong ties to other, more
contemporary transnational fights for freedom and equality, echoed the
history of ‘we shall overcome’ (ibid.).

The school song is thus steeped in the legacy of the struggle against
slavery and shows traces of different religious/spiritual legacies. In different
regions of the Caribbean, a range of religious/spiritual practices has emerged
out of the encounters between Christian missionaries, the practices of Amerindians who preceded the conquest of Europeans, and the African peoples
who were transported to and made slaves in the so-called New World. Stewart
(1999: 14-17), who conducted research into the spiritual practices of African
Americans, argues that the latter two groups shared many aspects of spirituality. For example, both enslaved peoples and Amerindians regarded human
and nonhuman existence as intimately intertwined, believed that spirits lived
alongside human beings and that the sacred was easily experienced in everyday living. Another important shared reality amongst these peoples was their
experiences of loss, struggle and dehumanization. In most colonies, imperial
forces did not allow spiritual practices that differed from the dominant Christian ones. These were thus forced underground or became hidden within
Christian forms of worship. New forms of spirituality/religion thus emerged
(Schmidt 2006).
These Creolized forms of spirituality/religion, each influenced in different ways and to different extents by Christian discourses, Islam, Buddhism
and or Hindu traditions, include Voodoo (which first emerged in Haiti),
Rastafarianism (first emerging in Jamaica) and Santeria (first emerging in
Cuba). On Sint Maarten there has been no effort to research, standardize or
label emergent spirituality/religion. Guadeloupe argued that the social situation on Sint Maarten did not easily allow for the emergence of secret spiritual
sects. First, the small size of the island made it difficult for these to evolve
and prosper (2009: 84). The hedonistic lifestyle that accompanied the tourist industry, upon which social life on Sint Maarten is largely dependent, also
did not benefit from strong spiritual/religious movements (ibid.: 86). This
does not mean that creolization did not take place or that non-standard forms
do not exist. As I have shown and will show again in the coming chapters,
Rastafarianism and also Voodoo are often mentioned and (probably) practiced on Sint Maarten. Although my research was not intended to trace the
submerged spiritual/religious practices on the island, I did, however, visit
different churches and recognized forms of Christian creolization in the nondenominational church Club Rock.
Club Rock was located close to Martin Luther King Jr. primary school
and housed in the community center that hosted the afternoon school
program that several pupils of MLK attended. Many pupils lived nearby and
I met several of them at the services. I went to the church with Simeon, my
good friend and dance teacher. He liked to visit this church because it didn’t
start too early in the morning and he thought the music was great. Also, he
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liked that the pastor had a good sense of humor. He explained that the room
was always filled with wo/men of different ages, mostly younger and more
casual looking than those of other churches. Girls wore t-shirts and jeans
or skirts, and men wore a shirt and casual trousers. Simeon told me that the
pastor didn’t care about your looks or your clothes, as long as you came to
church. Club Rock tried to attract the youths from the neighborhood who
spent a lot of their time on street corners, by embracing a casual appearance
but also by organizing cooking classes, sports and youth meetings.
This church did not aim solely at preaching the good word, it also
wanted to encourage people to take charge of their own lives and to fight for a
better life – not just the afterlife, but here and now. The pastor explained this
through a performance as a scientist. She put on a large pair of glasses and a
white coat and asked us, “Who am I now?” “A scientist!” some visitors guessed.
And indeed, she explained that she would be speaking about the science of
religion that morning. Like scientists, Christians should take matters into
their own hands. Believers should practice their faith. Just as baking a good
Johnnycake (a locally appreciated fried flatbread) needed good ingredients
and lots of practice, becoming a good Christian demanded the hard, precise
and careful work of a scientist.
She continued to make it clear that this good Christian was not some
soft, pious do-gooder, what she called a ‘pyong-pyong’ Christian. A good
Christian was a strong and confident individual. As her voice became highpitched and whiny the pastor explained, “Don’t go around saying thank you
Lord Jesus, what a great day.” Her voice gained strength and lost the high
pitch as she confidently rebuked this type of Christian. “Anoint yourself!”,
she preached. “Take the oil and go into the world and demand goodness. Put
some oil in your clothes. Put some in your hand and go to each desk in the
classroom and anoint each and every one of those desks in your classroom.
Anoint each and every pupil! Take charge of your life. They already think you
are crazy anyway!” The crowd cheered and shared a loud amen. I knew that
there were several teachers in the room, and it sounded as if they would go out
and anoint the pupils in their classrooms.
The pastor then talked about the importance of choosing your words
carefully, because angels, or demons could take hold of them. Angels around
us would take our good words and multiply them. Yet, the demons that lived
among us took our bad words and multiplied those, too. Angels and demons
were thus not mythical creatures or creatures that lived in a place beyond
human reach. They were in our midst and we could use their power for good.
That was where a better tomorrow might begin. The emphasis placed on the
responsibility of worshippers for their own lives in this time and place, not
the afterlife, as well as the recognition of God’s creatures among us, pointed

towards the influence of non-standard (Christian) spirituality/religion. The
beliefs and teachings I encountered at Club Rock were not immediately apparent at MLK. However, I did hear teachers speaking about angels, demons, and
spirits and I am sure I sat at an anointed desk at least once. For most teachers,
these ideas mixed easily together, existing alongside other Christian idea(l)s
and the shared struggle for a better future. A final similarity can be found in
the primacy of music and dance.
The pastor’s performance was followed by music. Not ‘pyong-pyong’
music, but upbeat Caribbean tunes with easy lyrics played over good speakers.
Young, energetic performers expressed their love for God by singing and dancing well-studied choreographies, and the congregation danced and hummed
along. This was what the Pastor believed to be real worship. She explained:
“This is what it means to praise the Lord: to move. If you can’t dance, sit and
clap. If you can’t clap, move your head. If you can’t move your head, move a
finger. If even that is hard, move your eyes. No matter what part of your body
moves, move it for the Lord. This is the ultimate way to praise Him!”
In a very similar manner, Glissant has stated that: “it is nothing new to
declare that for us music, gesture and dance are forms of communication, just
as important as the gift of speech. This is how we first managed to emerge
from the plantation: aesthetic form in our cultures must be shaped from these
oral structures” (1989: 248). Through music, the struggle against slavery was
shared amongst people who suffered in different regions. Resistance emerged
in and was shared with a wide audience through music. In many instances,
those who fought against the colonial powers were not allowed to (learn how
to) read and write. Moreover, most preferred song, dance and storytelling as
a means of communication. These thus remain the primary vehicles for sharing and practicing belonging, and they thrive within this creolized form of
Christianity. Knowledge of history (tied to a different future), a body that is
anointed and shares the work of God, and the careful use of language, are
thus also important ways to give shape to Creole Christianity. This language is
related to music in important ways.
Now, it is important to note that music and song were also used as
vehicles of teaching within the other school communities. However, the type
of songs that were played at MLK would have been considered offensive at
the Catholic school, and probably wouldn’t have got through the gates of the
SDA school. I explained above that denominational and ecumenical schools
followed a yearly cycle of Christianity (with some important differences). At
MLK, Christmas and Easter were also celebrated, but not Lent and Advent.
These weren’t even mentioned at this public school. Instead, Carnival, Valentine’s day and Fathers- and Mother’s Day were celebrated. These festivities
could be claimed to have Christian roots, but they have also gained more secu-
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lar interpretations. Also, the celebration of these events at MLK did not necessarily have an explicitly sacred nature. Our Christmas celebration primarily
marked a time of leisure and community celebration. During that month’s
assembly, the pupils in the third grade performed the calypso hit ‘Put Jesus
in your Christmas this year’ by Trinidadian artist Crazy.66 The song claimed
that the materialist side of Christmas had colonized former Christian meanings, causing us to forget Jesus and the pious roots of Christmas. However, the
upbeat Calypso music, as well as the pupil’s performance, invited the audience
to dance and not necessarily worry too much about this ‘problem’.
In a similar way, the celebration of Carnival at the school did not
mention Christianity. Miller (2017) claims that in the Caribbean, Carnival,
as a hedonistic and sexualized event, had come to represent a counterpoint to
Christmas, which celebrates family values and tradition. This conception of
the two celebrations as opposites of one another seems common in denominational schools on Sint Maarten, where Carnival was often criticized for its
looseness. This element of Carnival was also not eschewed at MLK. Ever since
my first day at the school in October, sixth grade pupils had been asking me
if I would be around during ‘Juve’. I only later learned that they were talking
about Jouvert, which was one of the most important Jump Ups, a type of anarchistic street parade in which people danced and ‘jumped-up’ behind trucks
with local bands. For these pupils, this event seemed to be the most important happening of the year. The event was also celebrated in school; some
art classes were devoted to costumes, and typical Carnival music was played
in the courtyard the day before the holiday started. Teachers, especially the
younger ones, complained about the late start of this holiday, which made it
difficult for them to visit all the shows in Carnival Village. Many did visit them
in the evenings before the break, however, and were terribly tired.67
The frame of belonging mobilized through Creole Christianity, both in Club
Rock and at MLK, was thus less clearly bound and defined than the two other
frames I discussed above. Creolization refuses total standardization and unification, and instead embraces multiple differences as ‘we’ struggle towards a
better future. Rastafarian boys can easily be part of the Creole Christian mix,
just like a Seventh day Adventist can. The Creole faith I encountered at MLK
is not denominational in the sense that it wants pupils to go out and convert
others, yet the pastor at Club Rock did emphasize the importance of taking
charge of the world and anointing others. With its ecumenical discourse,
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66 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z6ySPJbK63k (last visited on 02-11-2018).
67 As I will show in chapter 3, not all the teachers at MLK were equally enamored with the
Caribbean inflection of MLK’s Christmas celebration and that of Carnival.

Creole Christianity shares the encompassing nature that allows others to
become part of it by becoming a little bit like ‘us’.
As with the romantic nationalist belonging I introduced in the first
chapter, the history of slavery and struggle is fundamental to Creole Christian belonging. Yet there are some important differences between the two
discourses. The nationalist discourse created a bounded unity closely linked
to phenotype and affiliation. Through a nationalist tale of origin, the nation
should come to understand itself as a unity since time immemorial. The
Creole Christian ‘we’ that I encountered at MLK does not entirely close the
borders around ‘us’, nor does it necessarily aim at putting a halt to ongoing
mixing. Transnational relations, transmigration and current struggles for
freedom and equality, continue to creolize belonging and allow different
people who strive towards a better future to become part of ‘us’. The Creole
Christian ‘we’ thus acknowledges a variety of differences, including new spiritual/religious practices, to share in the imagination of a better tomorrow. It
thus also shares a normative inflection with all the teachings mentioned so far.

Christianity as a metalanguage
Would it be possible for a (Christian) discourse of belonging to exist without
being normative? And if so, could it be implemented within schools? I will
return to the assembly on tolerance at Martin Luther King Jr. one last time to
show how such a discourse indeed existed in schools on Sint Maarten’s, without it being taught explicitly.
After principal Milton had expressed his discontent with the pupils’ behavior, he waited for them to become quiet. Teacher DuPont realized that this
expectation would not be met and stepped in. She invited everyone to sing
Christmas songs, as the celebration of that event was only a week away. While
we sang/shouted Jingle Bells, the fourth graders and I were invited to take
our chairs and walk to the classroom, the same one they had occupied the
year before. I sat down at a table group with Julius, Francis and Hope. Just
like teacher DuPont at the end of assembly, I asked them if they remembered
what tolerance was. They exhaled loudly and shrugged their shoulders. I don’t
know and I don’t care, their movement signaled to me. Like teacher DuPont,
I tried again, however, and I received an answer this time, “Maybe caring for
others?” Francis tried. That was not what I expected to hear, so I asked them
about the song they just sang. “Yeah, something with differences,” Hope told
me. And then they left me with my questions.
I had expected the singing of the song to make a more lasting impression on the pupils, but it seemed they had already forgotten. How to make
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Figure 4: playing with spiders.

Figure 5: reading comprehension.

sense of the immediate loss of interest in the idea of differences sang with
confidence just minutes before? Was it just that they were interested in something else now? Maybe. Francis, Julius and Hope had caught a spider and two
dead wasps in an empty water bottle that morning, and they were watching
the spider as he was supposed to eat the wasps. They took the spider out of
the bottle and petted it by stroking its tiny body. Compared to that important task, my questions may have been uninteresting to them (see figure 4).
But their attitude might not have been based solely or essentially on disinterest. What the pupils also showed in this moment, and in others throughout
my time spent with them, was the capacity to quickly exchange one (moral)
discourse (‘we’ are all different), for another. In these moments, contradicting
moral frameworks coexisted without a sense of inconsistency troubling them.
This happened again a few moments later.
Teacher Philips had no interest in the wasps or the spider and asked
Quenten to help her share out the books for Reading Comprehension. She
then told us to turn to page 93 (figure 5). “Look,” Francis pointed out to us,
“mangoes, coconuts, grapes and guava berries.” Together the teacher, the
pupils and I read the story about a boy and the tree of life. The tree could
produce enough fruits for everyone if all were willing to share.
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The moral lessons the pupils were supposed to take from this was that you
should not lie or be greedy, lessons that fitted well within any Christian

discourse. “Sharing is caring,” they all agreed. But then Michael told us about
the mango tree of his uncle, “He don’t tell no one that it has mangoes cos the
whole village will come,” he explained. For the uncle, sharing would mean not
caring for himself, so he stayed quiet and kept the mangoes for himself. To
my surprise, everyone agreed with this point as well. The morality taught by
the first story was immediately replaced with another moral stance, one that
claimed we should first look after ourselves.
Claiming a moral Christian stance one moment, then saying or doing
something that contradicted this stance the next, was not something that I
only encountered in school. During my stay on the island I was often amazed
at the contrast between people’s words and their actions. For example, I
remember how the good friend who took me to Club Rock told me not to post
the photos we had just taken during Carnival on his Facebook timeline. “I am
Facebook friends with the Pastor,” he told me, “and she may not like me going
Carnival.” Even though I had enjoyed her sermon as a form of Carnival, her
Christianity did contain normative views that did not entirely align with the
‘everything goes’ of Carnival. In a similar vein, my landlady combined infatuations with a variety of men with an equally serious addiction to preaching
the gospel on her Facebook timeline. Every day she posted about behaving
morally and being a child of the Lord. Afterwards we would drive around the
island with a beer in our hand, stopping once in a while to smoke or to chat
with another ‘friend’. And this wasn’t merely a difference between on- and
offline behavior; my friend and my landlady also went to church regularly.
Their ability to speak of Christian morality did not imply that they wanted or
felt obligated to also be devout and moral Christians (all the time). My friends
and the pupils performed a belonging that Francio Guadeloupe described as a
‘metalanguage of Christianity’ (2009).
In his book ‘Chanting Down the New Jerusalem’ (2009) Guadeloupe
argues that this metalanguage of Christianity encompasses Sint Maarten
society and functions as a sort of balance to the money tie system mentioned
earlier. Guadeloupe writes that he imagines ‘SXM [St. Martin] as a constantly
shifting social whole that, although riddled with contradictions, manages to
produce structures of feelings that make the varied Christian performances
intelligible to all. All Sint Maarteners, regardless of their faith, understand one
another when Christianity is employed as a metalanguage (ibid.: 87). This
metalanguage of inclusion professes tolerance towards all who make their
living on the island and are capable of speaking of Christian morality. This
tolerance is not the tolerance that wants to build bridges and overcome differences as proposed by the three different Christian discourses I introduced
thus far. Guadeloupe’s tolerance is based mainly on an indifference to others
and their (potentially deviant, amoral) behavior.
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This metalanguage of Christianity is based on an acceptance that all wo/
men are sinners. As such, it does not excuse but rather makes acceptable the
love for Carnival, rum and plural sexual relations. In order to please the tourists (and let off steam at the end of a long working day), people may have a
drink at a casino or a brothel. This money tie system includes everyone, even
the pious Christians, who according to some of the interlocutors in Guadeloupe’s book, show the most profound capacity for balancing one with the
other. This thus creates a hedonistic way of living that Guadeloupe calls the
Calypso lifestyle (ibid: 89).
This argument is built on sociologist Robert Bellah’s concept of American civil religion and a Durkheimian understanding of religion as a transcendental self-understanding of society (ibid.: 219-221). This Sint Maarten civil
religion is not a church related national religion, like the Church of England.
Nor is it a denominational congregation like Catholicism, or a Creole form
of Christianity. However, it should not be confused with a political movement either. According to Coleman, a civil religion is ‘designed to perform
a differentiated function which is the unique province of neither church nor
state’ (in Gehrig 1981: 54). It provides a discourse of tolerance that is uninterested in the differences tied to church and state, including ethnic, racialized
or national differences. The metalanguage has no political agenda. Nor is it
particularly normative.
However, the elderly and the very young on Sint Maarten do attend
church (Guadeloupe 2009: 93). There, and in schools, pupils must learn the
Christian language to become able to perform the metalanguage (ibid.: 90).
They should not become pious Christian believers, however. They should
not be taught that certain behavior from their parents is wrong or immoral.
Parents should be able to visit the casino or the rum shop. The existence of
brothers and sisters from other relationships with other fathers and mothers
should also not be judged. Many parents work hard to make ends meet, and
sometimes Christian morals need to be overlooked. The metalanguage must
be learned to allow pupils to fit in amongst the broad variety of people living
on the island, without creating too much friction.
None of the schoolboards envisioned teaching their pupils to belong to
the nation or a Kingdom of the Lord ‘as sinners’. Nor did any of the principals
or the teachers explicitly teach the metalanguage that Guadeloupe encountered among successful radio DJs on the island. Schools remain places in which
specific idea(l)s of who ‘we’ are and how ‘we’ behave, need to be grounded
in (Christian) morality. The denominational discourse would particularly
eschew the ideas of these radio DJs. However, I do believe that Guadeloupe’s
work is useful in order to understand some of the experiences I had in different schools, which I refer to above. At the beginning of the chapter, I described

teacher Williams’ classroom at the MAC. Pupils were unpacking, chatting and
laughing while the two girls were reading devotions. Some pupils cared, but
many demonstrated indifference. In a similar vein, teachers in many schools
were not always deeply concerned for the devotion shown by pupils when
they were praying; they mostly cared about pupils being quiet and folding
their hands. As long as everyone went through the motions, they were content.
Only during assembly, when other teachers and those in charge might be
watching, did prayer gain a more devotional meaning: teachers would then
warn and punish pupils who did not stand up straight, fidgeted with their
hands or played. More severe cases in which a public performance of piety
clashed with Christian speech also took place. I have already mentioned the
case of the Methodist principal who was arrested and found guilty of charges
of sexual harassment. More such stories, about the duplicitous nature of wellrespected members of the (Christian) community, regularly came to light.
People nodded their heads and generally went on with business as usual. They
already knew that everyone was a sinner.
The loss of interest in and knowledge of tolerance as a celebration
of difference by the fourth graders at MLK may also be explained through
this metalanguage. Any teaching, whether denominational or Creole, could
be exchanged for another. The easy replacement of the moral lesson about
sharing and caring, with the lesson about looking after oneself first, also
makes more sense when we understand the function of the metalanguage.
I have shown that there are three important ways in which Christian belonging is imagined by schoolboards and managers, and taught at assemblies
and in classrooms in the various schools on the island. These three transnational frames have not been replaced by an increased emphasis on nationalist belonging, as the belonging in the Netherlands remained organized into
pillars until recently. This situation therefore undermines Anderson’s description of belonging in Europe and (Latin) America as being primarily national
(2003). On Sint Maarten, transnational Christian imaginations of belonging
are alive and well. They all take different shapes and draw different boundaries, which are more or less permeable. Like the discourses introduced in
chapter 1, yet more implicitly so, these discourses employ specific accounts
of history, language ideology and disciplining of the body. All three ways
of teaching Christian belonging also implicitly acknowledge education as a
means of reproduction. I will return to this issue in interlude 2.
The metalanguage of Christianity described by Guadeloupe is the most
dissimilar to the others. It is not overly normative, nor does it ask people
to believe in or to behave a certain way to become a part of ‘us’. The metalanguage simply requires that you learn the language to belong as a way of
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performance. Through this performance, a sort of lasting sense of togetherness emerges, or as Guadeloupe puts it: ‘It manages to produce structures of
feelings that make the varied Christian performances intelligible to all’ (2009:
87). The metalanguage creates the possibility for the wide variety of people
living on Sint Maarten to understand one another just enough. In chapter
3, I will demonstrate how the sixth grade pupils’ response to discourses of
national and Christian belonging resemble this metalanguage. However,
Guadeloupe describes how the metalanguage created a counterbalance to the
money tie system, as well as some measure of intelligibility amongst all who
spoke it. I will show that these were not the goals of the meta-practices that I
encountered amongst the sixth graders.
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interlude 2

From self-action
to transaction

In the first part of this book, I discussed how two elite formations – which at
times included and at others opposed the members of Christian schoolboards
– imagined an ideal Sint Maartener. Even though their ideals differed, all of
the policymakers, educational specialists, activists and schoolboard members
that I spoke to shared the belief that education had the potential to transmit predefined idea(l)s to pupils. Schools thus become factories. Throughout these first chapters and the introduction, I also described moments from
within the teaching process. From these moments, and the material setup
of the school, the elites’ educational approach and their related worldview
became apparent. In this interlude, I elucidate how alternative approaches to
the world, such as those proposed by Dewey, Bentley and Glissant, allow for
alternative views on education and social science research.

Elite approaches
The material setup of a school provides the first insight into how those in
charge imagine education to function. I will first elaborate on the organization of schools on Sint Maarten and then discuss how this setup shaped
certain behaviors as desirable. I will then turn to what this says about the
presuppositions concerning education.
All the schools I visited shared the organization of one specific age group
per (square) classroom. These classrooms were situated within a bright and
well-organized building, starting with kindergarten in one corner, kindergarten 2 next to it, and continuing up towards sixth grade on the other side. Cycle
1 was thus in one part of the building, and cycle 2 in the other. The teacher’s
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lounge was located in between, at the center of the school, close to the principal’s office(s). School supplies were kept there, behind a locked door, and
could only be distributed by the principal or one of his/her close allies. These
central offices were not accessible to pupils without supervision, but were
popular as they often had air conditioning and Wi-Fi, accessories that were
missing from the classrooms in public schools.68 The office spaces provided
easy access to and from all other parts of the school and were easily locatable for visitors. There was an idea(l) of central control of ordered groups and
predefined roles which shaped the school, an ideal that also influenced the
materiality inside the classroom.
The classroom arrangements facilitated the transmission of knowledge
between self-acting individuals. The teacher’s desk and the blackboard were
important focal points in classrooms at MLK (in other schools, the whiteboard
was the focal point). Pupils should sit in such a way that they could pay attention
to the blackboard and the teacher. When pupils sat in table groups, they should
still be able to easily face ‘the front’, and when necessary (for tests or for punishment), tables were pulled apart. All tests, in all schools, demanded individual
pupil’s results and required the partition of tables. This shows that pupils were
imagined as individuals, as closed off units governed by an inner motivation, a
human brain, portrayed as an actor. Dewey and Bentley compare this self-acting
enlightened ‘mind’ with the ‘spooks, fairies, essences, and entities that once had
inhabited portions of matter’ (1960: 131). These ‘took flight to new homes,
mostly in or at the human body, and particularly the human brain’ (ibid.). The
self-acting soul of the Middle Ages was replaced by a self-acting mind, thereby
obfuscating thorough research into processes of thinking and acting.
The ideal teacher is presented, like the pupil, as a self-acting individual
who is in charge of the young minds around them. The classroom is created in
such a way that the teacher can endow their knowledge on an attentive audience. The teacher disseminates, while pupils receive. In order to make this
possible, the pupils’ behavior must be organized and controlled. Some important classroom manners were: sitting up straight, lining up neatly, raising one’s
hand before speaking, clean and orderly uniforms and hairstyles. I encountered all of these in all the schools I visited. These practices diminished choices
on the part of the pupils and teachers and aimed to standardize the educational
process, exactly like the vanguard and figures such as Dr. Arrindell had wanted.
This standardization of the teaching process and body care supposedly shaped a shared sense of belonging inside the classroom and school. As
pupils on the entire island of Sint Maarten learn how to line up, how to behave
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68 The wealthier school communities did sometimes have air-conditioning and Internet access for
pupils. They also had enormous Digi boards, which were not available for teaching at MLK.

‘properly’, how to ask a question, and how to sing the national anthem, a more
widely shared belonging can also emerge. Repetition was an important part
of this. Each year developed according to a similar rhythm, each week had
the same cadence, and each day resembled the next. The morning started
with lining up, prayer and sometimes song. Before eating, pupils washed their
hands and prayed again, and they did so once more before they left the classroom. Pupils then also had to pack their bags, put their chairs on the table,
and line up outside the classroom to get into a bus. Practices were thus repetitive, with prayer and song, examples of highly formalized speech, playing an
important role as they restricted the space for creativity as much as possible.
During my fieldwork I realized that a similar type of stylized speech was
used during ‘book learning’. I introduced one such instance of this type of
learning in chapter 2 when I described the reading comprehension lesson that
was taught in the third grade. Teacher Philips started reading a sentence and
from the intonation and rhythm of her words, pupils knew that they had to
follow along. A similar pattern emerged when we read texts in the Social Studies book (as I showed in chapter 1) or science (see chapter 4), and this kind of
teaching also occurred in other classrooms in other schools. In these instances
the teacher would start a sentence and indicate with intonation, rhythm and
style that pupils should join in. Obviously, pupils did not always do so, or did
so in ways that the teacher had not anticipated. Yet, the ideal that a teacher
could act on behalf of her or himself, and that pupils learned to employ the
same individual potentials by following the teacher’s examples, showed in
many of the educational experiences. And this echoed the elite ideals.
Dewey and Bentley69 (1946: 509), described this ideal as being based in
Self-Action, the first of three levels of
‘human behaviors in and with respect to the world, [which] are all of them
representations of the world itself as men report it. They are as follows:
Self-Action: where things are viewed as acting under their own
powers.
Inter-Action: where thing is balanced against thing in causal interconnection.
Trans-Action: where systems of description and naming are employed
to deal with aspects and phases of action, without final attribution to
“elements” or other presumptively detachable or independent “entities,” “essences,” or “realities,” and without isolation of presumptively
detachable “relations” from such detachable “elements.”’
69 Because Dewey was the educational theorist I focus mainly on him, even though his later work
on knowing and the known was conducted with Bentley.
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The educational set-up and teaching ideology that I have thus far discussed is
grounded in the idea of self-action. Teachers are considered to be independent
and have the capacity to act upon pupils, whose needs and wants are irrelevant.
This idea allows education to become the ‘factory’ that produces a particular
outcome. The teacher ‘knows’ the world and the important truths pupils need
to learn, and can thus transmit this to individual others. The others, the pupils,
in turn have the potential to be developed from an empty vessel into a selfacting individual. In this approach, every thing or person is a particular thing
or person, and each such unit has a proper place in the order of the world.
Within a national order, this ideal is very functional as it easily categorizes each
individual and recognizes his or her cultural (and also national) core.

Foundation Based Education
The factory ideal of education, grounded in an idea(l) of self-action, was
common amongst the different elite formations, but it wasn’t the official
pedagogy of the department of education. Between 2000 and 2004, Foundation Based Education (FBE) had been introduced as the primary pedagogical
approach. This had been part of a joint Kingdom endeavor and should thus
be seen as a federal educational legacy. FBE conceives of learning as childcentered: education should be initiated by learners and facilitated by teachers.
As shown in Figure 1, the FBE philosophy makes the individual pupil central
and hands over responsibility for learning to him or her. Instead of trying
to force all pupils to follow the same trajectory of development, teachers are
encouraged to facilitate pupils’ individual learning curves and needs. Play
corners, peer learning and teamwork should therefore be encouraged.
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The FBE handbook, which all teachers received, was accompanied by the official curriculum that described what pupils were supposed to know for each
subject, what skills they should learn and through which activities these could
be taught and tested. There was one curriculum for cycle 1 and one for cycle
2. Teachers within each cycle were supposed to work out between themselves
what was taught in which grade. Yet cooperation between different teachers
was not a given, causing the pupils’ transition from one year to the next to be
difficult. To bypass the need for extensive cooperation, the Division of Educational Innovation (DEI) developed a simple table of ‘scope and sequence’ in
which teachers could see which skills and subjects the pupils in their year
should be ‘initiated’ with, what should be ‘developed’ and what needed to be
‘mastered’ by the end of it.
FBE shows an approach to the world and learning that is grounded in
interaction: showing causal connections between things and people. FBE

Figure 1: FBE handbook 2013.

encourages pupils to learn from one another and within the world, by using
play corners and a variety of materials. These separate elements shape one
another. In chapter 2, I introduced teacher Williams at the Methodist school
and how she organized her classroom. She had called it Camp-learn-a-lot,
and assigned pupils to table groups that had the name of an animal. As proud
‘bears’ or ‘beavers’, pupils were made to feel responsible for each other. When
doing well, a group could earn something, for example computer time. Pupils
in these classrooms sat in table groups that changed regularly to allow for
cooperation with a variety of pupils. Throughout the day everyone would be
able to go and learn in play corners. These were designed for reading, for arts
or for building and within them, pupils could learn together through sensorial engagement (see also chapter 4).
All these measures – the use of corners, facilitating peer learning, starting with the needs of the individual pupil – were the spearheads of Foundation Based Education (FBE). Grounded in interaction, this approach was
to be an improvement on the earlier one that used self-action. Yet many of
the materials used in schools did not necessarily approach learning from this
interactional, FBE perspective. Neither the locally produced curriculum nor
the Social Studies method that I discussed in chapter 1 explicitly followed
the FBE approach. It was notable, for instance, that the Social Studies workbook had a lot of information in it that was not in the textbook. It seemed
an extra source of information rather than the activating material through
which to become acquainted with the content in different ways. Also, the exercises in the workbook mostly developed reading comprehension and vocabulary training. The textbook initiated, the workbook repeated and the pupils
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followed. The workbook never started with the ambiguous moments from
which pupils had to build their own knowledge and opinions, as one might
expect based from the FBE perspective. The questions raised did not encourage pupils to critically engage with the information presented or to add their
own (opposing) opinions. There was also little focus on teamwork.
As I described in chapter 1 and in interlude 1, the lesson plan on slavery
and human rights, developed by the students at the University of St. Martin
and the Dutch Iselinge University of Applied Sciences, exclusively used participatory methods and created possibilities for each individual to add their own
idea(l)s throughout. These lessons created classrooms that were lively, and
most pupils expressed their joy about the active work forms and the playful
exercises. School managers as well as most of the people I met at the department of education were highly interested in the work forms that the method
used.70 At the same time, teachers often expressed their concern with the
somewhat chaotic classrooms that we created and the uncertainty of reaching
a specific goal. Many teachers also expressed that they experienced difficulties with the FBE method. At times they did not know how to apply it, while
others complained that the outcome could not be controlled: it was, after all,
the pupils who led the educational way in these exercises.
Also, those teachers who favored FBE methods and classroom management to further peer learning and so on tended to predominantly fall back on
repetition and memorization, regularly grounded in self-action, when teaching ‘important subjects’ such as English and math. Teacher Jones, the sixth
grade teacher who I will speak about in detail in chapter 3, explained to me
that FBE was problematic. He did not necessarily dislike the idea of childcentered education, but he found it unnecessary to let go of his control of the
educational pathway. Didn’t all the pupils have to go through the same FBE
exam? So should they not learn the same things? And was he not responsible
for that? According to Jones, the FBE exit exam, which was the educational
aim, demanded teacher control, and this could never align with the FBE pedagogy as he understood it. And as FBE indeed demanded individual testing and
predictable progression, it clearly showed a lingering attachment to a selfactional approach. As Dewey and Bentley describe, “Interactional replacements for self-actional views have had minor success, but have produced
no generally usable constructions” (ibid.: 132). They thus propose that we
ground our work in transaction.
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70 We shared the method with all the school boards, as well as several teachers and managers. I
have had no confirmation that anyone on Sint Maarten has used it since we left.

Transactionalism and Relation
This third approach to, and representation of, the world demands a total
negation of the idea of individual, self-contained control, pre-established
categories and known mechanisms of cause and effect. The academic description of behaviors and events must be grounded in direct observation, thorough questioning and (re)naming. Everything and everyone, including our
own assumptions, must be reconsidered. What would this mean for schools
and education?
If the elites in charge of education, as well as schoolboards, principals
and teachers, approached education as transactional, all spaces would be
equally accessible to all those inside the school. The principal’s room would
be open to third graders, and an office could become a classroom, teacher’s
lounge or playground. All pupils and teachers (‘namings’ that would need to
be reconsidered based on the actual processes in which one is involved. As I
explained in interlude 1, these would become meta-categories) could go to
the room they preferred and then define who should learn what, from whom,
and when. There could be no separable, lasting outcomes of individual learning to indicate if and how the learning process itself was successful. Any
so-called outcome would be highly temporary and would refer to an instance
in a process that is too rich and unpredictable to test individually. No separate
mind, a closed off, all-powerful entity, can be held responsible for a written
‘outcome’ that excludes all embodied learning processes. This remaking of
education according to transaction is improbable, if not outright impossible.
Yet, Dewey was primarily an educational philosopher. How did he rework
education in ways faithful to transaction?
For Dewey, the importance of education lay in its contribution to
democracy. This last term did not merely refer to political organization, but
was fundamentally a way of engaging. He stated: “A democracy is more than
a form of government; it is primarily a mode of associated living, of conjoint
communicated experience” (2009 [1916]: 69). Democracy is the willingness
to engage on equal grounds with all members of society, and move within
the exchange. One of Dewey’s most fundamental works is called ‘Democracy
and Education’ and it is no accident that he related these two terms. Dewey
believed true education existed only when it was grounded in democratic
practice.
He formulated both processes as communication in which shared
meaning is created, writing that “Society not only continues to exist by transmission, by communication, but it may fairly be said to exist in transmission,
in communication” (ibid.: 7). In both processes, communication that leads to
(new) shared meaning implies a change in everyone involved. In a democratic
process, people should continuously be ‘educated’, engaging in open exchanges
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with others who are equally allowed to share their perspectives. In a demo
cracy, everyone involved should engage equally with everyone to be educated
about all aspects of living that are of consequence to anyone involved. This
ability to engage openly in exchange and change through communication, is
what the educational process is about.
Even though communication is education and education means
change, the direction of this change cannot be controlled. Direct instruction
cannot serve the educational. Education can only be facilitated by adjusting
the environment (ibid.: 21). Teachers and pupils are always entangled within
the worlds in which they live, learn and imagine, and our entanglements
shape our potential for communicating and shifting. This does not mean
that education is training, however. It is not solely about an embodied shift.
Only when pupils consciously change their own behavior and express this in
communication, when new meaning is thus created and shared, does Dewey
speak of education (ibid.: 27). Yet this is often not what takes place in societies that wish to reproduce themselves, nor when elites try to turn schools
into factories. Dewey explained: “there is a great difficulty. Each generation is
inclined to educate its young so as to get along in the present world instead of
with a view to the proper end of education: the promotion of the best possible
realization of humanity as humanity” (ibid.: 76). Education done well cannot
be reproduction, but must concern itself with the creation of environments in
which everyone can exchange, change and imagine alternative equal worlds. I
will illustrate this with a few examples.
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The importance of being able to change within our exchanges became clear to
me during the piloting of the lesson plan on Slavery and Human rights. One
afternoon, the Iselinge teacher and I had brought raw materials such as coffee
and coco beans, salt, sugarcane and tea to a fourth grade classroom in one
of the semi-public schools. In groups of five, the pupils received each material on their table for a while and discussed what they thought the product
was, how they thought it could be used, where it could be found and anything
else they knew about the product. I started chatting with one of the boys who
had a container with a white substance on his table. He dipped his finger in it
and put some granules in his mouth. He got out of his chair, obviously trying
to swallow the nasty thing he had just put in his mouth. He jumped around
while thinking hard about the name of the substance in the jar. Clipping his
fingers while dancing, he made sounds indicating that it was on the tip of
his tongue. “What is it?” I encouraged him. His peers were helping him: “salt,
teacher!” “Yes, salt,” the little boy agreed. He sat back in his chair, with one foot
under his bum, and wrote: ‘salt’. He then looked at me with a questioning face
and proposed, “salt-pickers”. I smiled, and he said, “I gonna write it down.”

As he was writing he was struck with another idea. He eagerly turned to me
and proclaimed, “You can put it in your food!” “Very good,” I told him, “You
can put it in your food. What else could you do with it? And what kind of
food would you put it on?” “Fries,” his neighbor volunteered, and clipping his
fingers the first boy added, “Soup!” “Soup, yes. You put it on your bananas?” I
continued. “No,” he laughed. But the girl across from him disagreed. “Yes”, she
said. “Really?” I asked her. “Not bananas, I mean the green bananas, plantain,”
she said shyly. “Ah yes,” I agreed, “that’s true!” As I understood myself as part
of an educational (ex)change, I was able to learn from her.
This way of learning is much more difficult to do when one takes on the
role of teacher, which became clear from an exchange in a sixth grade classroom in another Christian school. Each time we started with a new group
we asked the pupils – and if the teacher was willing, her or him as well – to
write down what they thought about when they heard the title ‘slavery and
human rights’. We also asked the pupils. Only a few wrote something, and
what they wrote was a variation on ‘white people hitting black people with
a whip’. When we engaged in a conversation a little later, the pupils volunteered a bit more. One girl put up her hand and shyly explained about her
grandfather and Emi.... Her words were lost in the noisy classroom. “What do
you mean?” teacher Priscilla asked her. “Emilio Wilson,” she repeated softly.
“What about him?” the teacher asked. “My grandfather tell me about him,” the
girl explained. But teacher Priscilla did not know about Emilio Wilson. She
did not know that this local hero had strived to safeguard the history of the
island. That he had been the son of a father who had been enslaved. Wilson
had bought an old plantation and had turned it into a park where he hoped
to educate people. Teacher Pricilla had recently arrived on the island from the
Netherlands and did not know about this history. She could thus not tell the
girl that she was right. More importantly, she was so busy with trying to keep
order that she had no time to learn.
Obviously, participating in education as a process of (ex)change was
easier for me, as a researcher, than it was for teachers who were responsible
for the pupils and their test results. There were, however, a few teachers who
did at times join in the lessons as pupils and learned from the others. When
they did, the learning experience changed. Teachers (as ‘pupils’) shared their
viewpoints and introduced histories of slavery or related stories that mattered
to them. When they recounted how their experiences differed from those that
were described in the book, other ‘pupils’ also shared their own viewpoints.
In one classroom we discussed human rights in the 21st century. The female
teacher stood up in favor of the claim that men and women should earn the
same salary for the same job. This encouraged some of the girls in her class
to also stand up. As a ‘pupil’, the teacher could become the girls’ role model.
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This could only happen when she let go of the need to control the outcome of
the lesson. These were inspiring moments that usually did not last very long.
Systematically shaping education as democracy continues to pose a challenge. Elites in charge remain focused on measurable outcomes and increasing control. However, when teachers and pupils experience the benefits, future
teachers and policymakers may be able to embrace education as a democratic
practice and create more space for transaction to shape the process. Until
then, transaction can be employed as a promising mode of inquiry.

Modes of inquiry
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Dewey’s work on education and his work with Bentley on knowing and
naming the world addressed various topics and different audiences. The work
on education was often practical, aimed at policymakers directly involved in
organizing schools and classrooms, while his work with Bentley, about knowing and the known, concerns science and those who perform it. For the latter
field they proposed transaction as a mode of inquiry, a way of seeing the
world and acting upon it. They critiqued scientists who continued naming
and knowing in self-actional modes. This disregarded the ongoing movement
and change that was continuously taking place. As I engaged with Dewey’s
theories and also his work with Bentley, I realized how much transaction
resembles Glissant’s Relation (2010 [1990]). Yet the relation between Dewey
and Glissant is not self-evident.
John Dewey, born in Vermont in 1859, is commonly described as one
of the most influential North American philosophers of education of (the
first half of) the 20th century. Edouard Glissant, one the greatest thinkers in
the Caribbean region, was born in 1928 on Martinique. He was influenced
far more by his travels in the Caribbean and to Europe than by a direct link
with the pragmatist philosophers in the US, of whom Dewey was one. One
important difference between Glissant and the other two scholars lies in their
preferred mode of writing and which audience they aimed to reach. Glissant’s
poetics did not speak directly to scientists in a language they understood. Yet
both engaged with the relational movement that shapes a particular moment
that can be described. No analysis can make presuppositions based on a preexisting order in the world, nor presuppose identities and related behaviors,
nor the way materiality causes peoples’ representations of themselves. Their
shared goal was to produce works that question what was taken for granted
and help us to ‘unlearn’.
In his groundbreaking work ‘Poetics of Relation’ (2010 [1990]) Glissant,
like Dewey and Bentley, described three different ways in which the world can
be approached and in which it appears; the totalité-monde, the echo-monde

and the chaos-monde. Glissant’s mondes are not approaches as such, “[n]or
are these guises of the world (the world as totality, etc.); they are identities of
the world. The world is totality, echoes, and chaos, all at once, depending on
our many ways of sensing and addressing it” (ibid.: 217). The mondes always
emerge together and are dependent on one another. Moreover, they appear a
certain way, dependent on our way of sensing and addressing. Similar to Dewey
and Bentley, Glissant emphasizes the responsibility that a scientist has in
choosing how to approach and inquire, as this shapes the world that emerges
through her or his work.
The first totalité-monde is the all-encompassing intimation of the world,
the monde in which a total order can be detected. In it, we know who everyone is
and each individual can act as a self; it resembles the world perceived from a selfactional perspective. Yet, in a world in Relation, this first monde cannot appear
without the second: the chaos-monde. The chaos-monde is the ongoing movement that cannot ever be systematized. It is the spiraling, connecting, traver
sing of life that escapes any thought about it. It is the never-ending becoming
of the “aesthetics of the universe” (ibid.: 94). Glissant: “Chaos-monde is neither
fusion nor confusion: it acknowledges neither the uniform blend – a ravenous
integration – nor muddled nothingness. Chaos is not ‘chaotic” (ibid., emphasis
in original). This monde is what we may perceive and then learn from when we
approach the world as transaction. This does not mean that we can or should
exclude self- and interaction, or the other mondes from our analysis. These will
always emerge as part of one another and Relation as a whole.
The energy of the chaos-monde does not allow for a coherent construction of self, nor a representation of the world, but continuously destroys any
such emergence. Yet human beings do continuously construct experiences of
stability and coherence. These emerge as part of the third mode of experiencing the world, the echo-monde. Glissant writes of this: “In Relation analytic
thought is led to construct unities whose interdependent variances jointly
piece together the interactive totality. These unities are not models but revealing echo[e]s-monde. Thought makes music” (ibid.: 92, emphasis in original).
These echoes-monde are “the only discernable stabilities in Relation” (ibid.).
They are patterns of movements in tune with one another. Or more accurately, they are the sense that movement is in tune with other movements
or that a pattern is being enacted. In this sense we can construct temporary
unities that help us express an opinion or take a position (Burns 2009: 109).
As the quote above states, echoes-monde are associated with interaction; “In
Relation analytic thought is led to construct unities whose interdependent
variances jointly piece together the interactive totality” (ibid.: 92).
Each story that I have thus far presented, as well as the others that I have
yet to present, and more broadly, the way in which they together compose this
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book, are what Glissant would call an echo-monde – an instance of analysis
that allows me to temporarily construct unity. Any such construction can take
on a quality; it can be prophetic, absolute, negative, fragile or revealing. These
qualities refer to the particular contribution an echo-monde makes to the
world and how closely it follows the messiness of the chaos-monde. Glissant
proposes poetry as the most useful way to echo: “The chaos-monde is only
disorder if one assumes there to be an order whose full force poetics is not
prepared to reveal (poetics is not a science). The ambition of poetics, rather, is
to safeguard the energy of this order” (ibid.: 94).
Obviously, the precise effects that our writings have are unpredictable and uncontrollable. It may contribute to imaginations of better, more
equal futures or lengthen the existing suffering and alienation of large groups
of people making a life in our shared world. Anthropological echoes of the
past have not always contributed to the imagination of free, more equal and
healthy futures for all. Colonialism and conquest were after all closely related
to knowledge and ‘grasping’ the world. We must continue to ask ourselves:
how can we make our thoughts on the other, our writings of our learning with
and from interlocutors, ethical? A first measure would be writing poetically;
to take seriously the creativity of language as we take seriously the creativity of
people. To do so, we must engage our creativity. Glissant writes that “thought
of the Other is sterile without the other of Thought” (ibid.: 154). Here he
means to say that thought of the other must go together with a willingness
to change ourselves, to do work on our presumptions, using our imagination. Being willing to change is what he means by “the other of Thought” and
it is the quality that may make an echo-monde positive. This willingness to
transform is also demanded of researchers who adopt a transactional mode
of inquiry.

Why is transactionalism useful?
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You may be wondering: why is transactionalism a useful way of approaching the (educational) world, even when we know that grounding education in
transaction still seems transaction is something of a far away future and may
remain there? As I explained in interlude 1, to me, anthropology is education.
Such learning from situations in the field demands that we unlearn our own
presuppositions. Transactional inquiry is grounded in an unlearning of our
common-sense categories and orders and a critical interest in the new that
may emerge from our encounters with peoples, materials and ideas. Nothing
can be taken for granted. Transaction demands we take seriously and question
all practices, materials and idea(l)s that have an impact on the situation we
examine. This implies that I challenge the categories that I take for granted

and take seriously other ways of being together. Taking Relation seriously
pushes the same mode of inquiry: we never know what strands shape the
current situation.
Doing research in this manner depends entirely on the modus operandi
of the researcher. Anticipating the critical questions related to objectivity and
researcher bias, I must remind the reader that these questions can only be
posed when research is grounded in self-action. My research did not presuppose any objective reality or truth. All there is, is active knowing, naming and
learning from careful study, in a situation that exists by the grace of our own
presence. What I learned and describe in this book, however, remains part of
this ongoing transaction and Relation. The process becomes what Glissant has
called “giving-on-and-with” (2010 [1990]: 24-26, 142). This neology offers an
alternative to knowing as ‘grasping’, as it constructs learning as the receiving of
lessons – transacting in Relation – adding to what we receive and then passing
these lessons onward. Obviously, we cannot pull apart this process and point
out where we learn, where we do not learn, where we add something different
and where we then pass it on, back into ongoing Relation. All these processes
are, after all, continuously ongoing.
My (un)learning processes in the two classrooms at MLK served as the
foundation of the two chapters to come. I will show the work I had to do on
myself, and the growth that followed from it. I will demonstrate how research
grounded in transaction allowed me to pose questions about education and
common-sense belonging and the role of language ideologies, approaches to
history and the management of the body in their constructions. The pupils
received certain lessons in specific ways, and then added something to them.
They added something and passed these things on to me. The new that the
pupils added came from their imagination. This imagination (of which
I will speak more extensively in chapter 4), is not something extraordinary
or extremely creative, but “an integral part of human activity” (Dewey 2009
[1916]: 182). As I mentioned in interlude 1, our imagination fuels what Glissant called “the other of Thought”, which allows us to make thoughts about
the other ethical (ibid.: 154-155). In a similar way, I added to the lessons I
learned from pupils on Sint Maarten. My imagination draws on a wide source
of theories, daily engagements in academic circles, ongoing activism and an
array of unnamed intuitions.
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chapter 3

Performances of conviviality
amongst the sixth graders

In the first part of this book, I introduced national and Christian belonging,
which was differently interpreted by the various people in charge of education: former ministers, employees at the department of education, school
boards and principals. Different (school) communities wanted to teach pupils
to belong to specific notions of ‘we’ that were more or less defined, open,
normative or transnational. Teachers at different schools enjoyed varying
degrees of freedom to reinterpret these discourses, depending on the control
employed by the board under which they functioned. However, as I showed in
interlude 2, no matter what discourses were prioritized, all of those involved,
from the department of education to the different teachers, seemed to follow
the idea(l) that their teaching could reproduce predefined idea(l)s in pupils.
This perspective qualifies everything else that happens inside the classroom as
noise and alternative (learning) processes as failures. To overcome this inevitability, I sensitized myself to the unexpected and alternative that emerged in
Relation.
This chapter presents a first echo-monde based on how the pupils in
the sixth grade (eleven to thirteen years old) at MLK responded to the teachings of belonging from their teacher, Mr. Jones. His teachings, predominantly
grounded in self-actionalism, were continuously disrupted by his pupils’
responses. Pupils continuously acted in ways that challenged the discourses
mobilized, thereby employing the bodily movements and sounds that those
in charge condemned. The responses of the pupils, and their interactions with
one another and their teacher, took on what Paul Gilroy has called an anti
phonic form (2002). Within this call and response, the pupils did the work of:
1) remaking the belonging taught (the frame of the teacher was adopted but
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filled in differently); and 2) unmaking (the frame was challenged). Pupils also
performed their own ‘belonging’ that I call 3) DQ conviviality.
This conviviality is a non-normative, non-teleological, non-lasting
performance that I trace to the streets of Dutch Quarter, the neighborhood in
Sint Maarten where many of the pupils grew up. The antiphonic performances
of living together that the sixth graders themselves referred to as ‘DQ’, were an
enactment of contestation through often violent and sexualized body movements, and “translanguaging”, a form of communication that mixes different languages, styles, rhythms and sounds (Blommaert and Rampton 2011,
Jaspers and Madson 2016). The third site that was used for the production of a
certain politics of belonging, shared history, was resolutely refuted. First I will
address the specific frames of belonging mobilized by teacher Jones.

Teacher Jones and the sixth grade pupils
Teacher Jones, A well-versed Christian taught the classroom into which this
chapter takes us. When he and I spoke about my research, his most pertinent
comment was “You know I have a Bible story for everything, right?”71 And
indeed, there was no situation that he could not make sense of with the telling and teaching of a Bible story. His morals were based on and taught with
the word of God. Most mornings, the day started out how he liked it: after the
pupils lined up neatly and quietly on the balcony in front of the classroom
on the first floor, he allowed them to enter the room. The tables inside were
always in an academic setting facing the blackboard, only changed into groups
sporadically, mostly when I requested this. The pupils then stood behind their
chairs, closed their eyes and folded their hands. Teacher Jones started, “Our
Father” and the pupils answered in quiet voices “who art in heaven” and delivered the full prayer. If they did not stand properly, or if they did not say the
prayer with the right intention, teacher Jones made them pray again. To him
this was serious business.
The tone was thus set to share a religious lesson. Teacher Jones would tell
a story from the Bible, or talk about a news item and then relate it to Christian
morale. One morning he recounted the story of two brothers whose father
gave them money. One brother used the money responsibly and stayed home.
The other brother travelled, spent all his money and then came home broke.
When he returned, the father organized a large feast to celebrate, something
that the other, frugal brother could not understand. The moral of the story
is well-known: no matter how far you stray, your Father will always welcome
you back into his heavenly abode. This moral was lost on the pupils, however,
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71 From my field notes from the 16th of February 2016

because the teacher asked them how their parents would respond if they took
their father’s money and left, only to come home as a beggar. The pupils joked
about this and were all pretty sure that their parents would not welcome them
back at all, surely not with a party.
Later that day, teacher Jones again used the bible, this time to make sense
of some international news. The class received the message that this coming
Thursday, someone would come to teach sex education. Saphira was quick to
comment. “I staying home!”, she told us. She got out of her chair and thrust
her hips forward. Dane shouted “AIDS” and Steven answered with “herpes”.
As they quieted down, Brianna teased Carlos about his very own sex education – it was a running gag that Carlos was not a ‘real’ boy. When the teacher
asked her why she teased him like that, she told teacher Jones, “But teacher
you do it too! When we lining up you say boys, girls and those in between!”
This reminded teacher Jones of a story. “Who recently watched the
news?” he asked. Jane, Saphira, Carlos and Aleksia said they did. They watched
CNN. So teacher Jones asked them what they saw. They hesitated and Saphira
mumbled “a man dead.” Teacher was thinking of some other news, however.
“In North Carolina they introduced a new law,” he explained, “It’s the HB2
law.” He clarified that this law dictates which bathroom one should use. “In
North Carolina you now have to pee in the bathroom of your own gender
whereas the State law allows one to pee in the bathroom in which you feel
at home.” He looked at me for confirmation, but I had not read about this.
“This law,” he told us, “might affect us in the Caribbean as well. The US
Virgin Islands are very close by.” Jessica could not believe these state laws.
“No way! That’s overdo,” she told everyone. The others were exclaiming their
surprise and laughed. Teacher Jones remained elusive about his personal view,
however. “God made us all. When you see anyone struggling, you help them,
no matter what private parts they may have.” Again, he looked at me to check
what I thought of these laws. We often discussed politics and international
news during breaks, and we tended to disagree on issues of gender roles and
gay rights. He leaned towards Jessica’s opinion and that of the lawmakers in
North Carolina: gender roles should be clearly bounded. As Christians, we
should help people come to terms with their God-given bodies.
Throughout the day, the morality taught and the ideas of belonging
expressed to the pupils continued to have a strongly Christian flavor. But these
did not easily fit within the Creole Christian discourse that I discussed in chapter 2. That frame, which acknowledged a multitude of differences and a shared
struggle for freedom and equality, was formulated as the school’s moral frame
by the school’s manager and also expressed during assembly. Many different
teachings of morality were able to co-exist, as everyone is different. From a
Creole Christian perspective, believers do not need to become the same. In
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contrast, teacher Jones’ teaching was denominational. It reminded me of what
the teacher at the Seventh Day Adventist school told me, that the Bible is like
the laws of Newton – it provides a literal handbook for teaching and being.
Teacher Jones indeed expressed strong allegiance with the SDA church, which
he visited regularly and travelled abroad for. This SDA affiliation showed not
only in his teachings, but also in his strong emphasis on wearing decent clothing. He did not allow pupils to wear anything too revealing during dress-up
day (and sent pupils home if he disagreed with their choices) and made them
remove their ‘bling’: earrings, necklaces and bracelets. His SDA membership
showed again when he refused to be present during sports day or to accompany the cycle 2 pupils on a trip to the cinema. These were not the type of
celebrations teacher Jones enjoyed. He disapproved of the Easter games played
in the courtyard and the Christmas celebration that was almost exclusively
about songs and food. When the entire school visited an SDA church for an
Easter service (everything can indeed exist together within a Creole Christian
school), he expressed his opinion that this should take place more regularly.
After Carnival, teacher Jones told me that the pupils had been talking about
the principal being in the Carnival parade. This was unacceptable to teacher
Jones: “As educators, we need to stay a few degrees above the rest!” he told me.
Creole Christianity did not work for him.
Just as teacher Jones taught his own interpretation of Christian belonging, he did not instill either of the two imaginations of national Sint Maarten
belonging. After growing up in Guyana he had moved to Sint Maarten ten
years earlier because his family had been here. Financial security also played
a role, he explained. Over the years he had taught at various public schools, at
the MAC and at SDA, before transferring to MLK. Although I asked teacher
Jones why, his motivations for this move never became entirely clear to me.
He did not live nearby and he obviously did not object to teaching denominational Christianity. Salaries were equal everywhere, fringe benefits were more
easily obtained in other schools (not in public education), and teaching at
public schools was not seen as prestigious. But I do think there were practical reasons for his choice. There were many public schools, so teaching for
this board may have been the most stable. But more importantly I have heard
stories about teachers in public education who obtained (permanent) residency more easily. This may explain the large number of teachers from other
Caribbean islands in public education; it also shows again how everyone on
the island, even the most devout, are implicated in the money tie system.
Either way, teacher Jones worked at MLK, where he taught pupils who
lived in Dutch Quarter, Belvedere and Middle Region, areas mostly inhabited
by recent migrants working in the tourist industry. These pupils would need
to learn about the country they were living in, to develop love and care for

their island. Yet Jones did not teach them about Sint Maarten, but spoke mostly
about Guyana, the country of his birth. He talked about its forests, its size and
the rich vegetation that produced the best food. He told the class, “Sint Maarten
can fit 5187 times in Guyana.” As he spoke about the splendor of that large
South American country, he discredited Sint Maarten. “This little world Sint
Maarten that is everything to you, is so small. And people from outside will
come in and take your jobs and your houses.” For teacher Jones, this expensive
little island resembled Sodom and Gomorrah; the two cities from the Bible that
Lot had to leave because they were doomed by human greed and sin. It was not
a place to be proud of, nor to teach anything meaningful or positive about.
Teacher Jones’ dislike of Sint Maarten was easily transferred to the pupils
he worked with. “You are all so spoiled by this welfare-state you live in that you
never do good just to do good,” he complained. “You always need the sticker.
You are given books and pencil cases and instead of walking to school a bus
picks you up. You don’t even have to open your mouth anymore cause we have
made food into IV [that can be administered intravenously].” His frustration
with the pupil’s behavior increased from the beginning of the day towards the
end, from Monday to Friday, and from the beginning of the school year to the
end. Near the end of the school year he expressed to me that he was done, just
done. He couldn’t do it anymore.72 No matter how much time he put in, the
pupils never cared and no status was attached to his role as a teacher, whereas
in Guyana, teachers were respected as part of the middle-class. It didn’t help
that the sixth graders just laughed during his rants about Sint Maarten, as they
found these ramblings somewhat hilarious.
The teacher’s frustration was, however, woven into a genuine care for the
well-being of his pupils, who he considered to come from lower-class families.
He knew that their lives weren’t necessarily easy. Teacher Jones told me about
the father of one of the girls in his class who was killed in front of her. She was
traumatized, obviously, and sadly nothing was done to support her. She was
growing up with her grandmother, who was barely able to look after her. This
reality was common amongst pupils, teacher Jones explained to me. “Out of
the sixteen pupils, twelve live in broken homes, sometimes with a grandparent
or an auntie. They have so much on their shoulders.” The material circumstances were often lacking, with caretakers working multiple jobs to provide.
They did not have much time to invest in their offspring, nor had they really
learned how to be well mannered. Parents thus did not set a good example for
school behavior, he told me. “Parents show absolutely no respect for teachers,
72 The following year, teacher Jones began teaching another level but he did not seem to have
recovered much energy. He still felt like his hard work was never appreciated but he stayed on Sint
Maarten and at MLK.
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they just curse, and kids learn from that. If I call Dane’s father thirty times, he
may come to talk to me. Emanuel’s mom, when it’s time for report cards, she
will not come. But would I touch her son, she would be over straight away.”
Teacher Jones was not averse to some form of corporal punishment, a style of
disciplining that could shape a certain type of future citizen, but boards and
principals did not allow it (any more). Discipline should be exerted through
discursive means. This meant that he had to talk to the pupils, or suspend
them. “But when they get suspended for one day, they just take two days! They
don’t care, it’s a holiday to them.”
While I lived in Dutch Quarter for a time, I saw how many of the pupils
were indeed growing up in an environment that was often unsafe and not
necessarily supportive of learning. Pupils did not have a room with a desk, but
stayed outside waiting for their parents to come home, or had to do homework while their parents ran a bar from their living room. Pupils sometimes
talked about the dangers they encountered at home and in their neighborhoods, but mostly they understood these as part of life. This was brought
home to me one morning when all the teachers were called into the teacher
lounge for an urgent meeting. A prisoner who had escaped prison the day
before, a dangerous fellow from the French side named Cuchi, turned out to
be the father of one of the pupils at the school. The man was expected to come
to school to see his son, and we were all supposed to be extra vigilant. The
front gate would be locked from then on, and all pupils needed to be taken to
the bus under supervision of a teacher. One of the teaching assistants knew
the man well, and explained that Cuchi loved his son immensely and would
indeed try to come. “But he is a good guy, really, he just made some mistakes”,
she explained. The mistakes he made included murder, however, which was
sufficient reason to close the gates and post a security guard next to it. Luckily, the man never came to school. Yet pupils regularly told me they knew that
Cuchi lived in Dutch Quarter and that they saw him sometimes. I am not sure
if that was true, but to them he was surely no terrible threat. He was part of
their daily reality, just like the violence that surrounded Cuchi and men like
him. Teacher Jones just shook his head and sighed.
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This short introduction to the sixth grade classroom shows that the belonging taught to the sixteen pupils was not the Creole Christian nor the national
Sint Maarten belonging, which would have been expected based on what I
described in the first two chapters. How was it possible that teacher Jones
taught his own ideals? I presuppose that every teacher gives their own personal
twist to the teachings they (are supposed to) deliver. Much has been written
about the hidden curriculum and the uncontrollable influence of teachers on
the programs set by those in charge (for example: Apple 1990; Cotton, Winter

& Bailey 2013; Hosford 1980; Tekian 2009). Yet little was hidden in teacher
Jones’ lessons, in which he openly and consciously mobilized alternative
frames of belonging. What could be the reason for this freedom?
I have seen teachers give their own personal twist on teaching in all
schools. Yet the control of the public school board was more limited than
that of boards of denominational schools, which gave public school teachers
a large amount of responsibility and freedom. At MLK, the school’s manager
also didn’t visit classrooms regularly. I often overheard teachers complaining
that they never saw the principal. They would joke that they saw him more
regularly in his office or at Carnival parades, on Facebook and at political
gatherings, than in their classroom. It may have been that the principal was
too busy with other school related tasks, which made it impossible for him to
be present in classrooms. He may also have had little interest, or he may have
been confident that teachers were doing what they were supposed to do. The
principal may also have been happy to have a male teacher like teacher Jones in
his school, which was an exception. Because of the scarcity of teachers, Jones
could have left and easily have found another job on the island. The manager
may thus have condoned his particular teachings in order to keep him. Or
perhaps these two men had agreed to let the other be as they are. Teacher Jones
was allowed to do his SDA and Guyana belonging, while principal Milton was
allowed his extravaganza at Carnival and to live his personal life the way he
wished, somewhat like a gentleman’s agreement. This would have fitted well
within the Christian meta-language Guadeloupe described. What was clear,
though, was that the pupils responded to very specific discourses, and they did
so in their own particular ways.

Antiphony
During the early morning, between prayer and the pupils’ responses to teacher
Jones’ stories, the classroom was generally calm. The place that we were in
resembled an SDA church. We prayed, spoke respectfully in soft voices and
stayed in our seats for a little while. The pupils had just woken up and were
still calm. Even if they weren’t paying attention, they hadn’t yet got to the stage
where they commented on everything. But this moment of peace was usually
interrupted by a concern for food: the lunchboxes for pupils from poor families could be picked up from the canteen and orders for food needed to be
made at this time. Saphira was in charge of all food related concerns and the
first thing she did every morning was to go down to the kitchen and find out
what was available that day: usually one type of sandwich and some sort of
soup, with a variety of crisps and juices. On some occasions there would be
pancakes or Johnnycake and chicken for sale. Back in class she would explain
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that day’s menu, collect dollars from her classmates who wanted something
and return to the kitchen to place an order for the entire group. In the break
she was responsible for picking it up again. After the Christian teachings and
important food business, we had to get into academic mode to learn mathematics or science. This generally caused opposition and resentment.
One morning, I had missed the Christian teachings. I had to take my
car to the mechanic (again), which took more time than I had hoped (again)
and so I walked in late. The teacher was finishing his Christian teachings and
was ready to start a lesson on the measuring and naming of angles. Dane and
David, two of the coolest kids on the Dutch Quarter block, had their arms
stretched out on their sides, swaying their bodies left and right while humming
in a high pitch. Instead of getting their homework out of their bags, they were
pretending to be airplanes in their chairs. Steven was playing with his pencil
and Carlos was sleeping on his table. Saphira and Zoe entered the classroom
with a piece of paper and pencil. “What you all want for food Friday? You can
order Johnny Cake and chicken to take to sports day on Friday.” The airplanes
lost their wings as bags were opened to look for dollar bills to pre-pay for
the food that they could bring to the stadium where sports day would take
place. “How much for the Johnny Cake?” “How much chicken you get? One
leg or two?” Jane remembered the Johnny Cakes from last time, “You remember them Johnny Cake? Them so small! I ain’t paying no two dollars for that
nuh!” Saphira and Zoe sat down with their paper and started writing down
people’s orders. You could also order juice and crisps, as was common in the
school canteen. Teacher Jones sighed but allowed the food interruption before
he urged everyone to go back to work. The math work needed to be finished as
the exams were just around the corner. “You must do the work!”
“Work, work, work, work, work.” Daisy and Dane sang it softly, but
unmistakably like Rihanna. “You see me I be work, work, work, work, work.”
Teacher Jones responded, irritated. “You don’t know what is work!” The pupils
did not agree, however. “Yes teacher, we know!” The teacher thus questioned
them, “how old this song is?” he asked them. A lively discussion erupted
amongst the pupils. “Two weeks?” “No, three weeks.” “Maybe two and a half,
teacher!” With a twinkle in his eyes, teacher Jones teased them “I just wanted
to make a point that you do know this. But the work I give you, you can never
remember!”73
Teacher Jones was right about this: pupils were far more interested in
music than in the subjects he taught, and his irritation encouraged the pupils
to sing more. In a similar way, food related business was taken much more
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73 These vignettes were part of a blog that I wrote for the Caribbean Studies Association. All blogs
can be found on http://www.imaginingthenation.org/blogs-jordi-halfman.

seriously than mathematics or science. Refusing to play music and refusing
pupils their food, or time to eat, were thus successful ways for teacher Jones to
punish his pupils. One morning there had been an incident in which pupils
from his classroom got into a fight with one another. It was hard to find out
what happened (“we don’t snitch”), but the pupils also could not stop arguing about it and referring to it. Teacher Jones was very grumpy. Everyone had
to stay inside, and there would be no recess and no food. This was a severe
punishment – no food! The pupils complained, but teacher Jones turned to
talking about batteries as conductors. “Is your skin a conductor? No. Try your
tongue!” he started. Dane and David responded straight away, “It tastes good!”
“I tried that already!” The others got excited as well and started sharing their
own experiences with batteries, current and getting shocks. Everyone was
responding to everyone. Teacher Jones commented, “We are talking in circles
again. Keep going, but beware, this is about second recess now. Keep going
and you will all stay inside again.” Another recess without food was not something to look forward to, and they told teacher Jones that they were hungry.
But the teacher was adamant, “I did not eat breakfast this morning either, it
is in my bag.” Jessica cheekily responded “So that’s why you so grumpy!” and
the class laughed and continued to comment. The teacher explained, “We go
through this punishment together’ after which he returned to the importance
of insulators for people’s safety. But David interrupted him, “My mother
do it like that always and she never get shocked!” Brianna responded to this
comment with the story of a phone that gave her a shock, to which someone else added a story about their sister with a phone on an airplane, which
triggered stories about airplanes and all of a sudden we were sharing stories
about holidays. Steven added “Jeff!” whenever he felt like it, and sometimes
exchanged that word for “Deez Nuts”74. Teacher Jones shook his head hopelessly and mumbled, “You all have so much to say but nothing that makes
sense.”
In my notebook I wrote: Side stories, very associative. How did we get to
this? How to move forward when all we do is move around. They always respond.
Always. Always. Always. Responsible? J And then I added: Why would they
need to move forward?
Two weeks later, we were doing mathematics again. The teacher
explained volumes and surfaces, but all but four of the pupils had checked
out. They were drawing on their tables or on each other, sleeping or playing. It
was thus not surprising that no one responded when teacher Jones asked the
74 Both ‘(my name is) Jeff ’ and ‘Deez Nuts’ are phrases used in popular Vines videos that are
also memes (short repetitive videos). I will mention them again as they also figure in the remaking
that I will show towards the end of this chapter. https://www.lifewire.com/my-name-is-jeff-onvine-3486119 (last visited on 24-04-2018).
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pupils if they understood his explanation. There was silence. “Give me some
response!” he demanded. “You know this is why people say ‘Amen’ and ‘Hallelujah’ in church!” Teacher Jones then continued to talk about water refractions. This caused David to respond “the water do Voodoo!” which the teacher
ignored. He continued explaining the shades of color that emerge from water
refractions. But that tickled the imagination again. David mentioned Fifty
Shades of Grey, the romantic erotic movie based on a book, which some found
‘stupid’ and others found ‘fresh’. As the teacher tried to bring talk back to the
matter of science, the conversation spun out of control entirely. Teacher Jones
talked about vision and hearing, which caused a comment on ears, the ears of
a dog, ticks, how to remove ticks, the love of dogs, or better, cats, and so on.
Like two weeks before, the responses went on and on, causing the content to
spiral far from the teacher’s lesson. The pupils’ responses thus did not contain
the content that the teacher wanted to hear, but, like ‘Amen’ and ‘Hallelujah’,
their responses did show a certain involvement. Involvement that teacher
Jones had actually asked for two weeks earlier.
The associative responses that caused the classroom to spiral away from
the envisioned lesson and its peaceful setting were fed by the daily experiences
of the pupils, their pets, games they played, the movies they watched, the food
they desired and so forth. As pupils responded to one another as well as to
their teacher, the spiraling happened quickly and continuously. Throughout
the day, the teacher worked hard to return again and again to his topics and his
preferred setting, whereby he talked and the pupils told him ‘yes’ and ‘Amen’.
Yet he almost never managed to regain control for any period of time. How
did pupils’ responses resemble the ‘Amen’ and the ‘Hallelujah’ that teacher
Jones asked them for? In his article on discursive practices of African American preachers, Cheryl Wharry discussed the co-produced nature of sermons
that follow a call and response structure (2003). Preachers must speak in an
open-ended manner so that the congregation can become involved and show
their appreciation by doing so. Together they make the sermon, using words
such as ‘Amen’ and ‘Hallelujah’ that have a signaling function within the call
and response. Even though Wharry questions whether this is the only function these words fulfill, (and if there are not actually other words and word
combinations that serve the particular function of calling for a response and
giving it), he acknowledges the common acceptance of this specific structure of coproduction and the associated words. He relates this structure to an
inheritance of orality, spoken-word performances and song in ways similar to
those that I discussed in relation to Creole Christianity in chapter 2.
Teacher Jones seemed to follow the common belief that saying ‘Amen’
and ‘Hallelujah’ were proper ways to show involvement. He wanted the pupils
to show that they were listening, without them adding anything specific or

personal to the responses. The response should only be a marker. Rather
understandably, he got frustrated when pupils started talking about their dogs’
ears and ticks, about Voodoo and Fifty Shades of Grey. The teacher’s reference to this particular discourse of call and response is interesting, however.
In his seminal book The Black Atlantic: Modernity and Double Consciousness,
Gilroy proposes the use of a form of call-and-response, what he calls the ‘anti
phonic form’, as the foundation for another genealogy to modernity. He thus
moves away from the common, western history of modernity constructed on
‘bourgeois democracy’ and literacy (2002: 77).75 Gilroy urges his readers to
consider an antiphonic, sounded history, which adds new understandings to
‘modernity’.
Foregrounding the history of black music making [...] requires a different register of analytic concepts. This demand is amplified by the need
to make sense of musical performances in which identity is fleetingly
experienced in the most intensive ways and sometimes socially reproduced by means of neglected modes of signifying practice like mimesis,
gesture, kinesis, and costume. Antiphony (call and response) is the principal formal feature of these musical traditions. It has come to be seen as
a bridge from music into other modes of cultural expression, supplying,
along with improvisation, montage, and dramaturgy, the hermeneutic
keys to the full medley of black artistic practices. (Ibid.: 77-78)
Gilroy shows how the antiphonic form ‘hosts’ essential encounters that take
part not only within and through music, but also in other forms of expressive culture that shape people’s politics and philosophies (ibid.: 79). The
antiphonic form highlights esthetic performances, but is not limited to these.
All kinds of music related practices (including those that are not necessarily esthetic) should be considered, alluding to what Christopher Small has
called practices of musicking. He describes these as taking “part, in any capacity, in a musical performance, whether by performing, by listening, by rehearsing
or practicing, by providing material for performance... or by dancing” (1998: 9,
emphasis in original). In the following section, I will show how I started to
understand the pupils’ musicking as a way of challenging common instructions. The discursive form that underlay these practices was one of call and
response: antiphonic.
75 The call and response also reminds me of the echo-monde of Glissant, the intuition of the world
in which thought creates instances of analysis that temporarily stand apart from the world. This,
however, is never separate from the chaos-monde and the totalité-monde, that both call and also
respond to the instances of analysis. The grounding in oral, sound-based traditions in both Gilroy’s
and Glissant’s thinking leads them to similar understandings of knowledge production.
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The lessons that teacher Jones taught became a call, while at the same
time, they were a response to his own experiences (on- and offline), the
curriculum, meetings with colleagues and the principal and, importantly, the
pupils. Similarly, the pupils’ responses were also a call to which those around
them responded. Pupils thus continuously join in an antiphony that transformed the lessons taught. But what is the transformation? What does a call/
response do with the frame of belonging taught? In the next section, I will deal
with the particular responses of the sixth graders in which they remake the
lessons from teacher Jones. Their responses accepted the order of the teacher,
but pupils gave their own meaning to it. In the sections following this I will
turn to instances of unmaking, in which pupils challenged the underlying
order.

Remaking
The responses of pupils influenced the discourses of belonging mobilized by
teacher Jones. In the first section of this chapter, I showed how teacher Jones
generally taught a strict denominational Christian frame and how pupils
responded to that. The pupils’ responses showed that they were familiar with
the discourse, but not overtly interested in it. They went through the motions
of prayer and listened to the stories, but did not engage too seriously with
them. I will now describe the responses from the pupils to teachings and questions of belonging to the nation to show the work of remaking. How did the
pupils deal with teacher Jones’ emphasis on his own Guyanese belonging? In
what ways did they themselves mobilize their transnational ties to places such
as Haiti, Jamaica or Santo?76
Teacher Jones had been teaching mathematics.77 The pupils were not doing
the work, however, and he was done with it. “Teacher Jodi, they are yours,”
he told me. I swallowed and looked at him anxiously. I had nothing prepared
and was dozing off in the back of the classroom. The heat and the continuing
comments of the pupils had worn me out too. I needed to gather my strength
to jump in front of the group. Still, the pupils were enthusiastic, “Yes teacher
Jodi, you must teach us now.” I thus walked to the front of the class and smiled
at the faces in front of me. “Ok” I told them, “do you remember what it is I am
doing here?” “Yes!” Jane answered, only to immediately turn quiet. I could see
her thinking: what was it again? I thus explained once again that I was in their
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76 ‘Santo’ was often used by pupils and referred to Santo Domingo, the capital of the Dominican
Republic.
77 This took place on the 20th of May 2016.

Figure 1: Sixth grade pupils’ associations with Sint Maarten

classroom to learn from them. About their island, the way they lived, played,
learned and shared the island with the people and things around them. Jane
remembered now: “Yes teacher, we will help you!”
I thus asked the pupils to tell me what came to mind when they thought
about Sint Maarten. They stayed quiet for a while; Sint Maarten wasn’t so
interesting, apparently. As soon as one pupil started talking, however, the
antiphony began. It was intense and I couldn’t make out what they were
saying. I managed to quiet them down a little by talking softly and explained
that I understood that they all wanted to say something but that I could really
only hear them when they talked one by one. They then returned to talking
all together, but now also told one another to “shut it” and “be quiet”. My
frustration and confusion increased rapidly, but luckily teacher Jones came
to my rescue. He had been correcting pupils’ work in the back of the classroom and told the pupils to listen and behave. If they didn’t, he would give
them math work to do. This was a proper threat that quieted the responses
long enough to help me make out the following: Soualiga (land of salt, the
name the Amerindians supposedly gave to the island), the airport, restaurants
and statues. When I asked what statues, Jane explained, “the freedom fighters
and the salt pickers”. This reignited the antiphony, however. “Freedom fighters are Haitian,” Saphira exclaimed. And as soon as we started talking about
Haiti, others added things that I should know about Jamaica, Dominica and
Santo, things that were hard to make out and follow. I thus asked them to
write things on the board (see figure 1).
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Some pupils expressed associations with Jamaica and told those who claimed
ties to Santo that their clothes were better made. They talked about the tastiest food and the last time they were on these different islands. When someone disagreed, s/he was questioned but his or her peers. “You were born on
Sint Maarten right? So you from here boy!” I thus asked if being born on Sint
Maarten meant that someone was a Sint Maartener. But that was a bad idea. I
lost total control over the classroom. “No”, “Yes”. It’s about being born, about
liking, about feeling at home, about wanting to, about not wanting to, about
parents and other things I could not make out. When Steven started to talk
about aliens and invasions I had to laugh. I realized that I needed to think about
other ways to pose my questions, if these questions were to be useful at all.
I decided to give drawing a try. I gave them large sheets of paper on
which I asked them to draw something that they felt a connection with,
based on the conversation we just had. They found this complicated. They
did not do art very often and it took most of them a long time to get started.
Others just really did not enjoy drawing, or did not care to do so (that day).
Saphira and Zoe eventually drew Haitian flags and symbols, whereas Emanuel
created a beautiful depiction of the Jamaican soccer team beating that of Sint
Maarten. When I asked him if he was in the picture, he explained that he was
beating the Sint Maarten team playing for Jamaica. Aleksia and Dane drew the
rivers and forests they associated with Santo. But some were not interested in
these ‘boring places’. Joel decided to draw ice-cream land and Steven colored
everything grey. “This is where Jeff [a video character] lives,” he told me.
None of the pupils drew anything that related to a national Sint Maarten
as imagined in chapter 1. These last two artworks showed the influence of
popular culture, which I will discuss below. In the work of the other pupils I
recognized a relation to places elsewhere.
These were the imagined places their parents might speak about, the
places their parents may have grown up in or that other family members
dreamt of. These may also have been the places the pupils visited during holidays. Like teacher Jones, they adopted a nationally ordered world, and like
him, they colored it differently. They remade national ideology by claiming
belonging to a nation elsewhere, a place they often were not born in. This
remaking of national belonging, filling Sint Maartenness with imaginations
of places elsewhere, is not the only response to the teaching of this particular
discourse of belonging, however. Pupils also challenged and thereby unmade
the underlying logic of this order.78
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78 During the moment described, my role within the classroom shifted from pupil to ‘official’
teacher (even though pupils always addressed me as teacher, I often did not fulfill that role for
them). In this situation, my call that asked them for input (which is also a response to earlier
interactions, anthropological theory and my material reality) did a different type of work to other

Unmaking
In most lessons that teacher Jones taught, the world was neatly organized in
categories of peoples. One was either Guyanese or a Sint Maartener. One is
Haitian or Jamaican.79 Similarly, the children introduced in the Social Studies method that I spoke of in chapter 1, were also either one or the other. The
nationalist vanguard discussed in chapter 1 also followed that reasoning: a
person has one nationality. This may be different for pupils, however. Saphira
made this very clear to me. One day, while we walked up the stairs after the
lunch break, she told me “Tomorrow is Haitian day, I gonna stay home.” I
asked her what she would do then. The teacher who stood in the doorway
joked “Voodoo!” to which Joel responded “that’s racist!” As Saphira and I
walked into the classroom I asked her, “What is Haitian day? What do you
do tomorrow?” “I don’t know” she responded. “So why do you celebrate?” I
pushed further. She explained that “We just celebrating Haiti.” Carlos interrupted “independence teacher!” Saphira agreed with that, but for her, Haitian
day was not necessarily or solely about that. It was about being Haitian for the
day. She explained, “So tomorrow I am Haitian.” This made me curious about
the other days, so I asked her, “Today you are a Sint Maartener then?” “Sure,”
she responded. She then added “So if I act strange tomorrow you know why!”
“Haitians act weird?” I asked her. “Yes boy, you see how they fight!?”
Saphira could thus be a Sint Maartener one day and Haitian the next.
Being one or the other had to do with the day of the year, but also related to
a certain type of behavior that she associated with a specifically stereotypical
performance. Haitians fight, apparently, and they do Voodoo. These shared
stereotypes have made it possible for pupils who have no kinship relation to
a certain island to perform as a Haitian or a Jamaican. When one fights a lot,
someone may behave as a Haitian without having any actual (kinship) ties
to that island. Or when one speaks with a certain kind of slang, one becomes
Jamaican. Instances in which pupils refer to different stereotypes are common.
Pupils then explain their behavior in reference to the stereotypes that they are
familiar with.
calls where I asked someone to hand me a pencil or to explain some song lyrics to me. I explicitly
asked pupils about Sint Maarten and their relation to it, thereby creating a situation in which certain
responses emerged. Gilroy does not explicitly question his own role as caller and/or responder
in The Black Atlantic. He thus does not give explicit leads on how to deal with our own position
within the antiphony. I would argue that the antiphony shares characteristics with the echo-monde
of Glissant and, as I explained in interlude 2, from a Relational approach, the pupils and I were
continuously part of shifting situations in which both asking questions and remaining silent could
allow for learning.
79 Teacher Jones presented a strictly bounded discourse in most of his teachings. We should,
however, not forget that he did move to Sint Maarten to be able to make more money, and made
pragmatic choices concerning the particular school in which he would teach. He too was implicated
by the money tie system.
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One example: Daisy was sitting on a bench in the playground. She told
me she had learned a new word. “I hear it in a Jamaican movie.” “Do you
often watch those?” I asked her. “Yes!” She responded. “Is your family from
Jamaica?” I asked, stubbornly following my own common-sense logic. “No,
I am not Jamaican, but I do behave like one,” she replied, laughing. “What
does that mean?” I questioned her again. “You know!” She laughed and turned
away. I should understand this apparently, because she didn’t tell me anything
else. A little later I decided to ask her again, “What does it mean to behave
Jamaican?” “My father tell me to stop behaving like one, when I being bad. I
shouldn’t behave like one cos I am not one. My parents are both from Haiti
and they came to Sint Maarten to make me. That’s why I can speak French.”
For Daisy’s parents, and maybe also for Daisy, behaving like a Jamaican had
become a synonym for behaving badly. In this sense, anyone could thus
behave ‘Jamaican’.
During my fourteen months of fieldwork I met many pupils who, like
Saphira and Daisy, challenged the logic behind thinking along the order of
nationalities in which one person has only one nationality. This logic may also
allow for someone to have two, but that immediately creates issues because of
the idea that national identity relates to a core self. Having two nationalities
thus creates a split or double identity. On the contrary, these pupils turned
national belonging into a performance that is exchangeable and independent
of birth, kinship or citizenship. They thus unmade the logic of the national
order. Moreover, when they were asked to recount the national order they
were supposed to have learned (they were in the sixth grade, so according to
the curriculum they should know geography), they could not. Or perhaps
more accurately, they did not.
Let us return to the classroom, to that day that the boys had been
airplanes until they were able to order food. Daisy and Dane had sung ‘work,
work, work, work, work’ and teacher Jones decided to continue with his
lesson. He spoke “Ok, well, let’s talk about trade then” and, showing his playful
side, he continued singing, “Trade, trade, trade, trade, trade.”
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To discuss trade, teacher Jones introduced an organization close to his
heart: CARICOM. As a Caribbean trade organization, CARICOM was very
important, he explained. He named some of the countries that were a part
of it and some that were not, starting with the important membership of
Guyana, where the headquarters of this organization were located. Teacher
Jones proudly expressed his ties to the important country of his birth. “With
a passport from a CARICOM country, travel becomes much easier,” teacher
Jones explained. “The Guyanese can travel easily, just like Anguillans.” Teacher
Jones then asked everyone, “What kind of passport do you have?” Emanuel

responded, “Mine is black!” but teacher Jones disagreed, “no it’s blue.” Teacher
Jones was right; Emanuel’s Jamaican passport had a blue cover and not a black
one, which passports in the Dominican Republic and Dominica did have.
David and Dane told me they didn’t have a passport. Did they have papers
from somewhere else, I asked them? They raised their shoulders, signaling: no
idea. And also: not interested.
“But Anguilla is part of Sint Maarten, no? Or is it part of the UK?” Steven
was curious, but teacher Jones ridiculed his question, “I don’t want to embarrass you in front of our visitor [referring to me], so I will let this go” he replied.
He continued explaining how Sint Maarten only had a small and meaningless role to play in CARICOM. “Sint Maarten is just an observing member of
CARICOM. But Cricket may bring them in.” Emanuel disagreed with teacher
Jones, however. “Cricket dumb!” he yelled. Brianna responded, “You are dumb.”
In the meantime, Saphira and Jessica started singing Justin Bieber’s latest song
“What do you mean?”80 But teacher Jones remained focused and, indirectly
responding to Steven’s earlier question, asked, “What are the parts of the Dutch
Antilles?” “Amsterdam!” “Netherlands!” “Suriname!” “Anguilla!” “Dominica!”
“Tobago!” “Venezuela!” The pupils made up the world as they went.
The construction of the world, with stable regions, countries, empires
and trade organizations, seemed irrelevant to these sixth graders. They were
being taught this logic in books and during class, but when asked to refer to
it, they did not remember and showed little interest in it. This order may also
not have been of much consequence to them, as pupils lived in a reality in
which people came and went all the time. Nothing lasted particularly long
and people and attributes from elsewhere were omnipresent. David had had
enough of the geography lesson and started talking to me, asking “Teacher
you coming Carnival?” It was almost time for this month-long event and as
I explained in chapter 2, the festivities mattered to the pupils. Most of them
went to the shows and parades, and the most adventurous ones also went to
the Jump-Ups, including Jouvert morning. I told David that I did plan on
going to Carnival. “Jouvert also teacher?” he continued eagerly. I laughed and
told him that I would try to get up early to be part of this great early morning
Jump-Up. Teacher Jones had heard us and added to our conversation. “I can’t
quarrel,” he said, “it’s in your system. You can’t help it.” David just laughed, but
teacher Jones’ comments lingered in my head as I tried to understand what he
had meant. He seemed to imply that an authentic core pushed David and his
classmates towards certain cultural events. They could not help it that they
liked to be hedonistic, hypersexual and ungodly. This philosophy of core identities causing certain types of behavior clashed with the performance-based
80 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DK_0jXPuIr0 (last visited on 26-04-2018).
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shifting identification of the pupils, however. The pupils’ responses showed
a different understanding of the world and themselves in it. They unmade
the teacher’s logic. This happened not only when the national discourse of
belonging was taught, but also when the national was racialized. Teacher
Jones’ Guyanese racialization of the world did not comply with the nationalist imagination of Sint Maarten discussed in chapter 1. Identifying as Asian,
he remade their hierarchy in his own favor. He did, however, follow its logic
by relating behavior to racial categories, constructing belonging as racialized.
Teacher Jones regularly referred to skin tone and hair. One morning,
when David and I walked into the classroom, he commented that David
should find himself a Caucasian woman because I also looked good next
to him. I tried hard to take this comment as a joke and laughed along with
the rest. Another day, when teacher Jones talked about CARICOM, he also
explicitly taught a racial hierarchy. He had talked to me about it before, and
as he started his lesson I realized that he was going to teach the pupils the
same racist construction of the world that he had explained to me a few days
earlier.81 “There is a big difference between migrants on this island” he began.
“Different groups look after themselves in very different ways, which is why
‘blacks’ are doing so badly.” He started writing on the board:
Asians
Jews
Whites
Latinos
Black
And he continued, “When you put one dollar into these communities, this
dollar will circulate. In an Asian community it will do so for 28 days. That is
when it will come out’. And he wrote:
In		
Asians
1$
Jews
1$
Whites
1$
Latinos
1$
Black
1$
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Time out
28 days
19 days
13 days
7 days
6 hours

81 This teaching is based on a meme that circulates on the Internet: http://truthbetold.
news/2015/12/does-a-dollar-spent-in-the-black-community-really-stay-there-for-only-six-hours/
(last visited 25-04-2018).

“You see,” he explained, “Asians and Jews have better education and better
jobs, because they look after each other better. While the blacks, you know,
they do not take care of themselves and do not do business with one another.”
The pupils wondered about this and laughed out loud. Steven commented:
“I ain’t black sih!” And Carlos added, “Are you racist?” Teacher Jones ignored
these accusations, continuing, “Your money keeps going out!” This prompted
Emanuel to wonder, “where ‘out’ teacher? How?” And David added another
question, “So Asians ain’t black teacher?” Teacher Jones answered, “Some are,
but they are first Asians.” David turned to me and asked, “Do all people have
their own slaves?” I was puzzled by these questions, and will try to answer the
unanswered ones below.
Teacher Jones’ common sense order of the people of the world contained
a very specific racialization. He presented himself as Asian, thus belonging to a
‘we’ that existed on a level far above his pupils. They were part of a ‘them’ that
was ‘black’ and at the bottom of the hierarchy. When we look closely, we can
see that this racial logic is both remade and unmade in the pupils’ responses.
Carlos’ question if the teacher was racist challenges the hierarchy of color, but
does not necessarily challenge the existence of racial groups. He remakes the
discourse.
Steven’s comment, “I ain’t black” shows that the categories used need
to be unmade, and not merely by turning racial categories, like those that are
national, into a performance. In The Black Atlantic: Modernity and Double
Consciousness (2002), Gilroy describes how racial identifications should
be understood as performance-based. He describes a performance-based
belonging according to which ‘blackness’ is no longer tied to ancestry. This
blackness is anti-anti-essentialist and should be seen “as the product of the
social practices that supposedly derive from it” (Gilroy 2002: 102). People’s
performances in sync may then, as Gilroy puts it, produce fleeting sensations
of “unity and sameness [...] in the relationship between improvisation and the
ordered articulation of musical disorder” (ibid.: 105). One can thus perform
as ‘black’ and experience belonging as such, without having the biological
kinship ties that the ‘one-drop rule’ demands.
According to the ‘one drop rule’, Steven falls within the category of Black.
Steven disagreed with this, however. He is not ‘black’. And even though his
performance may allow him to become part of the anti-anti-essential ‘we’ that
Gilroy, based on historical developments calls ‘back’, Steven still claims that
he is not ‘black’. For Gilroy, the category of blackness relates to the history of
struggle, resistance, and unique experiences and expressions, and it must thus
remain. Even though the category is not essentialist, it is performed and exists.
And in order to champion those who fought for the freedom and equality of
those who were termed black, this marker must remain in usage. But Steven
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unmakes this idea(l). He has no wish to be identified as ‘black’ and he himself
prefers to identify his performances as Spanish (meaning Spanish speaking),
‘Jeff ’ (from the Vines Video, who will return below) or ‘Nadrick’ (a game
character from World of Warcraft who will also return below). Steven has
no patience for the racial logic that implies that once your skin has a certain
amount of pigment, you are ‘black’, or for the construction of a category of
blackness based on historically produced performances. In Steven’s world, the
particular difference of color, of being or even behaving ‘black’, does not make
a lasting or defining difference. The shared history of slavery leading to black
unity is resolutely dismissed.
There were two other responses that have the specific function of
unmaking that I want to discuss here. Before I turn to Emanuel’s question of where ‘out’ could be, I first want to give an answer to the question
that David addressed to me: “do all people have their own slaves?” I didn’t
answer it then, and he never asked me again, but the question stayed with
me. Do all people have their own slaves? Maybe. In chapter 1, I presented two
different approaches to the history of slavery. One that divides the people of
Sint Maarten into the ‘nativos’, those who were taken from their homelands
and are often claimed as the black victims of history, and on the other side
those who took, extorted and abused; those who are generally seen as white.
Another approach to history shows how creolization makes an easy distinction between the people who were ‘taken’ and those who ‘took’ impossible,
making the clean categories of perpetrator and innocent, related to phenotype, untenable. This was the approach taken by the lesson plan on slavery
and human rights that I discussed in chapter 1. As I tried to make sense of
David’s question of whether all peoples have their own slaves, I returned to
the idea that all people were descendants of both ‘nativos’ and ‘conquistadores’. Following this reasoning, each and every one of us has our own ‘slave’
and ‘master’ inside of us. These are part of both our individual selves and the
imagined ‘we’ that we may claim belonging to. I understand this is a controversial answer to David’s question, but I honestly think he would have understood.
Secondly, I want to consider Emanuel’s comment. He wondered,
“Where out teacher? How?” He questioned the idea that something, in this
case money, can ‘go out’, that money can leave a certain group. Money can
only leave a certain group if one believes that closed-off groups exist; that
the world is made from separable unities. Money going out depends on an
imagination of the world as being segmented into stable units. By questioning anything being outside, Emanuel echoes Glissant’s understanding of the
world as Relation (2010[1990]). As I have explained before, Glissant imagines
the world as Relation in continuous un/re-making.

Whatever, coming from a tradition, enters into Relation; whatever,
defending a tradition, justifies Relation; whatever having left behind or
refuted every tradition, provides the basis for another full-sense of Relation; whatever, born of Relation, contradicts and embodies it. (Ibid.: 93)
Destructure these facts, declare them void, replace them, reinvent their
music: totality’s imagination is inexhaustible and always, in every form,
wholly legitimate-that is, free of all legitimacy. (Ibid.: 95)
Relation is not totality, because it is that which moves and changes it. Relation is not Being, because Relation is always everything: meaning and being.
Any sense-making effort was, is and remains part of Relation, just as much as
everything that contradicts it. Relation incorporates not only the chaos-monde
that, as I explained in interlude 2, continuously pushes for change, but also the
totalité and the echo-monde. All possible ways of re- and unmaking are part of
the unimaginable that Relation makes possible.

A DQ performance
Do Carlos, Emanuel and Steven walk around wondering about the meaning
and de(con)struction of racialized orders? Not necessarily. Do they always
live in open Relational worlds in which they take responsibility for themselves and others? Also, not necessarily. Like teacher Jones and people in the
nationalist vanguard, they create orders and hierarchies, excluding some
and regularly favoring others. Of course they do. However, unlike those in
charge – who in their particular national discourses aimed to create boun
daries, end the ongoing movement and emphasize shared norms and values
– the responses from this specific group of pupils constantly changed and
challenge what they were offered. As they did they remade the content and
sometimes unmade the underlying logic. They could do a national performance, performances of blackness, and anti-blackness. They performed
these as a challenge the norm, sometimes consciously, often as a result of
their constantly changing realities that did not align with any lasting order.
Not just the teacher’s, but also the order and norms of the school and the
classroom with its specific power structures. In their performances, they also
unmade condensations of the world that have become so common sense
that they appear natural. These include having one nationality, belonging to
a ‘race’, or favoring certain types of knowledge over others. Stuart Hall has
referred to this as ‘popular culture’ which he described as the space in which
all those involved struggle over what is normalized, what is odd and what is
hegemonic (Hall 1996; Storey 2009)
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Out of this struggle, pupils also constructed a way of being together that
was theirs. When I asked them about belonging, they referred to DQ, Dutch
Quarter, as the location in which and to which they belonged. After the pupils
and I had talked about the various islands and the things they could tell me
about Sint Maarten, Santo, Jamaica and Dominica, after they had drawn these
things, I asked them if they felt like they were Sint Maarteners. Or perhaps
Jamaicans, or Haitians? Steven again shouted that they were aliens, all aliens.
We laughed and then Dane told me that it was Dutch Quarter to which they
belonged. Many of the others agreed. I asked them what that was, DQ belonging. Dane shrugged, he couldn’t tell me. Emanuel had an idea, “we bad, teacher,
we ghetto!” This identification of pupils as ‘ghetto’ was not new to me. Teachers
often referred to certain behaviors as ‘ghetto’: the handshakes, the wearing of
‘bling’ and the street language. I also thought of the Bob Marley play that we
had been rehearsing for the Black Heritage Month assembly. While the teacher
emphasized Bob’s official biography and the message of ‘One Love’ the pupils
emphasized other aspects of his legacy. The boys wanted to be in Bob’s gang,
rolling joints from copy paper and pretending to smoke herb while drumming.
The girls focused on his marriage and the singing, but everyone was highly
interested in the multiple sexual relations that Bob had had. In his book Darker
than Blue: on the Moral Economies of Black Atlantic Culture, Gilroy discusses the
changing significance and role of Bob Marley’s legacy and music in different
parts of the world (2010: 100-119). He argues that Marley’s legacy should not
consist solely of one of the two dominant views that exist about this soul rebel,
one reducing him to revolutionary politics and the other to an exotic representation of a racialized group (ibid.: 116). The reductions of the teacher and
the school within black history month showed traces of the first, but the pupils
drew on another imagination. They highlighted the hedonistic, oppositional
aspects of Bob Marley’s legacy. These are of consequence in DQ belonging.
DQ belonging is thus about being part of a neighborhood that is (re)
presented as a ghetto. It is very location specific, and was transposed into the
classroom from the streets in which the pupils walk every day. It does not aim
to include people from other neighborhoods. It is thus not an encompassing
discourse like the official ones I introduced in chapter 1 and 2: pupils from
elsewhere are not necessarily invited to become part of the DQ. Like the metalanguage that Guadeloupe described (2009), DQ-belonging is not normative
and is indifferent to many differences. At times it can include performances of
stereotypical ethnicity, blackness and Christian ideology, while also strongly
refuting these and their underlying logic at other times. DQ-belonging is in
many ways a co-existence created in opposition. Unlike the metalanguage
of Christianity, which makes the world intelligible to all who become able
to speak it, pupils are not busy with any shared metalanguage or a recogni-

tion of shared structures of feelings. They refuse any grand story of origin
and employ the body in ways that challenge any remaining ideal involving a common order of the world, of lasting racialization or an ordering of
human beings dependent on their development through life, from innocent
child to responsible adult. Their practice of translanguaging, which incorporates multiple idioms, accents and sounds, unmakes the “fatal equation” of
language state and nation (Smith in Charalambous et al 2016). It undoes the
Herderian assumption, echoed in the work of Sint Maarten’s own linguist Dr.
Rhoda Arrndell, in which language, mind and national groups are somehow
congruent (Blommaert and Verschueren 1992, Özkirimli 2000, Charalambous et al 2016). Yet within the unmaking, fleeting moments of existing in
sync could be experienced. The following transcription of field recordingsfrom inside the classroom shows one such moment.82
It is still early, but we are in the classroom.83 As we are waiting for the lesson
to begin, David asks me, “Teacher, you have a tattoo?” I answer him in the
negative. “Do you?” I ask him. David laughs, “Yeah, I have Jeff on my leg!”
Steven can do better. “I got ‘Deez’ on my left arm and ‘Nuts’ on my right arm!”
“Deez nuts!” they echo loudly. Joel also chips in, “I want a fat penguin.” Steven
and David are not interested in penguins. The girls are sitting in front of us,
and Saphira turns around to share something. “You know black people sauce
teacher?” I look at her questioningly and ask “what?” “That was on Facebook
teacher. A man went to McDonalds asking for black people sauce cos he didn’t
know what BBQ sauce was called.” The boys are all laughing. Steven jokes,
“That boy is getting his ass whipped!”
David has a Capri-sun drink in his hand and is shaking it. He moans
along and pretends to be jerking off. The fluid is dripping out of the p
 ackage.
David tells us he saw a very sexy picture that Teacher Brown put on F
 acebook.
He moans and quickens his rhythm of shaking the Capri-sun. He starts k issing
the table and then gets up and lies on the floor, moving his hips rhythmically. He is now fantasizing about all the young, good-looking, female teachers: teacher McGuire, teacher Brown and teacher Wynter, while giving us a
very convincing performance. Teacher Jones just looks at him and makes a
comment about David liking orgies. David jumps up and gives him an angry
stare. The class erupts with laughter.
Teacher Jones has to go to the office now and Emanuel, David, Jane,
Jessica and I sit on a table in the back of the classroom. Emanuel tells me he
82 I recorded this day on my recorder and asked the pupils to film and take pictures with my
phone, which allowed me to transcribe this whole fragment and describe movements in detail.
83 This took place on the 20th of May 2016.
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has made up a song. Steven runs up and joins us; he will be co-producing the
song. Emanuel starts rapping, “Yeah, yeah, yeah, he was in Belvedere.” But then
he says “that song bad though.” Steven doesn’t care and reinitiates “yeah, one,
two.” But Emanuel isn’t ready “No not yet.” Which causes Steven to explain to
me that I have to wait. “His name is Jeff,” he adds. “All right, kill you,” Emanuel
re-introduces his rap, “I am an African but I’m not from Japan.” They both
laugh and Steven continues rapping, “In Africa we gotta go, we gotta go. We
see a lion then we kill a goat, kill a goat.”
“Yo, say the hmmm. Say the hmmm.” Emanuel has specific wishes about
the rap and Steven complies, “hmm. Hmmm.” Now Emanuel can continue
rapping, “Sell it, or I kill you. I am an African, but I am not from Germany. But
I go to church. I put my church shoes.” And Steven does his ‘hmmm’. This time
Emanuel is not happy with Steven’s ‘hmmmm’, however. “Yo, you don’t know
how to say the thing good.” Steven agrees, “Hmm, oh, I forgot how to do it.”
Emanuel explains, “You just, every time I say the last word, you say hmmmm.”
Steven responds, “I know nigger.”
Emanuel is ready to start again: “Ok, I kill you, ok. Silence, or I kill you.”
Steven adds “hmmmm!” “I am an African, but I am not from Germany.”
“HHMMMM!!” “When I go to church I put my church shoes.” “HHHMMM!!!
Rumbum!” Brooks adds loudly. Emanuel is not happy with this though “nah,
no, you killing it! You killing it!” They are both laughing out loud. Steven now
takes over, “In Africa, a week ago a week ago. We see a lion, you see a lion,
kill a goat, kill a goat. In Africa bout a week ago, week ago. We see a lion then
we kill a goat, kill a goat.” He then continues improvising, “We want sauce.
We started from the sixth grade. Your mother took me that mate.” While the
boys make up their song, one of the girls comes over. Saphira proposes, “let
me take a pic with you nah.” I am hyped up and respond, “I wanna be in it, I
wanna be in it, I wanna be in it! Saphira, come here!” We are laughing and we
take a photo together. Emanuel and Dane come over to look at the picture.
Emanuel comments, “Teacher’s eyes big!” “Teacher look ug...” Dane teases. So
I dare him, “I look ug, ug, ug?” He takes the bait and tells me “like puta madre”.
David knows why I look bad, apparently. He says, “Steven watching her, that’s
why.” Steven has his own interpretation. “Teacher you look surprised,” he says.
I ignore all of them and tell Saphira, “I think it’s a fantastic picture.” And I
make a gasping sound. Steven makes my gasp part of his song straight away.
“Gasp! In Africa bout a week ago, week ago. We kill a lion and we kill a goat,
kill a goat. I see Tyfor a week ago, week ago.” Emanuel gets enthusiastic about
this new initiative, “Tyfor! Tyfor! Tyfor come.”
Steven walks around the classroom now and starts singing another song:
“Search you, search you, search you.” This is one of the Carnival hits this year,
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sung and performed by King Kembe and McSoHype84. The two artists impersonate police officers who are doing a body search on a sexy young woman.
They sing “Freeze. Bend down. Touch your toes” as they wine in front of her
body. Like the police officers in the video, Steven gyrates his hips and bends
over in order to be searched, while Anna and Saphira are watching and laughing. Emanuel also observes him and comments “look at him playing. All of us
vex and he playing. We all want to fight and he playing.” Victor disagrees, “but
wa all you wanna fight for?” Emanuel claims, “I wanted to fight!” No one else is
interested however, and we laugh. Emanuel thus returns to his song, “Look at
my mother was coming. Look at my mother was going church.” I am curious,
and ask Emanuel if he went church with his mom. “No”, he responds, he was in
Aruba to play soccer. And he wouldn’t have gone anyway. “Fuck that shit!” He
tells me, “I doesn’t go church.” I thus ask him how Aruba was. “Arubans only
want to fight, they like to fight,” he explains. “And I like to fight one, but that
time I remember that my mother say, when I go there, don’t fight. So I just walk
away. I could have fight him and beat up somebody teacher! You laughing?” I
do smile, even though I also feel a little sad. He always seems to want to fight.
But it seems my smile has changed his mind and he returns to singing. He raps
again, “I just wanna be a father! But I know I would break up with the mother!”
Steven and Saphira are looking at the pictures on Emanuel’s phone. I see
a picture of myself on there and exclaim “Hey that’s me!” Emanuel explains,
“That was when we were going beach. Boy don’t look at that nuh, that my
strup.” He gets upset now. I ask, “your what? Your strub?” But Emanuel doesn’t
want to tell me and shouts in a high pitch “Oh you.” So Steven explains “It’s
a mag, a mag, he got a mag now.” Emanuel is not happy with this, “Now shut
up nah!” “What is it?” I ask again. “It’s a Mag,” Steven repeats impatiently. I
get annoyed now, because I do not understand. “I can’t see!” I tell them. And
to Emanuel: “If you don’t want to show me, then do away with the thing.” But
Steven finds it too interesting to let it go. “It’s a magnum 95.” Now it starts to
dawn on me. “Is that you? With a gun?” Emanuel shouts “No!” “Whose gun is
it?” I ask him. “My brother.” “Is it real?” “Yeah!” “Can I see?”
The rest have now lost interest in the gun. My response is no longer interesting. Steven is singing again, “A week ago, a week ago, we see a lion and we kill
a goat, kill a goat. I forget my papers in the hood, in the hood. In Africa bout a
week ago, week ago. We see a lion than we kill a goat kill a goat.” Emanuel has
put the phone away and pitches back in, rapping “I am gonna kill you. I am
an African, but I am not from Japan.” And Steven joins in, “I see Tyfor about a
week ago, week ago. I see a smoking joint with the Pope, with the Pope.” And
they continue freestyling. Emanuel, “A joint is too expensive so I buy a booboo.”
84 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1ftYK894oEY (last visited on 13-04-2018).
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Steven echoes “Booboo.” Emanuel, “When I on the road I do not look booboo.”
And again Steven adds, “Booboo.” Emanuel continues, “When I on the toilet, I
coocoo.” Steven is laughing and echoes again “coocoo! I see Tyfor about a week
ago, week ago. He smoke a joint with my pook with my pook.” Emanuel shows
his appreciation with a “Fuck!”, which encourages Steven to continue. “I freestyle with your mother pook. I see Christina bout a week ago.” Steven continues with the name of another girl, “I see Anna about a week ago.” Steven echoes
again, “Week ago.” Emanuel adds, “Week ago!” Steven: “Christina was with me
and we go, we go. I had no ego, ego.” Emanuel does not agree, “Christina was
with me!” Steven ignores him and continues singing, “Jumping over tables like
an Econ, Econ. I got a girl with Ebola, Ebola.”
Only then does Steven realize what he just sang and tells me “Teacher
I can jump a bunch of tables nuh!” “I know you can jump tables,” I tell him.
But the others challenge him. “Let me see, let me see!” Steven thus slides to the
front of the classroom and puts two tables together. He walks to the back end
of the room, runs towards the tables, puts his hands on top of the first one and
sends his legs through the air over his torso. When he lands on both his feet
he smiles and takes a bow. The other boys are now eager to jump too. I start
to feel uncomfortable, however. Am I not responsible for the pupils’ safety, as
the only adult in this room? So I halfheartedly try to dissuade them from their
game “no guys, that’s a bad idea. You are gonna get hurt.” Paying me no attention, Joel flies over the tables like a bunny: feet first. We all laugh. Everyone in
the room is now occupied with jumping or watching the others jump. I decide
to just let it go and hope for the best.
Carlos is messing with the tables. “Carlos, MOVE!” they shout as they all
want to rearrange the tables. The girls argue that there is more space to fly on
the other side of the room and everyone agrees. Together they move the tables
and put them in a row. Emanuel comments, “Look at all of us, we is Gorillas.
Leave this one, look, there. Right there, let we go. Nobody gonna make it.
I am gonna do handstand on it.” Brianna stands to the side with her phone, “I
am gonna put this on Facebook!” Emanuel jumps and runs up to me. “Look
teacher” he laughs, but then he is angry again, “ma, what happened to this man,
he snitchin?” I don’t know who he is angry with now, but I soon realize he
is still talking about the gun. “That my brother own, nah. Anybody who tell
teacher, I gonna shoot them.” He shouts his threat through the classroom and
then turns to me. He kindly tells me, “I know you won’t tell teacher.”85 I ask, “tell
what?” “That I had a gun.” I watch him as he runs back to the tables and crosses
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85 I have long doubted whether it was ethical to present this here as Emanuel was obviously
convinced that I would keep his secret. I trust that the changing of names has made this event
anonymous enough that I am not breaking his trust.

just before Steven. Everyone is cheering and shouting, especially when Steven
and Emanuel show their skills. They are very strong and flexible. As they are
jumping, however, the tables are slowly moving away from one another. When
Emanuel jumps, he slides backwards and the table lands on his head.
Everyone laughs hard and I cannot help but laugh along with them.
Emanuel is strong and even though he will have a headache later on, he is
laughing along with us now. I give him a hand and ask him if he is ok. “Sure!”
He gets back on his feet and comes over. With a smile in his voice he tells me “I
got hit hard teacher.” “I know, but you can still jump,” I respond. Steven comes
over and shouts “That was mad!” and hits his friend on the back. Dane and
David are still jumping. Emanuel bellows “Oh y’all, what this man just do?”
I look around because I didn’t see anything. But Joel did and he explains, “he
walk on the wall!” I cannot help but laugh but I also see black marks on the
wall that neither the teacher nor the principal will appreciate. So I try once
more to stop them, “look, there are already marks on the wall. We don’t want
that. Carlos, can you see? It’s getting dirty.” But David isn’t stopping. He is
breathing heavily as he shouts to me “teacher look, like that!” And he runs up
against the wall again. “Fix it!” I tell him, but David just laughs and returns to
the tables to jump.
A whisper goes through the classroom: Teacher De Weever is coming!
Tables are being hurriedly put back and pupils start looking for chairs on
which they can sit. Steven sits next to me and excitedly tells me “Did you see?
Every day I getting more acrobatic nuh. Once I am gonna become a hunter,
just like Nadrick, climbing ledges, going up on high spots.” I don’t know what
he means, “Who? Nadrick? Who is that?” I ask him. Steven explains “He is
a game character. He could like climb stuff and do jumps and dodge stuff.”
“Ok, where is he from?” I ask, asking about the specific game he is in. Steven
understands my question differently however, “England I think. I don’t know.
Yeah, England London, over there.” I am confused. Ok. England? A game
character? The place and the character may be equally real or unreal. Maybe.
As classroom order returns Emanuel makes one last remark, “I am gonna get
my brother to shoot all you.” To which Steven adds rapping, “You are right.
Who is mad, who is mad?”
The classroom has quieted down a lot and everyone is sitting down
again. Teacher De Weever walks in. “Morning” I tell her. And Steven echoes
“Morning!” Teacher De Weever responds, “You said morning already Steven.”
“I forget. Sorry” he mocks. She looks at him and dryly states, “Of all the days
you could have chosen, today you choose to wear a pants with a patch on
it?” Steven laughs and replies “All my pants have a patch on it.” And the class
explodes with laughter again.
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DQ as a poetics of conviviality
The poetics of this fleeting moment have stayed with me until today. I will
not try to analyze each separate strand that co-created this moment, as poetics simply does not allow for such reductions and explanations. Glissant
demands we stay with poetry as a cry that expresses something that we share,
a “murmur, cloud or rain or peaceful smoke. We know ourselves as part and
as crowd, in an unknown that does not terrify. We cry our cry of poetry. Our
boats are open, and we sail them for everyone” (2010[1990]: 9). Poetry refuses
a common departmentalization in order to understand. Instead, let me delve
into these poetics and play with the lessons that emerged in unison.
What stands out is that the order from the start of the day, the start that
the teacher favors, is entirely disrupted. The tables and even the walls of the
classroom cannot remain as they were. What happened followed the antiphonic structure showing the important source that music and film provide, not
only as content, but also as underlying logic. Different songs and song-structures are mobilized in DQ belonging: I recognized traces of performances
from the artists Rihanna, Justin Bieber, King Kembe, and McSoHype, and
the song improvised by the boys shows intimate knowledge of the construction of these different types of music. We heard ‘My name is Jeff ’ and ‘Deez
Nuts’ which come from different Vines videos86 that are parodies of other
(Hollywood) movies, mixed with home videos. ‘Nadrick’ and ‘Econ’ are both
characters from World of Warcraft, a popular online role-playing game. I do
not know if these singers or authors, or the sources of these expressions of
popular culture derive from are actually known and/or of consequence to the
performances. I believe I was presented with imitations or replays of songs
and performances in which the sources do not matter. Just as in the music
styles that these pupils liked to listen to, different sounds and sentences can be
mixed together, repeated, altered, added to and taken away from one another
(cf. Gilroy 2010, 2002; Hall 1996, Small 2011). These expressions have become
part of the everyday life and material reality of the sixth grade pupils at MLK
and emerged as part of their DQ performance. Pupils are not mimicking
rappers form the United States or soca artists from Sint Maarten. They are
enacting DQ and this performance does not care about the origin of the practices used. Unlike Gilroy (2002), who traces the echoes of the Black Atlantic
back to the Jubilee singers who travelled the Transatlantic route to perform
spirituals in European music halls (ibid.: 88-89), DQ belonging refutes the
notion of original sources. In a similar way, Gilroy emphasizes that the echoes
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86 https://vine.co/ is a video app that allows anyone to create short films from all kinds of online
material. The old videos are all still available on the website but users have not been able to generate
new videos with the app since 2017.

and responses are of consequence, although he does not wish to give up the
‘black’ source. He writes:
Apart from anything else, the globalization of vernacular forms means
that our understanding of antiphony will have to change. The calls and
responses no longer converge in the tidy patterns of secret, ethnically
encoded dialogue. The original call is becoming harder to locate. If we
privilege it over the subsequent sounds that compete with one another
to make the most appropriate reply, we will have to remember that these
communicative gestures are not expressive of an essence that exists
outside of the acts which perform them and thereby transmit the structures of racial feeling to wider, as yet uncharted, worlds. (Gilroy 2002:
110)
Gilroy remains ambivalent in relation to the usefulness of the term ‘black’
and the particularity of racialized origins. In his later work he does show how
the move into modernity, forced by capitalism and the creation of the (new)
world, set into motion multidirectional antiphonic belonging. In Darker than
Blue: On the Moral Economies of Black Atlantic Culture, Gilroy describes the
rise of ‘black’ consumerism and the way racialization intersects with class
and status (2010). But Gilroy’s Black Atlantic belonging always ties the ‘black
consumer’ to a particular history, understanding the wish for a ‘cool car’ based
on the history of slavery, whereas pupils performing DQ have no direct interest in the past as a source for common ground, nor as an explanation of the
current situation. They do not use a particular writing of the past as an explanation for today’s co-existence.
One belongs to DQ when one performs DQ, regardless of one’s skin
tone, capacity to speak one shared language or shared history. By jumping
high, doing a good backflip, a proper handshake or by knowing how to wine
(move one’s hips), by creatively improvising raps, knowing the lyrics to the
songs that matter and adding the right sounds at the end of sentences. By
being able to make jokes: about ‘black’ people sauce, about sexual harassment,
about the people from different islands, while you also show that – at the
same time – you are not black, gay, Haitian or Jamaican. All this, even though
you may also perform as Jamaican and Haitian, identify as ‘black’ at times or
fantasize about all kinds of sexual relations.
The question then arises whether this temporary, performance-based
performance that is construed mostly in opposition (to the teacher, to parents,
to me, to the norm) can actually be considered ‘belonging’? What was belonging again? I started the introduction of this book with an explanation of my
understanding of this confusing term. I explained that ‘to belong’ commonly
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implies a sense of feeling safe and ‘at home’. It thus refers to an affective notion
of being in the world (Antonsich 2010, Hedetoft and Hjort 2002, Yuval-Davis
2006). But I also argued that belonging is never just that. This first sense of
belonging always exists together with an active politics that aims to create a
distinction between those who do and those who don’t belong. These two
senses are equiprimordial and always relate to one another. The discourses of
belonging mobilized in chapter 1 and 2 were examples of the most common
ones, which create frames of ‘us’ and ‘them’.
The performance of DQ does not fit this definition of belonging. No
stable boundaries between ‘us’ and ‘them’ are mobilized, and the moment
described does not conform to normative ideas of safety and feelings of
being at home. In the introduction, I also posed the important question of
whether ‘belonging’ is a universal human given, if all human beings indeed
look for a safe place to call home, and if they perform a related politics to
define the group to which one belongs, or wishes to belong. These pupils
do refer to the material reality of Dutch Quarter as their home, a place with
which they have a (sometimes affective) relation. This being at home is not
necessarily shared with others, however, nor assigned to a specific group. My
understanding of DQ performance does not fit easily with the idea of belonging and aligns better with Gilroy’s notion of conviviality, a term that refers to
“the processes of cohabitation and interaction that have made multiculture
an ordinary feature of social life in Britain’s urban areas and in post-colonial
cities elsewhere” (2006: xi). In DQ, the multiplicity of differences between
people has constructed a way of being together in which none of these differences necessarily matter. DQ conviviality knows fleeting moments of ‘being
in sync’ with others. When the pupils jumped, joked and sang, they worked
together and helped each other. They seemed to feel ‘at home’, despite or
perhaps because of the behavior that, to me, often seemed violent and hypersexualized. In this sense it is very much unlike the ideal ways of being in the
classroom, which makes the moments the pupils brought their ‘home’ into the
classroom, rather special. School usually forced pupils to behave in an orderly,
self-contained fashion. The performance of DQ was unlike the discourses I
discussed in chapter 1 and 2 that created lasting ideals of ‘we’. Momentarily
being in sync did not lead to the formulation of a politics of belonging, no
foundations were laid for a lasting unity amongst a defined and imagined ‘we’.
DQ conviviality, as non-normative and volatile, was most fundamentally constructed in opposition. Throughout the pupils’ performances, they
questioned the re-emerging orders and norms in ways that were unpredictable. To do this, the pupils drew on all the sources that were available to
them on this open island that has been shaped by the ongoing movements
of peoples, goods and ideas since time memorial. They did so within a frac-

tured school system that allowed for many different teachers, methods and
discourses of belonging to be taught. They also did so in a thoroughly interconnected and creolized (region of the) world. Their performances contained
traces of national discourses and were structured on the call and response
of so-called African-American Christianity. Traces of all this showed in new
and unpredictable combinations. The sixth grade pupils thus constructed
an echo-monde based on the open embodied practice of musicking. With its
antiphonic structure of call and response, new voices and practices can reply,
become calls, and steer the entire echo-monde into new territories.
DQ conviviality thus becomes a confirmation of and demand for opacity. Glissant explains that opacity deals with the question of difference but
extends the notion in order to overcome the modernist move towards transparency. Glissant proposes that we “Agree not merely to the right to difference but, carrying this further, agree also to the right to opacity that is not
enclosure within an impenetrable autarchy but subsistence within an irreducible singularity. ... It would be the real foundation of Relation, in freedoms” (2010[1990]: 190). The pupils, as they perform DQ as poetics, disavow
predictable, teachable orders, identities and futures. Their conviviality
demands opacity to perform freedom in Relation. This does not mean that
everyone lives happily together, but that the emergent convergences remain
unpredictable and may lead us into (un)imaginable futures.
In this chapter I have shown how the sixth graders’ performances created a
form of belonging that is not actually that. Their multilinguistic, sounded
and ghetto-styled performances showed a conviviality of living with multiple
differences in a continuously changing world. This differs from the discourses
of belonging in which specific ideas of language, history and body discipline
were used to create normative, encompassing and lasting boundaries around
a certain group of people. Yet in their embodied and sounded contestations,
the pupils did show knowledge of the existing discourses and a capacity to
respond to them. They had, through their educational journey, gone along
with some of the elites’ imaginations and learned how to reply. In the next
chapter I will show how, within the same school, in another classroom, with
another teacher and different pupils, imaginations of unknown galaxies
emerged that seemed to be even less inspired by lasting imagined communities, whether as a nation or a Kingdom of God.
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chapter 4

Playful imaginations and
familiarity in the third grade

In this chapter I introduce the playful imaginations of the thirteen third graders (nine to eleven years old) in teacher Philips’ class at Martin Luther King Jr.
primary school (MLK). As I discussed in the interlude, education as the reproduction of an imagination of the nation requires teacher control. The teacher’s lesson must be able to draw pupils’ attention, and the teacher must be able
to exercise a certain measure of control over pupils’ imagination. Through
recounting how I worked and played with the pupils in this classroom, I will
show how these basic requirements for the factory model of education to
function were obviously not met in practice. But unlike my experiences in the
sixth grade, where I recognized moments of contestation that showed pupils’
knowledge of existing imaginations of belonging, the ongoing play in this
classroom eclipsed the re- and/or unmaking of elite discourse.
I developed and conducted several lessons, experiments so to speak,
to engage the pupil’s imagination. In conducting these, I learned that the
national imaginations of those in charge were of very little consequence. The
imagination of the nation, which Anderson (2003 [1983]) described as being
fundamental to its condensation as a primary form of belonging, did not
matter to the pupils. Instead, the pupils employed alternatives that included
cartoons, real life animals and otherworldly galaxies. Those imaginations
continuously fueled all kinds of play, which grounded their co-existence. To
theorize play and explain its processual functions, I will use the work of pediatrician and psychoanalyst David Winnicot, who offers an understanding of
play as the ongoing practice of relating the known (what is already part of our
extended self) to the unknown (2005 [1971]). One important feature of this
understanding of play is that this mode of being together does not require an
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agreement on shared meaning of objects and co-players. The emphasis is on
the relation, which makes this work very suitable to a Relational and transactional approach (as discussed in interlude 2).
Most pupils across the globe play in some way. However, our play is
fueled by particular imaginations and material realities. I will argue that the
reality of movement – both historical, related to loss and fragmentation, and
the current movement related to the influx of tourism – create fertile ground
for the blossoming of a playful conviviality that is also shared by the parents
and caretakers who live in Dutch Quarter and work in the tourist industry. To
relate the reality of the pupils, to the island imagined as a tourist playground,
I will describe two journeys I undertook with the pupils. The first was with
Hope and Shanella, who demonstrated how play allowed them (and me) to
become familiar with different ways of ‘doing’ Sint Maarten. The second journey that I will describe was with several pupils from the fifth and sixth grade.
They too played, becoming familiar with the island as tourists, thus showing
the importance of the shared capacity of drawing attention, becoming familiar and changing, which were all processes that I observed in the third grade
classroom.

Classroom attention in reverse
In order to make a national or Christian belonging take root – for the successful transmission of an imagined Sint Maartener – pupils have to pay attention
to that ideal. This requires a certain economy of attention. Also, pupils must
work hard to better understand the teachers’ lessons while s/he in return gives
the pupils the knowledge and skills necessary to live and work happily within
that (imagined) community of equals. Yet as I spent time with the third graders at Martin Luther King Junior Primary School, I started to see how the
pupils did indeed work hard, but that they often did so for different reasons.
I walked down past the canteen and playground, then turned right to reach the
classroom of teacher Philips and her thirteen pupils (aged nine to eleven).87 As
usual, the door was closed to keep the mosquitos out, which had little effect,
as the windows were always open. I opened the door and walked in. Teacher
Philips was behind her desk at the far end of the room and some pupils were
already sitting at their desks and playing with one another. Julius noticed
me first and ran towards the door. “Teacher Jodi!” he exclaimed and Hope,
Emanuela and Michael also came and gave me a big group hug. “Come sit
by me teacher,” Hope declared, as she cleared the table next to her. “Is no one
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87 This took place on the 11th of January 2016.

sitting there?” I asked. “No!” she responded and teacher Philips nodded as she
told me “They always happy to see you juffrouw. Hoe gaat het?” “Heel goed,” I
answered her in Dutch. Teacher Philips knew a few words of Dutch and often
used them to wish me good morning and ask me how I was. I knew that that
was the limit of her knowledge of Dutch however, so I switched to English to
comment on the new setup of the classroom. Even though the corners, the
blackboard and the desk of the teacher always stayed in the same position, she
often changed the table groups. She had now set up the class into two large
groups with six or seven pupils each. This had not been the case when I first
entered this classroom a month earlier. Then I had not received the hugs that
I did now.
I had spent my first day in this classroom in the beginning of December. My car had broken down and I had taken a bus to reach the school. I
never knew how long I would have to wait for the minibus to Dutch Quarter;
there was no timetable and the DQ was not a popular route during the mornings, so I always left early. That morning I was lucky however, and I arrived
in school at a few minutes past seven. The adjunct principal Mrs. Pantophlet
greeted me and we chatted for a while before I continued down the stairs. I
entered teacher Philips’ class carefully. I had met her a couple of times and
the pupils had seen me during their music lesson a few weeks earlier, but I
had not yet been present in their classroom. Teacher Philips, a young woman
who was enjoying her first year of teaching, invited me in and told me to sit
where I wanted. She had been born and raised on the island and had gone
to the University of St. Martin to get her teaching degree. Her excitement
about being a teacher was contagious. She was sitting behind her desk while
those pupils who were already present were seated in four table groups. They
were eating from blue cardboard boxes that contained different breakfast
items. The teacher explained that these were breakfast boxes that the airport
supplied for pupils from poorer families. There were seven such boxes in this
classroom, which meant that seven out of the thirteen pupils were probably
not provided with breakfast at home. I sat down at one of the two tables in the
back, which made up the art corner, and wrote a few lines in my notebook. I
soon had to put it away though, as we had to stand, close our eyes and clasp
our hands in order to pray ‘Our Father.’ Then we sat and started with science.
Unlike in the other classrooms I had been in, there was no religious teaching, just prayer. Unlike teacher Jones, Teacher Philips had no strong ties to a
particular teaching of Christian belonging.
After the morning rituals, the pupils began to silently copy words from
the blackboard into their notebooks. Some walked over to the teacher to get
a pencil and then got to work. I watched them while listening to the sounds
coming from the outside. Pupils from the other classes seemed to make much
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more noise and walked past regularly. Soon, those inside had also started to
produce more noise. As soon as they finished the assignment they got up and
stood in line next to the teacher’s desk to receive a stamp. There seemed to be
a competition going on for the pupils to get their work done first, then stand
in line and show teacher Philips how well they worked. They were very eager
to perform these duties that they, like their teacher, called work. It gave them
the opportunity to perform better than others and to then be ‘paid’ for their
good work with attention and praise. The messages in the schoolwork seemed
much less interesting than the opportunity that the work provided to claim
attention from the teacher.
As I spent more time in this classroom I learned that their eagerness to
perform work mostly related to a yearning to receive attention, to be noticed.
Many days consisted of lessons such as this one. The pupils sat at their tables
and opened their notebooks. The teacher explained the exercise clearly: “First
we will all write the questions, and then you can answer them by yourself.”
She read the first science/math/language/social studies question out loud and
everyone had to write it down. Michael was usually first and asked “Teacher,
teacher, what is question number two, I already write number one.” Some
of the others were not finished writing question one, however, and asked
the teacher to read it again. She then told Michael to wait and told the other
pupils, “Ask your group before you ask me.” As the pupils at the other table
tried to help one another, Michael turned to me, “I wish there was a hundred
questions!” he said. He stuck out his tongue in concentration and wrote the
same question again while he was standing at his table. As he waited for the
next question to be read out by the teacher he sang, “I really like to work,
work, work, work, work.”88
When all the questions had been written down, the pupils started writing the answers. Many of them went over to the teacher to have her check
what they had written. Julius, for example, walked over to the teacher to show
her what he had done every time he had written a sentence, “Look teacher,
like this?” And a few minutes later: “Teacher, look, I do well?” The first few
times teacher Philips told him that he did great, but after several such interactions, she looked at him agitatedly and decided “You cannot sit still... Go
share out the phonics books.” He eagerly went over to the cupboard to help his
teacher. He was done quickly though, and sat down with Michael again, who
was drumming on the table with his pencil. Julius was annoyed immediately.
“Stop drumming!” he complained, but Michael continued. Even after teacher
Philips walked past and took his pencil, he continued drumming with his fists.
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88 Like the sixth graders, these pupils loved singing Rihanna; the meaning of the song changed,
however.

Julius gave him some angry stares but Michael only stopped to tell Rachel,
who was playing with her sharpener, to be quiet and do her work.
At first I was happily surprised by the hard work done by the pupils in
this classroom. Most of them were eager to do the tasks at hand and eager
to do them well. However, the more time I spent with them, the more I
wondered about the actual attention they were paying to the teacher’s lesson.
Attention wasn’t necessarily paid to the words of the teacher, as the work
functioned mainly as a vehicle of gaining attention. Doing work could be
easily exchanged for that valuable resource. The economy of attention that
I became part of in this classroom was one in which the exchange of knowledge and skills for serious attention towards the teacher was reversed. And this
reversal was stimulated by teacher Philips’ attempt to teach a sense of shared
responsibility and stimulate cooperation. She would tell the pupils to work
together and learn from each other, and she dedicated responsibility for these
processes to the pupils themselves. In the example above she told pupils to ask
one another for a repetition of the sentence, and Michael correcting Rachel is
a result of this approach. Teacher Philips had assigned tasks to each pupil and
often reminded them of these. Each table had a group leader who was responsible for the behavior of the pupils in their group. Others were responsible for
books, cleaning tables, closing windows or distributing food. However, besides
giving pupils some sense of responsibility towards the rest of the group, this
measure also made everyone feel as if they were entitled to comment on the
others. Often, when teacher Philips asked for pupils to work quietly, all the
group leaders (and some others) would echo her demand for silence, thus
producing a cacophony of noise. Pupils would tell each other to work harder,
write neater or faster, which usually proved to be counterproductive (from
the perspective of them absorbing the material the teacher offered them). Yet
from the perspective of gaining more attention, this echoing provided exactly
that which was longed for. Not only from the peers, as teacher Philips would
also interfere, giving the attention that was so highly valued.89
In addition, the hierarchy that the assigned responsibilities produced
inside the classroom was regularly scrutinized and discussed, which again
detracted from the attention paid to the content of the lessons. During the
morning in January with which I started this chapter, Michael had been
playing with a toy skateboard, which he sent flying over the table and over
our heads. Julius warned the teacher “He is group leader and he is playing.”
89 I cannot state with certainty why these pupils yearned to be noticed by their teacher. Was it
a universal human need to want to be seen and heard? Did their parents or caretakers, who often
worked long hours, have little attention for their offspring? I think the answer is more complicated
and location specific. As I will show below, the need to be seen relates to the main business on the
island – tourism – in which being noticed by tourists was often the first step towards making money.
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Teacher Philips agreed with Julius and told Michael, “You are a role model so
show how children should behave!” Julius saw a chance to change the hierarchy and told the teacher, “Teacher Jodi should be our group leader.” I did not
think that would be such a good idea and explained that I thought Michael
was doing a great job. Julius disagreed, “No, he behave badly yesterday!”
Michael, ready to defend his position, chose an easy victim and told Mary,
who was always dreaming and singing, “Shhttt, be quiet!” Jenny, always eager
to interfere and comment on what was happening, added “You see what Julius
is doing to the table already?” She sucked in loudly through her teeth to show
her contempt. I gathered that the repositioning into only two table groups,
which had taken place just the day before, was causing some friction. Teacher
Philips remarked, “Yesterday they were complaining all the time. “About
what?” I asked. “Everything!” she sighed. Michael, returning to his task, began
pushing a pencil into Julius’ back to make him sit. “Stop pricking!” the latter
complained. But Michael wasn’t ready to do so. “Stop dancing,” he echoed.
Julius turned, “Teacher, he pricking me!” “Today’s goal will be no complaining!” teacher Philips remarked sharply. When it remained silent, she added a
“Thank you.” The teacher had given attention and received silence in return.
Teaching responsibility to one another often led to discussions and
complaints, which the teacher then had to pay attention to. The wish to get
attention caused pupils to do their work in certain ways, but it also made them
move around; pupils would stand up to read or write. They moved towards the
teacher to ask for approval, to get a hug or an answer. They often also paid attention to each other: They moved to another table or chair to read with a friend,
comment on someone’s behavior or play with them. Sometimes it was the heat,
or the mosquitos or some smell that made them move. These movements were
in many ways related to the tasks at hand and facilitated the ‘working’ endeavor,
but the ongoing movement did not produce the ideal situation for the straightforward transmission of any lesson. This often caused teacher Philips to sigh
and grumble: could they not leave each other alone for a bit and do the work?
This reversal of attention was not the only challenge to an easy reproduction of
imagined belonging. The pupils’ playful imaginations also problematized the
possibility of sharing one standard imagination of the nation.

“Will you be the ice-cream truck” – movement and playful
imaginations
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In order for a shared dream of the national Sint Maarten to take hold of the
imagination of the pupils, teachers needed to gain some measure of control
over the physical movement of their pupils and become the focus of their
attention. They also needed to influence the pupils’ imaginations. Theirs,

however, was very different from the imagination of the teacher and the elites
that I described in chapter 1. So, while certain parts of the material that the
teacher used may have easily been judged as ‘foreign’ to those who dreamed
the nationalist dream, that material could easily become part of the pupils’
playful lifeworlds. For them, the condensations of the nation – passports, citizens and residents – seemed more alien than certain cartoon characters. I will
explain.
Teacher Philips was ready to start with a natural sciences lesson.90 She used a
large book, made in the United States, to show beautiful pictures that related
to the lesson about habitats that she was teaching. To see better, the pupils had
taken their chairs and gathered around the book. Julius was sleeping on the
teacher’s knee while Loyd and Damian were lying on their backs on the floor.
Mary lay on her belly and studied the pictures in the book. “The alligator and
the crocodile live in the water, while the prairie dog lives under the ground.”
Teacher explained. She turned the page and we saw more animals in another
part of the world. The pupils all started talking about what they saw and left
their chairs to point at the different animals. The most interesting seemed to
be a brown one in the middle. “What is that?” Teacher Philips asked. Michael
thought it was a squirrel and I added “a chipmunk.” “It’s Alvin!” they realized
and everyone started talking about the movie Alvin and the Chipmunks.91
“Remember how Alvin...? You know he could fly?” “Ok, ok, we all know,”
the teacher hushed them while turning to the next page. The animals on this
page, just like Alvin from the chipmunks, slept through winter. Teacher asked
Michael, “What is that deep sleep called?” He put on his thinking face and put
his fingers on his chin, but he couldn’t find the word the teacher was looking
for. Teacher Philips helped him: “Hi...Hi... Hiber...” Louisa knew, “Hibernation!” Indeed. “Do you remember Sandy in SpongeBob?” teacher asked. “She
eats so much and then she sleeps.” Michael and Jenny knew it. “Yes!” they
grinned and gave each other a high five.
We continued by talking about the four seasons. The book showed
pictures of autumn in the United States, with trees changing color and losing
their leaves, and the book talked about these seasons as a universal process.
I asked if trees on Sint Maarten also changed color. “No” some pupils told
me, while others added “Sometimes a little.” I then asked when it would get
cold here, as the book told us that it would get cold and snow would fall in
winter. They considered the question and decided that their winter was hurri90 This took place on the 11th of January 2016.
91 The Alvin and the chipmunks that the pupils refer to are characters that feature in several
movies and a television series. They are based on the animated musical group that began in the
United States in the 1960s.
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Figure 1 and 2: drawing summer

Figure 3 and 4: drawing fall.
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cane season. I smiled and teacher Philips asked the material managers to share
out the art books so that everyone could start making four drawings, one for
each season. But the pupils weren’t exactly sure what to do, “What could you
draw for summer?” Hope wondered. Together they came up with “beach,”
“Anguilla,” “Santo Domingo,” “hotel!”
“Ok,” teacher Philips told them, as she drew a palm tree and a sun on
the board, “You can draw what you do in summer if you want.” This seemed
enough incentive for all of them to get to work. Even though the summer and
autumn that the book spoke of was not part of their direct surroundings, they
could work with the ideas. “After summer, do fall” teacher instructed, “we do
two today.” “I can do four today,” Julius boasted and leaned over his art book.
The pupils drew beaches and palm trees and continued with fall, for which
they drew the same palm trees that now lost their leaves, or with leaves that
turned red. It had taken them some time to relate the lesson about the four
seasons to their own lifeworld, but after the teacher had given extra explanations and drawn an example, the pupils were able to relate the material to
their own reality.
Reflecting on these drawings, I was reminded of the anger I had encountered
in some of the interviews I conducted with policymakers and teachers on Sint

Maarten. They had commented on the mismatch between the pupils’ reality
and the teaching material, believing that it hampered learning. Indeed, why
would these pupils have to learn about the four seasons as part of their lived
reality when these seasons did not exist as such on the island? However, the
longer I spent with these pupils and played with these thoughts, the more I
realized that this material was no more ‘foreign’ to them than the social studies
material that teacher Philips used, which I presented one lesson of in chapter
1. That material had introduced the pupils to a specific Sint Maarten, related
to citizenship and passports, which had caused many questions and worries.
Moreover, why did I not consider the examples from the cartoons that the
teacher used as alien? They too came from elsewhere and presented a lifeworld
very different from that which I was able to perceive on the island.
How indeed did the imagination of the nation differ from any other
type of imagination? The imagined community that Anderson speaks of, that
which the elites in favor of a nationalist Sint Maarten simplified to fit their
own projects, came into existence through imagination. This imagination,
which is the capacity to think things that are not directly perceived, had been
fueled by several cultural processes, such as shared newspapers and shared
trajectories of migration, which were related to schooling or work (Anderson
2003 [1983]). The imagination of the nation as an equal brotherhood only
then materialized through boundary-making processes and borders, passports, state schools and curricula, museums, maps and so forth. These have
given the nation a thoroughly self-evident nature that makes it hard for many
of us (at least those raised in the West) to imagine other ways of simultaneously ordering the world. But Anderson showed that there were many other
ways of imagining belonging to the nation and, as I mentioned, ethnographic
work has shown that people today also imagine belonging in ways unrelated
to the nation (e.g. Besson and Olwig 2005, Bonilla 2013, Feld 2012, Gilroy
2002, Youkhana 2015).
It is our imagination that allows us to create things that are not yet
within our world. In the realm of our imagination we can combine, add
and remove at will. Caribbean scholars have argued that the history of the
region and its people, experiencing dehumanization, loss, and disruption, has
allowed for people to imagine more creatively. Authors such as Walcott (1998),
Harris (2008) and Trouillot (2002, 1992) wrote in ways that were faithful to
the idea of bricolages: instead of using abstract scientific descriptions, they
opted for fragmented images, a poetics that emphasizes the scars and seams
and tells stories of the scattered archipelago. Among these was Glissant, who
opened his famous Poetics of Relation (2010 [1990]) with the image of the
slave ship. This serves as a reminder of a shared history of violence and loss
and echoes Walcott’s description of Caribbean people who know about ‘noth-
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ing’ (Walcott 1998, 1974). But these authors also all emphasized the potential
for new things to be imagined from this ‘nothing’. As I have demonstrated, the
pupils also showed the potential to connect all types of worlds within their
imagination, which fuelled their extensive and creative play.

Play
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That very first day, when I had sat at the back of the classroom, one girl in
the library (I didn’t yet know her name) had asked me to help her make a
puzzle, “You wanna play with me?” she asked. I had liked that idea and so we
lay down in the library corner, with three others who joined us. “Let’s work
together,” one of them remarked.” “But we do this one already” another
responded, “Let’s try the new fish puzzle!” one of the boys proposed, but his
friend thought “That one hard no?” We still decided to attempt the fish puzzle
and proved to be successful. Together we put the last piece in. We laughed
and the pupils called teacher Philips. “Teacher, we make it!” they showed her
proudly. I walked to the corner where I left my bag and got out my notebook. I
noted that we had just played and tried to remember the conversation we had.
I made a particular note about play. I felt that through playing, I had already
been able to enter into the group.
Over the next few months, I spent more time playing in the library,
making the same puzzles, laying around chatting, and I thus learned (about)
the play that always went on. Time and again I was surprised about how play
could turn the things I knew into something new. For example, the puzzles
that were in the library could be made as puzzles, but the pieces could also
function as crisps or as building blocks or as money. And the books could be
books, but they could also be boats, or papers, or they could be sat on and
interacted with without them being anything I recognized. Other materials also entered the library. One day the pupils took their sharpeners, turned
them into battleships and flew through galaxies that I could not perceive.
Another day they turned the library into a school that I could easily recognize,
as the books were used ‘as if ’ they were books. The pretend drumming and
singing they did another morning was harder to recognize, however. I only
learned what they were playing when an older pupil explained it to me: they
were playing church.
At other times I played in the art corner, where I usually found Mary and
Rachel, who could spend the entire day drawing flowers or princesses, figures
I recognized and praised them for. At other times pupils would cut and glue
papers, then draw, and cut further. Teacher Philips and I often thought this was
a waste of material, as we could not recognize what they were making. Reflecting on it afterwards, I realized that those who were making these artworks were

as much occupied by creative play as those in any other corner, and it was not
odd that they did not understand the differentiation that the teacher and I made
between drawing Cinderella and the unrecognizable art. The third corner, the
one with the blocks and colorful frogs, seemed to be the favorite of many pupils.
These blocks, like the sharpeners, could become many things. They could
simply be the building blocks for the houses of imaginary families, or spiders
or traps for grasshoppers (that could be fired away with elastic bands). They
could also be animals, cars and airplanes that travelled through different worlds
and galaxies. Or they could become human beings. One afternoon I sat playing
with Mary, who had put the blocks on the table. She was making human figures
out of them, and making them move and talk. Michael had borrowed a hand
puppet from kindergarten and the two of them were having a conversation
together. I was not paying attention to their game, but they wanted to involve
me. “Will you be the ice-cream truck?” they asked me. After a brief moment to
consider how that could be achieved, I simulated a bell and while ‘ringing’, I
became part of another game that I did not fully understand.
The corners I described above were material places inside the classroom
that pupils could turn into a church, a school, a foreign galaxy, an ice-cream
parlor or any other place they imagined. But other corners emerged that were
unrelated to a material reality, for example ‘teacher-corner’. This corner materialized one morning at the end of January. Teacher Philips had to take one of
the pupils to the pool where he had to swim for his diploma. She left me in
charge of the pupils who had to do a language assignment. When they finished
they could go and play in one of the corners. When Michael finished first he
came to me and told me he wanted to be in teacher corner. When I admitted
to him that I did not know what or where that was, he explained, “That’s here
with you teacher.” He smiled as he sat on my lap. As soon as he had decided on
the existence of this corner, Hope and Mary decided that they too wanted to
be in teacher corner. I was hesitant, but let them play as they wanted. Because I
was sitting behind the computer, I was able to play some music from YouTube.
Everyone wanted to be in my corner now, as it meant singing and dancing. I
put on ‘let it go’92 one of the famous songs from the Disney film Frozen, which
I believed was suitable for school. But Michael told me to put on “nae,” referring to the hip-hop dance song ‘watch me’93 that was going viral. And when
that was finished the others told me “Teacher, put fast and furious!”94 I played
them all and turned up the volume. All but a few pupils stood in front of the
board shaking their arms and legs, wiggling their tailbones while I sat back and
92 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L0MK7qz13bU (last visited on 27-08-2018).
93 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vjW8wmF5VWc (last visited on 27-08-2018).
94 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RgKAFK5djSk (last visited on 27-08-2018).
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relaxed. What a joy to watch them dance together, I thought. But that sense of
relaxation quickly passed and made way for a sense of guilt; was I disturbing
others? Was I allowed to play music in school? Were these songs appropriate?
What if someone walked past? I closed the door, turned down the volume, and
encouraged all of them to go and play in one of the ‘real’ corners, to which
they objected. Luckily the bell rang and the playground called them.
During breaks (and before and after classes), the outside playground
provided a place where different games and types of play could emerge. It was
a slab of cement a little bigger than a basketball field in between the second
and third row of classrooms. There was no construction of any sort to play
on, nor was it covered. Sun, wind, rain, birds and insects were free to join in
the play that took place. Most commonly the pupils ran around, chasing one
another, a stick, a ball or a sound/image (I often could not tell). Some days we
played clapping games and sang songs or I turned a rope so that they could
skip with it. Sometimes the pupils persuaded the gym teacher to provide them
with a ball, sometimes two, with which they played soccer, a very popular
game. There were no goals, but between the door of the canteen and the first
stairs towards the office, a space of two meters easily became one. There was
no such space on the other side of the square, so they played one way only.
When there were two balls, there were two games going on, with two goalies
in the same goal. It was impossible for me to make out who was in what team,
if teams even existed, but the games continued without problems. Sometimes
someone would fall or a fight would break out, but teachers tended to leave
pupils to sort this out by themselves. “They not my pupils,” teacher Philips
would tell me. I felt bad, but also realized soon enough that interfering could
mean trouble. In the beginning, pupils were not impressed by my presence
and continued fighting. Later, when they realized I cared, they would come
to me with all types of stories and complaints. Sometimes they brought real
issues, but I also realized that their stories were easily blown out of proportion
to get attention. If I then reprimanded someone on their behalf, I would be
drawn into the fight and the issues could easily become more complicated.
Low bushes surrounded the playground and provided the perfect habitat to look for spiders, grasshoppers and other insects. But they also provided
a place away from teacher supervision where fights were regularly continued
and where sticks and stones were readily available to finish a disagreement
physically. This was something that happened almost every day, and as fights
were hardly ever resolved, they continued for long periods of time. As I show
below, these fights could start on the soccer field in Belvedere or on the streets
after school and enter the school premises afterwards. From the playground,
they would also enter the classroom. This happened more regularly in sixth
grade, but the third graders also knew how to use their fists. The low bushes

also provided a space where boys and girls started (or continued) their sexual
discoveries. Several teachers told me that in those bushes, and also in the washrooms, pupils as young as seven or eight years old, were voluntarily and forcefully involved in sexual acts. I never saw this take place, but I had heard stories
about several of the pupils in this sixth grade who had been involved in the rape
of a young girl from the same school. Friends who taught in other schools, for
example the catholic ones, explained to me that this took place everywhere, not
just in public education. This was not often talked about, but everyone sort of
knew that these things happened. While I was on Sint Maarten, a sports coach
and the school principal previously mentioned were arrested and found guilty
of having sexual relations with their pupils. When arrests such as these took
place, a debate emerged about the safety of young wo/men in Sint Maarten
society, but soon that would ebb away. In fact, all those who spoke the metalanguage of Christianity knew everyone on the island was a sinner.95 The imaginations that fuel these actions, which I consider violent and harmful, were also
part of the play and thus entered the school and the classrooms.
Play thus emerges as a central concept, but what does it actually allude to?
There is no straightforward answer to this. Kolb and Kolb 2010 made an
analysis of all play related academic work and concluded that there is little
consensus as to what constitutes ‘play’ (27-28). Anthropologists may think
first and foremost of Victor Turner’s work on symbolism and liminality,
which included the idea of play. Through an analysis of play within rituals in
tribal cultures, Turner challenged the notion of play as an activity “free from
external constraints”, which was proposed by Piaget, one of the most important psychological thinkers on play (1974: 66). Through the study of ritual
and liminality, Turner showed the intimate connection between seriousness, work and play in liminal (anti-structural) spaces, where people can play
with elements of the ‘real’ world. Even though Turner argues that liminality
is replaced with the liminoid in industrialized societies (in which individual
choices are more relevant), the seriousness that goes along with play did not
diminish (ibid.: 84-85). In fact, work in leisure industries has becomes much
more widespread, showing the relationship between the two (ibid.).
The symbolic and representational understandings of play were later
advanced by cultural anthropologists such as Geertz who believed that within
95 A very interesting case that played out in court was that of a young girl (13) who had been in a
sexual relationship with a 48 year old man. The two had a child together. When the man was taken
to court, strong popular opinion, along with the defense lawyer, claimed that the man had had a
positive influence on the girl. He stated: “Technically it is a punishable act, but they live like man and
wife, they are happy. A punishment should be at least wholly conditional.” The girl was said to not
want ‘her man’ to go to prison but to come home. See https://721news.com/local-news/sex-willingminor-brings-man-court/ (last visited 24-01-2019).
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play, underlying social structures were symbolically represented (Malaby
2009). Cultural historian Huizinga also inspired these tradition with his study
on the importance of play for human and cultural development, coining the
term homo-ludens; the playing human. Like Turner, Huizinga conceived of
play as a serious business that took place in a constrained space (in Kolb and
Kolb 2010). Inspired by the work of Turner and Huizinga, Droogers (2010)
conceptualized play as “human beings’ capacity to simultaneously deal with
two or more realities” (ibid.: 228). This ability is what makes people capable of
combining spiritual/religious worlds with the here and now, and what allows
one to be absorbed in and moved by ‘make believe’ while knowing it is indeed
only play. 96
Kolb and Kolb (2010) suggest that play is one of the highest forms of
experiential learning (2010: 47). To make this claim, they refer to the work
of John Dewey. In his classic work Democracy and Education (2009 [1916]),
Dewey expressed high hopes for play as the learning process that could lead to
a more democratic society (see also Beatty 2017). Through play, pupils learn
to take into account different needs, perspectives and ‘worlds’ and to maneuver (between) them. However, Dewey held on to the belief that play should be
guided by teachers. Children should feel ‘as if ’ they were free, without actually
being so (ibid.: 429). Dewey stated that “The right kind of play gave children
the ‘right sort of ideals and ideas in everyday life’” (Dewey in Beatty 2017: 434).
Here we touch upon the more normative twist in Dewey’s work on education,
which does not entirely coincide with the transactional approach to knowing
and the known that he developed with Bentley (Dewey and Bentley 1960). In
my opinion, the theory of play that best matches the transactional approach
and Relation, is found within the work of David Winnicot.
To study the activity of play, I will thus take a detour into the work of
this English pediatrician and psychoanalyst, who spent a lifetime researching the relationship between playing and reality. As I do not use a psychoanalytical approach for my research, this may be unexpected.97 Yet Winnicot’s
understanding of play and its capacity to relate the known (controlled), to the
unknown (uncontrolled) world, gives play the importance and the dynamic
quality that I believe is necessary to learn from the practice of the third graders (2005 [1971]). Winnicot’s work was influenced by both Sigmund Freud
and Melanie Klein. Unlike Freud, however, he hardly ever referred to issues
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96 Gilroy’s understanding of anti-anti-essentialism as performance-based identification, which
I discussed in relation to the sixth-graders in chapter 3, also leans on play that is, at the same time,
taken very seriously.
97 This is also why I do not use the work of Piaget or Vygotski, both famous psychologists who
have made a lasting impression on psychological research regarding play and development (Turner
1974).

of sexuality or the subconscious. Like Klein, he was primarily interested in
relation: between infant and mother, and infant and direct surroundings. This
relation is fundamental to Winnicot’s understanding of play. The process of
play, concretized in transitional objects and places, facilitates the separation
between mother and infant that the latter experiences as united directly after
birth. The separate ‘I’ thus emerges through transitional objects.98
Winnicot argues that when a person plays, s/he relates to an object, for
which that object does not need to be real, ‘real’ here meaning that it is part of
a shared reality (ibid.: 118-120). It is outside of play, when we wish to make
use of an object, that it needs to be conceived of as ‘real’ (and we must agree
on the shared meaning of the object). In play, one can thus relate to the world
without having to grasp it, nor decide upon a shared meaning. It thus allows
for all kinds of objects to become entirely different things. These become
familiar ‘as something’ without them having to be exactly that.
The play that I spoke of, in which pupils engaged one another, thus
allowed a being together without all those involved having to agree on the
meaning of the play. Different objects can take part without everyone having
to reach an agreement on what they stand for. This allows unknown or disliked
players, objects and imaginations to also easily take part. As play, unlike games,
does not have predefined rules, all kinds of harmful and undesirable aspects of
life can also join in. However, these are not necessarily unwanted or undesirable
for all: during play, we may sense that we share an interpretation, but no object
or co-player needs to be fixed on any one interpretation. Playing along and
accepting different interpretations is enough. Also, constant change is inescapable. These characteristics of play and being playful, may well persist outside the
actual space of play. In ways that are similar to how Droogers understood play
98 The first transitional object of each human being relates to “the external object (mother’s
breast) and to internal objects (magically introjected breasts), but is distinct from each” (Winnicot
2005 [1971]: 19). More simply, Winnicot argues that directly after birth the infant perceives her
or himself as one with the mother, there is no differentiation between self and the world and no
‘I’ exists. But separation between the world (that is out of the infants control) and the self (that
can be controlled) must take place and does, through the first transitional object, which is the
illusionary “breast” (neither the real one nor the internal). As the child grows older, the transitional
phenomenon of space, which is the space of creativity and illusion, remains important as a space
of transition. Winnicot argues that our extended self contains the transitional objects, while they
are also part of the world outside. Play thus becomes the practice in which no relation between
self and world is executed, but in which we become that relation (2005[1971]). Recalling the
different mondes of Glissant and the three modes of inquiry proposed by Dewey and Bentley
(discussed in interlude 2), a similar trinity can be discerned in Winnicot’s description of the world.
There is the idea that a self-acting, full-grown individual grows out of the baby that suckles on its
mother’s breast. This resembles a self-actional approach and the totalité-monde. Then there is the
understanding that the relationship between the mother and the child – the responses of the mother
to the child – influences development, which refers to the interactional and the echo-monde. But
Winnicot starts from and returns to a sense of oneness, the entire human project, which gives rise
to these fictions of self- and interaction. This alludes to the third mode of inquiry, the transactional,
and the chaos-monde.
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as the capacity to combine different worlds (also outside of a play situation),
Malaby (2009) proposes that some people have a playful attitude in their disposition towards life. This means that a person, whether old or young, is capable
of easily improvising and adapting to the ever-changing flow of life. S/he relates
easily and permits others to have their own interpretation of a situation. I will
show that this playfulness is a valuable and common characteristic amongst
those who work in the tourist industry on Sint Maarten.

How I tried to grasp the pupils’ imaginations
As I engaged with the third graders, I continuously attempted to tease out the
specific imaginations that fueled their play. I sometimes encountered something that resembled an official imagination of Sint Maartenness: a pupil
would use the word ‘citizen’ or ‘resident’, though usually in a way that did not
match my interpretation of the word, and sometimes I encountered imaginations of Christianity, for example when I saw them play church. I could never
pinpoint the pupils imaginations, however, nor show in what ways they, like
the sixth graders, re- or unmade the official discourses. In order to tease out
common imaginations, I thus developed and executed two exercises that I will
recount here.
Teacher Philips addressed the class: “Now all sit down and listen to teacher
Jodi, or otherwise we will all do work!99 Work, work, work, work, work,” She
sang. Hope chimed in and sang along with the teacher while the rest became
silent. “Who remembers the movie we watched on Monday?” I asked them.
“A boy who grew up in the forest!” “Mowgli” they answered. “What do you
remember about him?” I continued. Michael answered “He had a family
different from any other family.” “Right, so what was his family like?” “A bear,
a panda...” As he hesitated, others started mumbling, “No, it was...” Quenten
helped “A panther!” Mary and Hope added “two wolves,” and “Shera Khan.”
“What else do you remember about Mowgli? I wanna see fingers, what else do
we remember?” I was confronted with silence. “Think about it,” I added. “And
let me ask... Francis, what do you remember about Mowgli?” Francis repeated
what he had heard just before. “Shera Khan,” he said. “Yes! And what does that
tell us about Mowgli?” I prompted him. Hope got excited and raised her hand
eagerly, silently expressing: pick me, pick me. But Francis continued, “he try to
eat him.” “Yes. So Mowgli had an enemy called Shera Khan.”
I started drawing a web on the board with Mowgli in the center, and
around it I wrote about Mowgli’s family and his enemy. “What else do we
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99 This took place on the 21st of April 2016.

know? Yes, Quenten.” “He doesn’t listen!” “He doesn’t listen,” I repeated,
“Ok, so how do we describe that? He is a little stubborn?” Hope agreed
“Yes!!” but Michael thought it wasn’t that but disobedience. Francis agreed
with Hope, however. “No he is stubborn.” In the background, someone was
making monkey noises, and I moved on. “What else do we know? Was he a
boy or a girl?” As I asked the question I realized that my use of the pronoun
kind of gave it away. “A boy!” “And teacher he lived in a house different from
any other place.” “Yes, he had a strange house. Do we know where his house
was?” Together the pupils chanted “In the jungle.” “So he lived in the jungle.
Do we know in which country he lived?” Hope thought Aruba, but Michael
disagreed, “no, no, no, no, no, wait.” Mary considered “Africa, African.” But
it wasn’t that either. “Do you remember in the beginning of the movie we
saw the world map?” I asked. Rachel remembered, “Indi...” “India, very good.
He lived in India.” Hope said, “That is Indies” probably referring to the West
Indies in the Caribbean. She had also thought that Mowgli lived in Aruba,
thus using two names of places that she must have heard before.
I continued, “These are all things that we know about Mowgli. But
these are things that you can also know about yourself. Hope, if I asked you to
describe yourself, what would you say? Can you tell me something?” Different pupils started talking together. “Ssst, I can’t hear, one by one... Hope,
are you also a boy?” “No I’m a girl.” “Yes, you are a girl, very good. And what
about you, can you tell me about yourself.” Rachel told me she had a family:
“I have a mother, I have a father. I have ten brothers and sisters.” “Wow, that is
a big family,” I responded. “What about you, Louisa?” “Three,” she whispered,
“three brothers.” I nodded to her and proceeded. “Now, we also know something about the character of Mowgli. Who can say something about his or her
own character?” Dexter raised his hand. “Yes, tell me Dexter.” “I am miserable,” he proposed. “You are miserable?” I wondered. Hope disagreed. “No!”
she said. So he tried again, “Lazy...?” “Ok, that’s very honest, so you are also an
honest boy,” I added. “Now we also know about Mowgli that he likes to play in
the trees. We could say that that is his hobby. Who could tell me one of their
hobbies? “Football.” “Playing football, yes. What else?” Most of them listed all
kinds of sports. And Jenny, as always, stated that she loved playing in the pool.
There was one last thing that I wanted to talk about. “Now, about
Mowgli we also know he came from India. Now what does that mean, what is
that?” Francis knew, “A country.” “Yes a country. It’s his nationality.” Michael
gave his own interpretation of this, related to lessons he recently received from
teacher Philips. “That’s his habitat. Where he lives in the jungle.” Teacher Philips seemed happy that he remembered and added “Yes, the jungle is his habitat.” And I built upon that: “Now, what is your habitat?” “My habitat?” Michael
asked, “My habitat is Middle Region.” “Right, very good. Who has a different
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7. Loyd

11. Quenten

habitat?” I inquired. They all started talking together again, discussing where
they went to play and where they walked. “Damian, what is your habitat?” I
tried to draw their attention again. “Belvedere,” he stated. “So Middle Region,
Belvedere, what about you Hope?” “Dutch Quarter,” she smiled.
I then started to explain that there were two different things: a habitat
in which we lived and also a country, the place that we come from. Those are
two different things. And then we have a country that we are born in and the
country that we live in. But as I began to explain, I realized I was getting lost

12. Damian

13. Hope

14. Francis

16. Dexter

15. Rachel

17. Emanuela

Figure 5 - 17: Self-portraits of the third graders.

in the differences that I was trying to draw upon. How did habitats and countries relate? I had not thought about that well enough. Why was a habitat a
country, and why not? And why did I want to talk about countries and nationalities? Before I knew it, we were talking about who was born in which country. Teacher Philips asked Damian, “You was born here?” and I asked Francis
the same thing. They didn’t really seem to know. Francis said he was born in
Santo (the Dominican Republic), but Hope claimed he was born in Anguilla.
I decided it would be better to finish and started explaining how we would
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continue. They would draw themselves and then write down things about
themselves, things someone could know about them. “How are we supposed
to do that?” the pupils complained. “I can’t draw!” “I know that you are very
good artists” I argued, “After that, you are going to write something about
yourself. What your habitat is, where you were born, what your hobbies are.
Do you have a family of a bear and a panther? No!” After some encouragement the pupils got to work, and drew themselves. These were the results:
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As the results show, the pupils tried hard to make something that would please
me, as usual working hard to gain attention and praise. They all drew themselves (and surprised themselves at how well they could) and wrote about
themselves exactly as I had asked. Most of them copied their peers and the
examples I had given during the explanation. The analytical terms that I introduced during our classroom exchange were later also used by the pupils. I
introduced the gender terminology, and the (il)logic of nations and states, thus
performing as a teacher who continuously tries to introduce pupils to thus
far unknown terms and categories in ways that are suited to their lifeworlds.
They tried to use my words, as well as those they had previously learned in relation to issues such as these. But when I turned their ‘habitat’ into country and
nationality, they found it increasingly complicated to follow me.
More importantly, how did this performance of mine as a teacher help
me to understand how the pupils perceived their worlds? Did it matter to
them that Hope was a girl and Michael a boy? Did it matter that the pupils’
parents were born on different islands and continents far away? Did this, as I
implied in my lesson, really say something about who they were? I had asked
these pupils what differences they perceived after they sang that song ‘everyone is different’ in assembly. Hope had then told me “I can do a backflip, and
he can’t. And I can ride a hoverboard and he can’t.” Their hair was also different. Julius had argued, “my hair short,” which Hope explained in relation to
him being a boy. But Francis disagreed, “No, look at Damian, he have hair.”
But Hope then explained that Damian, who had cornrows, was born like that.
Julius had disagreed, “I also used to have hair, but principal say I have to cut
it.” Damian’s hair was indeed longer than that of the other boys and because
his family was Rastafari, he was not forced to cut it. Others, like Julius, would
be reprimanded by the principal when their hair wasn’t cut short enough.
The differences that mattered to the pupils were largely unrelated to the
imaginations of the different elites and schoolboards. They did not, like the
sixth graders, remake these imaginations based on other interests, nor did
they challenge them. They just didn’t engage. But what about the racialized
differences that mattered to the members in the nationalist vanguard, which
had been remade by teacher Jones and in turn been challenged by the sixth

Figure 18 - 20.
Picture 1, 2 and 3
of photo elicitation.

graders? I decided to address these differences and their imagined meaning
with a photo elicitation a few weeks after the Mowgli lesson.100
“I brought some children for you,” I explained.101 As I showed them pictures
of about twenty children from across the globe, I asked the pupils what they
saw and what they thought they knew about these children. I ended by asking
them if each child could be a Sint Maartener, thus gaining insights into how
the pupils’ idea of a Sint Maartener was imagined. I showed picture 1 (figure
18) and asked “Would he be a Sint Maartener?” “Yes!” many pupils claimed.
“No!” Hope disagreed. “He belongs from Africa,” Michael stated, and Hope
agreed with that. Quenten also had an idea: “He is a citizen.”
“Could he be from Sint Maarten?” I asked. Now, almost all pupils believed
that he could not. “No!!” they said. Hope and Michael’s opinion apparently
carried weight. Only one of them, Quenten, continued to say yes. “Why could
he be from Sint Maarten, Quenten?” I asked him. When Quenten remained
silent I encouraged him. “You say yes. I think you could be right. We don’t
know, so we gonna have to guess. Let’s look at him, what do we know about
him? He is a little boy.” Mary stated, “He black.” To which Loyd added “He
smiling!” Quenten responded to Mary, “Not black. Brown.” “He is brown, ok,”
I agreed, reminded of similar statements made by the sixth graders. “Quenten
you say he could live on Sint Maarten?” Hope resolutely disagreed, “No!”
“You say no Hope, why do you say no?” I asked. When Hope did not respond
quickly enough, Francis answered for her, “I say no cos he look like a Haitian.”
Mary laughed and repeated “He black...” “Let’s listen to Hope, why can’t he
100 This exercise shows some similarities with the doll experiment that was conducted by Clark and
Clark in 1940, from which they concluded that skin color informed self-identification in pre-school
boys in the US. My work with the third graders on Sint Maarten showed different possibilities.
101 This took place on the 23rd of May 2016.
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live on Sint Maarten?” Hope had now made up her mind. “Cos he don’t look
familiar!” I nodded my head and said, “He don’t look familiar, ok...” When I
prompted them a bit further, they explained that there were Haitian people
living on Sint Maarten. “I know, I know quite a few people, in this school,
pupils, whose parents come from Haiti” I proposed. Mary knew too, “Jenny!!”
she volunteered. “Are you from Haiti Jenny? Your parents?” I asked her. She
nodded. “So is Jenny a Sint Maartener?” All believed this to be the case. But
when I related Jenny’s story to that of the boy in the picture, we still did not
reach an agreement. As Hope put it, Jenny was familiar, unlike this boy.
The next picture I showed drew a lot of positive attention and admi
ring remarks, “Wow” “So pretty!” The pupils told me that she was a girl,
she was very black and she was pretty. They could also tell me that she had
participated in a beauty pageant because she was still wearing her sash. “She
is Trinity,” the boys told me. They referred to the girl who won the queens
show during Carnival on Sint Maarten a few weeks earlier. The picture did not
depict Trinity, but she was like Trinity, and thus familiar. The boys thus agreed
that she was from Sint Maarten. But Mary had another opinion; “I think she
come from black...” she began. And Hope, remembering something Mary had
said before, helped her finish: “Blackland!” I showed another girl (figure 20),
and was told she was moody and angry. Loyd explained that she was a white
girl, “And she look like she from the French side.” Francis added to Loyd, “she
look like she from Sint Maarten.” The boys liked her hair and when I asked
everyone if this girl could be a Sint Maartener, they all believed that this girl
was indeed a Sint Maartener.
My recurring question, ‘Could s/he be a Sint Maartener?’, did not provide
me with any consistent answers as to how this imagined Sint Maartener should
look. I learned that like the sixth graders, these pupils were capable of stereotyping based on skin color. However, including a child in the category ‘Sint
Maartener’ was never just dependent on skin-color. What seemed to matter
most was if they liked the child and recognized (something in) him or her.
It was, as Hope explained, about the child being familiar. Someone who was
familiar could be included into the category Sint Maartener. But what was this
familiarity based on? Was it, as with the sixth graders, related to the conviviality
in Dutch Quarter? Or did it include other elements? To again address this question, I put several prints of thirty different children on each table and invited
the pupils to pick out two or three that they liked. They could cut them out and
glue them onto a large sheet and then write what they knew about the children
they picked and why they picked them. Using their explanations, combined
with analyses of the specific children they chose, I hoped to learn what they
perceived, and how they attached meanings and categorized people. When
they had finished and I analyzed their work, I still could not discern a pattern.

21. Rachel

22. Jenny

23. Hope

24. Louisa

25. Mary

27. Julius

28. Francis

29. Michael

30. Quenten

31. Damian

32. Orion

26. Dexter

Figure 21 - 32: Post photo-elicitation artwork of the pupils in third grade

Throughout the rest of the day, I kept asking the pupils to explain to me why
they had picked those specific children, but all I received were silent looks
and raised shoulders. The pupils kept telling me that they liked the children
they chose, that they were nice and they seemed familiar. At no point did
they mention that these pupils belonged to Sint Maarten because they had
a certain skin color, because they were born here, because they were Christian or, as the social studies method in chapter 1 mentioned, because they had
the right passport. The only thing that they returned to several times was the
familiarity. But what did that mean?
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As I described above, pupils can become familiar with the unknown
world through play. In that process, pupils develop relations with what is thus
far unknown to them. Play thus allowed for a familiarization with a variety
of characteristics and aspects of an unknown world, whether mediatized and
not. After relating to unknown elements of the world in play, they may also
become available to the pupils outside of their play. To familiarize myself with
the lifeworld of Hope, I decided I should spend more time with her outside of
the classroom, to play in and with her world, to relate and intuitively learn. As
I reflected afterwards, I was able to become aware of my common presumptions and the different ways in which she and I gave meaning to the places we
visited. In play, this was permitted. The story of our journey starts at one of
Hope’s favorite places – the soccer field.

Becoming familiar with Hope102
It was at the weekly soccer games that I had been most vehemently confronted
with the stark differences between the pupils in public schools such as MLK
and those in semi-public and private schools (as I also mentioned in chapter
2). The latter had nice outfits, specially made for their team, and their own
shoes and shin pads. There was always food and water for them, an overly
excited team of coaches to train them and tell them what to do, and a large
audience of teachers and parents accompanied them. Most of the MLK pupils
had to borrow clothes and they had to share shoes and shin pads, which they
often fought over. They begged me for food and water and their audience
usually consisted of peers who had walked over because they lived nearby. The
first couple of weeks when I joined the games I had felt disappointed with
the parents and teachers from our school (for not coming) and at those from
other schools for complaining about the noise we made and our (in their
eyes) unruly behavior. But with time I had gotten used to it, and the pupils all
loved the opportunity to spend the day outside of the house with their friends.
Sharing clothes, shoes and food was fine, especially for the younger pupils.
Usually, the coach pulled up in his car a few minutes before the game
started and quickly handed out uniforms, shoes and shin pads. This morning,
a young woman whom I had never seen before was helping them. She was
the mom of one of the fifth graders and I was amazed – she looked so young!
The mother, cousins and a lady who I thought was the grandmother of two
sporty siblings had also gathered at the top of the stadium. They had brought
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102 Hope was a nice, beautiful nine year old who loved school and her teacher (see figure 13). She
lived close to the school in a one-bedroom apartment with her mother and grandmother. Her real
house was in Dominica, she told me, because there she could draw on the walls. She had a brother
who was decades older and did not live on the island.

beer and wine and they cheered when the under-eleven team, in which the
first sporty sibling played, came onto the field. The three boys and three girls,
including Hope, played well but they had not had much practice and there
was no organization or cooperation. The other team, much better trained
and organized, beat them easily. “There the parents train the team and leave
the teachers alone,” a disappointed coach told me. “Here those parents only
complain and comment. Next time I have to bring painkillers cos they give me
headache!” I smiled because I understood what he meant. The family group
from MLK had shouted loudly and commented on every move the players
had made, and they did not necessarily use kind words. They talked down the
MLK players who were not as good as their son, who according to them had
lost because of his bad team. A few weeks earlier, a fight had almost broken out
between this family and the father of a girl they had been denigrating: she was
too fat and too slow, they had joked. The coach and I had kept the father away
from the commenters and eventually he decided to take his disappointed and
saddened daughter home. Today, their hurtful words only influenced their
own (grand)son, who was angry about losing and beat his fists against his
bag. The other pupils laughed, sat down and had some water. Hope came over
and asked if I saw her goal. Yes, I did, and also the other great moves. She was
happy and darted around for a few minutes as she took off her gear. Then she
walked over to the basketball court where she continued playing with a ball.
I stayed to watch the under-thirteen team, who also lost their game.
The game had been rough and afterwards the players gathered to plan a ‘get
back’ at the other team. They decided to wait for them next Wednesday, which
meant that nothing would happen now. I was thankful for this, because at
another game a few weeks before I had had to put everyone in my car to take
them away in order to prevent a fight on the field. As we had driven away, they
had shouted all types of slurs and threats out of the window and I had been
relieved that we were leaving. As we all sat in my car, the girls had decided we
might as well drive onwards to the beach. I had reluctantly agreed, and that
had been our first beach outing. Ever since, other pupils had pushed me to go
again, making me feel guilty for taking some pupils and not others. All those
who played soccer and knew me tried to make me ‘take them beach’, but some
were bolder than others. Hope was one of the boldest, and this afternoon she
reminded me that I had promised I would take her to Great Bay, the beach in
Philipsburg.
“Teacher, could I bring someone?” Hope asked. She invited Shanella,
one of the girls from the grade above her who also played soccer. We thus had
to go to both their houses to ask for permission and change into beachwear,
before taking a bus to town. This meant lost beach time, but it also provided
me with the opportunity to visit the girls’ homes. We passed by Hope’s house
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first. Her grandmother was sitting outside, which was a bad omen. Grandma
didn’t often allow Hope to go places, which caused Hope to lie to her grandmother often. When I asked her what would happen if grandma found out,
Hope said she might get licks (a beating), but being able to do what she
wanted was more important than some physical pain. Today grandma also
said no when I asked her if Hope could come swimming. “Swimming is very
dangerous,” she told me, “Unlike normal water, salt water does not have healing powers,” she explained. Hope was looking disappointed as I explained that
we could not go. But that was not what grandma meant. Hope could come
with me, but just no swimming. While Hope went inside to change into other
clothes, I stayed outside with grandma, who explained to me how spoiled children nowadays were. Hope had shoes and clothes and money. When she had
been young, she only had church shoes and church clothes, which hung in her
room during the week. Until she was sixteen, she had never seen money. Hope
went shopping for her mother and she even had a phone!
As soon as Hope came out in a pink shirt and three-quarter length tight
jeans, we said a farewell to grandma and continued down through Dutch
Quarter towards Shanella’s house. We took a shortcut through various yards
and I realized that the girls knew every stone, tree, dog and person in this
piece of the world. After passing more cement and tin houses, some in better
condition than others, we reached a small square building with two floors.
Downstairs was empty and entirely collapsed, and Shanella explained that she
lived upstairs. A small girl was brushing the outside staircase and we squeezed
passed her as we walked up the stairs. We reached an open space with a table
in the middle and several children. A semi-dressed boy was pulling around a
small naked girl on a suitcase. Behind a computer screen, Francis, one of the
boys in Hope’s class, was watching a video with another boy. In a corner, two
older girls were doing each other’s hair. As we greeted everyone, another boy
and a girl appeared from behind a curtain in the back, where there appeared
to be a small room and a kitchen. Finally, another girl, or rather a young
woman who turned out to be Shanella’s mother, emerged. “You want to take
Shanella now?” she asked. I agreed and she told her daughter to go and bathe,
she couldn’t go to town like this.
As Hope and I waited, I watched the little kids do gymnastics on some
pillows from the couch. I asked the girls what school they were going to and
they explained that they attended school on the French side. Francis found
that strange. “I Dutch, man!” he commented. Shanella explained that she had
four brothers and one sister and that she lived one week with her mother here
in Dutch Quarter and the other week with her father, who had a large house
on Bush road. She put cream on her hair and her skin and some perfume
before presenting herself to me. “Good no, teacher?” I agreed, smiled at the

other children and their mother and we walked to the main street. We passed
several fallen down and gloomy looking houses, and some large well-built
ones, all next to one another. Hope was playing that she had her own house
and pretended she was painting it. She moved her arms up and down as she
turned to a fence and a wall and a tree. In Hope’s play the material reality of
Dutch Quarter was transformed into one that was incredibly beautiful. We
found a spot in the back of a minibus, and the girls started discussing food. As
always they wanted to eat McDonald’s.
Our first stop in town had to be the candy shop at the end of the boardwalk. Every child seemed to know where it was located, just like they knew
where the McDonald’s and Kentucky Fried Chicken (KFC) were. We went in
and I gave each of the girls a dollar to spend. This wasn’t much and Hope had
a hard time making up her mind what to spend it on. She went from candy to
candy; asking me to explain what it was and how it would taste. She eventually
decided on a mix of different small candies that she put in the bag. I went to
pay and as I did Hope asked me “Where is Jesus?” I looked at her questioningly. “This is heaven,” she said, so Jesus must live here.” The salesman and
I laughed out loud as we left the shop. The girls found a spot near the water
to eat their treasures and I sat with them, watching the water and swaying
our legs. We were at the far end of the boardwalk where tourists would come
down from the enormous cruise ships. From here they could go shopping for
jewelry, telephones or fancy clothing on Front Street. Or they could choose to
lie on the beach, swim in the ocean, or eat at one of the restaurants and drink
cocktails.
Hope and Shanella had little interest in the tourists there. When the
candy was finished they inquired if they could get more (which they could
not), then urged me to come down to the waterfront where they knew someone who might be willing to lend them a surfboard. They walked into the
shed of one of the men who rented out jet skis and asked if he had one of
those they could borrow. He obviously recognized the girls, and he looked
at me quizzically. Who was this woman? Could he make some money from
me? Sadly he didn’t have a surfboard and we had to go to the shoreline without equipment. That in no way stopped Hope and Shanella from enjoying
themselves, however. I was of two minds; I had promised Hope’s grandmother
that we would not go swimming and Shanella was wearing her best clothes.
But I also knew the girls loved to play near and in the water. It turned out
that I had nothing to say about it. Hope rolled up her pants, got into the sea
and within minutes everything was soaking wet. She thus decided it would
be better to take it all off. In her underwear she thus went back into the sea.
Shanella joined her and they started making Johnnycakes from the sand,
and feeding them to the crabs and the seashells. Soon they started another
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game of running into the water and then jumping over the waves: in and out,
again and again. Slowly, we moved all the way down to the other side of the
boardwalk where about a year earlier a small food village had been opened.
There were small stalls on two sides and all the way through the middle were
fountains. From the speakers of the Oranje Cafe a mix of English, French and
Spanish songs reached us, which made the girls sing along when they recognized a tune. A group of tourists, probably Northern American judging from
their appearance, accent and volume of speech, dressed in beachwear and
slightly burned, were ordering buckets of beers, bitterballen103 and cocktails.
Several children, who seemed part of the group, were playing in the fountains
and Hope and Shanella joined them, once again running up and down. “Once
more,” Hope argued. And then again, twice more, once more... Eventually I
had to force them to dry off and get dressed to take a minibus back home to
Dutch Quarter.
From my perspective, the area in which the girls lived differed tremendously from that which the tourists visited. At MLK, where many pupils
from Dutch Quarter went, I had encountered a lot of poverty. Many pupils
did not get breakfast at home, they often lived in broken homes, had to play
with broken toys, and they walked the streets aimlessly. They didn’t have
soccer gear and often didn’t have food or water. This differed from the relative
wealth of pupils in other schools, and even more from the luxury of those who
visited the boardwalk and the fountains at the Walter Plantz square as tourists. From that perspective, it was easy to see Hope as a victim of capitalism.
Hope’s family and many like them lived and worked to supply the wealth and
pleasures of the well off. Yet from Hope’s grandmother’s perspective, Hope
(and those like her) were very lucky, indeed spoiled. They went to school,
had clothes and food and money and even a phone. And Hope herself? She
seemed at ease on the soccer field, where she played ball, or in Dutch Quarter,
where she and the little ones at Shanella’s house found all types of household
goods to play with, or on the boardwalk. Everywhere we went, she engaged in
different types of play and made herself at home. And as she played, she familiarized herself with these different parts of the island, and with the different
people, materials and rules of each of these places. Being able to play with all
these (unknown) objects, places and peoples allowed Hope to make them part
of what Winnicot called the ‘extended self ’. By doing so, all these worlds and
the people within them became familiar. Migration and tourism thus played
key roles in familiarization and play. As I realized this, I was reminded of
another visit to the boardwalk, this time with some of the fifth and sixth grad-
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103 This common Dutch snack was served at the Oranje café, which was famous for European food
and drinks.

ers, during which they too had played and expressed their familiarity with the
business of tourism.

Playing tourist
One of the methods that I employed to engage the pupils’ imaginations was
the production of a film, and I initiated a small filmmaking project with a
group of fifth and sixth graders (see interlude 1 for further explanation of
this method of research). During the Carnival break, we went on our first trip
together.
As we walked towards the beach, Emanuel was handling the camera.104 He
adopted an official sounding, ‘filmmaking’ voice while shifting between interviewing the other pupils and myself and commenting on our movements and
surroundings. David and Jessica were in sixth grade with Emanuel, while the
other two filmmakers, Clifford and Destiny, were a grade below the others at
the same school. All lived in the same area of Dutch Quarter and after having
spent five months in their school, playing soccer and going to the beach on
special occasions, we were well acquainted. We started filming at the University of St. Martin where I could park my car. We passed the salt pickers statue
and the police station at the nearby roundabout before we reached the tourist
area in Philipsburg.
Emanuel filmed Clifford, who was being creative. “I have just arrived
from Miami Florida!” he claimed, “I just came to enjoy my vacation here.”
He laughed out loud and Emanuel shouted “You lie!” “I kidding,” Clifford
corrected him, “I from Sint Maarten.” Emanuel liked this game, focusing the
camera on David and saying “This man from Haiti!” David looked into the
camera somewhat shyly and smiled silently. Emanuel thus continued, “No
I kidding, look at my friend, he from Santo Domingo! Look at the gangsta
style, anyone he not around, he busts him in the eye.” As Emanuel improvised his rap, David laughed and took a sip of his juice from KFC. The others
were hungry and I went to buy some bananas from one of the ladies on the
market square in front of the courthouse. As the lady named her price, I realized we were in a tourist area. Emanuel rapped, “Look at teacher Judy paying
two dollars for a banana, it comes from Jamaica and it is named a Janana.” The
sales lady smiled and handed over a small banana for free. “Have a great day”
I told her. The bananas obviously caused hilarity. “I wanna suck your banana”
was the theme song for the next few minutes, and the girls refused to eat a
104 This took place on the 26th of April 2016. This was filmed, so I could transcribe our exchanges
literally.
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banana while being filmed. “Leave me alone Emanuel!” Destiny told him, and
she was bold enough to make him leave her in peace. He thus started filming
me, “teacher Judy eating a banana, she moves her mouth like an iguana.”
“The Caribbean nice, boy!” Clifford had changed his voice again and
continued to play at being a tourist. Emanuel joined him. He put on a highpitched voice and picked his words and grammar carefully. To me he now
sounded British as he spoke. “Yes, the Caribbean is very nice you know. I like
about the Caribbean that they have nice pizza, and most of all I like town
beach.” David also started to join in: “This is the island Sint Maarten with
lots of beaches and lots of trees.” To which Emanuel added, “We came on
the cruise ship.” “Ah, so we arrived on a cruise ship, right!” I confirmed. “We
came with our mother, teacher Judy,” Emanuel agreed. “Our teacher from the
States,” Clifford corrected, also taking on an accent he attributed to tourists on
the island. “Right!” I laughed. “Oh my God” David exclaimed, and the other
boys joined in “Oh my god, I love how it looks here.” We arrived at the taxi
stand and the taxi drivers offered us their services. The pupils explained that
they were tourists from the States, but then Emanuel changed his mind, “We
are tourists. I came from Japan.” “You are a Japanese tourist? I asked. “Yes. I
meet this lady on the beach and she asked if I would do a film with her. I said
no, cause I do not know her, and then she started to curse.” He smiled and
sang, “teacher Judy, teacher Judy, what a beautiful lady.”
We were now in the middle of the tourist throng and Emanuel rapped
his next impression: “Look at the people on the boat, look at the people on
the boardwalk, they walking around like they don’t have no home. They don’t
have no house and they walk like a done... Sir, could I look at that?” he had
turned to a taxi man standing on the pier to lure tourists into his taxi. The
man had a paper in his hand that explained his services and Emanuel took a
shot of it with the camera. “Where are you from?” the man asked him. “Where
I from? I come from Kingston, I come from Jamaica” he said. The man looked
at the bunch of us, decided that he would not make any money from us, and
left us alone. When another taxi driver demanded to know where we were
from Emanuel answered, “We is from Japan!” The man realized quickly there
was little to gain from us, and he too left us alone.
We walked further down the boardwalk, passing restaurants and bars
where we danced to different types of music. As we walked, I noticed how
Emanuel was holding the camera and I explained to him that it was on its
side. He disagreed however, “It good like this too, teacher.” And he continued
filming sideways while rapping his own songs. Young men started offering
us beach chairs and parasols, just like they tried to convince people from the
cruise ships to spend their money with them. “Morning,” one of them greeted
us. “We good, we good!” Destiny told him. “Is she your teacher?” he asked

David and Clifford. “Yeah!” they agreed, “Why?” “I am just curious,” he admitted, “I want you to buy some chairs.” “Oh yeah. Can we have some?” Clifford
wondered, “Do we have to pay?” “I think so,” the older man answered. “Or you
help us?” Emanuel proposed. The man smiled; he recognized the question but
was not planning on giving us anything for free. “Give us a free banana boat
and we give you new shoes,” Emanuel continued. But the man ignored him
and went back to his business. With the next man they haggled over the price
of a lounger and a parasol. Five dollars per chair, we were told. That was the
local and lowest price. The pupils deliberated this price but decided that it was
too high. We would sit on the sand.
When we reached Walter Plantz Square, the place they had wanted to go
so that they could jump off the pier, the guards who stood there disappointed
them. They were not allowed to jump off, nor could they sit on the benches that
were on the side of the pier. Apparently, these were for ‘real’ tourists only. This
caused some disappointment, but we quickly moved to a spot next to the pier.
From there, all five of them ran in and out of the water and jumped over the
waves, just like Hope and Shanella had done when we came here. Destiny didn’t
know how to swim well though, and she came out of the sea when she couldn’t
be near the others anymore. She and I went for a little walk along the shoreline, watching the tourists that had arrived with the two large cruise ships that
were in port today. Those ships could have easily brought in 6000 tourists, but
the beach was not overcrowded. We sang along to a reggae version of Adele’s
Hello and an upbeat remake of Bob Marley’s Three little birds as we turned
around. In front of us we now saw the other four far away in the sea. They had
climbed on top of a banana boat and were jumping from it. After a couple of
turns, the boat flipped over and they quickly came out of the water. “Teacher,
you see what we done?” they joked and laughed. I laughed with them, but also
felt slightly uncomfortable. What if the owner came to find us and demand
compensation? I was not going to wait around for that so I decided to pack up
and go to another beach. But not before we passed by the McDonalds.
Just as with Hope and Shanella, these fifth and sixth graders played when
we were on the boardwalk. Through their creative play they familiarized themselves with the boardwalk and shore area and the main business there: tourism. The filmmakers played with the different ways of speaking and moving that
they mimicked from the tourists, relating to the wonders, needs and desires of
these visitors. As they played at being tourists, they could imagine how these wo/
men experienced, felt, thought and influenced the small Caribbean island. The
tourists that came to Sint Maarten were usually not those looking for authentic experiences and quiet nature, but were what Eric Cohen (1985) has termed
recreational tourists. Cohen differentiated between several modes of tourism,
ranging from diversionary, which was tourism for mere entertainment, to exis-
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tential, which was an experience with the Real that would change the searcher/
traveler forever. In between these two extremes he distinguishes recreational
tourism. The recreational tourist does not believe that there is anything real or
transcendent out there, but during a holiday s/he finds places and experiences
that allow for a kind of play that pretends ‘as if’ they exist (ibid.: 299). There is
thus a playful acceptance of the make-believe Caribbean paradise because “their
worldview tells them there is no such place [paradise] – and the only recourse
left to them, within the confines of that world view, is to recreate themselves
playing as if there were–” (ibid.: 300 emphasis in original).105 The ‘as if’ play of
the tourists, related easily to the play of the pupils.
However, these fifth and sixth graders also showed that they were familiar with the business of those who worked with the tourists in that area. These
were members of the extended families of the pupils and their friends. And
like the tourists and the pupils, the taxi drivers, salespeople and ‘umbrella
and lounger rental wo/men’, they showed an ability to play. Several Caribbean
authors have described the importance of performance and play in the West
Indies and the Caribbean in general (Guadeloupe 2009, Maingot 2002). Being
able to perform multiple identities can maximize gain (ibid.), and indeed the
taxi drivers and salespeople on the boardwalk were very aware of the possibilities to maximize their income by speaking in certain ways, addressing people
in a specific manner and shifting again when they realized the pupils and I had
little to offer. Maingot also states, however, that those in the West Indies prioritize their national identity, especially on the smaller islands where the island
boundaries coincide with the imagined national boundaries (2002). This is
not necessarily the case on Sint Maarten, however, where most people on
the boardwalk could play at becoming something else (see also Guadeloupe
2009). Being able to play made it possible for those working in the tourist
business to relate to and thus become familiar for a variety of visitors. Being
able to do so was what made those working on the boardwalk on Sint Maarten
able to draw attention to themselves, and to make a decent living. For many of
the pupils’ parents, this had been the most important reason to come to Sint
Maarten in the first place.
These wo/men were able to play and had what Malaby (2009) called
a playful attitude. As I explained above, Malaby proposed an understanding of play as a disposition towards life which makes “play [...] an attitude
characterized by a readiness to improvise in the face of an ever-changing
world that admits no transcendently ordered account” (ibid.: 206). Play-
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105 Some readers might confuse play with ritual. Yet, the as if element is what distinguishes the two
and excludes the possibility of play as liminality. Recreational tourism, which may seem a liminal
activity, creates an ‘as if ’ community only instead of affecting real communitas. Also, as ritual is
always serious and play inventive, the two could also be seen as opposites.

fulness thus becomes a characteristic of human becoming, one that is well
developed amongst those working in the tourist business on Sint Maarten.
The wo/men on the boardwalk were always ready to tune in differently, to
transform themselves and to become anew to please another visitor. They
related to them without needing to define that relation. They became familiar
enough for tourists to recognize them (as whatever they were looking for),
yet also remained exotic enough to allow the tourists to relate the shared play
with their own imaginations. Yet the reality principle of the different types of
play differed. For the tourists, the play was always pretend – they knew that all
that existed was an ‘as if ’ paradise. The pupils wove all these different types of
worlds together into their play and imagination.
In the pupils’ play, the ‘as if ’ of playing church was not necessarily different from the prayers at the beginning of the day, nor were the crabs in the
sea at the boardwalk fundamentally different to those they encountered in a
cartoon. To them, all interwoven parts were equally ‘real’. When I had taken
Hope to the beach one afternoon, she spoke of and to the crabs in the water
in ways that were similar to how she spoke about and to the Mr. Crab she
saw in images. Obviously the crabs in the water were different to her, but they
were not from another world. Her lifeworld included as equally real what I
perceived as illusionary and magical. And what about those who worked in
the tourism business? They had an incredible capacity for playfulness, for
changing and becoming familiar throughout. But did they weave their different worlds together as easily as my pupils?
For about two months I lived with Alan, Hope’s uncle, close to MLK in
Dutch Quarter. He worked in the tourist industry and was one of the best players I met. He was charming to everyone, male, female, sexy, friendly, demanding
or overweight. He was always making jokes and managed to draw all the attention of the people he was working for; for them he was the sexy Rasta, the real
Caribbean dancer with the ‘long cigar’106 who turned a normal holiday into an
experience from paradise. These comments and stories from the tourists infuriated me. When Alan told me about his tours with groups of swingers, during
which the crew members were often sexually assaulted and demanded to also be
naked, I lectured him on how the tourists turned him into an object. Alan would
listen to me, order another cocktail and laugh. I did not understand this, because
Alan was also a highly critical thinker with whom I often discussed historical interpretations. This included not only the histories of slavery and racism,
but also the ongoing poverty in different African countries related to Chinese
106 I learned this as I went along on several trips with Alan, and from his Facebook page where
many woman posted pictures of themselves and Alan after trips, accompanied by sexual and exotic
comments.
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investments, the situation in Palestine and the holocaust. Many evenings, Alan
would listen to critical radio programs and call in to add his opinions. Whenever I asked him if he thought his work on the boat contradicted his critical
opinion of westerners and the extortion of capitalism, he would laugh at me.
Why contradictory? How could they not all be equally real?
For Alan, and likely many others who worked in the tourism business,
as well as their offspring, my separation between the play on the boat and the
‘real’ reality outside, made no sense. And as my capacity to play increased as I
spent more time on the island, I started to accept this, and to also become more
capable of uniting these worlds. Whereas I used to distinguish between the
world of cartoons, eraser battleships and bible stories, and the world I encountered at school, university or in a restaurant, I became increasingly able to
weave the different worlds together and to play along, to become an ice-cream
truck or Alvin, as easily as I became a mother, a sister, a teacher and a friend.
Yet, after I had been away from the island for six months and returned for a
second fieldwork period, my academic lifeworld, analytical work and writing
had quickly distorted my earlier capacity to play. It is no easy task to play or
be playful in an academic world and continuously allow new imaginations to
become part of our work. In this sense, the academic world in which I function
in the Netherlands resembles the school arena imagined by the different policymakers, activists, and schoolboards. They would also like schools to be the
ordered places where their imagined Sint Maartener could be transmitted and
subsequently managed. Movement, reversed attention and wild imaginations
were not part of their dreamt of situation for successful reproduction.

Tourism in school
The social studies method, of which I presented a few parts in chapter 1, has
also paid attention to tourism throughout the years. It recognized the importance of the industry for the island and the effect the industry had on it. Even
though these effects were mostly considered positive (see figure 33-35), the
book also recognized the dangers of the fact that most tourism businesses
were private enterprises. Tourism could thus take the island away from the
people to whom it ‘belonged’. This lesson on tourism thus made an implicit
reference to the logic of the nation and the birthright of nationals to own the
produce of ‘their’ territory.
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Yet nowhere did the social studies method mention the effect that the coming
and going of millions of people might have had on the co-existence of those
who worked in that business and lived on the island (see Guadeloupe 2009).
Nonetheless, this reality was part of the world in which Hope, Shanella, Emanuel,

33. Grade 6.

34. Grade 6.
Figure 33 - 35: Tourism in
the social studies method.

35. Grade 3.

David, Clifford, Destiny, Jessica, and many of their peers grew up. Their family
members, like Alan, had to be willing and able to move and adapt to get the
attention they needed to make money and feed their families. They had to
imagine other people’s needs and desires and take on ways of being that easily
adapted to those needs. They needed to become playful, and the constitution of
the island as a playground thus impacted those inside the classrooms at MLK,
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pupils and teachers alike.107 Some of the teachers were capable of dealing with
the movement and wilder imaginations (teacher Philips coped well on most
days), while others found it very difficult to deal with the constant change, need
for attention and unruly imagination. One of these was teacher Jones.
The need to be seen and heard, to draw attention to oneself, was parti
cularly clear inside the third grade classroom. This may well relate to a similar cry for attention that pupils engaged in with their caretakers outside of
school. And playing with such a variety of people on an island that was highly
fractured also allowed the pupils to develop extensive imaginations. This did
not create the ideal situation for the transmission and condensation of any
type of national belonging. However, this is not to say that all of the attributes
and ideas of and about the national Sint Maartener were entirely lost on the
pupils. Certain types of play appeared to be based on Christianity, nationalism or a racialized unity, but no pupil ever became and remained as such.
They continuously incorporated newly arrived idea(l)s, people, and sounds
into their play, which was fueled by, and also fueled, the pupils’ imagination.
The pupil’s playful belonging thus exemplified Relation. As Glissant
emphasized, particular places and situations matter for the ways in which
particular echoes-monde (see also interlude 2), specific patterns, appear to
play out in tune. The histories of Sint Maarten, its crude material reality, its
ongoing attraction to tourists, the lure of capitalism – all of these make the
island, just as the particular school in which I did research co-created my
learning. Each pupil played with this in her or his own particular ways. The
aptitude to play wildly and imagine extensively, to work to gain attention and
run wild, may thus be a shared attribute of a specific group of pupils on Sint
Maarten. They thus exemplify the myth of relation instead of the nation’s
myth origin. Yet Glissant argued that even though it may seem that creolization, and by extension Relation, are unique to the Caribbean, Relation in
fact incorporates the entire world. Pupils elsewhere develop other particular imaginations and related ways of playing that can teach an interested and
playful anthropologist to repair, as Ingold proposed,
[t]he rupture between reality and imagination – the one annexed to
fact, the other to theory – [that] has been the source of much havoc
in the history of consciousness... It is surely the task of anthropology,
before all else, to repair it. (2014: 393)
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107 As I have mentioned, the constant movement of politicians, from one party to the next, and
from one opinion to the other, adapting to the tune of the day and the winds of the season, also
showed this playfulness. The political arena on Sint Maarten, where the seventh cabinet in eight
years was sworn in during June 2018, may have been considered a playground by some of the
politicians. This movement in leadership has also affected the continuity in schools.

concluding remarks

Where Randy?

Relation cannot be “proved,” because its totality is not approachable. But
it can be imagined, conceivable in transport of thought. The accumulation of examples aims at perfecting a never complete description of the
processes of relation, not circumscribing them or giving legitimacy to
some impossible global truth. In this sense the most harmonious analysis is the one that poetically describes flying or diving. Description is
no proof; it simply adds something to Relation insofar as the latter is
a synthesis-genesis that never is complete. (Glissant 2010 [1990]: 174)
Experience, in short, is not a combination of mind and world, subject
and object, method and subject matter, but is a single continuous interaction of a great diversity (literally countless in number) of energies.
(Dewey 2009[1916]: 130)
I began this book by expressing a commonly stated ideal that national belonging can and should be reproduced in classrooms. This ideal was also shared by
members of different elite formations who lived on the island Sint Maarten.
By learning from classroom practices with pupils in Sint Maarten, inspired by
the combined work of the two men quoted above (Caribbean scholar Glissant and philosopher of education John Dewey), I have shown how the two
related ideals – of belonging as primarily national, and education as a transmission – were complicated, remade and unmade within the classroom. The
pupils challenged the common assumptions through their creativity, specifically in performances of musicking and playful imaginations. At the beginning of this book I also introduced the performance of a locally produced
song ‘Where Randy’, which came to symbolize the search for shared belonging. Its performance, on the island in general and the classroom in particu-
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lar, also provided me with a tentative answer to my research question. Not as
“some impossible global truth” as Glissant warns against, but as an addition
to relation, grounded in research that recognizes that experience is indeed “a
single continuous interaction of a great diversity of energies”. In the pages that
follow, I will bring the most important elements from the preceding chapters
together and end with one last performance ‘Where Randy?’

Elite ideals
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In 2010, constitutional changes in the Dutch Antilles and the Kingdom of the
Netherlands led to political change on Sint Maarten. As a constituent country,
the local government itself became responsible for writing and implementing
laws. Everyone capable of adding to this was expected to deliver, including
those who had thus far been deemed unsuitable for governing. This included
those who did not speak Dutch or did not wish to work with the Netherlands,
which was the case with certain members of a nationalist vanguard. They had
been highly critical of the way that money ruled politics on the island. Political gain was only possible through alliances with established political parties,
led by the wealthy families. However, the members of the vanguard, no matter
how critical of this system, had to join it to increase the reach of their independence ideals. An alliance between Dr. Arrindell (an important member of
the vanguard) and the United Peoples Party created the chance for the independista to become the first minister of Education Culture Youth and Sports
for the new country and thus augment the reach of the nationalist idea(l)s.
This meant that a fringe nationalist imagination of belonging became
part of policy-making at a government level. In the position she obtained,
Dr. Williams worked on the standardization and streamlining of primary
education. If all schools fell under direct control of the government, the
content of the lessons could also be altered in order to shape the St. Martin
nation. The nationalist imagination of St. Martin belonging (which was not
Sint Maarten), showed a complex combination of idea(l)s of autochthony,
romantic nationalism and Pan-Africanism. I presented this as a folk version
of Anderson’s Imagined Community and discussed three terrains through
which this specific national imagination was to be reproduced: language policies, the teaching of specific histories, and body management (which also
implies its idealization).
This nationalist imagination of belonging was supposed to replace a
previous imagination, one that was tied to the political construction of Sint
Maarten as part of the Dutch Antilles. The elite that emerged throughout the
period that Sint Maarten was part of this construction was capable of pragmatically alluding to a shared ‘Antilleanness’, without needing to overcome

differences between the islands, their cultural groups or, importantly, school
communities. Belonging was not based on an imagination of one people,
one language and one culture, but grounded in multiculturalism capable of
including the Netherlands. This federal imagination used a different logic
behind language use in schools, told different histories of the federation, and
did not tie the nation to a racialized hierarchy. They also allowed the emergence of a school system with different school boards, which enjoyed conside
rable freedom despite being financed by the government. Boards themselves
made key decisions: whether they used English or Dutch as the language of
instruction; whether they bought school material in the US, the Caribbean
or Europe; and also from which regions of the world they hired teachers. A
variety of imaginations of belonging were thus taught, a diversity that did not
align well with the vanguard’s production of the nationalist idea(l) mentioned
above.
One important tenet of federal belonging was its incorporation of
Christianity. Many members of the federal elite were churchgoers, and the
different school communities that were aligned with a specific denomination.
This directly opposed the national vanguard’s argument that Christianity,
especially Catholicism and Protestantism, were European inheritances. They
considered these religions to be colonial remnants that should not be taught
to St. Martin pupils. Others in the community considered Catholicism, which
is the largest congregation on Sint Maarten, as the people’s true faith. In the
second chapter of this book, I showed that imaginations of Christian belonging varied. I described three significant yet different Christian frames that I
encountered: 1) ecumenical, which aligned well with the federal imagination of belonging; 2) denominational, which established strong transnational
boundaries between an increasingly pious Catholic or SDA ‘we’; and 3) Creole
Christianity, in which influences from various struggles and regions mixed
together. This last form of Christianity was that taught at Martin Luther King
Junior Primary School (MLK), where I did most of the fieldwork that the
second part of this book was based on.

DQ conviviality
MLK was a public school in an area that was predominantly inhabited by
recent migrants. A majority of the pupils had been born on the island, but
most of their parents had come from elsewhere to work in the tourist industry on Sint Maarten. These trajectories of migration, along with the related
imaginations of places that were geographically ‘elsewhere’, gave meaning to
the Sint Maartenness produced by the sixth graders (eleven to thirteen year
olds). Like the teachings of belonging of their teacher Jones, in which national
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belonging was constructed through his relation with Guyana and the Seventh
Day Adventist faith, transnational personal histories, not those of the shared
nation, were what mattered. Through these imaginations, both teacher Jones
and his pupils remade national belonging: the underlying logic remained
intact, but content was filled in differently. In their responses, pupils also
contested and thereby unmade the logic of national and racialized orders.
These contestations emerged around alternative uses of language and bodies.
In the pupils’ practice, these two merged into an extended form of ‘trans
languaging’, i.e. speaking a complicated mix of different idioms in different
styles. Pupils drew on all their communicative resources to express themselves,
including sound (instances of popular music, but also shouts and rhythms)
and explicitly embodied communication, often violent and/or sexual.
The particular mix of singular histories of migration, with a communication style that included multiple languages, music and body movements,
gave rise to what I called DQ – Dutch Quarter – conviviality. This was based
on performance, style, and demonstrating the right amount of ‘not caring’,
which could at times be expressed and experienced ‘in sync’. Pupils shared a
certain social imaginary and the very specific material reality of living in DQ,
which played an important role in their performances. Daily encounters on
the streets, the hassle from older cousins and sisters, the demands of elders,
fights with dogs and iguanas, looking after spiders and wasps, the sounds of
soca and the smell of weed and fried chicken, all taught pupils how to perform
among and with these specific others. DQ was shaped by global flows but
fundamentally grounded in a specific place. The DQ experience gave rise to
a continuous challenging of stable orders, and was at times transposed into
the classroom for a longer period. In these moments DQ streets materialized
inside the school, causing pupils to move tables, jump over them and run on
walls. They also co-constructed songs that performed and gave shape to DQ.
These moments showed fleeting togetherness, of being in sync. Temporarily.
Was this the pupils’ belonging though? They did sometimes construct
unities, but not those that were made to last or create hierarchies. Importantly, emerging unities were not imagined communities, but a direct experience of ‘something’, something that was not made to last. Nor did it need to
be shared at all times. Their performance may be seen as an example of the
shift between ‘being part’ and ‘standing apart’ that existential anthropologist
Michael Jackson (2012) describes. He argues that people are not always busy
with belonging as they often turn inside themselves and simply stand apart,
creating a movement. The DQ performances are better understood as conviviality: a way of living pluricultural encounters whereby seemingly important
differences of ethnicity, race and religion become unspectacular (Amin 2013,
Gilroy 2004, Valluvan 2016). DQ conviviality is not preoccupied with the

issues that matter for imagining the nation (the speaking of a shared language,
a shared culture and phenotype, or a claim to autochthony). As such it is a
negative construction, in the sense that DQ is not about any of the above. DQ
conviviality resembles what Guadeloupe called the Christian metalanguage
(2009). This metalanguage, which I introduced as a way of speaking (but not
a discourse of) Christianity in chapter 2, dealt with differences by being indifferent to them. As long as someone could talk the talk, their behavior, but also
their linguistic, religious and/or racial differences mattered little. These differences matter equally little to the sixth graders. However, the meta-language is
an encompassing ideology that imagines a variety of peoples (all sinners) as
similar enough to oneself (also a sinner), and thus part of a Sint Maarten ‘we’.
DQ conviviality does not share this goal.

Becoming familiar through play
Whereas the sixth graders knew the elite discourses of belonging, at least
enough to challenge or reject the boundaries they mobilized, the third graders (nine to eleven year olds) did not engage with the discourse of the nation.
Instead I encountered an abundance of creative and playful imaginations,
sometimes shared, which developed in unexpected ways. These imaginations
fueled all kinds of play that included pupils ‘playing church’, wooden blocks
flying through foreign galaxies, chatting with Alvin from the chipmunks,
and painting the neighborhood with imaginary brushes. These extragalactic
imagined places and practices proved more familiar to these pupils than the
ideal of the Sint Maarten nation. I argued that this familiarity with a variety of
places and people – both on the small island and in its infinite (online) extensions – was facilitated by playing in and with them.
People everywhere, especially those who have the luxury of free time,
play. Something special may be happening in Sint Maarten, however. During
the last few decades, Sint Maarten has become a playground for visitors from
across the globe. Most family members of my pupils worked in this tourist
playground, within which the ability to be playful – meaning to draw people’s
attention to oneself by being willing and ready to change and become someone ‘familiar’ – was a highly valuable asset. It was the primary way of making
money when one did not own a boat or hotel. Many people I met on the
boardwalk or in Dutch Quarter showed playfulness, expressed in a variety of
ways at different moments. The region’s history of slavery, in which sudden
loss and rupture had to be anticipated and overcome, also fueled the need to
be adaptive. Play, often in the more structured forms of music and dance, was
a primary way of dealing with these horrors (Glissant 2010 [1990], Kempadoo
2013, Wynter 1989).
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Playfulness was thus a common and useful trait, and there were a variety of highly different places to play on Sint Maarten. The fractured nature
of the island, inhabited by a plethora of people who came and went, allowed
familiarization with variety. So while a small vanguard fought for a specific
identity politics that closed off the island as a nation with one primary people
(an idea(l) that had travelled to the island from Europe and the United States),
the tourist industry and the related money tie system fueled an everyday reality that demanded something entirely different (see also Guadeloupe 2009).
The capacity to play and imagine freely is not only positive. The play
involved in tourism is full of the dangers of exploitation: it has potentially
negative impacts on the natural environment and can make those who are
already vulnerable even more so. I am reminded of the ‘all-inclusive’ holiday
packages in Northern and West Africa and the increasingly young wo/men in
Cambodia or Jamaica who sell their bodies to make a living. Further research,
firmly grounded in a transactional approach, could teach us more about playfulness in relation to sexuality, exploitation and environmental impact. We
should not forget that the capacity to play (even in ways you and I may judge),
just like the capacity to perform DQ, is a type of cultural creativity that allows
Hope, Emanuel and Malcolm, as well as their extended families, to adapt to
and deal with abuse and extortion in the increasingly interconnected, volatile
world in which they make a living.

Now what?
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I have not been able to find a shared ideal of the core Sint Maartener / St. Martiner
that persisted amongst different people on the island. It seems to have been
impossible to produce a shared understanding of her or him. But what about
the ideal Nederlander, Briton, or core François? Schiffauer et al argued that
in these countries a ‘conscience national,’ a civil culture that is national, was
reproduced in (secondary) schools (2004). Are these countries so different
from Sint Maarten? The European countries in which this research was
conducted have played a very different role in and had a different experience
of the turbulent histories of colonialism, imperialism, capitalism and slavery.
These nation states imagine(d) themselves to be strong metropoles that were
in control of their colonies, rather than being colonized and controlled by
others. Yet migration is also increasingly common in these European countries. Moreover, anti-colonial and anti-racist ideals are enforcing critical evaluations of the past and a redefinition of what it means to belong there – or
anywhere (Gilroy 2004).
Such a reevaluation of the national citizen demands a critical reconsideration of the common sense idea(l)s of belonging that are taught to pupils

in European Dutch, French or English schools, as well as the underlying
approaches. These not only need to be subjected to imaginations of Relation (in
the spirit of Glissant), they also need to remain open-ended in order to allow
for education to be democratic (as Dewey explained it). Both thinkers demand
approaches to and intuitions of the world that allow for, and demonstrate, the
ongoing change and exchange of everything in and of it: people, idea(l)s, materials, etcetera. Taking my cue from pupils on Sint Maarten, I will now formulate
a research agenda that may allow for Relation to inform education, not only on
the island, but also in the Kingdom, and throughout the world.
To develop such an agenda I will continue to employ the three sites of
construction and contestation through which I analyzed belonging in education: language policies, the teaching of histories, and body management
(implying its idealization). Let me begin with language. Research increasingly
focuses on the practices of translanguaging, also in schools. Most of it focuses
on higher education, but shouldn’t we also research how pupils in primary
schools draw on their extensive linguistic capacities in order to learn? Then
see how this influences both learning and notions of belonging? In the Netherlands, a strong Dutch language ideology continues to draw boundaries
between ‘us’ and ‘them’. In classrooms on Sint Maarten, I encountered fluency
in a plethora of languages that were used to engage with one another and the
world, even when this was frowned upon by principals and teachers. Teacher
Philips was one of the few teachers who allowed some forms of translanguaging, against the clear wishes of the school’s management. She encouraged the
pupils who spoke Spanish to help her explain tasks to Emanuela, who spoke
hardly any English. Teacher Jones did not want pupils to speak a language that
he did not understand. It did not fit within his norms, and took away his sense
of and need for control.
When we pay attention to the adoption of styles of speech and idioms,
and how these are played with, we can learn about the ways in which the
world is (dis)ordered by pupils and how they practice a sense of belonging (or
contest it). I have witnessed how pupils skillfully imitated each other’s accents
and idioms. They asked me to speak Spanish, Dutch or French with them
and while they laughed at my mistakes, they expected me to fully understand
their fast-paced Dominican Spanish or passionate French. Pupils mocked my
linguistic abilities on a daily basis. One morning, Dane was testing my sense of
humor: ‘Teacher, I am white’ he pronounced, while flickering his big eyelashes
at me, using an accent that was new to me. Immediately his two best friends,
Emanuel and Dave, imitated him and told me: “Look at us teacher!” I listened
to how they (pretended to) speak, as if they had a potato in their throats. They
sounded odd to me, nothing like I believed I sounded. So I asked them if this
was how I spoke. “No teacher, no, you ain’t like that. We speak just like the
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white people.” When I pushed them further I realized that at that moment,
‘white people’ meant ‘tourists’.
In the performance of DQ, it was not only idioms and accents that
allowed translanguaging to take place. Pitch, rhythm, repetition and song all
formed part of the understanding of translanguaging in primary school. In all
the classrooms in which I spent time on Sint Maarten, dancing, singing and
shouting were primary means of communication. The normative policing of
certain styles of music, in order to keep them outside the school, does not
benefit learning, nor improve mutual understanding. Extensive research with
pupils in primary schools elsewhere could shed light on specific translanguaging practices and associated notions of belonging. The curriculum and teaching material could then be made to fit these specific practices.
In a similar way, teachers, schoolboards and policymakers who design
materials could be more sensitive to the wide variety of histories that matter to
pupils. Schools are now supposed to teach one national history. This presupposes that the nation has followed a predetermined trajectory (implying that
the history told could lead only to this particular nation). This favored history
creates a gap between the past and the present, which gives the nation a sense
of having existed since time immemorial. This telling of the past does not
include the manifold histories of pupils that have become part of the nation
state through colonialism and migration. One way to change this is by teaching
a lesson plan such as that which I employed on Sint Maarten. Pupils learned
about a variety of children who lived across the globe and whose lives were
intricately related through the onset of slavery. It does not teach and reproduce stereotypical groups, even though it starts out with children that belong
to different imagined cultural groups. The multiplicity of stories told allowed
the girl – whose father had come from Indonesia and mother from Belgium,
who had first lived in England and then moved to Sint Maarten – to feel part
of the creole ‘we’. So did the girl whose parents had come to Sint Maarten from
Haiti. Or the boy whose grandparents grew up in Hong Kong or Delhi and
had travelled to the island from Suriname or Guyana. These lessons allowed
everyone to share their own viewpoints and to engage in conversations about
different perspectives on our thoroughly shared history. There was no singular truth to be taught, merely descriptions that added something to Relation.
The inclusion of several origin stories does not suffice, however. We
must also teach stories of relation that foster Relational co-existence. I aimed
at producing such stories in this thesis; one grounded in the performance of
DQ, and one related to play. Both are creative expressions of conviviality. They
foreground embodied practices and recognize that learning and teaching
takes place between inseparable human beings who smell, sing, taste, dance,
eat, and so on. These stories of relation do not create a norm for anyone, but

show the ongoing (ex)change that life is, including aspects that can be harmful or unpleasant. Relation includes not only what is fluent and thus ‘good’, it
includes all three mondes, also the totalitarian one that creates sharp boundaries and conflict. Its co-emergence with the chaos-monde guarantees that no
totalitarian reality can remain forever.
The conviviality expressed in stories of Relation also needs to be celebrated. The research group in which I took part aimed to contribute to the
incorporation of multiple histories as part of an alternative national imagination, by developing a new national tradition: Het Waterfeest. This celebration connects the often neglected history of slavery with the important
flooding that shook up the southern part of the Netherlands in 1953 ‘De
Watersnoodramp’, and the migration from North African countries to Europe,
both due to labor demands during the 1980s and more recently due to war,
famine and dreams of a better future. All the stories concern a child who falls
into the water, either because their boat was too full, their house was destroyed,
or the slave ship they had been put on, came under attack. With the help of a
tortoise and a dolphin, the three children find one another and search for a
place to call home. This place is a land that is under the sea-level: The Netherlands. Every year, this invented tradition is to be celebrated to emphasize the
ways in which our different histories are connected through water. This water
is what connects us all, as well as that which cannot draw lasting boundaries
or solidify. It sustains but also takes life, and is thus as risky as living itself.
Water symbolizes Relation: in the form of connecting us with everyone living
within the Kingdom (and beyond), and by emphasizing our dependency on
and responsibility for our environment.
The recognition of creolization also troubles the politics of the body in
the Netherlands, which are easily taken for granted. Anderson (2003 [1983])
had high hopes for the ‘Imagined Community’ to overcome racialized differences. This effect didn’t necessarily come to pass, however. On Sint Maarten,
the vanguard imagined the core St. Martiner as ‘black’. In the Netherlands, the
imagination of being a pink-skinned nation has hardly ever been challenged.
Through the work of anti-racist activists and scholars, the implicit (and also
explicit) advantages of being pink-skinned are slowly starting to be recognized as a (racist) norm in the Netherlands (cf. Essed 1991, Wekker 2016).
This does not mean that this norm did not exist before this time, it merely
means that it is only slowly being accepted as such in academia. Belonging
and/or privilege are not always and necessarily related to the color of one’s
skin, however. Racialized differences may have already become unimportant
in the convivial worlds in urban areas, in Dutch Quarter as well as in the Netherlands (e.g. Guadeloupe 2018, see also Gilroy 2004). Stam (2018), who did
research among vulnerable, lowly educated girls in the Netherlands, has also
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described how ‘white privilege’ does not necessarily extend to everyone with
a pink skin. In the sixth grade, Emanuel, David and Steven thoroughly questioned the racialized categories, related hierarchies and ideas of privilege of
their teacher. Their questions and embodied performance of the street inside
the classroom inspired me to also re-examine the all-pervasive academic
belief in race amongst my peers at the university. Transactional inquiry serves
this purpose well, as it demands a challenging of our own assumptions, guiding research into unexplored dimensions.
The proposed research, and the educational measures they may inspire,
demand schools and classrooms to be designed differently. Education could
then become the democratic process that Dewey described in his seminal work
Democracy and Education, published in 1916. As I have already mentioned
in interlude 2, a completely transactional organization of schools will not
take place any time soon, and real democratic education remains a dream.
Predefined goals and aims, teacher control and individual testing, related to
the self-acting individual, would need to be replaced (see also Biesta 2015).
As such, there is a limit to the usefulness of the framework that I developed.
For policy makers, schoolboards and teachers, it may well be too extreme.
Does this mean that I should give up on education? No. We, as educators, can
start with a critical evaluation of our own assumptions, research into pupils’
extensive realities, and the realization that we cannot control the educational
process nor expect any lasting results. In short, we could take on the metacategory of pupil more often, and allow our pupils to take that of teacher.
This does not fit the neoliberal mindset that cherishes education as a factory
and pushes for measurability and predictability. However, the movement of
pupils’ bodies and imaginations will continue to contest rigid teachings. If we
do not confront the discrepancy between the factory model and the reality of
education head on, the sense of failure will increase and continue to haunt an
increasingly exhausted body of teachers and pupils.

Thought makes music
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I explained in interlude 2 that the different elite formations shared an approach
to the world and the schools within it, grounded in self- and interactionalism.
As must be clear now, such an approach leaves many other processes that also
inform learning largely unacknowledged, or regards them only in terms of
their failure. When a different approach is used, one that combines the work
of Dewey and Glissant, these processes become obvious and valuable. Multiple unexpected relations in the world are experienced as part of the learning
process, which troubles any lasting representation of belonging. Moreover,
as learning researchers, we observe, analyze and describe within the whole of

Relation. We take part, learn and add our imagination, before sending our
thoughts out as part of the whole: giving-on-and-with. We do not produce
truths, only new descriptions that may furnish new imaginations.
I have designed this book in the spirit of Relation. This is most obvious
in the second part, where my stories can be read as celebrations of it. I want
to argue, however, that the first two chapters are also echoes-monde; particular descriptions of the world, units of analyses that become part of the whole
of Relation. The elites that I described there may not recognize or accept
their stories as such. Fighting for independence, stronger identity politics or a
federal imagination is easier when one can claim access to the ultimate truth.
Their echo-monde is more informed by the totalité-monde and the self-acting
individual. My analyses and descriptions of DQ conviviality or Sint Maarten
as a playground are echoes-monde that remain open and are accepting of the
co-emergence of the chaos-monde. But both are echoes-monde. And I am positive that the pupils in the sixth grade would disagree with my descriptions as
much as they contested the echoes-monde taught by teacher Jones. Any intuition
brings into being all three worlds, the totalité, the echo and the chaos-monde. Just
as transaction includes the inter- and self-actional, so Relation contains all realities and potentialities. By continuously reminding myself hereof, I attempted to
write the possibilities of freedom amongst the pupils without disregarding their
struggles, fights, and inequalities. My aim is thus to inspire policymakers and my
academic brethren with the creative imaginations of Emanuel, Dane and Hope.
I could not think of a better way to end my own echo-monde than with
a last description of musicking, the practice through which all elite imaginations – national and religious – were most fundamentally challenged. This
began with changing the underlying format of exchange to one of call and
response, a form that is open and sound-based, and continued with performances that continuously tore down or displaced imagined boundaries. In
the examples that I have presented throughout this book, all kinds of musical relations appeared as vital to the conviviality of the pupils. In his work
on performing and listening as acts of musicking, Small (2011) emphasizes
that relations enacted within musicking can be understood as a metaphor, an
example, and a reenactment of social relations:
They [these relations] are to be found not only between those organized
sounds which are conventionally thought of as being the stuff of musical meaning but also between the people who are taking part, in whatever capacity, in the performance: and they model, or stand as metaphor
for, ideal relationships between person and person, between individual
and society, between humanity and the natural world and even perhaps
the supernatural world. (Ibid.: 13)
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Small describes how the performance of a symphony orchestra can be understood as the creation and expression of common relations within an academic
western social world. It emphasizes specific distance and order, hierarchy and
cognition. To provide an answer to my research question, I will recount one
last instance of musicking that takes the practices of the pupils seriously. It
provides a reading of the search for the ‘real’ Sint Maartener by those in charge
of education, a search in which even the sternest nationalists had to admit
their ties to the wider region and the need for mobility, but also due to everybody being implicated in the money tie system. It incorporates the fundamental presence of music and dance in the pupils’ convivialities, taking seriously alternative genealogies of becoming that do not privilege mind, word
and order. Lastly, it symbolizes my own doctoral search for belonging. This is
my never-ending, playful, sometimes painful, antagonistic asking for but not
finding. This is me, like so many dancers and singers during Carnival time,
asking ‘Where Randy?’ This is where thought makes music.

Where Randy?
I was watching the children’s parade, which took place the day before the
grand parade, during the two official weeks of Carnival 2016. I had come to the
parade alone, expecting to meet some of my pupils. Which I did; I first chatted
and hung out with some girls from the fifth grade, then I met Malcolm from
the same group. Malcolm, eleven years old, was one of the more controversial
pupils in the school.108 He was excited to see me and urged me to come with
him. He said we should walk towards the beginning of the parade because
people sold toys there. “Look teacha,” he said as he showed me the twentydollar bill that he said he got from his father, “I can buy a beer too!”
As we walked against the flow of people that moved towards the center
of Philipsburg, I heard someone calling my name, “Juffrouw Jodi!” In a car
parked next to the road was the lively and welcoming vice-principal of MLK,
watching the crowd with her teenage daughter. She hugged me and asked if I
was having fun. “Definitely!” I told her. She then looked past me and noticed
my companion. Her face showed her wonder, “You are with Malcolm?” she
asked me, seemingly perplexed, “You could stay here with us if you like.” I
thanked her, explained that I was fine and Malcolm and I continued towards
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108 Malcolm spent a great deal of time in detention and I often felt people disliked him and were
afraid of him. He liked to dress, behave and speak in ways that defied all rules. I liked spending
time with him and he appreciated me. I felt that and was reminded of it when I came back to Sint
Maarten after the summer of 2016 and he came looking for me to give me a hug. The principal and
other teachers who were present looked on in surprise. They later came to ask me how I was able to
relate to him in this way. All I could say was that I had made an effort to get to know him and learn
from him.

the beginning of the parade. “I hate her” Malcolm told me, “She is horrible!” I
put a hand on his shoulder and sent him a weary smile. I knew that these two
were thoroughly unhappy with one another. Malcolm often got into trouble
in school and the vice principal then had to find ways to deal with those situations. The choices that she, and by extension the school, made, were often
not ones that Malcolm understood or agreed with. He liked to drink, smoke,
be sexual and violent, while teachers and management wanted him to be the
child they imagined this eleven year old to be.
We were nearing the corner with Nesbit road when we finally found a
stand that sold plastic toys. Malcolm took his time and bought a plastic toy
cap gun with exploding bullets, and a packet of small bombs that smelled
horrible. He threw the first one at me and used the rest to disgust the families around us. He had great fun watching people looking around, questioning and displeased. I started to feel somewhat uncomfortable and was happy
when he seemed to be distracted by something that was happening on the
road. A shiny, brand new convertible was coming towards us, with a prettily
dressed girl in a sash standing on top. I recognized her as the runner-up queen
in the Carnival beauty pageant, and a student from our school. Malcolm
turned to me and whispered, “I know her real well you know.” He winked
and I guessed that he meant she had once been his girlfriend. On other occasions he had explained to me how he had had sex with many different girls.
Even though his play with the toy gun had showed me Malcolm as a ‘child’, he
quickly reminded me that he wasn’t that all the time.
Before I could ask Malcolm about this girl, he increased his speed and
shouted over his shoulder, “I gonna walk with her!” I followed the girl and
Malcolm at some distance, smiling at the people standing by the side to watch,
or dancing to the tunes played from the trucks. After a couple of minutes,
I saw Malcolm standing in the road. His legs were somewhat apart and he
flattened his right hand above his eyes. Standing like this, he looked around
from side to side. And then he walked on, laughing. As I put his movements
together with the music I was hearing, I realized he was looking for Randy.
A few days earlier, the same thing had happened in the sixth grade classroom at MLK. The teacher had gone to meet the principal in the office and I
had been left with the sixteen pupils. It was almost exam time and they were
supposed to be studying hard. Some pupils did try to concentrate on the math
tasks before them, but others were busy with other things: their peers, food,
clothes, music... Within a couple of minutes the previous silence had turned
into a cacophony of voices. A few pupils had left their seats to join friends, while
others had left the classroom altogether. Sometimes I took on the role of teacher
and tried to keep order in situations like these. At others, I watched how things
played out. And sometimes I joined in the mess and added my own two cents
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to it: this was what transactional inquiry demanded. Today I went for option
two and enjoyed what unfolded before me. It was Emanuel who drew the most
attention. He shrieked high notes, groaned and thrusted his hips as if he was
having sex. Dane joined him, flattened his hands above his eyes, moved his
hips forward and sang: ‘Wherandy? Ooeee, Where Andy yes?’ Emanuel copied
the movement and Jane, a fearless and highly popular girl, got up and joined
in while laughing and humming along. Suddenly Carlos, one of the quieter
pupils, came from the balcony and yelled, “Teacher coming, ssshhhh!” As
silence returned and everyone was in his or her own seat again, I whispered to
David next to me, “What song that is?” “You don’t know teacha? That is Randy,
look on YouTube!” That afternoon when I was back in my small apartment I
typed in ‘Randy’ ‘song’ and ‘SXM’ and found the video ‘Where Randy?’109
I played the video, which started with a sexy young woman with long
dark curls dyed red at the ends. Her lips had the same bright red color and
contrasted with the blackness of her clothing. Her two friends also wore black,
just like the other women dancing throughout the video. Their similar clothes
could have made them interchangeable with one another, but their accessories, expressive facial expressions and dancing styles refuted that possibility.
The women might seem the same, but each of them was obviously unique.
They reminded me of the young mothers, older cousins and sisters of my
pupils at MLK. Sixth graders like Jane also moved their hips like the women
in the video clip. And so did Malcolm and Emanuel. The development paradigm and gender stereotypes presupposes certain ways of sexually moving
and behaving based upon age and gender, but these presuppositions cannot
be sustained in a transactional inquiry. The performance of this song by so
many different pupils of all ages reaffirms this.
The main protagonist tells her girlfriends: “He bust out the house, he
ain’t tell me notting! Well, let we go look for him, let we go!!!” Together the
women visit various local bars, asking people if they have seen Randy. They
dance the meaning of the words as they look around. They also search within
the light-parade, one of the Carnival jump-ups that I had participated in a few
weeks earlier. In the bars and on the street the women chat, show pictures on
their phones, laugh and dance the choreography that Malcolm, Dane, Emanuel and Jane danced on the road and in the classroom. As I watched the video
I realized that I had heard and seen this song on many occasions during the
weeks building up to Carnival. I had often heard people refer to Randy, laughingly asking someone “Where Randy is?”
In the clip, the woman and her friends are looking for Randy, but never
manage to find him. This is symbolized by her dancing with a number of
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109 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IH9H7MiGxYE (last visited on 30-11-2018).

different men, who have black bags with a question mark over their heads.
Or is she dancing with the same man all the time? Are they Randy, and she
doesn’t realize? Or is the man with the black bag only a figment of the imagination, and does Randy exist as nothing more than an idea(l)? And who is the
searcher? Is she Randy’s girlfriend or wife? Is she one of his mistresses? Is she a
friend? She remains unknown. Moreover, she is replaced by each of the other
wo/men, who also look for Randy and dance her question. Are they all looking
for Randy? Or is it the original producer of the song who is looking for Randy?
In fact it is King Kembe, the local DJ and artist, who came up with and
sings the original song. The woman in the video clip is clearly miming the
words. But when I noticed the song in school, I did not hear King Kembe. It
was the pupils who performed the search for Randy, and they often didn’t
even need lyrics to do so. In many instances a wo/man in a bar, club, parade,
concert, or on a street corner performed the search with or without sound.
Did s/he then become the searcher? That would not only include Malcolm,
Dane, Emanuel and Jane, but also myself. I danced along, and the more I did
so, the more I learned to dance and perform, the more I recognized my entire
doctoral research as a search for Randy. A search that did not differ much
from those conducted by the different elites in charge of education. I asked
many different people involved in education how they imagined belonging
and then turned to the pupils’ interpretations of it. Learning as I danced, I
realized that my research was an often disrupted search for Randy. I asked the
pupils in all sorts of ways to draw his profile and color him in for me, to help
me define belonging itself and then help me to find the real Sint Maartener.
Like Malcolm, I would stand still in the middle of the road (or classroom,
or train of thought), put an imaginary hand above my eyes and ask, ‘Where
Randy?’ I too desired boundaries and order (sometimes). But there were no
lasting or coherent answers to my question of who s/he really was.
While singing, dancing and playing ‘Where Randy?’, I performed my research
question and the answer to it. No one is Randy and no one finds Randy, but
everyone can sometimes look for him and dance with someone who looks,
dances, sings or behaves like him (or her). We dance, complain to one another
about Randy’s bad behavior, analyze, enjoy ourselves, and then move along.
Musicking ‘Where Randy?’ meant accepting and enjoying the intuition that
our search served no other purpose than the practice of searching itself. Finding Randy would remain impossible, just like finding a lasting, coherent, core
Sint Maartener outside of the act of performing or playing.
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Summary

“Where Randy?”
Education, Nationalism, and Playful Imaginations
of Belonging on Sint Maarten
Education should become the factory for the nation! This ideal, that the
reproduction of a pre-defined imagination of belonging, primarily national,
takes place within public schools has long been mainstream in academia, and
it is still in use in popular discourse. In the classroom, pupils learn to become
a certain kind of national citizen. Two related assumptions underlie this
scenario. First, some sort of transmission of preconceived idea(l)s must take
place in the classroom; second, it is believed that the idea(l) to be reproduced
in the pupils is primarily national. Even though recent ethnographic work
shows that such processes are often contested, diversified and incomplete, the
ideal that schools are sites of social transmission, where imaginations of the
nation are taught to and adopted by pupils, persists.
In this book I demonstrate that the above ideal also existed amongst
different elite formations on the binational Caribbean island of St. Martin.
The southern part of the island, Sint Maarten, is a former colony of the Netherlands and remains part of the Dutch Kingdom until today. Constitutional
changes in 2010 made Sint Maarten a constituent country which made it
possible for a previously fringe independence vanguard to enter the political arena. One of their core members of the vanguard, Dr. Arrindell, became
the first minister of Education, Culture, Youth and Sports of country Sint
Maarten. She explained to me that education could be the factory of the
nation. I also learned from her that the imagination of the St. Martin nation
(not Sint Maarten, which only refers to the South, but St. Martin, alluding to
a politically united and independent island), was a complex mix of autoch-
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thony, Pan-Africanism and romantic nationalism. This imagination of Sint
Maartenness, which I came to understand as a popular interpretation of Benedict Andersons’ ‘Imagined Community’, was to be reproduced in primary
schools through a standardization of the existing educational landscape, and
the teaching of a specific history in the local vernacular. In this way, local St.
Martiners of African descent became the ideal citizens.
The proposed educational measures were to replace the federal imagination of belonging. This imagination had developed throughout the period
during which Sint Maarten was part of the Dutch Antilles together with Curacao, Bonaire, Saba, St. Eustatius and Aruba (until 1986, when it left the federation but remained within the Kingdom). The federal elite dealt with language
differences in a more pragmatic way, was prone to acknowledging plural and
more Creole histories of migration, and understood that different groups
within the federation employed different forms of racialization. To deal with
various differences, this elite alluded to an overarching belonging to the Dutch
Antilles or the Kingdom of the Netherlands.
One important tenet of federal belonging was its incorporation of Christianity. Several members of the federal elite were staunch churchgoers and
the various school communities that were established throughout their reign
were aligned with a specific Christian denomination. This directly opposed
the national vanguard’s argument that Christianity, particularly Catholicism and Protestantism, were European inheritances, colonial remnants that
should not be taught to pupils of their imagined St. Martin nation. In chapter
2 I show that imaginations of Christian belonging in schools were varied. I
describe three different Christian frames: 1) ecumenical, which aligned well
with the federal imagination of belonging; 2) denominational, which established strong transnational boundaries between an increasingly pious Catholic or Seventh Day Adventist (SDA) ‘we’; and 3) Creole Christianity, in which
influences from different struggles and faiths mixed together. This last Christian frame was the one taught at Martin Luther King Junior Primary School
(MLK), where I conducted the fieldwork that the second half of this book is
based on.
In that second part I present thick descriptions of the dynamics of classrooms in which pupils respond to and reinterpret the dictates of grown-ups –
policymakers, teachers, activists, caregivers – on what unites Sint Maarteners.
To learn from and with them, I made use of the surprisingly similar insights
of Caribbean scholar of Relation Eduard Glissant and North American educational philosopher John Dewey. These scholars argued that the common
western approaches to knowledge, knowing and the known, that divide and
create lasting hierarchies, must and can be replaced by a Relational intuition
or transactionalism. Such an approach demands that, as researcher we join

our interlocutors’ social formation, much like a willfully vulnerable embrace.
Doing so is not always a pleasant experience: verbal, psychological, and physical threats and explicit sexual innuendos feature prominently in how the
pupils, especially the sixth graders, resisted and remade what grown-ups (like
me) sought to instill in and extract from them. Yet without vulnerability we
cannot truly learn, nor write a book that remains faithful to Glissant’s Relational intuition.
I spent most of my fourteen months of fieldwork participating in two
classrooms at MLK, a third grade (pupils between nine and eleven years old),
and a sixth grade (pupils between eleven and thirteen years old). In chapter
3, I discuss my learning in the sixth grade, where pupils continuously re- and
unmade the teachings of their teacher Jones. They did so mostly through their
wildly moving, sexually active bodies and their performances of a variety of
video and game characters and music styles (‘musicking’). Although pupils did
not imagine a lasting, shared belonging, there were moments of being in sync.
These moments were grounded in a shared experience of living in the material
reality of Dutch Quarter (DQ), a social imaginary grounded in popular culture
and the right amount of not caring—a sort of ‘DQ conviviality’.
My experiences with the third graders and their teacher Mrs. Philips
were somewhat different than those with the older ones. Whereas the sixth
graders were familiar enough with the discourses of national and Christian
belonging to challenge them, the third graders showed familiarity only with
creative and playful imaginations. This may be expected, but I argue that the
playfulness in this school on this island was specific. It was fueled by playing
with a variety of people and places that they encountered on the island and its
infinite (online) extensions. Established through centuries of contact, (forced)
migration and capitalist involvement, the island can be seen as a miniature
version of the world. Through playing, pupils familiarized themselves with
that multitude. In chapter 4, I explain how playing is a practice whereby we
relate to the world and other players, which implies that we do not need to
agree on the meaning of the objects and players involved. This relating to the
world through play arguably takes place across the globe. Yet the emergence of
Sint Maarten as a playground for tourists, in which those who work must also
become playful – i.e. willing to change and become familiar (enough) to those
who visit – has made play and being playful important and valuable assets,
especially to those who do manual work in the tourist business, as well as their
offspring.
Through their creative imaginations and anti-anti-essential performances, pupils challenged the idea(l) that public schools are places where
national belonging can be reproduced. Moreover, any other shared interpretation of belonging also proved hard to find. What I encountered was a form
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of conviviality. To exemplify the impossibility of finding a lasting and shared
belonging amongst these pupils, I conclude with performances of ‘Where
Randy?’ a song that I encountered in the street, bars, taxis and the classroom.
Sometimes the song was sang, and at other times performed: someone would
stand still in the middle of the road, legs slightly apart. S/he would raise their
hand to shade the eyes and look around, searching. Everyone would then
know: s/he is looking for Randy. During my research I came to understand
the song as a metaphor for and expression of the island elites’ (and my own)
search for belonging. At the same time, the song shows that Randy is not to
be found; we don’t even learn who he actually is. Musicking ‘Where Randy?’
meant accepting and enjoying the intuition that our search served no other
purpose than the practice of searching itself. Finding Randy was impossible.
Similarly, the pupils’ ‘Sint Maartener’ was found only in the act of performing
and playing the question - “Where Randy?”
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Samenvatting

“Where Randy?
Onderwijs, Nationalisme, en Speelse Verbeeldingen
van Thuishoren op Sint Maarten
Education should become the factory of the nation! Het idee dat er op publieke
scholen een vorm van reproductie van reeds gedefinieerde nationale verbeel
ding plaatsvindt, is lang gemeengoed geweest in de academische wereld en
deze opvatting wordt nog steeds breed gedeeld in de wijdere samenleving.
Twee aan elkaar gerelateerde assumpties liggen ten grondslag aan dit idee. Ten
eerste wordt aangenomen dat de overdracht van vooraf vastgestelde ideeën
en idealen plaats kan vinden in scholen. En ten tweede wordt aangenomen
dat het te reproduceren ideaal in eerste instantie nationalistisch van aard is.
Ook al is er genoeg academisch werk dat laat zien dat het proces van reproductie vaak betwist wordt, incompleet is en varieert per individu en school,
het ideaal dat scholen plaatsen zijn waar sociale overdracht plaatsvindt, waar
verbeeldingen van de natie worden gedoceerd aan en aangenomen worden
door leerlingen, volhardt.
In dit boek laat ik zien dat dit ideaalbeeld ook bestond bij verschillende elites op het bi-nationale Caribische eiland St. Martin. Het zuidelijke
gedeelte van dit eiland, Sint Maarten, is een voormalige Nederlandse kolonie
en behoort tot op de dag van vandaag tot het Nederlandse Koninkrijk. Constitutionele veranderingen die plaatsvonden in 2010 maakten van Sint Maarten
een zelfstandig land. Mede door deze veranderingen kon een tot dan toe
vrij marginale groep van onafhankelijkheidsvoorvechters de politieke arena
betreden. Eén van hun leden, Dr. Arrindell, werd de eerste Minister van
Onderwijs, Cultuur, Jeugd en Sport en zij vertelde mij dat onderwijs de factory
van de natie zou moeten zijn. Ook leerde ze mij dat haar verbeelding van St.
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Martin belonging (niet Sint Maarten, wat alleen refereert aan het zuidelijke
deel, maar St. Martin, verwijzend naar een politieke verenigd en onafhankelijk
eiland) een complexe mix van autochtonie, Pan-Afrikanisme en romantisch
nationalisme was. Deze verbeelding, die ik tijdens mijn onderzoek ben gaan
begrijpen als een populaire interpretatie van Benedict Anderson’s ´Imagined
Community´, zou worden gereproduceerd in basisscholen. Hiervoor zou een
standaardisering van het bestaande onderwijs moeten plaatsvinden, waardoor alle leerlingen dezelfde specifieke geschiedenis in de lokale Engelse variant zouden leren. Hierdoor kwam de lokaal geboren St. Martiner van Afrikaanse afkomst centraal te staan als de ideale burger.
De voorgestelde maatregelen in het onderwijs moesten de federale
verbeelding van belonging vervangen. Deze verbeelding was ontstaan tijdens
de periode waarin Sint Maarten onderdeel van de Nederlandse Antillen was,
samen met Curaçao, Bonaire, Saba, St. Eustatius en Aruba (tot 1986, toen het
de federatie verliet en een land binnen het Nederlandse Koninkrijk werd). In
deze periode moesten de eilanden met elkaar, en met het machtige Nederland
samenwerken. Dit leidde tot een federale vorm van belonging die een meer
pragmatische omgang met talige verschillen voorstond, erkende dat meerdere en creoliserende geschiedenissen van migratie van belang konden zijn, en
onderschreef dat racialisering op verschillende plekken binnen het Koninkrijk
op andere manieren plaatsvond. Om om te gaan met deze verschillen werd
gezinspeeld op een overkoepelend besef van belonging tot de Nederlandse
Antillen of het Nederlandse Koninkrijk.
Een belangrijk kenmerk van federaal belonging was de belangrijke rol die
het Christendom er in speelt. Veel leden van de federale elite waren verfente kerkgangers en de verschillende schoolgemeenschappen die ontstonden gedurende
hun regeerperiode, zijn tot op de dag van vandaag verbonden aan een bepaalde
Christelijke denominatie. Dit ging lijnrecht in tegen de opvatting van de natio
nalistische voorhoede, dat het Christendom, en dan vooral het Katholicisme en
Protestantisme, Europese erfenissen zijn: koloniale overblijfselen die onder geen
beding onderdeel zouden moeten zijn van het onderwijs van toekomstige burgers
van St. Martin. In hoofdstuk 2 laat ik zien hoe verbeeldingen van Christelijke
belonging van elkaar verschilden. Ik beschrijf drie frames: 1) oecumenisch, een
Christelijke vorm die goed aansluit bij de federale verbeeldingen van belonging;
2) confessioneel, een vorm die harde transnationale grenzen creëert rondom
een steeds vromer Katholiek of Zevende Dags Adventistisch ‘Wij’, en 3) Creools
Christendom, waarin invloeden van verschillende strijden en regio’s samenkomen en mengen. Dit laatste Christelijke frame werd volgens de schooldirecteur
van Martin Luther King Junior Primary school (MLK), onderwezen aan de leerlingen in zijn klassen. Dit zijn de leerlingen waarmee ik het overgrote deel van het
veldwerk verrichte waarop de tweede helft van dit boek is gebaseerd.

In dat tweede deel presenteer ik in thick descriptions de dynamieken in
leslokalen waarin leerlingen antwoord geven op en eigen interpretaties laten
zien van de geboden van volwassenen (beleidsmakers, docenten, activisten,
verzorgers) over wat Sint Maarteners samenbrengt. Om van en met hen te
leren, maakte ik gebruik van de verrassend overeenkomende inzichten van
de Caribische denker Edouard Glissant en de Noord Amerikaanse onderwijs
filosoof John Dewey. Deze academici poneren dat de gebruikelijke, westerse
benadering van kennis, het actief weten en datgene dat gekend wordt – geba
seerd op het opdelen en in starre hiërarchieën plaatsen – vervangen moet en
kan worden voor een andere (Relationale) intuïtie of transactionalisme. Als
we dat doen worden we als onderzoeker onderdeel van de sociale formaties
waarin onze onderzoek partners zich bewegen, als in een opzettelijk kwetsbare omhelzing. In mijn geval was dit niet altijd een prettige ervaring omdat
verbale, psychologische en fysieke bedreigingen alsmede expliciet seksuele
toespelingen een prominente rol speelden in de manieren waarop voornamelijk leerlingen in groep acht zich verzetten tegen wat volwassenen (zoals
ik) ze probeerden aan te leren of uit hen probeerde te halen. Echter, zonder
kwetsbaarheid kunnen we niet echt leren of een boek schrijven dat trouw
blijft aan Glissant’s Relationale intuïtie.
Het grootste deel van mijn veertien maanden in het veld bracht ik door
in twee klaslokalen op MLK, een groep 5 (met leerlingen tussen de acht en
tien jaar oud), en een groep 8 (met leerlingen tussen de tien en twaalf jaar
oud). In hoofdstuk 3 beschrijf ik mijn leerproces in groep 8, waar leerlingen
herhaaldelijk hervormden of ont-deden wat docent Jones hen leerde. Ze deden
dit veelal door middel van hun wild bewegende, seksueel actieve lichamen en
het opvoeren van verschillende muziekstijlen. Zij verbeeldden geen blijvende
vorm van belonging. In hun uitvoeringen waren er echter wel momenten van
synchronie. Deze momenten waren gebaseerd op een gedeelde ervaring van
opgroeien in de materiele werkelijkheid van Dutch Quarter (DQ), een sociale
verbeelding gebaseerd op populaire muziek en video’s en de juist mate van
onverschilligheid, vooral ten opzichte van personen met autoriteit. Deze
manier van samenleven noem ik ´DQ conviviality´.
Mijn ervaringen met de vijfdegroepers en hun juffrouw Philips waren
anders. Waar de achtstegroepers bekend genoeg waren met de discoursen van
nationalisme en Christelijke belonging om ze te kunnen betwisten, waren de
vijfdegroepers eigenlijk alleen bekend met creatieve en speelse verbeeldingen.
Dit is misschien niet onverwacht, maar ik beargumenteer dat de speelsheid
voor deze leerlingen op dit eiland een specifieke en belangrijke betekenis had.
Deze speelsheid werd gevoed door het spelen met verschillende mensen in
allerlei plekken, op het eiland en in haar oneindige (online) extensies. Het
eiland, ontstaan door eeuwen van contact, (gedwongen) migratie en kapi-
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talistische expansie, kan worden gezien als een miniatuur versie van de
wereld. Door te spelen in en met verschillende plekken konden leerlingen
zich vertrouwd maken met deze verscheidenheid. In hoofdstuk 4 leg ik uit
hoe spelen ons in staat stelt om op een specifieke manier een relatie aan te
gaan met de wereld of andere spelers, zonder dat wij het eens hoeven te zijn
over de betekenis van verschillende objecten en spelers. Deze speelse manier
van ons verbinden vindt plaats over de hele wereld. Toch beargumenteer ik
dat de opkomst van Sint Maarten als een speelparadijs voor toeristen, van
spelen en speelsheid heel waardevolle karaktertrekken heeft gemaakt. Speels
zijn – bereid zijn te veranderen en bekend genoeg te worden voor diegenen
die op bezoek zijn en geld uitgeven – is een essentiële karaktereigenschap voor
diegenen die werken in de toeristenindustrie, en voor hun kinderen.
Middels hun creatieve verbeeldingen en anti-anti-essentiële uitvoering, betwisten verschillende leerlingen het idee van publieke scholen als plekken waar nationale belonging wordt gereproduceerd. Bovendien blijkt ook
een andere gedeelde vorm van blijvende belonging, onvindbaar. Bij wijze van
conclusie, presenteer ik de lezer met een uitvoering van “Where Randy?”, een
liedje van een lokale producer dat ik tegenkwam op straat, in cafés, taxi’s en in
klaslokalen. Soms werd het gezongen, maar vaak ook uitgevoerd: iemand ging
in het midden van de weg staan, benen licht uit elkaar, plaatste een platte hand
boven de ogen en keek zoekend rond. Iedereen wist dan: h/zij is aan het zoeken
naar Randy. Gedurende mijn eigen zoektocht naar de gedeelde verbeeldingen
van ´Sint Maartenaar´ zijn, begon ik het lied te waarderen als een metafoor
en uitdrukking van de twee elites’ (en mijn eigen) zoektocht naar belonging.
Tegelijkertijd laat het lied zien dat Randy niet gevonden kan worden, we leren
niet eens wie hij werkelijk is. Musicking “Where Randy?” betekende het accep
teren en waarderen van de intuïtie dat onze zoektocht geen ander doel dient
dan het zoeken zelf. Het vinden van Randy zal onmogelijk blijken. Net zoals
de leerlingen hun ideale Sint Maartener alleen vinden in het uitvoeren van en
het spelen met de vraag - “Where Randy?”.
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In 2010 Sint Maarten became a constituent country in the Kingdom of the Netherlands,
which brought questions of sovereignty, independence and nationalism to the forefront.
A renowned and increasingly influential nationalist vanguard imagined and promoted
a strong, independent St. Martin nation, with one people, one culture and one language.
As such, this elite popularized Benedict Anderson’s theory of the Imagined Community,
and the idea that this particular form of belonging could and should be reproduced in
public schools. Fourteen months of fieldwork in and around primary schools taught me that
mobility, ongoing transnational ties, religion and anticolonial struggles, have always shaped
imaginations and practices of belonging in numerous ways, remaking national belonging.
In this book, inspired by the surprisingly similar works of the Caribbean scholar
Edouard Glissant and North American educational Philosopher John Dewey, I show that
pupils in one public primary school also unmade the order of the imagined community and
its foundations. They did so through playful performances, grounded in the conviviality of
their neighbourhood, endlessly enlarged through on- and offline encounters. Being playful
turned out to be a valuable characteristic, not only, as would be expected, for the pupils,
but also for their extended families who worked menial jobs in the tourist playground that
Sint Maarten has become. Ultimately, this research shows that a lasting, shared imagination
of the ideal Sint Maartener exists only in the playful act of looking for him or her. Inspired by
performances of a popular local song in which people are looking for Randy, I propose that
214 similarly, the looking and finding of Sint Maarten belonging, exists only in the performance of
the question – “Where Randy?”

